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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned with the determination of internal 
quantum state distributions obtained under single collision 
conditions from crossed beam reactive molecular scattering. 
Specifically, the reaction 0 ( 3P g ) +.I 
() 	
10 ( 2 113/2 ) 
+ I (P3,,) is considered at experimental and theoretical 
levels. Chapter 1 introduces briefly the development of 
reactive scattering with an emphasis on the role of optical 
detection. The technique of laser induced fluorescence (LIF) 
as such a detector is detailed in Chapter 2 for most of the 
experimental regimes which arise in practice and the super-
iority of continuous wave over pulsed excitation, is high-
lighted. In addition, the feasibility of LIE detection of 
the radical 10 from the above reaction is demonstrated. In 
Chapter 3, the apparatus intended to carry out such a study 
is described in detail. Unfortunately, due to a prolonged 
breakdown of the nitrogen laser, the author was not successful 
here. Consequently, a theoretical study of the reaction 
under various conditions was made using the classical trajectory 
technique and a detailed discussion of this along with the 
results is presented in Chapter 4. It is seen that the reaction 
ostensibly behaves in the manner expected for a long-lived-
complex at low collision -- energies tending to stripping dynamics 
at higher energies. More detailed examination of the results 
suggests that dynamical rather than statistical factors determine 
trajectory outcomes and this is attributed to the anomalous 
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SOME RECENT LIGHT ON MOLECULAR 
REACTION DYNAMICS 
1.1 	INTRODUCTION 
To gauge the expansion in the general field of reaction dynamics 
it is instructive to compare the present state of the art for the laser 
induced fluorescence technique (LIE) with the state prevailing in early 
1977. Kinsey 1 noted that the ground covered between the first report in 
1972 2  and January 1977 was an order of magnitude above that of (alkali) 
reactive scattering at the same age. Inspection of Appendix 2 below 
reveals over 100 separate reactions studied via LIE to date compared with 
twenty when Kinsey wrote his review - a fivefold increase in yearly 
output. Similar remarks apply to the visible chemiluminescence (VCL) 
technique: the first reportt of single collision VCL appeared in 1970 
and since then some eighty systems (see Appendix 1) have been investigated 
with a current productivity level three times that of two years ago. 
The reasons for this expansion are largely technological. During 
the last decade, the development of superior apparatus and techniques has 
meant that tighter control on experimental variables is possible and this, 
in turn, has permitted extraction of more detailed information. Some 
notable examples include the preparation of oriented molecules5' 
6 
 and the 
tStri c tl y speaking, Moulton and Herschbach were first ere but they 
required two distinct single collisions to obtain VCL'. 
1-2 
direct observation of steric 7 and specific energy8 requirements for 
reaction, notably in vibration. In conjunction with these advances, 
signal retrieval and analysis has been improved by on-line recording, by 
cross-correlation techniques  and by various forms of multiplexing. Thus, 
the use of Fourier transform spectroscopy has facilitated and extended 
measurements of infra-red chemiluminescence 10 ' 	such that rotational 
relaxation is a minor perturbation on the nascent distributions. Similarly, 
the Fourier Transform Doppler Spectroscopy (FTDS) technique resurrected 
by Kinsey 12 holds considerable potentialfor mapping out velocity/angle 
contours of single internal (diatomic) states in favourable circumstances 13 . 
In addition to available technology, there are those currently 
unavailable which are vigorously sought. Thus, although efficient 
isotope separation methods and visible chemical lasers, once developed, 
are unlikely to draw on single collision environments for their implem-
entation, the understanding of the individual contributory processes is 
essential - it is far less expensive to model potential systems computat-
ionally than to build prototypes which may not work. 
It seems reasonable to assert that optical and, in particular, 
laser techniques have made the most significant contributions to molecular 
beam reaction dynamics in the last decade. In the future we can look 
forward to laser induced chemiluminescence, photodissociation and photo-
ionisation as 	standard diagnostic devices in molecular beams work. The 
low cross-sections for the latter can be offset by powerful U.V. and 
vacuum-U.V. lasers and in conjunction with time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(without the inefficient electron bombardment ioniser) can be more efficient 
than "universal" detection 14  whilst being equally universal. Indeed, the 
use of multi-photon ionisation by lasers of modest power has recently 
Jr 
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been demonstrated both as a beams characterisation device and as a detector 
of reactive scattering. More exotic yet is the proposal by Letokhov' 6 
that the shift in I.R. frequency of molecular vibrations brought about 
by nuclear excitation (through E = Lmc 2 ) can be used to separate nuclei 
and lead to gamma ray laser action. 
In the spirit of the advances in reaction dynamics which depend on 
light for their elucidation, an overview of the field is presented below. 
Interest is confined to single collision investigations (crossed beam and 
beam/gas) only. The state of the art of crossed beam reactive scattering 
is not reviewed since this has recently been covered in a number of reviews 17 . 
1.2 	VISIBLE CHEMILUMINESCENCE (VCL) 
This field has been thoroughly reviewed up to early 1978 by 
Campbell and Baulch 18 and a potted bibliography has recently been given 
by Engelke 19. Accordingly the subject will be reviewed only briefly for 
1970-1978 and in more detail for 1978 to date since the forthcoming review 
of Menzinger20 is not yet available. A complete list of all single 
collision systems studied via VCL is presented in Appendix 1. 
The vast majority of these reactions are metal oxidations. The 
excited state reactions of Fig ( 3 P02 ) and Xe* ( 3 P0,2 ) are both analogous 
to corresponding alkali atom ( 2 P) reactions. The former presents a 
theoretical challenge since a marked difference in reactivity with spin-
orbit state is observed, the 3 P 2 state being 30 times more reactive with 
Br than the 3 P0 state21' 22 	The mechanism with Hg* ( 3P) is expected to 2 
be ionic with long range electron transfer (R  '..100 A2 ) whilst 3 P 0 appears 
more covalent and hindered by a potenti1 barrier 2 . For the reaction of 
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NO (2111/2 	/2 with ozone similar differences in reactivity have been 
reported23 . On the other hand, the work of the Birmingham group 24 with 
Xe ( 3P0,2 ) does not seem to follow the reactivity trends of hg*  and NO 
but does indicate the strong similarity of Xe* ( 3 P02 ) with Cs ( 2P). 
Here, the use of the rotor beam technique 24 permits more detailed invest-
igation of reaction dynamics via the VCL excitation function and polaris-
ation. 
1.2.1 	NON METAL REACTIONS 
These consist of the following: 
RI : C 2 + NO - 
 H 	•+ (NO) 2 -* 
 0 	+ (NO )2 - 
 0 	+ NO - 
 02* 	4. R 1 R2C== CR3R4 - 
 03 	+ NOt 
 1 2* 	+ F2 
CN* + CO 
*. 
HNO + NO 
NO2* + NO 
* 
NO 
R1R2C = 0* + R 3R4C 0 
NO2* + 
02 
IF 	+ IF 
The reactions of carbon polymers are of fundamental importance in most 
natural combustion processes. It emerged from Krause's work on Ri 25 
that the reaction proceeded without activation energy on a single 
adiabatic ( 2A') surface via a facile four-centre mechanism. The internal 
* 
state distributions of CN were characterised by temperatures indicating 
complex formation which was supported by dynamically derived CO internal 
distributions. In addition, the specificity of the reaction to 
3 C2* (X' JT)  constitutes an extremely sensitive test for its presence. 
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The preassociation reaction (R4) of 0 ( 3 P) + NO ( 
2
II) which is 
responsible for airglow in the night sky .has been a source of controversy 
for some time26 . The work of Ibaraki etal 27 has removed some of the 
uncertainty concerning the stabilizing effect of NO dimers. By controlling 
the NO nozzle temperature they were able to show that preassociation was 
of negligible importance in comparison to dimer reactions, R3, which 
exhibited a cross-section, °R'  of either 100 or 340 
2  depending on the 
dimerization equilibrium constant value. Such enormous cross-sections 
suggest long range electron jump mechanisms but little supporting data 
are available to support this. The vastly lower cr for R2 can be accounted 
for in two ways: firstly, the probability of electron jump in this 
reaction is negligible and secondly branching characteristics of the 
intermediate may be entirely different. Although a subsequent re-analysis 
of the 0 + NO reaction has been carried out in a sensitive crossed 
beams apparatus 28 it was not conclusively shown that the VCL was due to 
binary collisions. The enigma of the background stabilized "immortal 
complex" 29 of BaC12 * formed in "single collisiOns" of Ba + Cl 2 indicates 
30 
very high cross-sections for energy transfercasts some doubt on "two 
body" radiative recombinations. 
The only reaction of organic importance thus far studied has been 
the dioxetane reaction 31, R5. Application of orbital symmetry rules 32  
indicate that formation of ground state dioxetanes from ground state 
reactions is forbidden. The observation of activation barriers with 
various substituents which could only be overcome by translational energy 
implied an entrance channel barrier. This was rationalized in terms of 
an avoided intersection between excited and ground dioxetane states 
which was brought about by vibronic mixing. 
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Lastly, the 4-centre reaction of 1 2* 	iI{(0)} with F2 (1),  R7, 
has much in common with the dioxetane reaction since it is forbidden by 
orbital symmetry considerations. Although VCL is energetically possible 
with ground and excited state 1 
29 
 it is only with the latter that any is 
0 	
33 observed, the cross-section being comparatively high (10 - 50 A 2 ). 
Three possible explanations for this behaviour were proposed: 
symmetry considerations for non-C2v  configurations may be relaxed 
especially for 1 2* + F2 . 
as in the dioxetane reaction, forbidden concerted reactions may become 
allowed by vibronic mixing - in this case the 1 2* + F2 barrier 
will be reduced sufficiently to permit reaction at thermal energies. 
an ionic mechanism may be operating. 
The possibilities will exhibit a dependence with 12*  vibrational state and 
the authors suggest use of a tunable excitation laser (they used an Ar+ 
laser) to examine this. However, it is possible that reaction in this case 
is assisted by translational energy as in the dioxetane reaction and a 
study of its excitation function would also yiel.d considerable information. 
1.2.2 	REACTIONS CONTAINING ALKALI SPEIES 
Of the reactions involving metals, the most widely studied are 
- 
	
	the group 2A oxidations. More recently, groups 3A and 3B have been 
investigated. In addition, the transition element Ti has been observed 
via its excited oxide 34 and the lanthamides Sm, Ho and Eu as well as the 
group 4A metal Pb have also been studied 18 . The atomic alkali metals 
which dominated the reactive scattering scene in the '60's do not give 
rise to chemiluminescence but instead to vibrationally excited salt 
molecules particularly with halogen containing molecules. However, 
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Moulton and Herschbach4 have shown that these excited halides can sub-
sequently react with atomic alkalis to produce alkali atom chemiluminescence 
thereby substantiating Magee's 37 mechnism for alkali emission in alkali-
halogen flames: 
M + X2 	.,. 	MX 	+ X 	 M, M' = alkali 
X + M 	+ MXt + M 	 X = halogen 
M' + MXt 	M'X + M* 	 * 	= electronically excited 
t = vibrationally excited. 
However, the definitive work of Struve et a1 35 has shown that the original 
Polanyi (direct) mechanism 
35 
 also contributes here: 
M + X2 	-,. 	MX + X 
X + M 	-,.. 	MX 
Consequently, work on alkali metals has revolved round their dimers. This 
is summarised in Table 1.1 below, For the M2 + X reactions 35 , alkali 
atom emission is seen for all accessible states up to and just beyond the 
0 
exoergicity limit with extremely large VCL cross-sections (10 - 100 A 2 ). 
This is interpreted in terms of an electron-jump (E-J) mechanism which 
takes place near the inner surface crossings and consequently gives rise 
to many excited states. The distribution of exoergicity amongst these 
states is seen to be nearly statistical with a characteristic temperature 
5000 ° K. The £42 + x2  reactions35' 36 on the other hand display much 
lower VCL cross-sections although the total reaction cross-sections are 
0 
similar (50 - 150 A 2 ). The emission here however is from both excited 
IM 
F C2., I Ck 2 Br I 1C2. IBr 
CF H 
Li 2 - - - - - - - - - X 
Na 2 - X - X X - - - - - 
K2 - X X X X X X X X - 
Rb2 - X - X X X X X X - 
I cs 2 X - X X X X X X 
Table 1.1 	- 	Alkali dimereactions studied via VCL 
' studied, '-' 	not studied. 
atomic and molecular product and, in contrast to the X + M 2 reactions, 
chemionisation has a substantial cross-section (1 - 10 A ). The 
mechanisms here are complicated but involve 
M2 +X2 	M+MX+X 
- 	MX 	+MX 
M +MX 	+X 
- 	M2X 	+ X 
and the intermediate proposed is the biradical ion-pair. 
M.F4 	......X_.x 
The latter can explain the forward scattering of the salt molecules and 
1-9 
the chemionisation process (d) in - terms of its modes of decomposition. For 
pathways (b) and (c) a 2nd electron jump is necessary and the instant shape 
of the intermediate then determines the pathway (bent configurations produce 
two salt molecules). The major difference between the X and X 2 series of 
reactions is that for X, VCL accounts for the majority of reactive 
scattering whereas the reverse applies to X 2 . The phenomenon of orbital 
degeneracy originally proposed by Magee 37 is invoked to explain this. 
Thus, 2/3 of the X 1- M2 collisions yield M*  whilst essentially none 
obtains from X2 +2. 
 The existence of VCL from the latter is due to 
surface crossings in the ionic intermediate and is unrelated to orbital 
degeneracy which is absent (both reactants are 
1.2.3 	REACTIONS OF GROUP 2A METALS 
These reactions lend themselves well to analysis by VCL. Unlike 
the alkali reactions, the excited states of group 2A salts are stable and 
well defined and the observed VCL is not quasi-continuous. However, 
since the behaviour of lA and 2A metals is chemically similar as a consequence 
of their comparable ionisation potentials much comparison with the early 
alkali work is possible. Nonetheless it is unfortunate that little crossed 
beam scattering has been done with group 2A metals since their divalent 
character does give rise to pronounced differences in mechanism which are 
difficult to interpret on the basis of LIF/VCL work alone. 
The reactions studied to date are tabulated below. 
F2 C Br2 '2 02 0 3  
N 2  0 NO  C2.0 2 CO 2 S 2C2.,2 HCZ 
Be - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Mg G,E E - - - - - - G - - - 
Ca G,E G,E G - E - G G G E G E 
Sr G,E E - - - - E G G - G -. 
BaG,E G E G - G G G G - G - 
Table 1.2 	Reactions of group 2A metals 
- 	" 	not studied 
G 	' 	ground state reactants 
E 	"S' 	 excited atomic reactant. 
For both ground and excited state (metal) reactants, the predominant 
mechanism is harpooning. For reactions with halogens, Menzinger 38 has 
observed that Ca + C2 2 , Br  Proceeds via a long-lived-complex for CaX* 
production and that the species CaC. 2 is formed with a very long 
radiative lifetime suggesting complex stabilisation by background gas 
collisions. The same report showed that Ca + F 2 proceeded in a direct 
fashion analogous to the alkali case. This has been supported by 
1-10 
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Engelke 19, 	who has established the E-J mechanism on the basis of high 
0 2 	 * 
total cross-sections (70, 115; 74, 125; 90, 160 A for Ca, Ca 
Sr, Sr; Ba, Ba*  respectively). For the reactions of CR2 with excited 
atoms, the cross-sections and mechanisms are again similar, non-adiabatic 
transitions being necessary to yield excited products 40, 41 
The reactions of Ca, Sr, Ba with the oxidisers N20, NO 2 and CU 2 
form a contrasting set. With NO 25  all proceed by a straightforward 
electron jump 42  whereas for N 2  0 the situation is complicated by the 
negative electron affinity when the v2 bending vbration is unexcited. 
This leads to a very short range electron jump or possibly a covalent 
mechanism43 similar to that of K + CH3I. However, excitation of 
has been shown to have a dramatic effect on the VCL cross-section 
44  and 
provides strong evidence in favour of the E-1 mechanism. This is further 
supported by reaction of the excited atoms with N 20 which is characterised 
* 	*3 	 02 	 45, 46 
by very large VCL cross-sections (Sr , Ca ( P) " 27, 6 A respectively) 
The E-Jcross-section, a R 	9 is given by 
aR= 
	ir r 	 ....................(1.la) 
0 	 0 
where 	r 	(A) ". 	 14.4 (A) 	....................(l.lb) 
C I.P. (eV) - E.A. (eV) 
is the crossing radius. The enhancement of the VCL cross-section (and, 
almost certainly, the, reaction cross-section) noted above corresponds to 
decreasing (increasing) the ionisation potential (electron affinity). 
lk 
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In the case of CO 2 , both excited chloride and oxide have been 
observed47 with comparable cross-sections 	The 'snap-out' reaction to 
* 
form MC. led the authors here to propose an electron jump into a half-
full anti-bonding molecular orbital centred on the C2. atom which caused 
attraction of the 0-atoms with product formation in a single direct 
encounter. The oxide formation was a consequence of the geometry of the 
intermediate. 	 - 
Perhaps the most interesting of all the VCL reactions studied to 
date are those of Ba, Sr, Ca + S 2 C2,2 . The odd feature here is that the 
VCL comes largely from the "old" S 2 bond with only a small contribution 
from MCk' and MC2*.  The total reaction cross-sections were 160, 105 and 
92 A respectively indicating an E-J mechanism once more. The intermediate 
proposed which could account for the observations was 
Ck C £ 
and the reaction was expected to proceed by a concerted mechanism in a 
single collision. Although such mechanisms are rare in the gas phase, 
they are nonetheless known and the authors cited 11 instances of these 
involving Ba. That most of the exoergicity of this reaction ends up in 
S 2 internal excitation is presumably a reflection of the strain in the 
ring. The spin-forbidden nature of the reaction may again be a consequence 
of vibronic coupling. 
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1.2.4 	REACTIONS OF GROUP 3A METALS 
The laser induced chemiluminescence of In, T2. + 1 2* has 
demonstrated  directly a preferential collinear orientation for reaction 
since the total VCL signal (compensated for polarisation) was shown to 
be a smooth function of the polarisation of the excitation laser with 
respect to the metal beam. The same simple experiment was able to show 
a reaction-induced product rotational polarisation which was independent 
of laser polarisation. Since the reactants were not polarised in these 
experiments, the product polarisation must be a direct consequence of 
the potential which must be highly non-spherical in order to give rise to 
measurable anisotropy after experimental averaging. Such measurements 
can be inverted13 to yield information on the preferred geometry for 
reaction. 
Of the other group 3A studies, little information on the reaction 
dynamics was obtained49' 50 . However, in ref. 49 the use of laser 
vapourisation of a thin metal containing substrate to yield fast pulsed 
beams was demonstrated. The oxidation of B and NO by N 2O showed that 
while the total reactive cross-section decreased with increasing 
collision energy, the VCL cross-section did the reverse quite decisively. 
Although no explanations were forwarded it seems that a surface crossing 
may be responsible for this. 
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1.2.5 	REACTIONS OF GROUP 3B METALS 
The group 3B metals Sc, Y, La have similar ionisation potentials 
to the alkaline earths and alkalis and are therefore expected to form 
ionic bonds in oxidation reactions via an E-J mechanism. The cross-
sections for oxide fomration have been tabulated 
51 
 using known oxidant 
electron affinities and equation (1.1). 	In a detailed thermodynamic 
study of the reactions Sc, Y, La + O2 N 20, NO 29 
 Gôle and Preuss 51 have 
deduced that the observed activation energies reflect rearrangement of 
the ground state ionic complex to the excited emitting state. Such a 
mechanism is consistent with the generally low efficiency of single 
collision VCL processes (10 	- 1%) since the ground state reactants tend 
to form ground state intermediates initially. This idea is further 
supported by Dagdigian45' 
46 
 who reported extremely large \'CL cross-
sections for excited state reactants where considerably less rearrange-
ment is required. An important point arising from the thermodynamic 
work is the interpretative difficulty introduced by the complicated 
relationships between VCL intensity, latent heat of vapourisation and 
activation energy, A.E., for the various states populated in the source. 
This was seen to lead to an anomalously low A.E. for the La + N 2O 
reaction. 
The distribution of exoergicity amongst ground and excited states 
has been shown to vary markedly for the 3B metals depending on the 
oxidant. For M + O2 	
52, 53 
Manos and Parson 	showed that the partitioning 
in the excited state was well reproduced by a prior distribution based 
only on translational state density over a wide range of collision energy. 
This is in contrast to the ground state partitioning in ScO and YO studied 
by LIE which was seen to be statistical in vibration but "cold" in 
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rotation. On increasing the collision energy, the fraction into rotation 
was reduced at the expense of translation whilst that into vibration 
remained constant. This behaviour is unlike that of direct interactions 
on a single surface and the authors concluded that indirect collisions 
on a variety of surfaces were responsible since this was consistent with 
the statistical distributions observed and the large number of surfaces 
correlating with reactants. 
Although less well characterised, the other oxidants 
54 
 appeared 
to give rise to far from statistical distributions in the excited state, 
notably from Sc + NO 2* 
1.3 	INFRA-RED CHEMILUMINESCEICE (IRCL 
This technique measures relative rate constants for formation of 
a particular (v) or (v, J) state of the ground electronic state. The 
corresponding populations N v and Nj  characterise the nascent internal 
distributions of the reaction under study. There are two variants of the 
method in current use: the Southampton group 
55 
 utilises the "measured 
relaxation" technique in which relatively fast flows of reagents are 
used at high pressure (> 	Torr). This way, diffusion is minimised 
and the correction for vibrational relaxation is straightforward. In the 
arrested relaxation 	
26 
method the apparatus more resembles a large 
crossed molecular beams machine with reagents forming "sprays" and inter-
secting at a fairly well defined region in the field of view of the 
detector. Unlike the high pressure variant, only translation is completely 
thermalised here and rotational relaxation can be accounted for with 
precision. 
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However, the low signal: noise properties of IR photodetectors is 
low compared to photomultipliers even when operated at liquid He temp-
eratures and this in conjunction with the low Einstein 'A' coefficients 
in the IR means that the technique is limited only to species with 
large vibrational and rotational quanta, namely hydrides. Consequently 
the vast majority of this research has been devoted to the reactions 
H + XY 	-'- 	HY + YorhY + X 
X + HY 	- 	HX + Y 
Where X and V are halogens. This is not a serious restriction however 
since there is intense interest in such reactions because of their 
chemical laser applications. In-addition, the range of mass combinations 
displayed above means that quantitative comparisons with metathetical 
trajectory studies can be made. This is greatly facilitated by the 
tendency of these systems to be electronically adiabatic. 
The main drawback of IRCL is that for low vibrational levels the 
precision is low (cascade effects are greatest) and for the zero-point 
level, no information can be gained unless self-absorption of the 
v = 1 	- 	v = 0 emission is studied. However, chemical laser 
methods, notably the grating-selection method 561 , •can supply this 
information. 
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The whole field of IRCL has been reviewed by Campbell and Baulch18 
and will not be detailed. One recent experiment of note however has pro-
duced evidence of two-sided attack in an H + XV reaction, one direct 
and one indirect57 . The vibrational population distributions are seen to 
be bimodal with the low v peak corresponding to direct attack (repulsive 
energy release) and the high v peak arising from the migratory nature of 
the indirect reaction. Although eminently reasonable, the actual demon-
stration of bimodal mechanisms has proved very difficult to date due to 
"washing out" of the nascent product distributions by initial condition 
averaging and other analytical difficulties. 
1.4 	LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE 
A complete list of all single collision systems studied by LIF 
is presented in Appendix 2.. Like VCL, LIE requires a stable excited 
molecular state which must also be accessible by presently available 
lasers. Since the optical signal is related to populations and ultimately 
cross-sections in both cases, interest is confined almost exclusively to 
diatomic products. Polyatomic molecules are very poorly characterised 
at the quantitative level required by LIE (some exceptions exist eg. 
NH2 ) and in addition are prone to radiationless processes which makes 
population analysis untenable. However, Ca, Sr and Ba cyanides produced 
in the M + BrCN reactions have been studied subject to the limited 
spectroscopic information 
58.  The tightly bound CN ion could be treated 
as a single particle with properties similar to halide ions. Indeed, 
58 this similarity is nearly complete except for the C states. 
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At the other extreme, Polanyi's group have recently used atomic 
fluorescence excited by a complex vacuum-U.V. laser whose output, tunable 
from 140 - 160 nm, was produced by resonantly enhanced 4-wave mixing 
in Mg or Sr vapour. The reaction studied here was 
R8: H(D) + Br 	HBr(DBr). + Br 
* 
and the variation in Br emission with collision energy gave directly the 
excitation function for the reaction (this is not so easily derived from 
molecular fluorescence). From this study 
59 
 R8 appeared to have no 
threshold thereby setting an upper limit of 1 k. cal. mQl 	for the 
activation energy. The most important outcomes however were the agree-
ment with previous trajectory studies and the demonstration of a purely 
mechanical mass effect (ie. H or D). Both vindicated the classical 
trajectory technique. 
Breakdown of the reactions studied by LIE is simpler than for 
VCL. The early studies  with the exception of the 'H + NO  system 60 
were exclusively of group 2A metal salts, particularly Ba salts. Since 
1977, the field has flourished and the group 3B metal oxides have been 
investigated in various reactions. More recently yet, reactions of F, 0 
and Yb atoms have been studied. In the vast majority of cases, the 
excitation laser has been pulsed butwithin the last 2 years, five reactions 
using CW excitation have been reported. It is notable that no reports 
involving alkali atom or dimer reactions have appeared, this being a 
reflection of the unsuitability of alkali halide excited states for 
quantitative LIE. 
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On a cautionary note, Farrar and Lee °' have criticised the 
ability of LIF to provide detailed cross-sections. Since the technique 
measures number density and not flux (to which cross-sections and 
hence rate constants are related) it is always desirable to draw on 
velocity/angle contour maps to effect the transformation to flux. 
However, for the majority of reactions studied by LIF to date these have 
not been available and the approximation 
F = n 	 F = flux 
n 	= 	no. density 
= 	mean (lab) velocity 
(1.2) 
has been used with V corresponding to the most probable Newton diagram. 
If the reaction has appreciable activation energy then this relation would 
be clearly inappropriate in the threshold region which often arises for 
thermal beams. Even if angular distributions are established 
62-65  the 
transformation is complicated by the presence of two contributory branches 
at each LAB angle whose relative importance is a strong function of 
scattering angle as a consequence of the transformation Jacobian. 
Further uncertainty arises from the spread in centroid vectors which 
further highlights the importance of using beams with low velocity and 
angular spreads especially in reactions of modest exoergicity. 
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The state of the art in LW has been reviewed 1' 66  up to January 
1977. Accordingly, systems discussed therein will not be considered 
below unless necessitated by comparison. In addition, purely spectro-
scopic58' 
67-73 
 and beam diagnostic applications 171  of the technique will 
not be discussed. 
1.4.1 	REACTIONS OF GROUP 2A METALS 
These are summarised below in Table 1.3: 
CX4 CHX3 CH2X2 CH 3X CF3X CCP.,3X H  
Ba, Ba
* 






Ba, Ba Ba 	- 
F - - -- -- - 	- - - 	- Ca 	- * 

















Ba, Ba Ba 	- 
CQ. Ca 	- - 	- - 	- - 	- - 	- Ca 	- Ca 	- 
* 






Sr, Sr Sr - 
Ba, - Ba 	- Ba - Ba 	- 
* 
Ba, Ba - 	- Ba 	- 





Sr, Sr Sr 	- 
- 	- - 	- Ba 	- Ba 	- Ba 	- - 	- Ba 	- 
-- - 	- - - - - - - 
- 	- 
- - - - 
- 	- - - * Sr, Sr - 	- - 	- - 	- 
Table 1.3 	Reactions of group 2A metals - * 	excited atomic reactant. 
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A: 	Reactions with substituted halomethanes 
Along the Br row of Table 1.3 there is some disagreement regarding 
energy disposal. Rommel and Schultz 
74 
 have reported a convincing trend 
towards high BaBr vibrational excitation with increasing N in CH4_N  Br N2 
the distributions being decidedly non-statistical and heavily inverted. 
Similarly for CF 3Br, Solarz and Johnson 
75 
 reported that 88% of the 
available energy ended up in BaBr vibration in accord with the above 
trend. The explanation offered was that the halomethyl product retained 
its shape if completely halogenated whilst the Cl-I 3 product suffered a 
change in geometry from pyramidal to planar thereby invoking the inversion 
vibrations to the detriment of the diatomic product excitation. In 
contrast, the reactions of F atoms with CH 3 I and CF3I 
76 
 exhibited very 
low vibrational excitation of IF 	= 0.15 and 0.11 respectively) 
which the authors attributed to lhe low values of the CF 3 quanta with 
consequent ease of energy transfer. .However, comparison with the 
K + CH3I/CF3 I reactions indicate that an E-J mechanism would prevail 
for.Ba + CF3Br whilst the CH 3Br reaction would be covalent leading to 
repulsive energy release. The trend in the data is perhaps more re-
concilable with a gradation from ionic (stripping) to covalent (rebound) 
dynamics. Indeed, the early work on Ba + 	C2,4 ' suggests. this since 
it displays a large cross-section, an inverted vibrational distribution 
with fv = 0.75 and a very "cold" rotational distribution all of which 
are consistent with a spectator stripping interaction. Similarly, the 
Ca + CCL4 system studied by CW excitation displays strong vibrational 
7Sa 	 75 inversion 	as does the Sr + CC2 4 reaction. 
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The sequence of reactions of Ba with CH 2 1 2 , CH3 I 	and 
CF 1 64, 80 displays trends similar to those of the brominated species. 
All show inverted vibrational distributions with f 1,'s of 0.18, 0.29 
and " 0.7 respectively. The earlier bimodal distribution for the CF 3 I 
reaction 
64 
 has been disclaimed after re-analysis 80 and only the high 
quantum number peak remains. The interpretation of these trends assumes 
an E-J mechanism which is in the entrance channel for CF 3 I and the exit 
channel for CH 3 I leading to high internal excitation of the CH  fragment 
in a repulsive interaction. A general trend of all the ground state 
(atom) reactions is vibrational excitation of MX in the order 
Ba > Sr > Ca for a given collision partner as expected on the basis of 
an E-J mechanism. A similar mechanism is expected to apply to the 
Yb + CHBr3 reaction recently reported8 . 
B: 	Reactions with hydrogen halides 
The ground state reactions of Ba + HX 
82 
 indicate straight-
forward repulsive energy release which becomes slightly mixed with 
increasing halogen mass. The - reaction cross-section correlates with 
the fraction of Et0t  into vibration; polarisability considerations 
suggest more attractive character with heavier halogen. The Ba + HI 
reaction appears to be inconsistent with the above but no explanation 
was given of this. The recent revision of the Ba - F and Ba - Ck 
bond energies 
83 
 now indicates more mixed release in the HF/HC2, reactions 
but it remains predominantly repulsive. Thus, since the 
H + H'L 	4. 	HH' + L mass combination favours mixed release, 
it would appear that the surfaces themselves control the reaction 
character and that these are highly repulsive. 
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A contrasting situation arises for reactions with HF (v = 1) 
where the reactant is prepared by HF laser excitation 84 . For Ba, the 
BaF product becomes more vibrationaly excited some 57% of the 
excitation energy being retained in vibration. Overall, f changes 
from 19% for v = 0 to 33% for v = 1 indicating more mixed release. This 
can be readily explained in terms of "corner cutting trajectories" 
where the reactant vibration enables the system to cross into the 
product valley "from the side". 
For Ca and Sr, the reactions are ondoergic with. HF (v = 0) but 
exoergic with HF (v = 1) and the rate of reaction ratio 85 , k1: k0 
is 's.' 	 This is to be expected since endoergic reactions have 
barriers in the exit channel which are more readily overcome by 
vibration. The partitioning of the exoergicity in these reactions is 
similar to that of Ba + HF (v = 1) with 30 - 40% in product vibration 
and slightly more in translation. This is similar to the alkali + HX 
cases in which most of the exoergicity ends up in product translation. 
The surfaces involved, although ionic, must be repulsive as for 
K + CH3 I with an electron jump in theexit channel. 
More detailed dynamical information has recently been reported 
for, this category. Karny and Zare 86 established on two counts that for 
Sr + HF (V = 1) the preferred reaction geometry was bent. Firstly, 
the electric vector 	of the HF laser orientated the v = 1 molecules 
either parallel or perpendicular to the Ba beam with a larger signal 
for the latter and secondly, tuning the HF laser to populate J = 1, 2, 3 
etc. also produced an increased signal with increasing J. This was the 
complete reverse of the findings of Brooks' group for the K + HC2 
(v = 1) reaction 
87 
 where the reactivity decreased with increasing J. 
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Neither effect can be statistical because of the small change in accessible 
phase space and must therefore be dynamic. If a preferred geometry for 
reaction does arise it seems that increasing J would reduce the prob-
ability of favourable orientation especially at low J. Thus the 
explanation of Brooks et al appears most plausible at this stage. 
The relative efficacy of translational over vibrational energy 
in bringing about the endothermic Sr + HF (v = 0, i respectively) 
reaction has been investigated using a seeded HF beam 88 . Contrary to 
expectation, the latter was only 1 - 10 times more effective in agreement 
with work on K + HCL. This was interpreted in terms of a mass effect 
since H + I-I'L 	+ 	HH' + L is known to favour vibrational 
enhancement of endothermic reactibns least. The skewed axes of this 
mass combination (see Chapter 4) tends to scramble V and T modes and 
promotes multiple "clouting encounters. That phase space theory could 
account for the observations here substantiates this; the reaction 
mechanism, although by no means complex, exhibited highly snarled 
trajectories. 
Similarly, for Ba + HF (v = 0), snarled trajectories were 
invoked 
89  to account for the low collision energy observations whilst 
at high energy the mechanism appeared to change to a classic rebound 
type. This was not seen in trajectory calculations on Ba + HCi, HBr 
where repulsive release was always the case90 . It was therefore 
speculated that although technically exoergic the Ba + HF barrier 
may still be in the exit channel since, referred to equilibrium potentials 
rather than zero-point levels, it was endoergic. In addition, the 
H + H'L mass combination is not entirely appropriate to Ba + HF. 
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Both factors detract from a model Aescription of the system and, as such, 
a mixture of two energy dependent extremes is not unreasonable. 
C: 	Reactions with excited atoms 
The reactions of metastable Ba ( 3D2, ) and Sr ( 3P 1 ) with 
halomethanes 75 are surprising in their general lack of reactivity. Two 
striking exceptions arise in that with CH 3C2 and CF 3CZ, Ba ( 3D) does 
react but not Ba ( 1 so ) or Sr ( 1 S0 , 3P). The simple E-J model predicts 
the reverse since Ba ( 3D) has a higher ionisation potential than 
Sr ( 3P). The detailed mechanisms are not simple but the similarity of 
the energy disposal to that in related reactions of ground state 
species suggests an attractive interaction. The apparently equal 
reactivity of the Ba
* 
 spin-orbit states is accounted for in terms of 
* 
covalent -- ionic surface crossings at the same radius, unlike in Hg 
Further contrast is provided by the reactions 
R9: 	Sr* ( 3P 1 ) + HF, HCY, 	SrF, SrC •+ H 
in which electronic excitation of Sr bestows reactivity on otherwise 
endoergic systems. The vibrational disposal in SrF is highly inverted 
and very narrow (v = 26 - 31) accounting for 70% of E 	 whilst fortot 
SrC2.. the figure is 40%. Both are considerably more vibrationally 
excited from the Ba + HX ground state reactions which the authors 91 
attribute to the more attractive nature of the triplet surface combined 
with its ability to adiabatically mix in ionic character. 
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The only other report concerning excited species 122 discusses the 
reactions 
Ca* (3P) + U2 CO 	-* 	CaO (X, A', a) + 0, CO 
which present yet another theoretical challenge. For the 02  case, the 
branching ratio for excited state (A', a) formation over ground state (X) 
is 'v  2 whilst that for CO  is "-. 0.3. Both results, whilst subject to 
considerable uncertainty, imply highly non-statistical energy partitioning 
in contrast to the Ba (1S0) + 0 29 CO  reactions which are confidently 
expected to proceed via long-lived-complex formation 92 . Likewise, the 
spin-forbidden reaction 
Ba ( 1 S0 ) + SO 2 ( 1 A 1 ) 	-' 	BaO () + so (3) 
has been shown9395 to proceed by complex dynamics with near statistical 
partitioning at thermal energies. However, its cross-section is much 
0 2 
higher than for Ba + CO2, 02  being 1\170 A , symptomatic of a long-range 
E-J mechanism with a facile singlet -triplet crossover due to spin-
adiabaticity relaxation 136 . 
On the basis of the Ba + O2 CO2, so  results, an ionic mechanism 
with ensuing complex dynamics would be expected a priori for the Ca 
reactions (although Solarz and Johnson found otherwise 75 ). The detailed 
nature of the potential surfaces sampled in these reactions may well 
hold the key to their differing dynamics. Indeed, some hint of this has 
already been given in Herm et al 93 who reported an anomalous dependence of 
angular distribution on kinematics and the possible existence of a 
singlet -triplet threshold. 
11 
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1.4.2 	OXIDATIONS OF GROUP3B METALS; Y, Sc + 0 2  NO, so  96 
The group 3B metal monoxides are isoelectronic with the 2A mono-
halides and exhibit similar spectroscopic properties. They are there-
fore eminently suitable for LIF detection because of their high "A" 
coefficients and, unlike the 2A monohalides, their rotationally resolved 
spectra. 
The use of computer simulation of the spectra both in LIF and 
VCL has been emphasised by Parson's group 96 . The results are necessarily 
non-unique but physical intuition overcomes this and by demonstrating 
insensitivity to dynamic and kinematic variations, considerable confidence 
can be placed in this approach. Thus, for the above reactions, the 
simulations are invariant with angular scattering assumptions and in 
close agreement with the data. Further, the NO and 502  cases give rise 
to statistical rotational distributions whilst the 02  reactions are 
decidedly "cold"; in all cases, the vibrational distributions were 
statistical. Analysis of the 02  system using dynamically constrained 
phase-space theories suggest that it is-not angular momentum constrained. 
It is therefore concluded that the NO, SO 2 reactions proceed by complex 
formation whilst for 02  the mechanism is direct. However, VCL work 52 
suggests that the excited monoxides display statistical dynamics. This 
is another indication of "hermaphroditism" 
97  in that the excited state 
follows complex dynamics whilst the ground state proceeds directly. 
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1.4.3 	REACTIONS OF METALS WITH ORGANIC MOLECULES 
The fluorescence spectra of organic species are generally con-
fined to condensed phases which prejudices their application in single 
collision LIE. However, reactions of these molecules with metals 
leading to metal salt formation can directly provide information on 
their reaction dynamics. The example of the re-arrangement of the 
0-tolyl radical 
98 
 is exceptional since the resulting benzyl radical is 
known spectroscopically from flash photolysis. Thus, Ba reacts with 
both benzyl chloride (C6H5 .CH 2 Cz) arid a-, m-, p- chiorotoluene 
(C6H4CL.CH 3) to yield BaC9 with roughly the same internal excitation in 
each case. However, the greater exoergicity of the former means that 
the benzyl radical must take up more energy either collisionally or 
internally. In addition, the non-appearance of a benzyl radical spectrum 
for the meta and para reactions indicates inability of these systems to 
transfer an H-atom to the site vacated by C2.. This is seen 
98 
 to be due 
to an activation barrier to migration which is small but significant in 
the ortho case. There is, however, some danger in making an interpretation 
based on relative intensities (as was done here) since the organic 
radicals may well be subject to variable radiationless deactivation even 
in the gas phase. 
In another report 
99 
 the problem of replacement of H-atoms by 
alkyl groups and its effect on reactivity has been addressed together 
with that of concerted abstraction processes - an essential mechanism in 
organic chemistry. For the sequence of reactions 
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R: 12 	Sc, Y, La + H - OH, R---OH 
ScO, VU, LaO + products 
R 	= 	CH 35  C2H 5 ,iso - C 3 H 75 n - C 3 H  7 
the most striking observation is that the metal oxide is formed in 
abundance (the hydroxide could be formed but be undetectable). The 
reaction cross-section for H 
2 
 0 is substantially higher than for D 2 
 0 
for all metals, and for YO, the H 20 and D20 cross-sections are 
decidedly larger than for R—OH especially CH 3OH. 
The formation of oxide only from H 20 and 020  is interpreted 
in terms of a more facile redistribution of electron density from both 
OH bonds to the 0-atom. Excitation of asymmetric vibrations is more 
difficult than for the symmetric ones and, in addition, results in 
electron density being concentrated in the OH bond which is not conducive 
to oxide or hydroxide formation. 
The alcohol reactions are expected to proceed via a ring 
mechanism 
C  
R: 13 	 H 	 O+M 	M0+H +C - C 
with concerted bond formation to form products. This would explain the 
vastly higher cross-sections for the C 2 and C3 groups since for CH 30H 
this mechanism would be sterically hindered. The internal state 
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distributions of MO imply that the iso - C 3H 7OH reaction proceeds by a 
similar mechanism to that of C2H5OH but markedly different than the 
n-C3H 7OH case which appears to proceed via 6-membered ring formation 
which closes to produce cyclopropane. All of the proposed mechanisms 
are supported by surprisal analyses with prior distributions corresponding 
to expected products. 	 - 
Continuing this work, Liu and Parson100 have studied the corr-
esponding carbonyl and carboxylic acid oxygen atom abstractions. The 
outstanding feature of this series is the "coldness of the rotational 
distributions compared to prior distributions for both ground and excited 
state diradical formation. The occurrence of the most exoergic pathway 
was rejected since this would have resulted in vibrationally hot" 
distributions unlike those observed which resembled the prior distrib-
utions. 
The reaction dynamics here, by comparison with other 3B oxidations, 
are most likely to be complex - a direct mechanism-would yield "hotter" 
than statistical distributions rather than the reverse. Despite con-
siderable interpretative uncertainty, the authors propose a complex 
mechanism with both exit and entrance channel dynamical constraints to 
account for cross-section variations and apparently repulsive release. 
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1.4.4 	REACTIONS PRODUCING THE OH RADICAL 
The OH radical lends itself very well to LIF detection since its 
spectrum is well resolved due to its high rotational and vibrational 
quanta and well characterised as a consequence of its atmospheric and 
astrophysical importance. 
Two studies of the H + NO  reaction have been reported 60, 101 
which arrive at significantly different conclusions regarding the 
dynamics. Although the LIF evidence was not unambiguous, the respective 
groups based their ultimate conclusions on the molecular beams studies 
of Haberland et al 2 which changed from forward peaking to isotropic 
when a simultaneous velocity/angle analysis was made (sic). The later 
LIE study 102 was able to resolve contributions from A-doublet states 
which proved to be essential to the vibrational populations and energy 
partitioning. In addition, the higher quality of the data for OH (v = 1) 
showed both vibrational levels (v = 0 3 1) to have the same rotational 
surprisal. The effect of these was to reduce the energy partitioning 
to values more attributable to complex dynamics. By using seeded supersonic 
beams to rotationally cool the NO 2`0  no - difference was seen from the "hot" 
case indicating freedom from entrance channel effects. This exerctse also 
yie1ded 0 and f 
vib 
 for the NO product since the products' 
-- 
 
rotational angular momenta were constrained to be antiparallel. 
The dynamics were therefore shown to be complex by energetic 
considerations. This was strongly supported by the A-doublet populations 
which for planar complexes correlating with HONO ( 1 A') would favour 
over. ll. Thus, although a complex model accounted for Haberl and's 
results 102b and most of the IBM results 101 , the authors pointed out 
that the energy partitioning was somewhat less than statistical. The 
idea of separate time constants for angular and energy randomisation 
proposed by Zare 63 is brought to mind once more. 
The other reaction studied by the IBM group replaced NO  by 
C202 . The A- doublets were again produced unstatistically implying 
a planar intermediate but the energy partitioning was expressly non-
statistical. The qualitative similarity to the H + NO  system in 
combination with the dissimilarity to H + 0 3 led the authors 
101 
 to 
propose a stable H000 intermediate which has yet to be experimentally 
verified. 
A completely different approach to OH formation involving 
abstraction of H-atoms in saturated hydrocarbons by atomic.oxygen, 
0 
3(P), has recently been reported 
103.  The rates of these reactions 
were small indicating small but effective barriers and abstraction, 
although predominant, was not the only mechanism. Variation, of the 
environment of the H-atom was seen to markedly alter the OH vibrational 
disposal. Thus, primary H-atom abstraction led exclusively to OH (v = 0); 
secondary, to OH (v = 0, 1) in roughly equal proportions and tertiary, 
to OH (V = 1) exclusively. Further, only a small fraction of the 
exoergicity was channelled into the organic radical product. Modelling 
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these systems using classical trajectories was seen to be quite successful 
if a 3-body (R, H, 0) interaction on LEPS surfaces which differed only 
in the R-H bond dissociation energy adopted. 
1.4.5 	F-ATOM REACTIONS WITH IODIDES 
The exemplary work of dyne et a1 104 on the spectroscopy of the 
IF molecule has made study of this sequence of reactions possible. 
Unlike the other interhalogens, IF is relatively free from predissociation 
and is a strong emitter. Its absorptions extend from ' 450 - 650 nm 
which can be readily covered by CW dye lasers. 
A complete study of the F + CH 31, CF 3 I reactions has been made 
by the Garching group 105 as well as a brief report on the F + 1C2. 
reaction78b. A more restricted study of the F + 12 reaction has been 
made using pulsed excitation 106 . Unfortunately, excitation here above 
500 nm was precluded in the Tatter work because of 12  fluorescence 
which could not be easily removed. 
The reactions with CH 3 I and CF3I yielded IF internal distributions 
in agreement with those expected assuming a long-lived complex. This 
was seen to agree with earlier crossed-beams results by Lee's group107 . 
The low vibrati Dnal partitioning with CF 31is in contrast to the reactions 
Ba + CF3I 64, CC2.4 	
78a, CBr
4 	and Yb + CHBr3 
81 
 •and 
strengthens the complex argument. The slightly lower f (IF) for CF 3 I 
is probably due to more facile energy transfer to CF  inversion vibrations 
in the complex. 
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In complete contrast, the F + 12 106 
	78b reactions proceed 
directly and exhibit strong vibrational inversion. The existence of a 
weakly bound F1 2 species by Lee's group 108 is likely to create an 
attractive surface for this reaction. However, as demonstrated below, 
(see Chapter 4) direct dynamics are not essential for producing vibrational 
inversions (see also reference 57). Similar remarks apply to the 1Ck 
reaction but the cross-section here is not likely to be as large since 
F—C9—I.approaches would, on a molecular orbital basis, be repulsive. 
1.4.6 	MISCELLANEOUS 
The reaction A9. + 02 	- 	A2JJ + 0 has been repeated 109 
using time-of-flight LIF ° . The first report here 
68 
 suffered deductive 
uncertainty because the collision energy spread was comparable to the 
exoergicity. Unfortunately, the TOE work still suffered since intensity 
considerations mandated a beam-gas arrangement. Nonetheless, it was 
seen that both vibrational and rotational excitation increased with 
collision energy. The fraction of Et0t  into vibration was 	20% 
throughout whilst rotation accounted for 30%. This disposal is curious 
since it cannot be reconciled with the Polanyi classifications. A recent 
quantum mechanical model 1 	which exhibited similar characteristics on 
- 	an attractive surface was therefore invoked to explain the observations 
and the authors tentatively established that, on the basis of Walsh's 
rules, the At + 02 interactions could not be repulsive. 
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In summary, the A2. + 0 reaction and others could be inter-
preted with much greater confidence if tighter control on experimental 
variables is made. In addition, much benefit would accrue from 
supporting angle/velocity maps from crossed beams studies. 
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APPENDIX 1 	- 	CHEMILUMINESCENT REACTIONS UNDER SINGLE COLLISION CONDITIONS 
REACTANTS PRODUCTS REFS. 
1. A + 03  AY. 
	
+ 	02 112 
2. B + N 2  0 - BO 	+ 	N2 49, 50 
3. B + 02 BO 	+. 	0 50 
4. Ba* + Br  
-- BaBr: 	+ 	Br 113 
5. Ba -i- CZ 2  -' BacR, + 	CZ 29, 	30, 	114-116 
6. Ba, Ba •+ 	F -' BaF 	+ 	F 19, 	39 
7. Ba + 12 - Bal 	+ 	I 113, 	117 
8. Ba + cRO2 - BaO 	+ 	CZ 0 118 
9. Ba + 03 BaO* 	+ 	02 119 
10. Ba + N20 - BaO 	+ 	N2 3, 	24a, 42, 	43, 	119, 120 
11. Ba + NO  - BaO 	+ 	NO 3, 42 
12. Ba + S2 a 2 -- S 2 	+ 	Ba12 ' 48 
B:C 	+ 	S2 Ci. 
13. Br + K2 . K 	+ 	KBr 35, 	121 
14. Br + Na2 -' Na: 	+ 	NaBr " 	
1 
15. Br + Rb 2 Rb + 	RbBr 
16. C 2 + NO - CN* 	+ 	CO 25 
17. Ca + Br  CaBr* 	+ 	Br 38 
18. Ca* + CL2 - CaCL 	+ 	CL 40 
19. Ca + CLO 2 - CaO 	+ 	CLO 118 
CaCL 	+ 	02 
20. 
* 
Ca + CO2 - CaO 	+ 	CO 122 




Ca + 	HC Y. 
* 
•CaCL 	+ 	H 40 
23. Ca + 	N 2  0 CaO 	+ 	N2 42, 45 
24. Ca + 	NO  - CaO 	+ 	NO 3, 42 
25. Ca* + 	02 CaO 	+ 	0 122 
26. Ca + 	S 2C2 + S 2 	+ 	CaCL 48 
+ CaC. 	+ 	S2CL 
27. CL + 	K2 + K 	+ 	KC, 35, 121, 	123 
28. CL + 	Na 2 Na 	+ 	NaCL 121, 123 
29. CL + 	Rb 2 4. Rb 	+ 	RbCL It at 
30. Cs 2 + 	Br2 + CsBr 	+ 	CsBr 35, 36, 	121 	124 
31. Cs  + 	CL2 + CsCL 	+ 	CsCL 11 II 	 UI 	 11 
32. Cs  + 	C 2 - CsC2. 	+ 	CsF  
33. Cs 2 + 	ICL 4. CSI 	+ 	CsCL 36, 124 
34. Cs 2 + 	IBr CsI: 	+ 	CsBr It 11 
35. Cs2 + 	12 +. CSI 	+ 	CSI 'U 
It 
36. Cs 2 + 	F Cs 	+ 	CsF 36 
37. Eu + 	03 4. EuO 	+ 	02 125 
38. Eu + 	N20 EuO 	+ 	N2 1 
39. Eu + 	NO  
-' 
EuO: NO 'I 
40. Eu + 	F2 - EuF 	+ 	F 
41. H 	+ 	(NO )2 
4. HNO 	+ 	NO 27 
42. H 	+ 	Li 2 Li 	+ 	LiH 126 
43. Hg* + 	Br HgBr* 	+ 	Br 22 
44. Hg + 	CCL4 + HgCL 	+ 	CC- 4  21 
45. Hg* + 	CHCL3 HgCL 	+ 	CCL3 
46. Hg + 	CZ  +. HgCL 	+ 	CL 
47. Ho + 	N 2  0 HoO 	+ 	N2 49, 127 
1-38 
 I + K2 -- K 	+ KI 35, 121 
 12 + F2 IF + 	IF 33 
 12 + In ml + 	I 7 
 1 2* + T2. 19.1 + 	I 
 K2 + Br  -'- KB  + 	KBr 35, 36, 	121, 	124 
 K + C 2 .+- KC 9. + 	KC 9. 
1 II 
 K2 + C .RF + KC9. + 	KF n it 	it 
 K2 + IC9. - KI + 	KC9. H 
 K2 + IBr KI + 	KBr H 0 
 K2 + 12 - KI + 	KI I' 
 La + F2 LaF* + 	F 128 
 La + C2F LaC9. + 	F 
 La + SF  9 LaF* + 	SF  
 La + C2 2 -' LaC9. + 	C9.' 
 La + 02 ~ LaO + 	0 51-53 
 La + NO  
+ Lao: 
+ 	NO 51 
64.- La + N 20 - LaO + 	N2 0 
 Mg* + C9.2 MgCL •, 	C9. 41 
 Mg + C90 2 MgO + 	C9.O 118 
MgC9. + 	0 2 
 Mg, Mg + 	F2 - MgF + 	F 19, 39 
 Na 2 + Br  
-3- NaBr: 
+ 	Br 35, 121 
 Na 2 + C9.2 -- NaC9. + 	C9. 
 NO + 0 3 NO  + 	02 23, 129 
1-39 
71. 0 + NO NO 28 
72. 0 (NO) 2 -'- NO -i- NO 27 
73. 02 
+ 
+ R 1 R2 C=CR3R4 -'- R 1 RCO + 	R 3R4 CO 31 
74. Pb + N 
2 
 0 -'- PbO + N 2 130 
75. Pb + 03 ' PbO + 02 131 
76. Rb 2 + Br2 RbBr* + RbBr 35, 36, 	121, 	124 
77. Rb 2 + C22 RbC2. + RbC2. 36, 124 
78. Rb 2 + C2F -' RbC + RbF Il 
2 + IC Y, RbI + RbC2. 
80. Rb 2 + IBr -' RbI + RbBr U 
81. Rb2 + 12 - RbI + RbI 
II 
82. Sc + F2 4. SCF* + F 128 
83. Sc + C91 -'- ScCL + F 
84. Sc + SF 6 ScF + SF 5 
85. Sc + ScC9, + C2. 
86. Sc + NO 2 -' ScO + NO 51, 54 
87. Sc + N 2  0 - 
ScO + N2 " 'I 
88. Sc + 0 3 ScO + 0 2 
89. Sc + 02 -- 
SCO - 0 52-54, 132 
90. Sm + 0 3 Sf10 + 02 125 
91. Sm + N 20 -' SmO + N 2  125, 133 
92. Sm + NO 4. SmO + NO 125 
93. Sm + F2 SmF* + F 125 
94. Sr, Sr 	+ 	F 2 -' SrF + F 19, 39 
95. Sr + NO SrO + NO 42 
96. Sr + N 2 O - SrO + N 2 42, 46 
97. Sr + S 2 C2,2 -' S 2 	+ SrC2..2 48 
SrC2. + S2C, U 
1-40 
 Sr* + U2 -' SrC2. + 	C2. 41 
 Sr + CW2 -* SrO + 	C2JJ 118 




+ 	NO 2 -* hO + 	NO 34 
 
Ti: 
+ 	N 20 hO + 	N 2 




+ 	Br  
+ 
XeBr + 	Br 24 
 Xe + 	BrCN + XeBr + 	CN 
 Xe* + 	CC-4  -' XeC2. + 	CC,3 
 V +. F YF 	+ F 128 
 V + C2.F + 
* 
Yc + 	F 
 V + SF YF* 	+ SF5 U 
 V + U2 
+ Yc + 	c 
 .Y + NO 2 - Y0 	+ NO 51, 54 
 V + N20 
+ 
yo* 	+ N2 II 	It 
 V + 0 3 -'- YO 	+ 02 
It 	11 
 Y + 02 
+ YO 	+ 0 52-54, 132 
1-41 
APPENDIX 2 	- 	REACTIONS STUDIED BY LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE UNDER 
SINGLE COLLISION CONDITIONS 
REACTANTS PRODUCTS 
1. At + 02 AR0 + O 68, 109 
2. Ba + BrCN ', BaBr + CN 58 
+ BaCN + Br 
3. Ba + CBr4 BaBr + CBr3 74 
4. Ba,Ba + 	CC2.3F -'- BaCL + CC2 2F 75 
5. Ba, Ba* + 	CC2,4 BaCp. + CC2,3 75, 77 
6. Ba + CHBr3 -* BaBr + CHBr2 74 
7. Ba + CH 2Br2 -'- BaBr + CH2Br 74 
8. Ba + CH2 1 2 Ba! + CH 2 I 69, 79 
9. Ba, 
Ba: 
+ 	CH 3F -'- BaF + CH  75 
10. Ba, Ba + 	CH3C2. + BaC2. + CH3 75 
11. Ba, Ba* + 	CH3Br -'- BaBr + CH  74, 75 
12. Ba + CH 3 I - Ba! + CU 3 69, 79 
13. Ba + C6 H 5CH2 . C BâC2 + C6H 5CH 2 98 
14. Ba + o-C6H4 C,CH3 
-' BaC9., + C6H 5CH 2 
15. Ba + m-C6H4C.CH 3 - BaC2., 
+ C6H4 CH 3 
16. Ba + P-C6H4 C2CH3 4. BaCL + C6H4 CH 3 
17. Ba + CF3 I -'- Bal + CF  64, 80 
18. Ba + CF  BaF + CF  75 
19. Ba + CF3C2. -' BaC9, + CF  
20. Ba + CF3Br BaBr + CF  
REFS. 
21. Ba + CO  - Ba0 + 	CO N67, 92, 94 
22. Ba + DC2. - BáC9. '- 	 D 82 
23. Ba + HBr -' BaBr + 	H 69, 82 
24. Ba + HC 2 BaC2, + 	H 69, 82 
25. Ba + HF BaF + 	H 82, 84, 89 
26. Ba + HI BaI + 	H 82 
27. Ba + KC2 -'- BaCp, + 	K 63 
28. •Ba + LiC2. -'- BaCk, + 	Li 62 
29. Ba + 02 -* BaO + 	0 2, 92 
30. Ba -i- SF BaF + 	SF 69 
31. Ba + so  
- BaO + 	SO 78c, 94, 95 
32. Ca + BrCN CaBr + 	CM 58 
CaCN + 	Br 
33. Ca* 	+ 	CO 2 CaO + 	CO 122 
-'- CaO + 	CO 





35. Ca + CC9. 4 + CaG2, + 	Cc. 3 78a 
36. Ca + DF ~ CaF + 	D 85 
37. Ca + HBr CaBr + 	H 69 
38. Ca + HC2, CaC2. + 	H 69 
39. Ca + HF CaF + 	H 85 
40. Ca + NaC, CaC9. + 	Na 65 
41. D + Br 2 -' Br 	+ DBr 59 
42. F + CH 3 I IF 	+ CH  76, 78b 
43. F + CF3 I IF 	+ CF  
44. F + I Cz IF 	+ ck 78b 




 H + CO2 
 H + NO  
 H + Br2 
 La + H20 
 La + 020 
 La + RU 
 La + ROH 
 0 + CS  
 0 + RH 
 Sc + 1120 
 Sc +020 
 Sc + RU 
 Sc + ROH 
 Sc + 02 
 Sc + NO 
 Sc + SO  
 Sr + BrCN 
 Sr, Sr + CC -14 
 Sr, Sr + CC,3F 
 Sr, Sr + CH 3F 
 Sr, Sr + CH3C, 
 Sr, Sr* + CH 3Br 
 Sr + CH 3 I 
 Sr, Sr + CF4 
 Sr, Sr + CF3 C9. 
 Sr, Sr + CF3Br 
+OK + CD 
- OH + NO 
+ Br + HBr 
+ LaO + H2 
+ LaO + 02 
+ LaO + R 
LaO + RH 
+ CS + SO 
+ OH + R 
+ ScO + H 2 
ScO + 02 
- ScO + R 
~ ScO+ RH 
+ ScO + 0 
+ ScO + N 
ScO + SO 
+ SrBr + CN 
+ SrCN + Br 
- SrC2 + CC 2,
3 
+ SrCZ + CC2,2F 
SrF + CH 3 
SrCi.. + Cl-I 3 
SrBr + CH  
+ SrI + CH  
+ SrF + CF3 
- SrCL + CF  
- SrBr + CF3 
101 



























72 Sr + 	OFt SrF 	+ 	0 85 
 Sr + 	HBr - SrBr 	+ 	H 69 
 Sr + 	HC2.. -'- SrC9. 	+ 	H 69, 	91 
 Sr, Sr
* 
	+ 	HF + SrF 	+ 	R 85, 86, 88,91 
 Y + 	02 Y0 	+ 	0 96 
 Y + 	NO YO 	+ 	N 'I 
 Y + 	SO2 YO 	+ 	SO U 
 Y + 	ROH -- YO 	+ 	RI-I 99, 100 
 Y + 	RO + YO 	+ 	R 100 
 Yb .+ 	CHBr3 -'- YbBr 	+ 	CHBr2 81 
	
NOTES (1) 	Probed product is listed first. 
If both products can be probed, those actually probed are 
underlined. 
' 	" excited atomic reactant or molecular product. 
'f' " vibrationally excited reactant. 
j 
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CROSSED BEAM REACTIVE SCATTERING 
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LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE FROM 
CROSSED BEAM REACTIVE SCATTERING 
2.1 	GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Since the first L.I.F. review' much progress in this technique 
has been made with extension to angular distributions and to velocity 
resolution. The state of the art up to 1977 has been reviewed by Kinsey 2 
who categorised. areas of interest into four groups: 
Beam - beam total 
Beam - beam differential 
Beam - gas total 
Fourier Transform Doppler Spectroscopy (FTDS) 
Since then, FTDS has been accomplished although with limited success 3 and 
categories 1 and 3 remain predominant. The most notable advance since 1977 
has been the more widespread use of continuous-wave (C.W.) dye lasers in 
place of the "traditional" N2 laser pumped dye laser and preliminary 
accounts of this approach are given in Reference 4. Much of the early 
spectroscopic interest has now lost ground in favour of only dynamical 
interest, at least in molecular beams systems. The wealth of detailed 
spectroscopic information which the technique is capable of producing seems 
to be back in the physicists' hands  whilst molecular spectroscopy is 




A measure of the progress made. is afforded by the reported sensitivit 
of the technique. Recently 6 , LIF has been used to characterise the reactions 
of H-atoms with NO  and Ci02. The minimum detectable OH concentration here 
was cited as 5*103 cm-3 in a single resolvable (v, J) quantum state 
corresponding to only 50 molecules in the intersection zone of the three 
beams.: This is a factor of ten more sensitive than reported for BaO from 
Ba + 02 . However the actual improvement in sensitivity exceeded this 
since 01-I is a decidedly poorer emitter and absorber than BaO. 
Perhaps more striking than this is the claim of 102  cm- 
3 
 sensitivity 
by the Garching group4a  using CW excitation of IF. This corresponds to 
only one or two molecules in the interaction region and is comparable to 
the sensitivity of atomic detection 7 . When converted to an equivalent 
2 	_3* 	 -15 
pressures 10 cm 	corresponds to 	10 	Torr which is the maximum 
sensitivity of the "universal" detector  discussed in Chapter 3. Although 
the information content is higher from internal state distributions than 
9 
velocity angle contour maps the LIF technique is still severely prejudiced 
by the requirement that the spectroscopy of the species being probed be 
well known and is generally less applicable than universal detection. 
2.2 	MODEL DESCRIPTION OF LIF PROCESS 
- 	 An idealised scheme for crossed beam LIF detection is presented in 
Figure 2.1 below. 
This has recently been reduced 50-fold (J. Wanner Private communication). 
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k0 	 k5 
Figure 2.1 - Two level scheme describing crossed beams L.I.F. process 
Here, a and 	represent individual quantum states of the ground and excited 
electronic states (atomic or molecular) respectively. The intersection 
region of the three beams is assumed to lie in a region of space free 
from static fields such that magnetic sublevels are degenerate. The rate 
constants describing the process are as follows: 
k0 	rate of formation of state a from the crossed beams 
k1 	rate of photon absorption due to 	transition 
k2 	rate of stimulated emission from 
k3 	rate of spontaneous emission from 
k4 	non-radiative loss rate - in the following analysis, this is assumed to 
arise from predissociation only. 
depletion rate of probed species from the reaction zone. 
In the absence of laser excitation, the rate equation for the 
system is 
dna 	= 	k 	- k n 	 (2.1) 
dt o 5 a 
which, in the steady state (na =n ° ) yields 
0 	= 	k0/k5 	 (2.2) 
If, at an instant to , the laser field is applied at the reaction zone, the 
master equations for the system become 
g 	k0 -; k 1 na + k2 	lk3 n 	- k5na .. ......( 2 . 3a) 
= 	k na - k2 n 	- k3 n 	- k4 n 	- k5 n 	.... (2.3b) dn,
dt 
The laser intensity, I (X), is in general a function of time and this is 
reflected in k 1 (t) and k 2 (t). In practice however this time dependence 
separates into two distinct regimes: fast-pulsed and C.W. The only 
reported exception to this has been the relatively slow ( 80 ns) FWHM. 
10 
system of Kinsey et al 	The approximation is therefore made that the 
laser intensity is a square wave of duration At where At. k i  << 1, 
i = 1 - 5 for fast-pulsed excitation and At 	for C.W. excitation. 
The time scales under consideration are illustrated below in Figure 2.2. 
The square wave approximation can be justified in the fast-pulsed rime 
since detailed calculations with various assumed pulse shapes but the same 
energy content arrive at essentially the same results 10 . The benefit of 
the approximation is that (2.3) can be solved analytically since a linear, 








to 	 ti 	 t2 	 t-* 
t>E, 	t < t0 ; k, (t) = k 2 (t) = 0 
< t < t ; k(t) =k, , k(t) = k 2 
The laser is fired at t=t 0 referred to an arbitrary origin 
at t=O (eg sync. pulse from N 2 laser) 
The detector gate opens at t=t 2 . 
Figure 2.2 - Excitation and detection timing scheme 
= 	exp - Kt {A exp (Ft) + B exp (- Ft)} + (PoI•) a 
(2.4a) 
and 
n 	= 	exp 	1(t ) {C exp (Ft) + D exp (- Ft)} + (P.I.) 
.(2.4b) 
The coefficients A, B, C, D, K, F are given by 
1 (F + K)k 0 (k 2 +k3 +k4 +k 5 ) 
A=lI(F+K-,k)n 	- 	2 
2F  L 	2 	 (k 1 +k 5 )(k2 -1-k 3+k4+k 5 ) - k 1 (k 2+k 3 ) 
. ..............(2.5a) 
- 	 2-6 
(F - K) k (k 
B 	= 	1 I(F - K + k ) no 	
2 +k3 ~ k4 +k5 ) 1 
L 2 	1 	{(k+k(k+k+k+k) - k 1 (k2+k}j 
.2.5b) 
C = 1k 	________________ 
[ 	
(F + K) 
1 a 	- {(k 1 +k 5 )(k2+k 3+k4+k 5 ) - k1(k2+k3)}
(2.5c) 
D 	= 	1k, n a 	
- 
{(k 1 +k 5 )(k2+k 3+k4+k 5 ) - k1(k2+k3)} .
(2.5d) 
K 	= 	k 1 + k2 + k 3 + k4 + k5 	 (2.5e) 
F 	= 	1{K2 - 4(k 1 + k5 )(k2 + k 3 + k4 + k  5  ) 
+ 4 k(k2 + k 3 )} 2 
(2.5f) 
using the conditions (at t=t0 ) 
0 	 0 
n. 	= 	t a n. = 	- k 1  na 	.............(
2 . 6 a) 
n , = 	0 	n , = 	k 1 n 	 (2.6b) 
The particular integral solutions are 
k (k  
0 2 	3 	4 	5 	 (2.7a) 
a 	{(k1 + k 5 )(k2 + k 3 + k4 + k) - k 1 (k 2 + k3)} 
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(P.I.)
k 1 k0 	 (2.7b) 
+ k5 )(k 2 + k 3 + k + k5 ) - k1 (k 2 + k3 )} 
It can be readily shown that F < K such that for t - a, the time dependent 
parts of the solutions vanish and only the particular integrals remain. 
These solutions are considered in detail in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
Since k 1 and k2 are given, by 
k1 	= 	B 	I (X ad 
	
(2.8a) 
k2 	= 	B 	I (Xct) 
	
(2.8b) 
it is instructive to consider the ranges of I (A) presently available. 
Separate,.consi,deration of the Einstein 'B' coefficients in (2.8) will be 
given later. For both pulsed and C.W. lasers, .I(x), the spectral energy 
density, is given by 
I (A) 	= 	4P 	 (2.9) 
(B.W.). 71W 2  
where P is the output power in Watts (peak or C.W.), B.W. is the laser 
spectral bandwidth in Hz, w is the laser beam "waist" in rn (to l/e 2 
intensity points) and c, the speed of light. Values of I (A) are presented 
in Table 2.1 fork = 450 nm and an assumed beam waist of 5 mm. 





+ Kr 	 .l2_ 	YAG/Excimer - ____________ 
C.W. 	POWER 	PULSED 
A Hz 1 10 100 lo 
.01 1.5*109 
 1*10 4 i*io' 3 i*io 110 1*10_6 
0.1 1.5*1010 1*10 1*104 1*10_
11  *0 9 
1.0 1 . 5*10 11 
 1*1016 1*10 5  1*1012 1*10 -10 1*10 
Table 2.1 	- 	Values of I (A) in JHz 1 m- 
3 
 for A = 450 nm and w = 5mm. 
2.3 	FAST-PULSED EXCITATION 
In practice, this refers to laser pulses of 1 - 10 ns FWHM normally 
- from a N2 laser pumped dye laser. More recently, Nd+ 3  : YAG and rare gas 
halide "excimer" have also been used as pumps but little change in At 
from the above has resulted. Since the time constants associated with 
formation and depletion of the reaction zone are typically 10 	- 10 	s, 
the populations in that zone can be considered as frozen on the time scale 
of the laser excitation. This approximation does not usefully simplify 
(2.4) - (2.7) unless two explicit sub-divisions are considered: 
low/high predissociation (k 4 ) 
low/high excitation (k 1 , k2) 
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2.3.1 	LOW PREDISSOCIATION, LOW EXCITATION INTENSITY 
Here, k 1 , k2 , k4 << k 3 and (2.4) simplifies to 
0 	k 
n 	= 	- cx (1 - exp (- k 3t)) a k3 




where (2.10b) is formally identical to equation 2 of Reference 10. The 
appearance of k 1 in the numerator above signifies linearity of n and 
the resultant LIE signal with laser intensity. The populations na°  are 
then simply proportional to the nascent product internal state distributions. 
The fluorescence emission, N1 , is given by 
t 1  P t0+4t 
N1 	VRZ 
{f 
na° k 1 (1 - exp (- k 3 .(t - t0 ))) dt + n (At)} 
to 	 (2.11a) 
with n (At) given by (2.10b), VRZ being the volume of the reaction zone. 
Substitution in (2.11a) and integration yields 
- 	 N1 	= 	k1 n °  VRZ At 	 (2.l1b) 
However, in many real systems, it is necessary to exclude detection during 
the laser pulse and for some time after to exclude laser induced noise. In 
such cases the gate is opened at t 2 and 
t3 
N 	= 
1 k3 VRZ. I 	" ( At) exp  (- k 3 .(t - t 1 )) dt t2 
2-10 
= 	n (At). VRZ.  exp  (- k3 (t2 - t1 )) 
	
(2.11c) 
where t3 is assumed large enough (a few radiative lifetimes) to capture the 
majority of the fluorescence. The choice of t 2 depends on the radiative 
lifetime of the state 	: if this is small such that k 3At ' 1 then 
fluorescence collection must be made both during and after laser excitation 
for optimal efficiency; if the radiative lifetime is large then little 
signal is lost by excluding the period (t 2 - t0 ) from observation and in 
this case since k 3At << 1 
N1 	= 	k1 n 0 VRZ At exp (- k3 (t2 - t 1 )) 
	
(2.11d) 
Equation (2.11b) is appropriate to theBa + HX reactions 	whilst (2.11d) 
applies in the cases of H + NO 22 
 c,02 6, 10 amongst others. Insertion 
of appropriate values into (2.11b) and (2.11d) reveals that signal levels 
for fast radiative lifetimes (strong emitters/absorbers) are 1 - 3 orders 
of magnitude above those for common radical radiative lifetimes (>lps) 
2.3.2 	LOW PREDISSOCIATION, HIGH EXCITATION INTENSITY 
The dye laser described in Chapter 3 has a value of I ' 10
-12
J. 
-1 - 	 -8 	-1 Hz'.m . Similar lasers can have I (x) values up to 10 J. Hz 	m 
Thus, since 
8cx 	=B 	 = 	
8irh13a 
(2.12a)  




k 1 	=k 	 = 	cc 
87r h 
(2.12b) 
where AO, is the Einstein A coefficient. Typically A 	(= k) is 
10 5 - 108 s 	and the range of values accessible to k 1 , k2 is 10 - 101 	
-1 
6 	8 -1 	 8 -1 
with values of 10 - 10 s being common. For k 1 , k2 >> 10 s 
0 






these values being established early in the laser pulse. The integrated 
fluorescence signal in this extreme is' 
N1 	= 	1 na 
0 
VRZ (k 3 At + 1) 
	
(2.14a) 
if the gate is open during excitation. For gate opening at t2 
N1 	= 	1 n0. VRZ  exp (- k3 (t2 - t 1 )) 	..............(2.l4b) 
In both cases, the signal is independent of laser intensity and essentially 
only dependent on the initial pop-ulation of state a. This corresponds to 
complete saturation of the -a transition. 
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Between the low and high intensity regimes, an intermediate exists 
which is characterised by a non-linear dependence of the signal on the laser 
intensity. Here the equations for na  and n are 
n 	= 	n 0 11 - 
	k1 	(1 - exp (- (k + k 2 + k )t))} 
. ..... 




	 ________ 11 - exp (- (k + k + k )t)} 
(k1+k2+k3) 	 2 	3 
	
I 	 (2.15b) 
Irrespective of the gate timing, the appearance of k 1 and k 2 in the exponent 
of (2.15) means that signal non-linearity in I (X) occurs. This situation 
corresponds to partial saturation (sometimes calle i optical pumping). The 
case of k 1 , k2 >> k3 has been treated by Liu and Parson12 whose equation 
(A8) can be derived from (2.15b), i.e. 
n 	n0. 	
k1 	




Substitution of (2.12b) in (2.15c) yields 
ha0 (1 	- exp (- const. k31 (A a )t)) 	.........( 2 .l 5d) 
which demonstrates the non-linearity. 
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In order to extract population information from the LIE excitation 
spectrum, the use of the "saturation parameter" method 
12 
 is necessary. 
This complication can be overcome at the expense of signal by reducing 
I (X) sufficiently to regain the linearity of (2.11). The alternative 
of raising the laser intensity to achieve complete saturation, although 
possible with current lasers, has not been reported so far. 
2.3.3 	HIGH PREDISSOCIATION, LOW EXCITATION INTENSITY 
Analysis of spectral line broadening shows that predissociation 
rates of 10 10 
	12 -1 	13 
10 	s occur 	and in such cases 
k4 >> k1 , k2 , k3 , k5 	-, 
and the solutions to the rate equations are 
n 	n o 
a a 
k• 	0 	 -' 




The corresponding fluorescence photon yield is 
ki 	
0 




indicating that, at best, only 10- 
3% of a°  give rise to photon emission, 
a factor ca. 104 below that expected when no predissociation occurs. The 
effect of this is to preclude observation of LIE where predissociation is 
2-14 
strong and this is well demonstrated in the case of.C2,O 14  where even in 
"bulk" concentrations, no fluorescence could be seen. 
2.3.4 	HIGH PREDISSOCIATION, HIGH EXCITATION INTENSITY 
The range of values accessible to k 1 and k2 has been shown 
5 	15 -1 
(Section 2.3.2) to be 10 - 10 	5 . For predissociation in the range 
1010  - 10 12 s 1 , three classifications arise here 
1 
k 1 ,k2 	", 	10 8 - 1010 s- 
k 1 , k 	" 	k 
	
2 4 
k 1 , k2 	> 	1012 	
1 
Case (i) is effectively identical to the low intensity limit of the previous 
section. However, in case (iii), the integrated photon signal is 
N 	= 	k3 	
n a 
0 . VRZ 	 (2.17) 
indicating that the conditions for measurable signal are 
high rate of ground state formation and 
short radiative lifetime. 




as fluorescence. Substituting 10 
4  cm for n and 10 cm for V-7 yields 
. 
for N one fluorescence photon in two laser pulses. Since the overall 
-r 	 3 
collection efficiency of detection systems is 	10 	this means that 
integration periods of 10 - 100 hours would be required for pulse repetition 
2-15 
frequencies in the range 10 - 100 - Hz to achieve a signal : noise ratio of 
only unity. (This assumes 1 photoelectron/pulse noise which is typical). 
Clearly, such an experiment would fail in practice due to other noise 
sources. 
The intermediate case 	(ii) does not lend itself to simplification 
but for k1 	= k2 = 	k4 = 	k, only the particular integrals contribute 
appreciably. Thus, for k = 	.10 
11 	
s 
-1 	 +3 
(correspond to an excimer/Nd 	YAG 
pumped dye laser). 
0 
n 	= a k 
k no 
n o = 	5 a 
p 
.. .............. (2.l8a) 
(2.l8b) 
6 
which for realistic values of k 5 (10 4 - 10 5
-1 
 ) yields an immeasurably low 
result. 	 - 
2.4 	CONTINUOUS-WAVE EXCITATION 
Although the instantaneous power of pulsed dye lasers greatly 
exceeds that of C.W. lasers, the average power is generally larger for 
the latter being typically 100 mW or more. The bandwidth of C.W. dye 
lasers can be actively narrowed to a few MHz over long periods, a feat 
not possible in pulsed lasers without considerable pulse stretching to 
satisfy the uncertainty principle. However, both lasers have typically 
9 	11 	 0 
been operated with bandwidths in the 10 - 10 Hz region (0.01 - 1.0 A in 
the visible) and although this is well below the ultimate performance of the 
C.W. laser no need to increase I (),) has been found necessary since signals 
J - 	
. 	 2-16 
levels have been so much higher than in the Dulsed case. The main reason 
for this is that the C.W. duty factor (ratio of 'on' time to 'on + off' 
time) is unity whereas in the pulsed case it seldom exceeds 10_ 6 . 
The solutions to the rate equations for C.W. excitation are simply 
the particular integrals of (2.4). 
= 	 k (k2 + k 3 + k4 + k5) 	 .... (2.19a) 
a 	$ {(k 1 + k 5 )(k 2 + k3 + k4 + k 
5 
 ) - k1(k 2 + k3)} 
=: 	
k1k0 	 .... (2.19b) 
+ k5)(k 2 + k3 + k4 + k5 ) - k 1 (k2 + k 3 )} 
2.4.1 	LOW PREDISSOCIATION, LOW EXCITATION FIELD 
Here, k 1 , k 2 , k 	<< k3 , k5 , a situation occurring readily for 
many of the C.W. systems thus far reported 4. In this case 
- - 0 
n 	n a 
k n o 
n 	
(k3Tk5) 
and the photon emission rate, N1 , is 






fl a  °VRZ (k3 +k5 )  
(2.20d) 
It is more likely that (2.20d) will be controlled by k 3 rather than k 5 





which is similar to the result for the pulsed case in (2.11). On sub-
stituting reasonable minimum values in (2.20e) a photon signal rate of at 
least 1O4 S_ 
I 
 arises which is probably just below the threshold for 
detectability. However with sufficiently strong absorbers present in 
6 	8-1 quantity, photon signal rates of 10 - 10 s 	become accessible well 
above the noise level of the experiment. 
The enhancement, E, in sensitivity of CW over pulsed excitation is 
given by 
cw 
E 	= 	1(x) 
	
(2.21) 
I N Pulsed.At. PRF 
which for the minimum values of each giIen in Table 2.1 gives E = 10 2 
fora 100 Hz repetition frequency. This has been verified in practice 
where integration to a signal : noise ratio of 3.5 has been achieved in 
4c 
one second . 
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2.4.2 	LOW PREDISSOCIATION, HIGH EXCITATION INTENSITY 
For transitions of short radiative lifetime realisable values of 
k 19 k2 lie in the range 106 - 108 S i . Indeed, from (2.8), (2.9) and 
(2.12), it is evident that k 1 and k2 are bounded by k 3 , i.e. 
k 1 ,k2 •< 	k3 
ry 
(2.22) 
which contrasts with pulsed excitation where k 1 and k 2 vastly exceed k 3 
for all but the lowest I (x) values. The population densities for this 




or. (k1+k2+k3) a 
0 
k n 
n 	 1 cx 
(k +k2 +k3 ) 
( 2 . 23a) 
(2.23b) 
and the photon emission rate by 
= 	Lk3 	VRZ 
(k 1 + k + k ) 
2 	3 
(2.23c) 
and for sufficiently large k3 this becomes 
	
N1 	k1 	°cc VRZ 	 (2.23d) 
as in the low excitation intensity case. Minimum values for N of 
10 s 5 -1 for 	= iü2 	3 cm 	are predicted in keeping with the minimum 
detectable concentration proposed by Wanner et al 
4a•  The application of 
2-18 
this method to study of reactions of low cross-section is immediately 
evident. 
Unlike in pulsed excitation, complete saturation cannot be realised 
using C.W. lasers being a consequency of (2.22). However, partial 
saturation does occur and resort to a similar procedure already discussed 
for pulsed excitation will be necessary. Since the non-linearity in the 
C.W. case is not contained in an exponent, the corrections to the derived 
populations will in general be smaller. For the high intensity extreme, 
the relative sensitivity of C.W. : pulsed detection is 
E 	
•> 	k1 	 (2.24) 
PRF 
which can exceed 1O4 , two orders of magnitude above the low power enhancement. 
2.4.3 	HIGH PREDISSOCIATION, LOW EXCITATION INTENSITY 
As for the pulsed case k4 >> 	k 1 , 	k2 , k 3 ,. k 5 and the steady state 
populations are 
k n o 
n 	= 	5 a 
• (k 1 + k5 ) 
= 	k1  k5 rIc 
(k 1 + k 
5 




Since k 5 (lO - 106  s 1 ) predominates over k 1 in the low intensity rgime, the 
photon emission rate is 
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' k 	° V 
N 	= 	'l3 a 	RZ 
I (\4 
(2.25c) 
and over the accessible range of parameter values in (2.25c), ..N values in 
the range 10 	- o5 	
l 
 are predicted. As an example, the C20 radical 
formed in the (supersonic) crossed beams reaction of 0 + C9, 2 could yield 
up to 10 photons/sec in the (0, 19) band using a sufficiently intense 




 and k4 	1010  s_i 
13) 	
Thus, unlike the 
pulsed case, C.W. excitation can in principle yield LIF data providing 
that predissociation is not overwhelming i.e. k 4 << 10 1 .2 s 1 . In 
practice however it is most unlikely that this will be realised at low power 
levels. 
2.4.4 	HIGH PREDISSOCIATION, HIGH EXCITATION INTENSITY 
Again, k4 is dominant over all other rate constants and equations 





3 k 5 
 n 	V 
(2.26) 
which, predicts a range of 10_i - 10 6  s_ i for N. The conditions for 
observation of a LIF signal are again the same as for pulsed excitation 
namely high reaction cross-section and short radiative lifetime. The 
ratio of sensitivity for each case is now given by 
E 	= 	2k5/PRF 	 . 	.............(2.27) 
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which is in the range 102 - 1O 4 . It is therefore predicted that only for 
high intensity C.W. excitation will a resolvable LIF spectrum be obtained 
and even then, only in very selective. rections. 
2.5 	EXTENSION TO REAL SYSTEMS 
The approximation inherent in the rate process analysis of the 
previous section was that fluorescence was resonant only. In reality, 
each excited state B is optically connected with a finite number of 
states a., the extent of this depending on the line strengths of the 
a1 	transitions. The rate of fluorescence from 	is now given by 
where 
= 	krad nB VRZ 
k 	 k1 rad = 	rad 
(2.28a) 
(2.28b) 
and kd = A 	= 	64r4 	L 	Oai 
 




S 	is the line strength for the B 	transition given in the Born- a1 
Oppenheimer approximation by 
s 	
= 12 qi Ba 
	 (2.28d) 
g 	(2J a1 
 +1) 
	
The electronic transition moment Re 	is normally assumed constant but 
Ba 1 
variation with vibration and rotation quantum state does occur and in 
15 such cases this can be accounted for by the r-centroid approximation 
2-22 
using rotationally perturbed RKR potential curves 16 , The term p 	 is theOai 
rotational line strength which embodies the selection rules for the 
transition as well as the relative intensity. An extensive bibliography 
17 
of these is presented in Kovacs' book 
Since photomultiplier tubes are characterised by an energy sensitive 
response, Q (A), normally in rnA/W, it has been customary in the case of 
pulsed excitation and analogue (boxcar) detection to consider the optical 
power of the emitted fluorescence rather, than the number or rate of photons 
emitted. Thus, the fluorescence signal at any time t > t 2 , 	(t), is 
P$t) =• n8(t).VRZ 	64rr4 c 	. l 	. 	i . Q (x Bd. 	..............(2.29a) 
"i 3(4irc) g A 	
1 
However, n is exponentially decaying when the detector gate is opened and 
in order to account for this, (2.29a) is divided by krad  to yield the 
integrated (eg boxcar) signal, V 
I 
- 	
= 	Pt=t2 ) 







Some simplification 12 of (2.29) is possible if the bands are not extensively 
spread by rotation i.e. for"parallel" potential energy curves. In this 
case, X 0. is assumed roughly constant and the rotational sum rule 18 
invoked resulting in 
t The remaining terms in (2.28d) are q 	, the Franck-Condon factor and 




(S 	Q(A) x) 
P cc 	i 	 S 	 . 	( 2.29c) 
Z(n 	X 
ct 'a 
where the constant of proportionality embodies the electronic transition 
moment, geometrical and optical factors and the excited state population. 
is normally taken as the band head since this carries the greatest 
statistical weight. 
Alternatively, if the function Q (A) represents a quantum efficiency 
instead of the more common energy sensitivity, the numerators of (2.29) 
should be multiplied by A 	to reconvert to a photon signal. This applies 
1 
in both excitation cases. For C.W. excitation, however, no normalisation 
of (2.29a) is necessary since n is constant. 
Although the C.W. approach gives better statistics than the pulsed 
mode there is one serious limitation here which must be overcome. This 
is brought about by the cavity mode structure inherent in C.W. lasers and 
absent in fast pulsed lasers. If the gain profile of the laser is not 
uniformly filled with a large number of cavity modes, most of the output 
energy will be contained in a few very narrow emission lines and this can 
cause saturation when resonant with a given transition. Equally serious 
are the phenomena of mode pulling and hopping which arise from a variety 
of environmental effects and cause wavelength instability. In general 
the pulsed approach lends itself more readily to the rigours of laboratory 
environments whereas C.W. systems require special precautions. 
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To obtain relative state populations from the excitation spectrum 
it is customary to simulate it rather than invert it since considerable 
error will arise in the latter case. • Descriptions of this procedure have 
already been outlined 2, 12, 19, 20 and a detailed account is presented by 
Glen 21 . Basically, the prescription is as follows: first a "stick" 
spectrum of the fluorescing species is constructed using the available 
spectroscopic information. For each transition in this spectrum the 
components of S 	, the line strength, must be established from experimental 
data and/or calculation. The spectral bandwidth of the laser is then 
given an assumed form approximating to its measured profile (normally 
Gaussian/triangular) and this is superimposed on the stick spectrum to 
determine which absorptions contribute to the signal; this process is 
often r 7, 	 termed "convolution". Finally, a form must be assumed 
for the rotational distribution within each vibrational level if the 
experiment cannot resolve this directly. The only parameters left are 
then the relative vibrational populations and variation of these is made 
to fit the observed data. If a fit is not possible then the assumptions 
about the rotational distributions must be revised until a satisfactory 
fit obtains. In certain cases it is necessary to iterate to a solution 
if the rotational distributions for different vibrational levels varies 





	LIF STUDY OF THE CROSSED BEAM REACTION : 0 + 12 + 10 + I 
- A FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS. 
The dynamics of this reaction are fully described in Chapter 4 
and the experimental arrangement for its investigation detailed in Chapter 
3. The values quoted in the following analysis are established in these 
chapters. 
Figure 2.3 presents the most probable Newton diagram for the 
experimental arrangement. At the thermal velocities encountered the total 
02 
cross-section for reaction into all accessible internal states is " 1 A 
The total rate of formation of 10 is therefore given by 
tot ___ 	.n v d{0} = no 	12 . reF R dt 
- = 





where the forward fluxes divided by the'most probable source velocity 
replace the reaction zone number densities. Using the following values: 
F0 	= 	1.5 * iolS cm 2 s 1 
F 1 	= 	* 1017 cm- 2 
2 
v0s 	= 	6.8 * 10 cm s- 1 
= 	1.7*104 cms 1 
2 	 - 
v = 	7.6 * lO cm s rel 
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d 11} 	= 	k 	= 	i012 cm 	s 
dt 
The volume of the reaction zone is at least 102  cm3 indicating a total 
JO production rate of 1010  s'. 
Since the reaction is 17.4 k/ cal. moi 	exothermic, there is 
on average 19.5 k/cal. mol 1 available for redistribution amongst the 
motions of the products when relative translation and reactant internal 
energy are taken into account. This is capable of populating up to 
v' = 10 of JO. For v" = 0, a total of "' 140 rotational states can be 
populated in the rigid rotor approximation and for v" = 10, 21 rotational 
levels are accessible. The total number of vibration-rotation states 
energetically accessible is very nearly 1000 and since a uniform dis-
tribution amongst these is most unlikely, a fraction of at least 10 	of 
any statistical sample will be in a state which is observable by LIF. 
Thus, a single vibration-rotation stateis produced in the reaction zone 
at a minimum rate of 10 s 1 . 
To estimate the lifetime of an.I0 molecule in the reaction zone, 
the laboratory distributions of Radlein etal 22 are used. From these data, 
the laboratory velocity range is 100 - 900 rn/s peaking at f"  300 m/s in 
the centroid direction. Away from the centroid, these velocities are 
slightly reduced. Taking 300 rn/s as a representative velocity, the 
residence time in the reaction zone (strictly speaking, this should be the 
field of view of the detector) will be lO 	s which translates into a k 5 
value centred around 10 s 1 . For the highest internal states populated 
k5 	5 * 10 s, whilst for the lowest k5 . 	3 * 	 The 
steady state population in the reaction zone for ground state level cx is 
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given by (2.2) which predicts a value for n 0 of 1O4 cm- 
3 
 in the present 
case. In view of the approximations involved, this is probably a lower 
limit. 
The analysis of Section 2.3 implies that LIF is only observable 
for pulsed excitation if the emitting state is not heavily predissociated. 
This confines excitation to v' = 0, 2 of JO since all other levels are 
predissociated with lifetimes < 10-10 s 
23 	
Since the resolution of the 
spectrometers used to determine the absorption 
23 
 and emission 
24 
 spectra 
of JO was at best 0.1 cm- 1 (' 3 * 10 Hz) then even the sharp bands 
originating (in emission) on v' = 0, 2 may still be predissociated with a 
lifetime at least 10 	s. The extent of this is entirely unknown but 
comparison with BrO 
23 
 and CiO 13
f 
 25 suggests that it remains appreciable. 
Accordingly, the rate constant k 4 will be treated parametrically below. 
To estimate the values of k 1 , k 2 andk3 , the line strengths S 
must be known. For the bands originating on v' = 0, 2, these must be 
estimated since lifetime data are not available. The Franck-Condon factor 
array for V s = 0 - 4/v' 5 = 0 - 6 has been obtained 26 using accurate 
RKR curves (shown in Figure 2.4), and, since the A-X transition of JO 
corresponds to pure case (a) - case (a) coupling 23 , the rotational line 
strengths are well known17' 18, 27 	For a AA = 0 transition, these are 
p(R) 	= 	(J" + 1 + A")(J" + 1 - A") 	= 	(J' + A')(J' - A') 
J" 	+ 	1 J' 
(2.31a) 
A( 2 7Z>'  
5000 cm' 
- - 	
= 21565 cm -1 
X( 2 11 312 ) 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
1.7 1.8 1.9 	2.0 	2.1 	2.2 	2.3 
() 
Figure 2.4 - R.K.R. curves for A and X states of 10 
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p(Q) 	= 	(21Y' + 1)(A") 2 	= -(2J 	+ 1)(A') 2 	 . 	(2.31b) 
XINII + 1) 	 J'(J' + 1) 
(Ju + A")çJ" - A")T = '(J' + 1 + A' (J' + 1 - A') 
- 	 J' 	+ 1 
(2.31c) 
for the P, Q and R branch transitions. From (2.31) it is evident that the 
intensity of Q-branch transitions for J > 7/2 is < 10% of the P, R 
and 
intensity (which explains their absence in the observed sPectra).justifies 




The last remaining spectroscopic information necessary is the 
electronic transition moment. This is related to the oscillator strength, 
f, for the transition by 18 
0 
I  R e IL 	= 	36 * 10 	f A(A) . ..................(2.32a) 
where Re  is in units of a0e. Since 10.2  < f < 1 for allowed electric 
dipole transitions then 
6*10 3 < Re 	< 	6*10 
	
( 2 . 32b) 
Xi 
0 
which for A ' 4500 A yields 
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0.4a0e 	< Re 	< (2.32c) 
The transition moment for C20 which is spectroscopically similar has been 
measured 28 9  29 and found to be 1.0 ± 0.1 a 0  e and 1.1 ± 0.2 a 0e respectively. 
For comparison, Liu and Parson 
12 
 have tabulated Re  values for the 
Gp. III B metal oxides and have obtained values in the range 1.2 - 1.9 a 0e 
for these comparatively strong transitions. In view of this, a reasonable 
estimate for Re  (10) is 1 a 0 
 e for the A-X transition which would result 
in radiative lifetimes of the (0, 0), (2, 0) and (2, 1) bands of 10 us, 
'I 
1.0 ps and 0.4 ps respectively using the available Franck-Condon factors' 
A complication which arises in pulsed excitation is background 
LIF from reactants and "cold" res{dual products which cannot be separated 
from the signal without considerable increase in integration time. In the 
present case, I2  which is present in concentrations three orders of 
magnitude above 10, is excited to fluorescence above 500 nm 30 and consequently 
excitation is limited to v" = 0 9 1, 2 of the ground state since 
excitation of the bands (0, v" > 3) and (2, v".> 4) leads to 12  fluorescence, 
the (2, 3) band being so weak (q 23 	= 0.003) that its emission spectrum 
has not been recorded. 
The higher signal levels inherent in C.W. excitation permit 
modulation of both the molecular beam and the laser beam to remove this 
background by on/off subtraction. Therefore, in the pulsed case, only 
information concerning the relative populations of v" = 0, 1, 2 is 
possible. 
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The spectral profile of the dye laser described in Chapter 3 is 
0 
roughly bell-shaped with an FWFUI, a, of 	2A. Accordingly, this is best 
modelled by a Gaussian intensity proile 
' 	= 	





were 10 = i * 10 2  J. Hz
-1 
 m 3 . This function is shown below super-
imposed on the (2, 0) spectrum to indicate the number of rotational lines 
excited at various wavelengths. Near the band head, a total of 22 lines 
(15R and 7P) can be accommodated by the laser bandwidth whilst at higher 
J near to the overlapping (3, 1) bandhead, only 4 lines (2 P/R doublets) 
can be packed in. 
Dye laser spectral profiles 
-. 	
(2,1) bandhead 	 ( 










P --- 10.5 	20.5 	 30.5 
	
40.5 
Figure 2.5 - (2,0) band of 10 (X 2 , 2 . _ A 2 113/2 ) on linear 
wavelength scale. 
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Since k 1 and k2 for the present system are both ' 5 	o6 s 
for the (2, 0) band, they fall mid-way between the low and high intensity 
categories discussed in Section 2.3. To simplify the analysis, the 
assumption of a two-state system is again invoked and the rate equation 
solved assuming no losses from the excited state . This gives 
O 
 (1 	.- 	exp •(- kt)) 	....................(2.34a) 
and since kt < 2.5 * 10_ 2  for a 5 ns FWHM laser pulse, the small exponent 
approximation is valid and 
2.5 * 10 -2 na° 
	
(2.34b) 
Since the excited state population is so low stimulated emission is negligible 
and, on the time scale of the laser, the same is true of spontaneous 
emission. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the levels excited in 
practice do not interact with the levels depleted to. a first order 
approximation. This justifies the two-level scheme and obviates solution 
b-of a large number of-simultaneous equations corresponding to each optically 
connected state. Since the P and R branch intensities are equal and 
sum to unity, (2.28a) can be approximated to 
1 e2 
S 	= 	1 RI (2.35) 
for the line strength of all rotational lines in a given band. Since to 
a very good approximation IRI2 is constant for 10 
26, 
 the radiative 
lifetime of the upper state 	in (2.28c) is given by 
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krd 	= 	E A 	
= 	3(4) 	.lR:l2 	
q 	 . (2.36) 
8*106 s 	for v' = 2 
and 	11 * 	for v' = 0 
To estimate the photon yield of fluorescence per excitation pulse, the 
two-level scheme above is used with parameter values. 
k0 	* (no. of rotational lines excited) s 
*5*l06 s 1 
2 
k 2 	= 	k1 
k3 	lOs 
k4 	= 0 and l09 s 
k 5 	lOs 
(a). 	k4 	= 	0 
N 	= 	k fl ° l aVRZAt 
-- 	 > 	5 - 30 	y/pulse for (2, 0) excitation 
(b) 	k4 	= 	lO S_ 1 : 
N1 	= k1 	k3 	n° a VRZ 
(1 - 6) * 10- 2 	y/pulse for excitation of the (2, 0) band. 
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Evidently, the experiment is only feasible providing the pre-
dissociation lifetime is substantially greater than the radiative life-
time (i.e. k4 << k 3 ). The photon - photoelectron conversion efficiency 
of the apparatus described in Chapter 3 is 1 	1% and for a 
32 
pessimistically large noise figure of 5 photoelectrons/pulse an integration 
time of 10 - 100 minutes per wavelength is necessary for 100 Hz PRF. 
However since the signal level calculated errs on the low side and the 
noise count on the high side more realistic integration times of 1 minute 
are approached. 
It is instructive to note that small improvements in e.g. 
fluorescence collection efficiency can have a dramatic effect on integration 
time for the same S : N ratio - a tenfold improvement is capable of 
reducing integration time by a factor up to lOO 	Also evident is the 
fact that even with moderate predissociation this experiment is feasible 
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3.1 	GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Until the late '60's, reactive scattering invariably employed an 
alkali species as one of the beams with a cross beam of an equally con-
densable nature, normally a halogen, an alkyl halide or a halogen 
containing molecule. The beam sources used were the low pressure effusive 
type and the main body of pumping was cryogenic'. The low beam intensities 
realised meant that velocity selection of both reactants and products was 
0 2 
not feasible despite the large total cross-sections encountered ( 100 A ) 
and the high efficiency of differential surface ionisation detection. 
The introduction in 1969 of the so-called "universal" beams machine 
by the Harvard group 2 was highly significant in that for the first time 
the reaction of non alkali and, indeed, non-condensable species could be 
studied in beams. This was made possible by the simultaneous use of 
differential pumping, supersonic beams, extensive cryo-pumping and a mass-
spectrometric time-of-flight (T.0.F.) detection system maintained, where 
possible, at liquid nitrogen (helium) temperatures. The whole detector 
was pumped out to U.H.V. pressures (< 	10 	Torr) by various getter-type 
pumps capable of pumping He, Ne and Ar which were used as buffer gases for 
supersonic beams 3 . Further refinements to this apparatus have since been 
made by Grice et a1 4 in which the detection efficiency has been increased 
by a factor of 10 - 20. Improvements in associated beam production have 
meant that reactions with high activation energies ( - 25 k. cal. mo]) 
3-1 
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involving radicals or radical atoms are now possible5' 6, 7 thus extending 
the range of accessible reactions to those of a more practical nature 
such as the reaction of 0 + C2F4 
8  which is of considerable general 
importance in organic chemistry. 
As well as the "universal" machine, other recent innovations include 
a pulsed beam system  which produces extremely intense supersonic beam 
pulses of some microseconds duration. The high intensity of these sources 
offsets the low duty factor ( lO) compared to continuous beams and 
greatly simplifies (and cheapens) the vacuum requirements. The similar 
repetition frequency of this source and pulsed laser sources makes this 
combination ideal in e.g. detailed photodissociation studies. Perhaps not 
an innovation but a renaissance is the rotor-accelerated technique of 
Moon et allO. Here, developments in carbon-fibre composites for the rotors 
have meant that rotor tip speeds of the order of 2 - 3 km/sec. can be 
achieved. This permits observation of reaction cross-sections as a smooth 
function of collision energy without the expense of seeded beams. Again, 
the vacuum requirements for such a 'system are minimal. 
In 1972 a complementary approach to reactive scattering appeared 
in which the nascent product internal state distributions were probed by 
observing fluorescence induced by a pulsed, tunable dye laser 12. The 
early experiments using this technique were confined to reactions of alkaline 
earth metals with halogen and oxygen containing molecules which were 
0 
characterised by large total cross-sections (> 10 A 2 ) and low-lying excited 
states optically connected with the ground electronic state such that 
12 absorption and emission were strong. The firs.t departure from this was 
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by Kinsey et a1 13 who succeeded in measuring rotational and vibrational 
distributions of OH produced from the reaction of H + NO2 . Unlike the 
earlier work of Zare's group this work used a hydrogen discharge atom 
source in conjunction with a complex (twice frequency doubled) laser 
system and a gated photon counting system, all of which was controlled by 
a dedicated minicomputer. The need for this arose since the beam 
intensities were lower than previous work as was the total cross-section 
°2 for reaction (' 1A ) and the absorption/emission strength. This work 
together with more recent work on the same product from 0 ( 1 D) + H2 14 
is perhaps unique in that it cannot easily be done in a "universal" machine 
due to interference contributed by 1120 and 02 backgrounds. In addition, 
since internal distributions can only be inferred from T.O.F. measurements, 
the observations of Luntz et al 	of an inverted rotational distribution 
from a reaction which proceeds via the H 20 ( 1 A) intermediate presents a 
severe challenge to existing theories 
In the last few years the laser-induced-fluorescence (L.I.F.) 
technique has flourished and improved experimental arrangements using 
continuous wave (C.W.) dye lasers (which'can be actively stabilised in 
terms of amplitude and bandwidth) have emerged 15 . As improvements to C.W. 
lasers emitting in the U.V. occur, it is likely that the traditional 
pulsed nitrogen laser will be finally eased out since the improvements in 
signal acquisition are enormous for the former. To date, less emphasis on 
beam sources in L.I.F. has been made, most beams being thermal and 
effusive. However, with a general interest in reactive scattering tending 
towards reactions of high activation energy, it is likely that this trend 
16 will soon end. 
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The L.I.F./beams system to be described below was the result of 
work started in 1973. The first reactive system chosen was 0 + 1 2 	- 
01 + I which was a significant departure from the metal beam work of 
Zare's group since, like H + NO 2 , a radical atom beam was being used in 
0 2 
a reaction of low total cross-section (r IA ). The use of F 2 , C1 2 or Br  
although easier and less unpleasant was precluded by increasing activation 
energies, decreasing absorption wavelengths and in particular extensive 
predissociation in the upper state of the product. The attraction of the 
0 + '2 system was its simplicity in terms of beam production although 
considerable uncertainty as to the detailed spectroscopy of the A-X 
transition in 10 existed (and still does:) 
A schematic view of the complete apparatus is given in Figure 3.1. 
The 0-atom beam is derived from an extra-vacuum microwave discharge in 
"pure" 02  at " 1 Torr total pressure whilst the 1 2 
 beam is generated from 
an intra-vacuum oven assembly. The laser beam is steered by mirrors into 
the chamber through vacuum windows whence through a set of pre-aligned 
baffles, the three beams (0, .121  laser) meeting at a well defined "point". 
Fluorescence is collected by a light guide and photomultiplier at right 
angles to the laser beam whose intensity is monitored by a second, 
identical photomultiplier at the exit window. The entire apparatus is 
- 	protected against mains electricity and cooling water failure and against 
occurrence of high temperatures and pressures. The data collection and 
laser wavelength is controlled on-line by a time-shared minicomputer (PDP 
11/45) under teletype control from the laboratory. Details of each 
major aspect of the apparatus are presented below.. 
Gas handling 
L - Silica lens 
M - Plane aluminised mirror 
B.M.- Laser beam monitor 
Figure 3. 1 - Schematic of complete apparatus 
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3.2 	VACUUM AND BEAMS SYSTEM 
3.2.1 	GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A fundamental requirement for the vacuum system in crossed-beam 
experiments is that the pressure in the background is acceptably less than 
the "pressure in the beam". Failure to meet this will inevitably result 
in relaxation of the translational, rotational and vibrational distrib-
utions in that order of probability and higher noise in the angular 
distribution measurements. The following argument underlines this: 
The number of collisions, Z, per unit time in unit volume is 
Z 	= 	n1 n2  V12 0l2 
	 (3.1) 
with ñ = number density; v. = relative velocity and ci = total collision 
cross-section. For a beam/beam system, n can be approximated by 
n 	= 	F/v 	 (3.2) 
where F = beam flux (molecules/unit area/unit time) and v = (Lab.) 
velocity. Since the relation 




is a good working approximation, substitution in (3.1) yields 
- 	 3-6 
Z OC l . 	2 . V 12 . 	 (34) 
Ti T2 
and this is the basis for the above requirement. For air at ambient 
temperature the following backgrounds are expected: 
P (Torr) 	 n (cm ) 
io 	 3 x 1012 
i0 5 	 3 x l& 
10 6 	 3 x 1010 
3x109 
This covers the pressure range used in most experiments from "beam/beam" 
to abeam/gas". 
Anticipating equation (3.18), the minimum density of beam species 
used is ca. loll  cm 
-3 
 and this sets a working pressure region of 10 	 - 
-6 
10 	Torr with both beams running. The value of a 12 in (3.4) may be 
larger for product-background energy transfer than it is for product 
-6 
formation and this means that in general operation at or less than 10 
Torr should be sought in order to minimise perturbation of the nascent 
distributions. If, on the other hand, the resolution of the experiment 
does not yield rotational and translational distributions (as in infra-red 
chemiluminescence) the constraint on the vacuum system is considerably 
relaxed and operation at or less than 10 	Torr is normally acceptable. 
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A further requirement arises from the necessity to have intense, 
collipted beams. The attenuation of a beam is given by 
F 	= 	F0 exp (- n a L) 
where L is the beam path length. For an operating pressure of 3*10 	Torr 
(ii = 10 	cm ) and a total (elastic) cross-section of 100 A 2 , the small 
exponent approximation to (3.5) 
F 	F0 (l-naL) 
	
(3.6) 
is only valid for L < 10 cm. For L = 1 cm, only 1% attenuation of the 
beam results and collision induced spread is negligible. 
Given a vacuum chamber of volume V, net pumping speed S and gas 
load N, the equation describing the system is 
VdP •= 	N k T - P. .S 
	
(3.7a) 





A 	= 	N k T and 	B = 	S 	...............(3.7c) 
V 	 V 
The solution to (3.7) is 
P 	= 	A (1 - exp (- Bt)) 	..............(3.8a) 
B 
with the ultimate attainable pressure P CO  being given by 
P 0 	= 	A/B 	 (3.8b) 
and the response of the system to a sudden pressure rise having a time-
constant given by 
T 	' 	i/B 	 (3.8c) 
For a typical gas load of 5*10 17 s 
-1
, a net pumping speed of 400 /s and 
a volume of 300 k, (3.8) yields 
4x10 
-5
Torr and T 	is 
Thus, a system with the above characteristics (such as the one described 
below) would be unsuitable for high resolution beams work but be quite 
acceptable for LIF determination of vibrational distributions. In addition, 
to minimise the effects of "drift" on the results, beam modulation should 
be performed at a frequency >> 1 Hz. 
The appearance of temperature in some of the preceding equations 
- 	emphasises the utility of cryo-pumping in beams systems. If used suffic- 
iently, the load on diffusion pumps particularly of condensable material is 
considerably reduced. Alternatively, use of cryo-pumping and large 
diffusion pumps permits experiments using non-condensable materials. If, 
in addition, the use of differential pumping is made 
17
then the gas load 
to the main scattering chamber can be dramatically reduced at little extra 
cost in terms of vacuum hardware. This .enables high resolution work to be 
OR 
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carried out using non-condensables 18 since freedom from multiple collisions 
is ensured. 
3.2.2 	DESCRIPTION OF VACUUM SYSTEM 
A schematic perspective of the scattering chamber is shown in 
Figure 3.2. This is a cylinder of diameter 100 cm and height 45 cm con-
structed of " stainless steel sheet (EN58J) rolled into cylindrical form 
and seam-welded. The base and lid are also of stainless steel each being 
2 thick to minimise distortion under vacuum. Eight "mushroom" ports are 
arranged symmetrically in a plane 25 cm above the base and these were used 
to mount the two baffle and photomultiplier assemblies as well as various 
vacuum feedthroughs. Limited cryoumping is possible from liquid nitrogen 
reservoirs suspended from the lid, the total cooled area being Ca. I'm 2. 
Otherwise, the main pumping is by four 6" oil diffusion pumps (3 Edwards 
E06 (1300 £/s) and a Leybold D051 (600 £/s) using M.S. 704 oil (Edwards)). 
The backing pumps comprise three rotary mechanical pumps (2 x Edwards 
ED250 (250 /min) and 1 Edwards EDM12 (200 2,/mm) and these are protected 
from attack by iodine using liquid nitrogen cooled foreline traps and 
activated alumina sieve traps. All vacuum connections conform to the 1" 
uSpee di vac ut series (Edwards). Since optical components are present in the 
vacuum chamber, "backstreaming" of oil vapour from the diffusion pumps 
must be eliminated. This is especially applicable to the baffle assembly 
whose effect could be ruined by condensation of oil droplets. Consequently, 
each diffusion pump is accompanied by two Chevron baffles through which 
cooling water is passed and under these conditions, no detectable back-
streaming occurs. No steps were taken to prevent laser scatter from the 
walls and components in the tank, the blackening procedure of Cruse et al 
not being practical in this instance. 
• 	'a 	'-, '_, 	.J 	 & £'. , S 1£ 
B Microwave cavity 
C L N2 cryotrap 
D Differential pumping chamber 
E Iodine oven - 
F Iodine beam trap 
G Laser baffle assembly 
H Fluorescence collection assembly 
I Optical bench 
J Coaled chevron baffles 
K Parts (x6") to diffusion pumps 
Figure 3. 2. — Schematic of vacuum chamber 
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To lighten the gas load on the system, the 0-atom source is con-
tained within a separate, differentially pumped chamber (Figure 3.3) with 
an estimated 19 net pumping speed of 140 £/s resulting in an ultimate 
pressure of 	5 x 10 	Torr. The 12  source is also mounted inside this 
chamber on a machined plate which rests on three adjustable legs. The 
combined 0/12  beam assembly is shown in Figure 3.4. The 0-atom supply 
originates from a microwave discharge in "pure" 02  the products of which 
are fed into the scattering chamber by a glass delivery tube compression 
sealed to a flange on the lid. Immediately below the source assembly is 
another separately pumped chamber (net pumping speed 	230 £/s) which 
removes the majority of the unattenuated 0-atom beam and the attendant 02 
beam through an aperture in the "optical bench" (Figure 3.3b). The 12 
beam is trapped by a liquid nitrogen cooled, "venetian blind" trap con-
structed of copper. 
3.2.3 	IODINE BEAM SOURCE 
The vapour pressure/temperature curve for 12  is given below. 
For source pressures in the range 1 - 10 Torr, the required operating 
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Figure 3.3 (a) Plan if D.P.C. and optical bench 
(b) Section of (a) through A-A' 
From 0 discharge 
bo LN2 
shield 
0,0 to D.P. 
A -Glass delivery tube 
B -Support for A 
C -Oven supports 
D -Beatis assembly supports 
Figure 3.4 - Atomic & molecular beams assembly 




The main requirement for the 12  source is in collimation since 
intensity can be increased easily by a small increase in source temperature. 
The cosihe intensity distribution characteristic of an orifice source 20 
is unsuitable since the majority of the beam ( 75%) misses the reaction 
zone and is deposited over a wide area of the scattering chamber. A 
better arrangement utilises capillary arrays which enhance the fraction in 
the forward direction and generally reduce the angular spread permitting 
easier cryo-trapping. The physical characteristics of these arrays are 
well documented224 . 
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The construction of the 
'2 
 source is detailed in Figure 3.6 and 
the operational arrangement in Figure 3.4. The body is constructed of 
stainless steel with recesses to accommodate six heater elements (24 V/25 W 
GEC. Henley) which are held firmly in position by a stainless steel cover 
plate. The source temperature is monitored by two Cu/constantan thermo-
couples, one in the source body and one in the nozzle. The delivery tube 
to the nozzle extends well into the source to prevent blockage on filling 
and this is welded to the source base. The nozzle end is separately 
heated to a temperature a few degrees above the body to prevent blockage 
by condensation and the beam is collimated by a capillary array plate (25 pm 
x 1 mm; Teknis Ltd.) held in position by epoxy resin and covered by 
stainless steel plate with a 2 mm defining aperture. The iodine charge is. 
admitted through a threaded inlet on the oven top which is tightly shut 
after filling to maintain a compression seal against the PTFE gasket. 
Each charge of ". 250 g is sufficient for 3 - 4 weeks running. 
To estimate the intensity and width of the emergent beam, the 
following considerations were made: 
(a) 	Collision diameter of 1 2: 
This can be obtained approximately from bulk kinetic data such as 
- 	viscosity, self-diffusion and van der Waals co-efficients. For the former 
in = 1.84*10
4 
 Poise at 124°C 25 	The value at 400C (the 12  oven 
temperature) can be obtained from 26 
fl /n
= 	T 	112 (1 + C/T0 ) 	 ( 3.9) 













Key A - POTFOE. gasket 
B - Groove for mounting pins 
C - Glass capillary array 
D - Cover plate/aperture 
E - Groove for heater elements & cover plates 
F - Nozzle heater groove & plate 
G - '0' -ring seal (main chamber/DP.00) 
Figure 3.6 - Iodine oven assembly 
with C typically 
10  - 	3 O• The yields 
ri (313 ° K) 	1.47 * io- Poise 
which, when inserted into the equation for the mean free path, x (cm) 26 
x 	8.6 • 	(Poise) 	T (°K) 	............ (3.10) 
P (Torr) M (gm) 
givesA 14 pm corresponding to an effective collision cross-section of 
02 	 ° 
163 A and to a collision diameter of 7.2 A. 
(b) 	Critical length of capi1lary 
The separation of flow rimes into three groups by Giordmaine 
and Wang 
21 
 are defined by the relationship between capillary dimensions 
and average mean free path along the capillary. For the present case, 
their mode II obtains and the application of the equations for gas load, 
N, forward intensity, 1(0), and angular spread, te 
N 	=21r
. no c a
3 	 (3.11) 
3 	L 
1(0) 	= 	(3 C a ) 1l'2. 	
l/2 	
(3.12) 
2 1 ' .1/2 8.d 
= 	2' 	
. . . 31/2 . d . ..............
(3.13)  
1.78 (a . c)" 2 




L 	> 	8.84 
¶ d2 no 
- 	f1 
where 	 = 	 2 	mean veloc. in source M 
L,a 	= 	capillary length/radius 
d 	= 	collision diameter 
no 	= 	number density in source 
(3.14) 
Substituting in (3.14) for T = 313 0 K requires L >. 0.13 mm which is well 
met by a capillary length of 1 mm. 
The resulting values from equations (3.11) - (3.13) have been 
22 
modified by Johnstone et al 	such that 
Nobs 	tJ •l 	
* 1016 
•2 cal  
1(0) 3 1(0 	
17 	- 	-1 
obs 	•4 	ca1c 	
'• 	1 * 10 cm S 
v' 	13° and 	 AOobs 	
fJ 	
2LOcal 
- - 	The number density of I at the reaction zone (1 cm from nozzle) was ca. 
5 * 10 	cm . Finally, since the 
'2 
 beam was purely effusive, no cooling 
of its degrees of freedom were likely to have occurred at these low 
pressures 27 . The internal and translational distributions were therefore 
represented by Boltzmann forms corresponding to the nozzle temperature of 
' 320 0 K. The peak translational velocity was 1.75 rn/s with a half-width 
3 	 23 of 	170 rn/s (95%) assuming a v Maxwellian distribution. The peak 
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rotational quantum number was J 	55 with a half-width of 88 '6 and the 
vibrational distribution was 
V11 = 0 : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 = 1.00 : 0.37 : 0.14 : 0.05 : 0.01 
with only 	64% in the vu = 0 state. 
3.2.4 	OXYGEN ATOM SOURCE 
The production of atomic oxygen has been a pre-occupation of many
28-31 
chemists and physicists over the last three decades ' ' 	. A number 
of methods exist for its production notably by electrical 
discharge 5, 6, 23, 32, 33 thermal dissociation 34 and by pyrolysis 
35 
 or 
photolysis 14 of ozone. Whilst the latter yields 0 ( 1 D) and 0 ( 3P) depending 
on photolysis wavelength, such a source is best suited to 0 ( 1 D) production 
since its production in electrical discharge is followed by its immediate 
collisional deactivation by 02 ( 3E
9
) on a sub-microsecond time scale 36 
Recent advances 5, 
6,
in 0 ( P) production have meant that both photolysis 
and pyrolysis are no longer attractive propositions. 
Since the dissociation energy of ground state 02  is " 5 eV, the 
- 	temperature of a thermal dissociation source (e.g. iridium oven) needs to 
be above 2000 °C for appreciable dissociation at r,  1 Torr. At these 
temperatures, the 0-atoms have a broad velocity distribution centred round 
1750 rn/s which is often unsuitable in molecular beams work unless velocity 
selection is made. In L.I.F. experiments, close positioning of the source 
(electrical/thermal) to the reaction zone can introduce problems of stray 
light from the source which is above the time signal level of the reaction. 
Of the electrical discharges, only two are. currently of any 
importance notably the RE type (1 - 30 MHz) and the microwave type 
(2450 MHz). It was established early on 
28 
 that electrode discharges caused 
sputtering of the electrodes and immediate discharge tube to the detriment 
of the atom production. Thus, choice of the atomic oxygen source rested 
on the electrodeless 1 ' discharges which had 'similar performances31' 33• 
A comparison of the two methods has been given by Home 37 (for halogen 
dissociation) who found the RF type more suitable at the low pressures (< 0.5 
Torr) he employed although claiming that the microwave discharge gives 
higher dissociation over a wider pressure range above nu 1 Torr. 
• To test the suitability of each, a direct comparison using the 
38 
chemi luminescent titration reaction 
0 + 'NO 	- 	NO2* 	- 	NO 	+ hv.(green/yellow) 
was made. This study substantiated the earlier ideas that the RE discharge 
(27 MHz, 200 W) was most suitable below 1 Torr and that the microwave 
discharge was unstable in this regime, the stability improving with in-
creasing pressure. The degree of dissociation, although not obtainable 
absolutely, was always greater for the microwave discharge, this being 
evident from the titration figures as well as the visual intensity of the 
emission. This may well have been due to the inherent difficulty of 
coupling the RF into the load efficiently; all attempts to match the load 
No quantitative results are presented since it was only found possible to 
reproduce trends due to uncontrollable drifts in signal levels. Attempts 
to calibrate the flow through capillaries (Poiseuille) were unsuccessful 
thus precluding absolute dissociation figures. 
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to the generator 3 were unsuccessful largely and power measurement via a 
standing wave meter was not possible. 
One of the most serious limitations of the R.F. discharge was the 
tendency for it to spread to the low pressure end of the flow system 
irrespective of power coupling mode (capacitative/inductive). Below ' 1 Torr, 
discharges often extended 	150 cm into the rotary pump whereupon the pump 
oil fluoresced blue: Since the presence of a light source close to the 
interaction region in a L.I.F. experiment is not desirable, this method 
of atom production was rej ec ted.t 
The arrangement of the discharge source is shown schematically in 
Figure 3.1. The power source was a 2450 MHz magnetron (Electro Medical 
Supplies Ltd. EMS 200 Mk II) from a diathermy unit feeding a standard 
Evenson40 (no. 5) cavity (West X-Ray, Edinburgh). The discharge tube was 
of clean fused quartz connected to a clean pyrex delivery tube of total 
length Ca. 60 cm having two Woods horns to eliminate stray light. The 
nozzle (Figure 3.4) was ground from a rounded glass tube to a diameter of 
" 20 thou. (1/2 mm) taking care to ensure no regions of high surface area: 
volume ratio occurred which would cause considerable recombination of the 
0-atoms. It seems that untreated pyrex does not lead to high rates of wall 
recombination 
41 
 although the most recent report 
32 
 considers only pyrex 
tubes coated with 0-phosphoric acid as originally recommended for halogen 
atom sources 4 . The 0/02  beam from the orifice was collimated and skimmed 
by a 2 mm aperture in the 1 2 -oven mounting plate, the excess being 
differentially pumped. 
tAno ther  effect of the RE source was to radiate high noise levels in the 
immediate vicinity which could be picked up in distant laboratories. 
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The above arrangement is essentially similar to that of Radlein 
et al
43  
 and similar remarks were expected to apply to it. It was not 
possible to directly measure the degree of dissociation in situ since a 
suitable mass spectrometer was not readily available. The predominant 




02 ( 1 A9 ) 	", 	1% 43 
02 
(4) 	 10_2% 31 
0 (3Pg) 	rj 	
10% 41, 43 
18 28 37 	1 	36 with no appreciable ionic contribution ' 	' 	or 0 ( D) Since the 
vibrational excitation of the molecular species was not expected to be 
high 
28 
 the contribution of these to the overall reaction was considered 
negligible. 
The oxygen used was commercial grade (99.5% purity) and was not 
further purified. The main impurities present are N 2 and H 
2 
 0 and these 
30,31 
are known to be positively beneficial to efficient 0-atom production 
compared to clean discharges in pure 02.  Input power to the discharge was 
100 W with < 5 W reflected (total resonance results in "hot spots" on 
the discharge tube and reduces its lifetime). Under these conditions the 
source throughput, N, and the forward intensity, 1(0), given by 
N 	= 1n0 cA 	 (3.15) 
4 
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1(0) 	= N/irr2 	 . (3.16) 
is 	 N 	nu 	5 * 1017  S ' and 1(0) 	5 * 1016 cm
- 2 
 s 1 
for an orifice-reaction zone distance, r, of 2 cm. If 10% of the forward 
intensity is due to 0-atoms (corresponding to r,  5% dissociation of 02), 
15 	-2 -1 
then the figure is reduced to 1(0) 	5 * 10 cm 	S . The peak velocity 
of the 0-atom beam given by 
r 




which, for an effective source temperature of 350 ° K 	gives Vk = 
740 rn/s and the corresponding number density of 0-atoms in the reaction 
zone is given by 
00 
.f P(v) n(v) dv 





where 	 n(v) 	= 1(0) 	 . (3.18b) 
V 
and 	 P(v) 	= v3 exp 	- my2 	..............(3.18c) 
2kT 
 CO 
- 	 1(0) f 	v2 exp ( mv 	dv 
i.e. 	 n o 2kT 
CO 	3 	 2 
J v exp ,- mv 	dv 





with c given in equation (3.14). This corresponds to n 	' 
10 	-3 7*10 cm 
3.2.5 	COMMENTS 
The vacuum system described above is obviously far from ideally 
suited to the job in hand and this stems from its previous history. To 
obtain better vacuum performance and beam characteristics (particularly.  
0/02) the chevron baffles in the pumps serving the D.P.C. and the gas beam 
dump (Figure 3.3) could be completely removed since backstreaming from 
these pumps is not likely to be serious. The pumping speed in each 
chamber can in practice be increased by factors of ' 5 and "L. 3 respectively. 
Likewise, in the main chamber, the two-stage water cooled chevrons could 
more effectively be replaced by single stage refrigerated baffles allowing 
an increase in the net pumping speed of' 50% without added backstreaming. 
In addition to this, replacement of the existing liquid nitrogen reservoirs 
on the lid by coppers cold shields (plated with Nickel for protection) 
throughout the tank. This step alone would greatly reduce "cold" background 
of both condensable reactants and products as recently observed 44 . 
For the beam sources, considerable improvement in 0-atom production 
could be realised using an intra-vacuum microwave discharge 5, 32• The 
author has recently observed dissociation of up to 30% in a pure 02  and a 
helium seeded 02  discharge at oxygen pressures from 1 to 20 Torr. This 
represents a hundred-fold increase in atom flux. The iodine source was 
found in practice to be difficult to set up and align accurately. A better 
arrangement would have an extra vacuum oven (glass bulb) feeding a heated 
glass pipe fed through the vacuum wall to the reaction zone. This approach 
offers some degree of modularity since it could also be used for Br  unlike 
the present arrangement. Ordinary "pyrex" glass is far more resistant to 
halogen attack than all of the common metals. 
3.3 	LASER SYSTEM 
3.3.1 	INTRODUCTION 
The requirements on the dye laser beam which irradiates the 
reaction zone are - 
high stability in its spatial, spectral and temporal characteristics 
high average spectral power density 
low bandwidth (for rotational resolution) 
high reproducibility. 
These requirements in turn set perf%mance limits on the pumping source. 
If, in addition to dynamical information, spectroscopic information is 
sought, the most appropriate laser system is a short pulsed one (for life-
time studies). In this case, a major •source of noise stems from the 
associated pulsed discharges which produce mainly radio-frequency inter-
ference (R.F.I.) and steps must be taken to eliminate this. A number of 
possible contenders exist for this type of work and their relative merits 
are considered below 
(a) 	Flashlamp pumped dye-lasers 
These pulsed lasers are characterised by high energy output 
(0.001 - 10 J/pulse) and comparatively long pulse lengths (nu 1 iis). The 
pumping source is either a linear or co-axial (Xe) flashlamp emitting black 
body radiation (with superimposed lines) of characteristic temperature 
7000 - 12000 
0
K. Due to the practical difficulty of filtering both the 
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harmful U.V. (photo-degrading) and I.R. (heating) regions, this type of 
laser suffers from excessive consumption of dye solution. This in con-
junction with the heating effect requires a large dye reservoir to feed a 
fast flow cavity with the inclusion of micropore filters to clean the dye. 
The pulse length of this type of laser is invariably too long for lifetime  
studies & to obviate this electro-optic chopping of the output beam is 
necessary. The stability of the output beam is not very high due to 
thermal effects in the active region, and the ability of flashlamps to 
pump U.V./blue dyes is severely hindered by photo-degration to the extent 
that frequency doubling of rhodamines is usually employed. The operating 
-1  
pulse repetition rates (P..R.F.) are 10 	- 10 
2
Hz but at the higher end 
the system lifetime is considerably shortened by the flashlamps, 
10 
  shots 
being a high figure here. 
The long pulse length and consequent mode structure places stiff 
engineering tolerances on the-construction of this type of dye laser. The 
cost of. a complete system (before liquidation of Electro-PhotOflicS Ltd) was 
£k 20 - 30 and the cost of running and replacing flashtubes is generally 
high. Although there has recently been some resurgence in activity in this 
field lately with some respectable designs being published 
45
, the flash-
lamp pumped dye laser has not yet found its way into L.I.F. in molecular 
beams and, indeed, is not likely to do so in the future. 
(b) 	Continuous-Wave (CW) dye lasers 
These are the best developed types of dye laser at least commercially. 
They offer high spectral power and stability but do not easily allow life- 
time determination. For the present application, they are undoubtedly the 
best since beam quality is very good (low scattered noise) and derived 
signals are high even at high resolution 15 . Most C.W. dye lasers are 
pumped "all line" by Ar+  lasers (488 and 514.nm) and can achieve conversion 
efficiences of up to 35% with Rhodamine 6G. However, efficiency in the 
blue is much less ('' 8%) and it is more common to use Kr+  lasers here 
(E 't 18%). The Kr pump has the added advantage of being very efficient at 
pumping I.R. dyes (".. 35%) as well. Although basic C.W. (Jet Stream) dye 
lasers are "cheap" in comparison to pulsed dye lasers (< £10 k), the 
pump laser is expensive (flO k - 20 k) and is particularly prone to damage 
in transit and operational failure. In addition, the high optical quality 
of this type of laser mandates clean room operation free from vacuum pump 
oil vapours which progressively coat the delicate optics. The recent 
development and commercial production of a British argon laser and jet 
stream dye laser in conjunction with the new Coherent Radiation Ltd. 
production facility at Cambridge is likely to stimulate greater use of 
these lasers in the future. However, despite their suitability, their 
considerable price could not be met at the outset. 
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Rare gas halide excimer l asers 46 a ,  b 
-This mis-named laser was announced in late 1975 in the West although 
it was available in the East five years previous to this. The operation 
of this laser is very similar to that of double-discharge TEA CO  lasers 
and the well-developed technology of the latter was fairly straightforwardly 
adapted to it. They do not lend themselves so readily to home-construction 
as N2 or CO  lasers since the use of fluorine containing gases requires 
safe gas handling and passivated discharge cavities. Despite this, they 
have advanced enormously since 1975 with "Multi-Gas" versions being very 
popular. Laser action at discrete wavelengths from 193 nm to 10.6 pm 
including 337 nm (N2 ) is available now at very high power (0.1 - 1 J/pulse) 
and high PRI (< 200 Hz). Their high power does not readily permit high 
power dye laser construction without resort to oscillator/double amplifier 
configurations to prevent super-radiance. The alternative of attenuating 
the pump beam is-wasteful. Nonetheless, their rapid exploitation has meant 
that they are now cheaper than nitrogen lasers as well as being more 
efficient at lasing on 337 nm than the latter 	However, there is still a 
lot of development work to be done on dye lasers to match these, none 
being commercially available and few being published 46c  
/ 	- 
Nd: YAG pumped dye lasers. 
This type was not well known at the outset of this project with 
only one very expensive commercial version being available. This is partic-
ularly curious since solid state lasers, especially the Nd+3  based ones, 
are the best developed of all lasers and, indeed, always have been. Operation 
of Nd: YAG lasers in Q-switched mode can produce pulses of 10 - 100 ns at 
up to a few kHz 	PRF with high reproducibility. In addition, efficient 
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frequency mixing to give output wavelengths of 266, 355, 532 and 1064 nm has 
long been possible with the result that the entire spectrum of presently 
available dyes can be pumped. Despite this, it was only around 1977 that 
these unique properties were exploited and presently around half a dozen 
are commercially available. However, most work here has been done on 
pumping Rhodamine dyes at 532 nm and little on pumping at 266 and 355 nm. 
47a 
Evidently excited state absorption 	limits the usefulness of this pump 
(which is necessarily longitudinal) for blue emitting dyes although confi ictin 
reports 	also occur on this point 47b 
(e) 	Nitrogen laser pumped dye lasers. 
This has been by far the most popular choice of system by virtue 
of its ease of home construction and the wealth of detailed information on 
both components which exists in the literature. The dye laser invariably 
used is the Hansch type48 although a simpler variant using achromatic 
prism beam expanders is gaining increasing popularity4 . Moderate 
resolution (few A) is readily achievable without elaborate engineering and 
very high resolution (< 50 MHz) is obtainable by pressure tuning 
48b
again 
without complex engineering. 
As for the pump laser, many hundreds of design orientated papers 
-- 
	
	have appeared since its inception in 1963 
50 
 but the scene is dominated by 
a few notable ones 
51-59of 
 which only three were known in 1973 all of 
which suffered severe reduction in output peak power at high repetition 
rates. We therefore set out to build a nitrogen laser which did not 
suffer from this reduction at high P.R.F. hoping that the average power 




3.3.2 	NITROGEN LASER 
A primary design consideration here was the choice of energy 
storage medium and fast switch. For the former, use of high voltage 
52 
ceramic (doorknob) capacitors tends to limit the laser lifetime 	by high 
frequency heating and their discrete distribution along the laser cavity 
gives rise to non-uniform discharges. Use of co-axial transmission lines 
(Z0 	17 - 70 c) requires many parallel cables to provide a high enough 
capacitance ( 10 nF) and low enough impedance (< 0.5 c) and inductance 
(< 5 nH). In practice some 50 - 100 cables are necessary giving rise to 
engineering problems. In view of this, a Blumlein 61 arrangement was used 
since this allowed a uniform discharge and some control on the optical 
pulse length via the two-way transit time. 
Having had previous experience with a spark-gap switched N 2 laser, 
the choice of hydrogen thyratron switching was immediate since operation 
over long runs without degradation of the switch and consequent cleaning 
was essential. Although carefully designed spark gaps can have very low 
inductances (1 - 2 nH) 60 , a major requirement for a fast-rising excitation 
pulse (loll - 10 
12 
 A/s), the near independence of the actUal laser discharge 
on this quantity 59 relaxes the inductance constraint and in practice 5 - 20 
nH is acceptable. The general advantages of thyratron switching are 53 
lower trigger voltage than spark gap 
less timing jitter 




To facilitate high PRF operation without loss of peak power, a 
sandwich type of laser discharge gap was adopted with transverse flow of 
N2  between the electrodes. This arrangement had been previously noted 
53 
for its high PRF performance . In addition to permitting diffusion of 
metastables (N2 A 31I
9
) to the glass walls in 1 - 10 ms, the transverse 
flow ensured freedom from pressure gradients along the length of the 
discharge tube which obtain with longitudinal pumping and give rise to 
non-uniformities. In addition to cooling by diffusion, pumping also 
contributes here but to a much lesser extent such that complete renewal 
of the gas between shots is unnecessary. Indeed, residual ionisation in 
the cavity isbeneficial since this contributes to discharge uniformity 
and output reproducibility 53. The increasing cost of oxygen-free N 2 is 
another factor in this respect. In practice the throughput of gas should 
be the minimum necessary to preserve maximum output power. 
3.3.3 	MECHANICAL 
The construction of the laser is detailed in Figure 3.7. The 
cavity consists of two 2 mm thick, 100 cm long dural electrodes sand-
wiched between two sheets of float glass of thickness 5 mm (upper) and 
11 mm. The electrode spacing was set at 5 cm. A vacuum seal is maintained 
by sealing the glass plates to perspex supports with silicone rubber 
compound (RTV) and by using extruded silicone cord 'O'-rings to seal the 
electrodes and end windows. Thelatter (not shown) are composed of quartz 
slides (6 cm x 1 cm x 2 mm) cemented to machineable ceramic plates with 
epoxy resin. These plates complete with 'O'-ring are screwed into place 
against the ends of the perspex cavity surrounds. The arrangement shown 
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MECHANICAL 
Material: 	Dural (cavity and line); brass (thyratron housing) 
Cavity: 	Length 100 cm 
Electrode gap 5 cm 
Glass plate spacing 0:2 cm 
Blumlein: 	Outer plates 110 x 100 x 0.25 cm 
Inner plates 95 x 95 x 0.16 cm 
Plate separation 0.32 cm 
Thyratron Housing: 	Length 15.6 cm 
i.d. 10.2 cm 
ELECTRICAL 
Dielectric: 	Polyethylene (K = 2.3; strength = 50 kV/mm) 
Total Capacitance: 	27 nF 
Total (line) inductance: 	1 nH 
Thyratron inductance (est.): 	' 10 - 20 nH 
Line impedance: 	0.37 
Two-way transit time: 	10 ns 
Charging: 	Full-wave rectified a.c. 
Triggering: 	On zero-crossover of charging voltage 
Thyratrons: 	Laser - EEV CX 1180 
Trigger - Mullard EN91 
OPTICAL 
Peak power: 	" 45 kW 
Width: 	14 ns FWHM 
Jitter: 	< ± 2 ns 
ReDroducibilitv: 	< ± 3% 
- 	Description of N 2 Laser 
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thinner float glass which inevitably cracked under the combined effects of 
differential expansion and atmospheric forces. The entire cavity was 
sandwiched between two dural cover plates, the window ends being covered 
with dural plates tightly screwed onto the cover plates and slotted to 
pass the laser beam. 
The N2 gas was admitted through a series of glass capillary tuies 
and subsequently flowed through 101 1 mm holes in the H.V. electrode 
spaced at 1 cm intervals. The spent gas was exhausted through some 40 
2 mm saw cuts in the earth electrode to a rotary pump (Edwards EDM6, 100 
£/min) via 20 1 cm glass tubes protruding through the top dural cover 
plate. Cavity pressure was read by an aneroid capsule gauge (Edwards) and 
was varied by throttling th.e inlet. The volume of the cavity was 100 cm 3 
and at working pressures of nu 30 Torr, a standard 0 2-free N2 cylinder 
(99.9% purity) lasted 2 - 4 weeks. At 100 Hz PRF, a maximum of 17% of 
the previous fill was exhausted but when the finite conductance of the 
connecting tubes is considered, a figure nearer 10% is probably more 
appropriate. Calculations of diffusional transfer rates, supported by l-D 
random walk estimates, imply a 1 - 10 ms transit time to the walls. Thus, 
the gas conditioning is diffusion controlled largely although atoms and 
atomic ions which require three-body collisions for their removal can be 
seen via the Lewis Rayleigh afterglow in the exhaust pipes. On switching 




The Blumlein pulse forming line/energy storage capacitor was 
constructed from five Al plates and is shown in section in Figure 3.7. 
The outer plates were 100 cm wide and I " thick whilst the inner plates 
were 96 cm wide and 1/16' thick. The dielectric used (polythene) was in 
the form of 1/16U sheet, each plate in the assembly being separated by 
two thicknesses. The inner plates were insulated from the vertical 
supporting bars (not shown) by allowing the excess dielectric to fill in 
the 2 cm gap. The innermost H.V. plate was attached by 40 6 BA brass 
screws to the H.V. electrode as shown and the screws covered by silicone 
rubber and further protected from arcing to the outer Al plate by a double 
layer of dielectric. The other, two H.V. plates were connected at the base 
by a threaded dural bar to which they were screwed. This same bar forms 
the connection to the thyratron anode by means of a brass connector. 
The base of the Blumlein assembly is firmly held together by another 
dural bar of 100 cm length as shown. Thus, the entire laser assembly is 
held at earth potential to reduce RFI and effective,forms its own integral 
Faraday cage. 
The thyratron housing is also indicated in Figure 3.7 although not 
to scale. The brass connector to the inner H.V. plates is a four quadrant 
hollow cylinder which is machined to tightly accommodate a male connector 
screwed to the thyratron anode. The housing is screwed onto the outer 
Blumlein plate as shown and a seal is maintained by a 	PTFE gasket disc 
which supports and isolates the anode connector. The thyratron itself is 
bolted to the cover flange of the housing av4sealed by an 'O'-ring to 
prevent cooling oil leakage, the flange being similarly bolted and sealed 
to the housing. The entire assembly is constructed from brass which, 
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although heavy, provides good protection from X-ray emission and facilitates 
construction by soldering flanges to the tube. The coolant used is un-
treated (cf. ref. 55) transformer oil pumped through the housing by a 
diaphragm pump (Capex III, Charles Austin Ltd.). Provision to cool the oil 
by heatexchanger was made but found in practice to be unnecessary. The 
electrical connections to the thyratron were made by 'O'-ring sealed 
feedthroughs on the cover plate. 
Two important points arose from the laser construction. Firstly, 
it was crucial to avoid undue stress on the discharge cavity which led to 
the glass cracking. Any 'play' was taken up by layers of Al foil such that 
tight fitting joints could be achieved without stress in order to minimise 
/ ( RFI. The second point concerns sharp points on any high voltage component 
particularly screws and solder joints. These had to be smoothed by filing 
or scraping and further protected by an insulating layer. The Blumlein 
assembly required considerable care and time in construction which could 
be lost by a single defective element causing breakdown. Successful con-
struction however resulted in faultless operation for considerable periods 
of time (> 1 year). 
3.3.3 	ELECTRICAL 
The nature of the Blumlein element represented below plays a 
major part in the laser characteristics and to a first approximation, the 











A choice of "' 10 ns for the two way transit time was made to result in a 
dye laser pulse of 5 - 8 ns, not too long to lose gain by spontaneous 
emission and not too short to ensure a high ratio of laser emission to 
super-radiant background. Thus, for a dielectric constant, K 
1 
= 	2L 	= 	2K2 L 2-way 	
C 
(3.19) 
", 10 n 
- 	For K nu 2.5, (3.19) requires a line length of 94 cm and a working value 
of 100 cm was chosen. 
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In order to achieve peak powers in excess of - , , 100 kW (1 md/pulse) 
the energy storage of the line must exceed a value given by 	 - 
Eiine 	= 	E/pulse 	 (3.20) 
Efficiency 
The electrical efficiency of N 2 lasers is commonly 0.05% such that a 
stored energy of 	2J is required. Now, 
Eli ne 	1CV2 
1 . L. W. K Co 	V 2 	.............(3.21) 
d. 
which for .K = 2.5, V = 10 kV, L = 1 m requires W/d 	2 * 10 
The inductance of the line is of major importance and should be 
Ca. 1 nH to ensure minimum back-emf when the laser fires. For the Blunilein 
L 	= 	4 t'' 10' d. (0) 	 ..............(3.22) 
w 
and a value for W/d of -.1 x l0 is necessary, roughly consistent with the 
energy storage. 
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To complete the selection of parameters, a choice of W' 1 m for 
the length of the cavity was made since this represented a compromise 
between practicality and the requirement for high shot-shot reproducibility 
which is not met by short cavities. This required the plate spacing, d, 
to be 0.5 - 1 mma value too low for safe operation. To obviate this 
however, four capacitors were folded together in parallel with a plate 
spacing of " (3.2 mm) to provide the required capacitance whilst reducing 
the inductance. This is shown in section in Figure 3.7. Polythene sheet 
which was readily available in quantity was used as the dielectric (K 	2.3). 
It has one of the highest breakdown strengths known 150 kV/mm) and con-
sequently relaxes the stringent constraints on the Blumlein construction. 
The final electrical parameters of the line are listed in Table 3.1. 
The complete electrical circuit for the laser is shown in Figure 
3.9 and details of individual electrical processes are given in the appendix. 
The design stemmed from the group's inheritance of a 30 kV/300 mA full-wave-
rectified a.c. power supply. Rather than go to the expense and potential 
danger of a large L-C smoothing network, it was decided to fix the laser 
frequency at 50 or 100 Hz corresponding to zero crossings in the output 
waveform. This approach although not entirely original 62.  wasadopted to 
minimise current surges in the H.V. supply since the output voltage at the 
instant of discharge is zero. This in turn helps reduce interference in 
the power lines. The scheme is as follows: First, the output from the H.V. 
rectifier is sampled by the 10K, iN, lOOM resistor network resulting in 
two positive portions of a sine wave being presented to the input of the 
741 difference amplifier, the output being a reconstructed sine wave in 
phase with the H.V. transformer secondary. This waveform is sampled by the 






























change at their output when every zero is crossed. This is converted to a 
fast, negative-going 5V pulse by the 7412 N monostable whose output time 
constant is set in accordance with the specifications of the trigger 
thyratron (Mullard EN91) i.e. RC 	10 us. This TTL pulse is inverted and 
raised to 12V by the 7406 inverter/driver and fed capacitatively to grid 
one of the trigger thyratron which is normally held off at - 10 V. 
The trigger thyratron then discharges a pulse-forming network 
(P.F.N.) and a positive going pulse is transmitted to the main thyratron 
(CX 1180, English Electric Valve Co.) through the pulse transformer. This 
pulse gates "one this thyratron and subsequently initiates the laser 
discharge. This pulsing scheme is superior to previous Ones in that timing 
jitter is minimised by using fast rising TTL pulses to drive a thyratron. 
The use of silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR) in this application results 
in poorer jitter performance and limited lifetime due to the high peak 
currents involved. One drawback of the circuit shown however is the 
tendency for capacitative pickup on the grid of the trigger thyratron to be 
fed back into the low level circuitry via the 470 pF coupling capacitor. 
Although untried during the author's time, the inclusion of a voltage 
dependent resistor should eliminate this. 
-- 	3.3.4 	OPTICAL 
The laser pulses emitted were fairly symmetrical approximating a 
sine-squared waveform with a full width at half height (FWHM) of 	14 ns. 
A representative example reproduced from an oscilloscope photograph is shown 
in Figure 3.13 (b). The exact pulse shape depended on operating conditions 
with double pulse formation similar to that reported by Godard03  and by 
Geller et al 59 occurring both at low pressure and high voltage. The peak 
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separation here was reproducibly 	4 ns which did not correspond to any 
characteristic time of the system. In view of this it seems most likely 
that laser action occurs preferentially at one site along the cavity 
closely followed by the remainder. This is further substantiated by the 
observation of pulse shape variation with lateral sampling position at 
the laser output. 
In addition, it was also noted that the majority of the laser 
output was concentrated in two lines parallel to the cavity walls. This 
has also been previously reported 64, 	although with conflicting claims 
as to its usefulness. The mechanism responsible is dielectric pre-
ionisation of the gas by the glass walls leading to preferential discharge 
along their surfaces. In this particular case it had both good and bad 
attributes: the low ( 7 kV) threshold and corresponding low optimum 
( 10 kV) voltages meant that voltage induced-stress on all electrical 
components, particularly the thyratron, was considerably lower than in 
most other N2 lasers. However, a maximum voltage of only 15 kV could be 
applied without onset of serious timing jitter and amplitude instability. 
Beyond this, arcing set in and stopped any laser action. It was evident 
after prolonged running that arcing took place where accumulation of 
dirt occurred emphasising the need for a clean cavity and avoidance of 
dust and moisture intake from the N 2 gas supply. 
The peak output power was measured using a calibrated neutral 
density filter and a biplanar photodiode (I.T.L. Ltd.) with an Si response 
the output of which was displayed on a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope using 
the 7A21 (1 GHz) plug in (risetime 0.35 ns). A value of 	45 kW obtained 
which was seen to increase only very slightly (< 15%) as the PRF was 
reduced from 100 Hz to single shot. This is again consistent with the idea 
of dielectric preionisation: the charging voltage at low PRF's tends to 
the peak a.c. voltage (ca. 1.4 x Vmeter - see Appendix) and it was expected 
that this would increase the peak power by at least 20%. The fact that 
it did not implies the discharge was struck before maximum voltage is 
reached in the pulse forming line. 
The variation of peak power with running voltage and cavity 
pressure is shown in Figure 3.10. The latter takes on a very familiar 
form ' 	' 	with the peak shifting towards higher voltages as the 
pressure is raised. The broadening observed above 12 kV in the pressure 
curves .is consistent with dielectric preionisation. The dependence of 
peak power on voltage emphasises the insensitivity of the present laser 
to this variable above 	10 kV over a wide pressure range. This is peculiar 
to few other N 2 lasers reported most of which display a monotonic in-
creasing dependence. The optimum operating condition is 10 kV, 25 Torr, the 
lower pressure being chosen to reduce gas consumption. Under these 
conditions, the electrical efficiency is 0.045%, the wall plug efficiency 
being nu 0.02% due to charging resistor losses. This figure is comparatively 
high for this type of laser 60  being higher than that of the capacitor-
transfer type with thyratron 56 and similar to the spark gap version of the 
latter 
54. 
 The mean power however is comparatively low being 60 mW at 
100 Hz PRF. 
The performance of the laser with respect to amplitude reproducibility 
stability and timing jitter is very good. The former was not detectable 
beyond the thickness of the oscilloscope traces and sets a limit of ± 3% 
when working optimally whilst the jitter seldom exceeded ± 2 ns referred 
to the monostable output (Figure 3.9) 
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Figure 3.10 - N2 laser output power characteristics 
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One effect seen by chance was the variation in pulse onset delay 
(w.r.t. monostable) seen on the 'scope when the pressure was varied (at 
fixed voltage) or the voltage varied (at fixed pressure). The results 
for this are shown in Figure 3.11 for optimum pressure and voltage. More 
physical insight is derived from the accompanying reduced plot of delay 
vs. V/P (or E/P). A limiting operative value for V/P of 250 V/Torr is 
evident from the vertical asymptote corresponding to a limiting field of 
50-80 V cm 	Torr 1 taking correction of the voltmeter reading into account. 
-1 
This is below the limiting value of 80 V cm 	Torr
-1 
 proposed elsewhere 54, 66  
and is strong evidence in favour of dielectric preionisation. The optimum 
-1 	-1 
running conditions occur for E/P " 100 V cm Torr which is substantially 
50, 54, 63, 66 
lower than previous reports 
The variation of pulse onset delay with voltage, all other 
variables held fixed, indicates that the laser does not discharge at the 
peak of the charging cycle (see Appendix) for the thyratron Blumlein 
combination since no variation would occur in this case. In this respect, 
the laser is therefore not functioning optimally55' 
67 	
In the absence 
of detailed knowledge of the thyratron and laser discharge processes, the 
time scale for the above effect cannot be confidently related to the 
temporal behaviour of the discharge. However, the conformation of the 
independent variations to a single reduced plot indicates that the delay 
is due to the build-up of electron density and subsequent population 
inversion in the cavity. If this is the case then it must extend to other 
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3.3.5 	DYE LASER 
Since a wealth of design information is readily available for 
pulsed dye lasers 47-49, 68-72it is good economy to home-build these since 
commercial ones are enormously expensive. The ease of short-pulsed dye 
laser construction over C.W. versions stems from their lack of cavity mode 
structure. The N2-laser-pumped dye laser is not an oscillator as it is 
often - termed but a wavelength selective amplifier. The design chosen was 
the much acclaimed one due to Hnsch 48 and is detailed in Figure 3.12. 
The complete laser assembly occupies an area '- 90 x 40 cm 2 and is mounted 
on a rigid metal table. The basic elements include a spherical (silica) 
lens to focus the pump beam, an optical bench containing the dye laser 
and beam-steering optics, a grating assembly with drive unit and a dye 
circulator. 
The optical bench (Oriel; 	B-16-202) supports the laser optics 
on movable carriages (Oriel; 	B-23-62/52) with dovetailed bases. The 
output coupler is a dielectric coated mirror ofm radius of curvature 
(Oriel; B45-40; R = 0.6 in A(400, 600 nm)) held in an optical mounting 
(Oriel: B-45-40-02). This is followed by a 400 urn pinhole (Ealing) 
whose function is to suppress amplified super-radiance and generally 
improve the output beam quality by removing stray reflections. 
The dye cell consists of a milled channel in a perspex block 
(3.5 x 1.0 x 1.0 cm) bounded on its three open sides by a quartz window 
(N2-laser) and two glass windows. The latter are deliberately offset with 
respect to each other and the cavity axis to avoid internal "etalon" 
effects. The three windows were carefully cemented to the perspex body 





















cell is mounted in a custom-made carriage which permits rotation, trans-
lation (x, y, z) and tilting to correct for optical axis variations 
brought about by refraction at the dye cell as well as general utility. 
Dye solution is circulated in the cell via two brass tubes as indicated 
coupled to a novel pump (created by A.G.A. Rae). This consists of a nylon 
(or PTFE) impeller connected by a shaft to a ferrite bead. The latter is 
spun by an external rotating magnetic field (a horseshoe magnet mounted on 
a fan induction motor). The pump body consists of two parts; one con-
taining the impeller and the other, the ferrite bead. These are bolted 
together and compression sealed with a suitable 'O'-ring. Dye is delivered 
to/from the pump by silicone rubber tubing and any "ripple" in the flow 
caused by the impeller is "smootheW' by passage through a reservoir of 
dye solution ( 5 cm of dye solution in a test tube). The peak-to-peak 
output power variation using this arrangement was < 5%. 
The beam expanding optics consisted of a commercial Galilean 
telescope (Oriel; B-34-40) of lOX magnification, the eyepiece being an 
8 null f.&. negative lens and the objective a positive achromatic doublet of 
80 mm fJ,. Both elements were anti-reflection coated in the 450 - 700 nm 
range to minimise internal etalon effects. The telescope was mounted in 
a piece of extruded AZ 'C'-tube bolted to a movable carriage and alignment 
was possible via four micrometer screws. 
The grating (P.T.R. Optics) was an aluminised replica blazed at 
0 
500 nm in first order (blaze angle = 17.5 ), having a line density of 
-1 	
i 1200 mm • This was mounted n a precision mount (Oriel; B-44-60) on a 
rotary table (Unislide A4757 TSP) separate from the cavity. The minimum 




to 0.004 corresponding to a minimum wavelength step of 0.6 A. The stepping 
motor drive could be controlled manually through a variable speed control 
box or remotely by an on-line minicomputer. 
Finally, the beam steering optics comprised two aluminised glass 
plates on adjustable mounts as shown, their relative heights being 
determined by the optical height of the vacuum chamber above the laser 
axis. 
The laser's performance is illustrated in Figure 3.13, captions 
(a) and (b) showing the temporal profile and its absolute synchronism 
with respect to the N2 laser. It is evident from the modulation displayed 
that at least four double passes of the cavity are taking place since 
the peak separation (2.3 ns) corresponds to twice the cavity length (r  35 cm). 
This has been previously reported"' 
47a, 
 the latter reference criticising 
it on the grounds that it constituted a source of timing error due to its 
dependence on excitation power and wavelength. There was some indication 
of the latter but it was not significant (c.f. (a) and (b) in Figure 3.13) 
( particularly since accurate timing measurements were not sought. 
The spectral profile of the laser at optimum setting is shown in 
Figure 3.13(c). This curve has not been deconvoluted to remove the 
instrumental response of the spectrometer used (McKee Pederson 1 m, 
0 	 0 
reciprocal dispersion 17. A/mm) and a value for the FWHM of 2 A is 
0 	 0 
reasonable since the Hg and Cd lines at 4358 A and 4678 A were both 
0 
broadened to 	0.5 A at the same spectrometer slitwidth. The bandwidth 
seemed to depend quite heavily on the configuration of the cavity, 
particularly the dye cell and telescope. Subsequent determinations 
73 
 of 
the bandwidth using a scanning Fabry-Perot have yielded larger values than 
gure 3.13 - Spectral and temporal laser characteristics 
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above 	A) again subject to optical configuration. 
The tuning perfomance of the laser using Coumarin 2 dye (Applied 
Photophysics Ltd.) in ethanol is shown in Figure 3.13(d). This is again 
uncorrected but conveys the essential laser performance since the recording 
instruments varied little over this wavelength range. The effects of 
super-radiance were most marked at the tuning extremes and operation here 
is best done with other dyes. As regards the optical quality of the 
outpit beam, projection onto a distant whiteboard showed this to be decidedly 
non-Gaussian with corresponding beam divergence of 3 - 5 m rad close to the 
diffraction limit of 	2 in rad. 
The bandwidth, AX, of the laser can be estimated from the optical 
constants of the cavity48a. 
= 
D 
where AO is the divergence of the beam striking the grating and D, the 
grating dispersion. For a grating used in autocollimation 
D 	= 2tan 
A 
where 0 is the angle between the grating normal and the cavity axis. 
The angular divergence of the expanded be 	is given by 75 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
LiO 	= 	A/irw2 	 (3.25) 
where w2 is the beam "waist" (e- 
2 
 intensity point) given by 
2 	
= 	M2 (W2 + 	(f1 	- 	d1 ) 2 	(X/7rw 1 ) 2 ) 	............. (3.26) 
with M = telescope magnification (= fo6j/feye), d 1 , the distance of the 
dye cell from the telescope eyepiece and w l the "waist" of the unexpanded 
beam. Substituting 
A = 	450 	n 
d 1 = 72 mm 
= 	80 mm 
fl = 	8mm. 
= 	0.08mm. 48, 69 
0 
in (3.23) - (3.26) yields AX = 0.8 A. 
The above analysis assumes a Gaussian beam which does not arise 
in practice with the Hnsch laser due to the gain distribution in the dye 
cell and its dependence on the pumping laser spatial profile. This departure 
could be easily dbserved in the distribution of scatter from the grating 
and is a fundamental limitation of the Hansch design. To improve the beam 
quality the use of an amplifier stage is generally necessary with inter-
mediate shaping optics. This has the added benefit of higher conversion 
efficiency and lower bandwidth. Thus, the estimated value of tx above is 




The peak power at 450 nm was measured to be -, 5 kW representing 
an energy conversion efficiency of nu 5% in close agreement with the similar 
system of Perry eta1 72 . This figure could be improved upon by using a 
"holographic" grating and high optical quality dye cuvette. Similarly, 
the output bandwidth could be reduced by a factor of 2 to 4 depending on the 
grating line density. 
3.4 	DETECTION SYSTEM 
3.4.1 	GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The feasibility analysis of the previous chapter indicates that the 
expected signal from the 0 + 12 - 	01 + I system is very small and 
of the order of the photomuitiplier (PMT) dark current. The preferred 
detection method in such a case13' 76, 77 is that of single photon counting 
(SPC) rather than d.c. or analogue methods although both have been used 
in L.I.F. work of this type, especially the latter. In the present case 
however, the anticipated signal is considerably lower than in previous work 
such that the high leakage and drift associated with analogue device inputs 
precludes their use. Unlike pulse or scintillation counting as in nuclear 
physics and mass spectrometry, S.P.C. is considerably more difficult at 
low light levels since it is characterised by a pulse height distribution 
(P.H.D.) identical to that for thermionic emission from the photocathode. 
In pulse counting, a well defined hump appears in its P.H.D. at large 
pulse heights due to the larger number of photoelectrons emitted making 
pulse height discrimination relatively easy. The signal: noise ratio (S.N.R. 
in such a case can be independent of dark noise even at low signal rates 
whilst for S.P.C. this is emphatically not the case and long counting times 
and special techniques are necessary to achieve acceptable S.N.R.5. 
C. 
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Of these special techniques, spectral resolution of the L.I.F. has 
been employed (though not in molecular beams work) to increase the optical 
S.N.R. by effectively isolating the true signal. However, at very low 
light levels this approach decreases S.N.R. since the noise is not "noise-
in-signal". In addition, the loss of multiplex advantage means longer 
acquisition times for each excitation spectrum. In practice, only detailed 
spectroscopic information is obtained this way, excitation spectra derived 
from undispersed L.I.F. being acceptable if the spectroscopy is previously 
known. 
The most widespread S.N.R. enhancement method is signal gating 78 
in which only a small portion of the L.I.F. is viewed at a specific delay 
with respect to the excitation pulse (for CW excitation, lock-in detection 
is used). The signal which gets through this "gate" is generally free from 
laser-induced background and the dark signal negligible. However, the 
exponential characteristic of L.I.F. signals means that some compromise 
between gate-width and delay is necessary and it is necessary to optimise 
this for each experimental situation. If gating is carried out on the 
electronics rather than the PJ4.T., the 'ultimate S.N.R. depends on the 
extent of laser scatter which if serious causes "afterpulsing" in the 
P.M.T. This is due to residual ionisation in the tube and is characterised 
79 
by onsets " 0.1 ps after the parent pulse and decay times of 10 - 50iis76, 	
. 
The end result of this is to swamp the true fluorescence signal and no 
amount of gating or other method can retrieve it. It is therefore necessary 
to gate the P.M.T. itself in addition to the electronics or to eliminate 
laser scatter to a level well below that of the signal. Of the arsenal of 
P.M.T. gating methods which exist 
80  few are applicable at very low signal 
levels since most tend to introduce a certain amount of noise but the method 
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using conducting mesh over the P.N.T. end window 
79 
 seems to be promising. 
For transitions of low lifetime .it is essential to eliminate 
scatter and view the L.I.F. both during and after the laser pulse. 
However these transitions are characterised by strong absorption and emission 
which favour their observation (see equation 2.11). Low lifetimes can also 
arise from predissociation in the upper state which reduces the L.I.F. 
signal by the ratio of radiative: predissociate lifetime. In such cases, 
68 
(CLO 	and 10 are good examples) elimination of laser scatter and dark 
noise is paramount and in addition the optical detection efficiency must 
be maximal. The signal once detected should then be preserved by impedance 
matching and amplification before driving any lines to counting equipment 
such that pick-up in transit is reduced. This is particularly important 
in pulsed laser excitation. 
From the general considerations above it is evident that CW 
excitation is inherently better suited to L.I.F. work in beams since 
little R.F.I. is generated. 
dye laser beam quality is very high ensuring facile baffling. 
c (iii) average spectral power densities are higher than for pulsed 
lasers even at high resolution leading to high data rates. 
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3.4.2 	LASER BAFFLING AND FLUORESCENCE COLLECTION. 
Schematic representations of the optical system are included in 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 and detailed drawings of the baffle assembly and 
detector are shown in Figure 3.14. 
Although many reports' 13, 81, 82. have detailed their baffle 
systems and stressed their importance it seems that trial and error is the 
key to success here. However, there are a number of ground rules which 
must be observed. 
Surfaces capable of high Fresnel diffraction should be 
avoided. 
Sharp edges on baffle elements should be ground away. 
The classical path of the laser should avoid any reflecting 
surfaces. 
The baffle assembly should be coated with an absorbing 
substance to avoid multiple reflections. 
Clean, optical quality windows for coupling the laser beam 
in and out of the vacuum chamber are necessary to minimise 
scatter. 
-. 	The assembly shown to scale in Figure 3.14(a) was the first attempt 
at baffling whilst adhering to the basic rules above. 
Figure 3.14 
- Baffle assembly 
- Fluorescence collection assembly 
KEY 
- A. Window flange 
mating flanges 
Threaded rod (support and adjustment) 
Flexible bellows 
Flange to vacuum chamber 
Vacuum chamber wall 
Positioning screws (2 x 3 @ 1200 ) 
Baffle tube (removable) 
Baffles and spacers 
P.M.T. and n-metal shield 
• K. Fused quartz light guide 







The baffles are turned from At rod and are 16 mm in diameter with 
a 3.5 mm central aperture. These are fitted into a 16 cm long stainless 
steel tube (19 mm o.d. x 16 mm i.d.) and separated by paxolin spacers to 
produce a robust assembly. All elements were chamfered and ground to 
remove both sharp and straight edges and were coated by absorbing paint 
(Nextel, 3-M Co.). The assembled baffle was then mounted in a stainless steel 
tube (35 mm o.d.) with a 4 k " conflat flange vacuum-brazed to it at one end 
to provide a vacuum seal as indicated. Each baffle (entrance and exit) was 
individually aligned by adjustment of the supporting screws using a 2 mW 
He-Ne laser. The criterion for alignment was that both tubes were co-axial. 
Both baffles were mounted as close to the reaction zone as possible 
to reduce to probability of scattered light emerging. Unfortunately, the 
large size of the tank and consequently low engineering tolerances meant 
that both assemblies were not co-axial and their axes did not project 
through the reaction zone. To correct this, each baffle arm was connected 
to a flexible bellows which allowed some movement in the baffle. Despite 
this, complete co-incidence could not be achieved and although the author 
was unable to test this under experimental conditions, subsequent work 
proved this arrangement to be unsatisfactory. The development of a 
successful baffle assembly was done by Glen 8 . 
The approach adopted for fluorescence collection is shown in 
Figure 3.14(b). Here, a light guide is optically coupled to the end 
window of the P.M.T. Using silicone grease or oil to index match. The 
P.M.T. end window forms a compression seal against an 'O'-ring to provide 
a vacuum seal. In this way, the P.M.T. base is at atmospheric pressure 
allowing easier heat dissipation from the interdynode resistors and freedom 
from arcing at low pressure. The mounting assembly is similar to that for 
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the baffles with the added advantage of being able to advance/retract the 
light guide from the reaction zone by way of the flexible bellows. The 
final position of the guide should be such that the subtended solid angle 
is maximised subject to the extent of scattered laser light. 
Previous reports 11, 81 have used converging lenses to capture 
fluorescence and transmit it to an extra-vacuum P.M.T. 	However, the 
vacuum chamber did not readily permit this here and it was felt that the 
light guide was lead to higher collection efficiency both geometrically 
and optically since only vacuum/quartz interface arose. 
The guide was constructed from fused silica rod 90 mm long x 17 mm 
diameter (Thermal Syndicate Ltd.) and was chamfered at the edges to prevent 
chipping. The ends were successively ground with carborundum grades and 
finally with diamond pastet  to yield an optically smooth surface. The 
surfaces of the guide were thoroughly degreased before assembly to avoid 
frustrating its total internal reflection properties. At a distance of 
25 mm from the reaction zone the fractional solid angle viewed was 2.1% for 
an aperture diameter of 15 mm. The maximum deviation from normal incidence 
is 17° for which the reflectivity is 3.5% as for normal incidence. The 
optical collection efficiency is therefore 2%, absorption and scattering 
along the guide being negligible. The critical angle for the guide (n = 1.4( 
- is 430 and consequently any ray refracted at the front face will be trans-
mitted without loss. Rays entering from the sides of the guide will not be 
transmitted except for incidence angles above 84.7 for which transmission 
is negligible. The shielding properties of the guide however are very poor 
tThe author is grateful to the Geology Department of Edinburgh University 
for the use of their lapping facility. 
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since the transmission probability exceeds 50% for all incidence angles 
C 
below 80' at the front face. The use of a smaller diameter guide (1 cm say) 
may have been superior since collection efficiency could have been increased 
to 10 - 15% by the relaxation of space limitations with no increase in 
scattered noise. Such a device is described by Imhof 84 . 
A later method introduced by dyne et a1
85 
 used 2 aspheric lenses 
to capture " 1.1% of the fluorescence while discriminating against noise 
by vignetting the image produced to include only the immediate region of 
the source. This method is only effective if the scattered noise lies 
without the field of view of the detector. Thus, for a given collection 
efficiency, the light guide method is superior over the lens assembly due 
to the smaller reflection loss (4%c.f. 	20% for a two lens system) providing 
the field of view contains no other light except the fluorescence signal. 
To ensure this condition, all surfaces viewed by the detector must be black 
- a condition which was impractical in the present case. Further increase 
in collection efficiency can be obtained by use of a concave mirror to 
reflect light travelling from the light guide and total collection 
efficiencies of up to 50% have been reported 
86, 87
by this method. However 
this may produce more noise by scatter and it is first necessary to baffle 
the laser effectively. 
3.4.3 	ELECTRONICS 
(a) Photomultiplier: The choice of P.M.T. was straightforward 
for this work; since the fluorescence expected lay below 500 nm only two 
tubes, S20 or bialkali, merited consideration due to their high quantum 
efficiency. The S20 tube however has a very pronounced red response and 
consequently high dark current. The bialkali tube on the other hand 
exhibits the lowest dark current of all tubes (for the near U.V. and 
visible) as well as the highest efficiency in the blue. In addition to 
this, the high work function of the photocathode means that cooling is 
relatively ineffective in reducing dark count. Thus since cooling requires 
elaborate precautions to guard against icing the window and the base, this 
tube can be used effectively uncooled and exposed to the atmosphere. 
Ideally, P.F4.T.'s for S.P.C. should exhibit high gain, low transit 
time and jitterand be interfaced to fast (10 - 100 MHz) electronics. In 
the present case there was no emphasis on timing and low gain electronics 
could be used if a suitably large load resistor was used. Since the P.M.T. 
anode amounts to an ideal current generator, its noise current is given by 
= 	(2e G 'A Af + 4kT Lf ) "2 	 (3.27) 
where G = P.M.T. gain, 'A = mean anode current, Af = amplifier band-
width, R = load resistor. The respective terms in (3.27) are due to 
shot (photon) noise and Johnson (thermal) noise respectively. The condition 
for "noise-in-signal" operation is 
3-50 
R 	>> 	4k T . 	1 	 (3.28) 
L e ?GIA 
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Thus, for T = 300 K, G = 106, 'A = 	x 10 2  A, equation (3.28) 
requires RL >> 104 0 and a value of 120 k 0 was consequently chosen. The 
circuit used is shown in Figure 3.15(a) and the tube used was an EMI 9824B. 
Here, the values of the final stage capacitances were as recommended for 
pulse counting 88 and forS.P.C. this is admittedly a gross overkill. In 
fact the stray capacitance in the' dynode chain is probably sufficient to 
boost the final stages with the exception of the d - A stage where a 
10 - 20 pF capacitor would suffice for signal rates up to " 10 Hz. 
The low observed dark count rate ( 20 Hz) through the discrimator 
window was further reduced by gating 
83 
 to 	10- 2 Hz, a negligibly low figure 
justifying operation without cooling. However, laser scatter ( 200 Hz) 
was high enough to produce after pulsing 
83 
 and operation of the tube at low 
gain was necessary to minimise this. The penalty for this is low detective 
quantum efficiency 76 (D.Q.E.) 
D.Q.E. 	= 	Q.E. 	x C.E. 	 . 	(3.29) 
Q.E. 	= 	quantum efficiency of photocathode 
C.E. 	= 	collection efficiency of anode. 
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(b) Amplification : counting: This is outlined in Figure 3.1. 
The output from the detector P.M.T. is fed into a preamplifier (Nuclear 
Enterprises NE 5281) as close to the P.M.T. as possible to reduce pickup 
and signal degradation through impedance mismatch. The equivalent circuit for 
this is given in Figure 3.15(b). This pre-amp is a simple emitter follower 
of unity gain whose function is to match the load to the driving line 
(50 c) by impedance transformation. The output time constant, T, seen by 
the P.M.T. is ". 106 s and the voltage at the pre-amp input 
V(t) 	" 	Ge 	{exp (- t/-r 5 ) - exp (- t/T)} 	.........(3.30) 
Ce ff 
(T 5 	= 	anode pulse FWHM 	= 	50 ns for EMI 9824B) 
peaks at around 15 W. This signal was then fed to an amplifier (Nuclear 
Enterprises NE 5259), discriminator (NE 5159) and scaler (NE 5079) along 
a co-axial cable of some 3 m length. The electronic bandwidth was 1 MHz. 
Counting could be done either manually or automatically by a minicomputer 
interfaced83 to the scaler. 
A beam monitor situated at the output window of the vacuum chamber 
recorded the intensity of the laser. This consisted of an identical 
P.M.T. to the detector whose pulsed output was mechanically smoothed by a 
sensitive electrometer (Keithley) and a proportional voltage sent along 
co-axial cable to the input of a fast AID converter in the minicomputer. 
The digitised signal was read under software control and used to normalise 
the L.I.F. intensity. 
The implementation of the computer controlled detection system 
was due to Glen and is described in his thesis 83 . Although the author was 
unable to investigate the performance of the detection system it soon was 
apparent83 that it was wholly unsuitable for the job. The very low single 
photoelectron signals from the pre-amp were completely immersed in pick-up 
radiated by the N 2 laser and its associated pulse circuitry. This amounted 
to up to 5V whereas the signal was over two orders of magnitude less. A 
better arrangement would have been to have the amplifier and discriminator 
close to the pre-amp and shielded from the R.F.I. and to send only standard 
pulses (5V) along the line to the scaler. However, the modular operation 
of the equipment and limitations of space precluded this. Indeed, had it 
even been possible, the effects o(noise might not have been overcome - 
the basic fault of the electronics is that it was originally designed for 
scintillation counting in nuclear physics, certainly not for low level 
signal detection in high noise environments. 
To ensure maximum overall detection efficiency at the anticipated 
light levels of this experiment the use of a photon-counting P.M.T. with 
high gain and low rise time in conjunction with fast (' 100 MHz), high 
gain electronics is mandatory, the whole system having only 50 0 terminations 
and lines. An added advantage in such a case is the ability to accurately 
measure radiative lifetimes. 
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APPENDIX 	ELECTRICAL DETAILS OF N 2 LASER 
A: 	CHARGING PROCESS 
The equivalent circuit and charging waveforms are shown in Figure 
3.16. The input voltage, V S  , is 
V 	= 	V sill wt 
S • 	0 
and the circuit equation is 
0 < ut < 'i 	 .. (3.31) 
VS = VR + VC 




This is linear and first order with solution 
Vc = 
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R = 200 kc 
C = 27 nF 
- Laser charging circuit 





JVU 	 120 
	
150 
- Voltage waveforms from circuit in (a) 
Figure 3.16- 
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and solutions to (3.34) are given graphically in Figure 3.16 as a function of 
Q. 
The choice of R is governed by the need to protect the supply from 
overloading. Thus since the maximum ratings of the supply are 30 kV/300 mA, 
then R > 1O 5 Q. The value of C was 27 nF and for R = 200 k ç, the laser 
operated according to Q = 1.7. 
The voltmeter on the supply measured the mean d.c. voltage across 
the rectifier. Wheh operating at 100 Hz, the charging of C reverse biases 
the H.V. diodes above umax  such that for Q = 1.7 the mean voltage 
0.7 V . Thus, since V max "-. 0.6 V. and hence 
0 	 C 	 o. 
max 
VC 	= 	0.86 meter  
(3.35) 
B: 	DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS OF N 2 LASER 
The circuit relevant to the discharge through the thyratron is 
given below. This is formally identical to the Blumlein circuit of 
54 
Fitzsimmons et al . 
Here, lumped circuit elements only have been used since the 
discharge rise time, T 
D9 
 is significantly greater than the transit time 
of the strip-line ( 5 ns). The former is given by 
D 
 L L 	= L 
T 




        
IN 
R = 2OOkc 
C 1 = C 2 = 13.5 nF 
R  = lkQ 
L.C. = Laser Cavity 
Th. = Thyratron 
Figure 3.17 - Thyratron discharge circuit 
For the strip-line of Figure 3.8 




and substituting the appropriate values Lc1 	', 	2 nH. This is much 
smaller than the thyratron inductance which is usually 10 - 20 nH 
although this is seldom quoted in the technical literature. For the 
thyratron resistance a value of 0.1 - 1 c is appropriate 
89 
 although again 
54, 58 
seldom specified. This figure accords with spark gaps 	. Substitution 
in (3.36) yields 10 < TD < 100 ns and the distributed circuit approximation 
which requires TD << 5 ns fails. 
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The equivalent circuit for the thyratron discharge is 
C2 
where R is 0.1 - 1 c and L = LT 	C l 	C2 
+ L + L 	is 20 - 40 nH. 
The equation for this circuit is 
v° .= 	Ld2q + R dq + 
ar 	dt 	C 
(3.38) 
where q = 	charge on C2 and whose initial 	conditions are q 	(t 	= 	0) 	= 	0; 
p(t = 0) 	= 	0. The solution is then 




2 	= 	1 	- R2 
 LC  
C2 therefore reaches a peak pulse-charging voltage at Qt = ir given by 
MIA 
V " 	= 	V 0 (1 + exp (- Rir)) 	 (3.40) 
C2 2QL 
0 	
* 	 0 
which for the values quoted lies in the range 1.2 V .< V 2 < 1.9 V 
The relationship between the - voltage read on the power supply, 
Vmeter and the effective charging voltage on C2 is 
* 
V 





For the discharge across the laser gap, conditions differ from the 
above case in that the strip-line can no longer be considered as "lumped". 
The equivalent circuit for this is54' 59 
z  
- Blumlein Impedance 
R  - Resistance of Laser Discharge 
L g - Inductance 	
II 	 L  
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of C 2 above, now considered as a 
distributed component charged initially to a voltage V given by V i.. above. 
The equation for this is then 
* 




Typical values of di range from loll - 10 12  A/s 	
58, 59 and L 
g  for the 
dt  
laser discharge is 4 nH. Thus, the first term in (3.42) is 0.4 - 4 kV and 
* 
is substantially less than V (10 - 16 kV) such that the approximations 
V 	' 	i (Rg (t) 	+ 	Z0 ) 	..............( 3.43a) 
* 
i.e. 	 i 	 V 	 (3.43b) 
(Rg (t) + Z0 ) 
are valid. Typical values for R g (t) are similar to those for thyratrons 
and spark gaps i.e. 0.1 - 1 Q. The characteristic impedance, Z0 , of a 






2 7K —W 
and substituting d = 6.35 mm, W = 1 m, K = 2.3 yields Z 0 = 0.79 Q. 
Peak currents of 	10 A are therefore to be expected for this laser. 
C: 	TRIGGERING THE MAIN THYRATRON 
This was accomplished using the line-type pulser arrangement suggestec 
by the manufacturers 90 . It appears 89 that this approach gives best accuracy 
in these applications. In particular, use of a d.c. resonant charging 
circuit in conjunction with a thyratron switched line-type pulser allows 
highly reproducible pulse generation with low timing jitter which is 
necessary when triggering the main thyratron in order to avoid jitter and 









.-t,'_, 1) 1 	- 
Voltage dependent resistor to 	12 V 
suppres'ef1ections from P.F.N. 
%AJ 	sfl I I .I 
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The P.F.N. is resonantly charged 
89  through the 30 H choke and clamped at the 
peak voltage by Dl (Is 107), this being almost twice the d.c. voltage across 
the 8 jiF smoothing capacitor ( 200 V). Discharge of the P.F.N. occurs 
when the 12 V pulse is delivered from the logic circuitry and this sets 
up a positive-going pulse (360 V) to grid 2 of the main thyratron via the 
1 : 1 pulse transformer (hand-wound). Negative going pulses in the line 
which arise from impedance mismatch are shorted to ground through 
D2 (IS 107). A principal feature of resonant charging is that recovery of 
the trigger thyratron (EN 91) is assisted by the charging choke which 
resists current surges. 
The shape of the trigger pulse is determined by the P.F.N. and the 
amplitude by the charging voltage and both of these must be reproducible 
for satisfactory laser operation. Ideally, the P.F.N. should be constructed 
of low loss co-axial cable to provide a clean, fast rising edge. However, 
for 1 us pulses this would require ca. 200 m of 50 c2 cable 	A lumped 
constant P.F.N. can be made with capacitors and inductors which can be 
tailored to requirements. For the present case, the P.F.N. was 
L 	 L 	 L 	 L 	 L 	L 
C 	' 	C 	•- C 	. 	C 	 C 
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with L = 4.2 pH and C = 1500 pF. The inductors were wound on a perspex 
rod using enamelled copper wire and the capacitors were high voltage (8 kV) 
polyesters. The whole P.F.N. was mounted in a separately shielded com-
partment to reduce R.F.I. 
Choice of P.F.N. components centred round 
characteristic impedance, Z0 
pulse width, t (70%) 
pulse rise time, tr  (1080%). 











Z0 was chosen as 50 c2; t as 1 pS and t  < 0.1 ps. For N = 6 (N is the 
number of L - C meshes in the P.F.N.) t 	= 80 ns was obtained. Both 
t  and t were found to equal their estimates from (3.45) very accurately. 
Having chosen the P.F.N. values, the choke, Lc,  in the resonant 
charging circuit is governed by the charging frequency, r• 
f 	= 	1 	 (3.46) 
N. 
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for d.c. resonant charging where C   is the net P.F.N. capacitance. For 
100 Hz P.R.F. and C 	= 9000 pF, Lc 	.1125 H is necessary - a wholly 
unreasonable value. Reduction of Lc  is permissible by use of a charging 
diode which clamps the P.F.N. and in practice, the minimum value of Lc is 
determined by the circuit Q factor 
Q 	= 	wL 	 (3.47) 
which must exceed 10 89 	For the present case Q ru 75 and satisfactory 
operation obtained. 
D: 	MAIN THYRATRON BIAS/EXCITATION CIRCUITRY 
The appropriate circuit for this, reproduced below, was taken 
direct from the manufacturer's data 90 . However, some tailoring to the 
exact needs of the laser was necessary. 
The Cockcroft-Walton doubler stage (enclosed) permits bipolar d.c. 
from the same rectifier. The + ye output primes the thyratron with a 
constant cathode-grid 1 ionisation current of nu 125 mA through the 1.1 k 
resistor (W/W 20 W). Grid 2 is held - ye to bias the cathode-anode gap off. 
- 	The trigger pulse to grid 2 (360 V + ye going) matched to the P.F.N. by 
R 1 (R1 = Z (P.F.N.) = 50 c)  whilst R 2. is present to dampen capacitative 
pickup from the anode to grid 2 (C ".. 20 pF). It was found necessary to 
vary this for best performance, a value of 2 k being used. The inclusion 
of C, a high voltage ceramic capacitor (10,000 pF/30 kV) was necessary to 
eliminate arcing between the thyratron base grid -1 pin and earth. The 





and grid 1 and once shorted via Cs  its effect was not evident in the long 
and short term performance of the thyratron. 	 - 
At a running voltage of 10 .kV (meter) the mean discharge current 
through the thyratron during pulsing exceeds 1000 A if a 50 ns pulsewidth 
is assumed. Similarly, the rate of rise of current, assuming a 100 ns rise 
time exceeds 1010  A/s. In both cases, the rated maximum specified perform-
ance is well exceeded. The fact that the thyratrons lasted over 10 shots 
and more is a tribute to their excellent engineering. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY STUDY 
OF THE REACTIVE SYSTEM 
0 + 12 	' 01 + I 
4.1 	GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
There are nciessentia1ly two independent methods in common use for 
modelling collision systems, namely dynamical and statistical. Within 
each, however, there is a large number of differing approaches 
necessitated by the diversity of nature. For example, dynamical techniciues 
may require a fully quantum mechanical description on one hand or a 
purely classical description on the other. In between these extremes, an 
increasing arsenal of semi-classical techniques exists which permits 
approximate solution of the wave equation by imposition of certain 
classical constraints 1 . 
Traditionally, reaction kinetics has drawn on statistical methods 
such as the transition state theory (activated rate) of Eyring 2 or the 
RRKM theory  both of which are based on equilibrium statistical thermo-
dynamics. The advent of molecular beam techniques  with their ability 
to velocity and internal-state select in both reactant and product 
channels has meant that preference in modelling has shifted from the 
above statistical/dynamical methods to purely dynamical ones to match the 
non-equilibrium conditions encountered. However, this is again changing 
direction as better techniques open up new areas of interest. Currently, 
reactions of oxygen atoms which tend to proceed via complex dynamics are 
being studied in beams by the Harvard, Berkeley and Manchester groups. 
Interpretation of the dynamics of these systems is invariably in terms of 
revised versions of the old theories 5, 6, 7, 8, 
	although some hope for 
dynamical treatment of these inherently more difficult systems has 
' 0 recently arisen. 
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The criteria by which an appropriate method can be chosen are 
dependent on the required objectives as well as the suitability of the 
method. Thus, interactions between electrons and atoms or molecules 
which are characterised by short partial wave expansions 	require purely 
quantum mechanical descriptions whatever the objective of the invest-
igation. Collisions between heavy molecules are generally treated by 
classical mechanics unless quantum effects are explicitly sought. Thu, 
reactive scattering of most atomic and molecular systems lends itself to 
a classical description in the majority of cases whereas elastic and 
inelastic scattering is best described by quantum mechanics unless low 
resolution is sufficient when classical mechanics may suffice12' 
13 	More 
recently, a method for predicting reaction rate constants using a 
combination of phase space theory and classical trajectories has emerged. 
This approach was designed to overcome the basic deficiency of classical 
trajectories - that the majority of trajectories led to non-reactive 
scattering. However, it has been heavily criticised 
14 
 as being less 
efficient in certain cases for a given accuracy and generally inapplicable 
where equilibrium conditions do not apply. Nevertheless, cases do exist 
where this technique is attractive andthese are currently being 
exami ned1 5• 
Gordon 	has proposed an algorithm by which the most appropriate 
choice of dynamical theory can be made. Here, it is argued that, where 
possible, statistical methods should be used if detailed dynamical 
information is not required. Although the full quantum treatment is 
universally applicable, it is prejudiced by limitations in its implement-
ation at preserft. Trajectory calculations which solve the wave equation 
rather than Hamilton's or Lagrange 	equations have seldom been done for 
other than colinear geometries. This is extremely restrictive where 
angular momentum effects or rotational energy transfer are important 
factors. Fortunately, these phenomena lend themselves to quantitative 
analysis via classical trajectories in many cases12' 17 
The method of classical trajectories is presently the most widely 
adopted dynamical technique. Where the classical approximations fail, 
quantum effects can be mimicked by the imposition of ad hoc constraints. 
Thus, tunnelling effects at low energy can be reproduced by permitting 
complex valued trajectories 18 and diffraction effects in elastic 
scattering by permitting complex angular momenta 19 . However, in reactive 
scattering, neither of the above effects have been seen to be of major 
consequence due to the low contribution of the former and the washout of 
the latter by ensemble averaging. 
A sufficient condition for the application of classical methods is 
that for a given potential characterised by a range parameter, p 
de B << P 	 (4.1) 
where X e B is the Broglie wavelength for the system. Table 4.1 lists 
Ade B (A) for the systems H + AB and 0 + I2 
In general, the H + AB systems will be most likely to exhibit quantum 
effects although the form of the potential is particularly important 
in deciding this. Thus, potentials with thin barriers around the incident 
energy will support tunnelling much more readily than gradual, high 
barriers. For the 0 + 12 system under study, the range of the potential 
is around 1 A which satisfies equation 4.1 at the lowest energy used 
(0.57 k. cal. mol) and justifies the use of the classical method. 
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TABLE 4.1 
Elk. cal. mol d 	H + AB 	0 + 1 2 
	
1 	 .207 	 .053 
3 	 .120 	 .031 
10 	 .065 	 .017 
30 	 .038 	 .010 
100 	 .021 	 .005 
Since general details of the classical trajectory method have 
been well documented elsewhere20' 21, 22, 23, they will not be presented 
here. Rather, the details of specific aspects of this work are given 
in Sections 6-8 and in the relevant appendices. 
4.2 	CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY STUDIES OF LONG-LIVED-COMPLEX SYSTEMS 
A long-lived complex (LLC) is defined as a species containing three 
or more atoms which is temporarily unable to dissociate due to 
insufficient energy to surmount a centrifugal barrier or 
insufficient energy in the mode which leads to reaction. 
Implicit in the above is that the LLC is quasi-bound only and that 
stabilisation via collisional or radiative energy loss 
does 'Vlof cccuci—. 
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Except for the pioneering work. of Bunker 
24 
 on unimolecular decay 
of activated molecules, most classical trajectory work has been concerned 
with the Simple exchange exchange reaction A + BC -'- AB + C. The 
majority of these studies has revolved round systems exhibiting activation 
energies and have been carried out in the region near threshold where 
dynamical effects are greatest 25 . From these studies, much information 
has been derived which has permitted classification of reactive systems 
according to the mass combination employed and the dynamic and static 
properties of the potential surfaces 26 . 
These classifications cannot be readily applied to systems which 
react via LLC formation and decay since the effect of multiple encounters 
causes the system to lose "memory of its past history, bringing about a 
random character to the trajectory outcomes. The ability to correlate 
initial and final states which was important in formulating the above 
classifications is therefore lost. Despite this, no attempt has yet been 
successful in classifying the properties of LLC systems, the only 
attempt 
27  having recently been heavily criticised on account of the 
failure of the integration technique used28 . Of the studies reported2941' 28 
the salient features are as follows: 
- 	A: 	COMPLEX LIFETIMES 
Where these have been explicitly studied34' 	
37, 39, 40, 28 
they have been shown to follow an exponential (decay) distribution. This 
is to be expected from the RRKM theory of unirnolecular decay 
42 
 in which 
the energy required to dissociate the complex migrates at random between 
the sites in the complex. An exception to this has been reported for the 
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ion-molecule reaction C 	+ H2 	- 	CH 	+ H 
36 
 in which two distinct 
regimes have emerged: that of direct encounter and that of osculating/ 
long-lived complex. Whereas it is not entirely unreasonable to expect 
a bimodal time distribution in analogy with bimodal angular and energy 
distributions, insufficient information on the details of the trajectories 
in Ref. 36 precludes further comment. 
A practical criterion for the existence of LLC dynamics is that 
the LLC lifetime . 	.ed'3 the complex rotational period.. The 
latter is given by 
T 
R 	
-- 27i (I/L) 
	
(4.2) 
and the former by 42 






which, when corrected for centrifugal effects, yields 43 
T 	
T {(E - (I +/I - ) <B'>)/(E - E0 - <B 1  >)I 3 	.........(4.3b) 
Here, E = Et + E1t + AD 	+ E0 is the total energy available to 
the complex where E 0 is its binding energy relative to the products 






(/')312 (C/CI)V2 Et m 
assuming entrance (exit) potentials of the form 
V(V - ) 	= 	- dR6 (- C'/R' 6 ) 
(4.3d) 
(4.4) 
is the ratio of moments - of inertia for the transition state (+) and 
complex (-). 	is a representative vibrational period of the complex. 
The exponent n = 3 applies to a "loose" complex; for a "tight" complex 
n = 5/2 would apply. 
B: 	DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS (ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS) 
If the reaction is dominated by LLC formation and decay, then, 
providing that the entrance angular momenta are not polarised, the 
angular distributions are governed solely by conservation of angular 
momentum. The forms of these distributions have been established by 
Herschbach et al ' by direct analogy with the compound nucleus theory 
of nuclear reactions. 
The total (vector) angular momentum 9 is given by 
= 	L + J 	= 	L' + J' 	 (4.5) 
where J, L are rotational, orbital angular momenta; the primes referring 
to the exit channel. Since 9 is fixed in space, its projections on 
space-fixed axes must also be fixed. In particular, its projection 
along the line of the initial relative v is fixed and equal to the project-
ion of J on v. This constant, M, takes values in the range (+ J, - J) 












Figure 4.1 - Constructions for generating angular distributions 
in Fig.4.2 . Limiting cases correspond to those of 
Herschbach et al (ref. 44 ). M and M' are projections 
of 9 on V and v'. Conical surfaces represent pre- 
cessions of V tm about 9. 
Equally, the projection of 8 along an arbitrary  space-fixed vector v' is 
fixed. If, however, v' corresponds to the final relative velocity, 
the projection M' can only take integral values from a set (- K, + K) 
if v' is parallel to the principal axis of a well defined symmetric top 
molecule. Such a situation obtains if the intermediate complex is, long-
lived. The distribution of N' in this case is given by 
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P(M') 	= 	exp (± K 
2
/2K ); W = K 
	
(4.6a) 






where TR  is the rotational temperature and the moments of inertia are 
defined with respect to the above principal axis. 
The resulting angular distributions can he obtained by precessions 
of V 1 about and 2 about v in Figure 4.1. If averages over 3, M and M' 
are included, the general expression for the angular distribution is 
1(0) 	E E E 	M, M') 	D 1I (cos 0) 
2 (47) 
g M M' 
where DMMI  is a Wigner function45 . These are depicted in Figure 4.2 on 
the next page. 
It is seen 
46  that these distributions can be completely character-
ised by the parameter X, where 
X 	= 	L/K 
	
(4.8a) 
and further, that in the case of a prolate intermediate, X is given by 
the experimental anisotropy ratio in the centre of mass (CM) angular 
distribution 45 






0 	 90 	 180 
Figure 4.2 - (a) Angular distributions for Cases A and B of Fig. 4.1 
(b) Ensemble averaged distributions vs. X for Case B 
Symmetric peaking of the angular distribution at or near the poles has been 
reported in numerous experiments. 46, 47 and has been reproduced in classical 
trajectory studies34' 	
41 	The approximations inherent in 
the statistical complex model 
44  are likely to be manifest by unequal 
peaking around the poles if the complex lifetime is reduced by (for 
example) increased reactant translational energy. This situation represents 
the extreme osculating complex region and has been observed in complex 
reactions using supersonic seeded - . -beams to increase the translational 
35 
energy48 . The same observations have been made by Kwei et al 	and 
Whitehead39' 
40 
 in trajectory calculations. In all cases, a gradual 
transition from equal forward-backward peaking at low energy to increased 
forward scattering at higher incident energies has occurred' This is 
at variance with the observations -and conclusions of Clough et a1 	who 
argue that osculating complexes can result in backward peaking in the 
C.M. if the (arbitrary) time origin is shifted. 
More recent work 
50 
 by the Harvard School on vector correlations 
has resulted in revision of the earlier work 
44 
 for the case where 
L, L' >> 	J, X. It transpires from these studies that for the case 
in question the symmetry about 0 = 90 ° in the G.M. need not hold. What 
occurs in its place is not yet fully evident (at least to the author.) 
C: 	ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS 
If the complex lives sufficiently long to permit equipartition of 
the total energy available amongst all its modes of motion, Boltzmann-
like distributions for each degree of freedom would be expected. For 
small complexes however, the classical limit is not reached and departures 
from exponential decay arise. 
Safron51' 
52 
 has formulated expressions for these distributions 
based on RRKM theory 42 . Thus, for the translational energy, E 
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P(E) 	= 	A(E) (E' - E) 	
+ r/2 - 23 (4.9a) 
where 	A(E.L) 	 forE't 	
< 	B' 
m




El = E - E0 is the energy available for distribution amongst products. 
's' and 'r' are the numbers of active vibrations and rotations in the 
complex at the transition state. For a three atom "loose" complex, 
s = r = 2yielding 
P(E) 	= 	A(E) (E' - E) 
	
(4.9c) 
The peak occurs at B in this case and the decay is linear rather than 
exponential. 
Similarly, the expressions for the internal energy are given by 51, 53 
P(Eiv) 	= 	(E' - Ev - 2/5 . B) (B) 2"3 ; 	< 	E' - 
3 (E' 	Ev) 5'3 ; 	Ev 	> 	E' 	- 	B 	...............(4.10) 
where Ej is either the rotational or the vibrational energy. 
Generally, B 	<< E' which means that all the distributions exhibit 
a monotoPic linear decay with approximately equal fractions (E'/3) of the 
available energy partitioned into each. 
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Since the total energy released on reaction is constant, the dis-
tribution of internal energy, the sum of the rotational and vibrational 
contributions, can be obtained from the translational energy distribution 
(Equation 4.9). 	Thus since 
= 	X) 	P(Et 	= 	E' 	- 	X) 	................(4.11) in 
then the distributions P(E) and P(Et)  are images of each other under in 
reflection in X = E 1 /2. For the limiting case B 	<< E' which applies 
to the 0 + 12 reaction (B 	0.1 Et)  typical distributions are given 
in Figure 4.3 below. 
Figure 4.3 	P(E) and P(E 	) for "loose"
t 	mt 
triatomic complex (B 	<< E') 
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The significance of this result lies in the similarity of P(Ent) 
(or P(E)) to that found from reactions with 'early-downhill energy 
release which do not necessarily proceed via LLC formation. Given the 
large errors inherent in the best molecular beam work ( 10% in velocity; 
" 20% in translational energy) it is evident that velocity distributions 
alone are insufficient to identify LLC dynamics. Simultaneous measurement 
of the differential cross-section, c(0), by inversion of the laboratory 
angular distribution aids definition of the dynamics but cases are known 54 
where symmetric a(0) occur for non-complex dynamics. The most definitive 
test lies in the rotational or vibrational energy distributions: the 
statistical model weighs heavily against population inversions especially 
at high quantum numbers and where dynamical uncertainty arises recourse to 
internal state distributions must be taken. 
The classical trajectory calculations which have reported detailed 
energy distributions for each, degree of freedom35' 	40 have not 
encountered such population inversions, the internal distributions being 
monotonic decreasing to a greater or lesser, extent. In the four centre 
work of Brumer and Karplus 34 energy equilibration in the four stretching 
modes was observed although high angular momenta reduced the excitation 
in one mode by forcing the complex to take up a linear configuration, the 
most stable configuration being rhombic. 
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4.3 	DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTIVE SYSTEM 0 + 12 	01 + I 
This system has been studied in molecular beam experiments by two 
groups 47, 	55, 56 at the collision energies 0.78 47, 55 , 2.9 
56 
 and 
7.1 k. cal. mol 1 	The most extensive studies are at low energy 
(0.78 k. cal. mol) and these have indicated the reactive scattering occurs 
via LLC formation primarily having an anisotropy ratio of almost two 
(see Section 4.2 B) and disposing some 20% of the exoergicity into product 
translation. The reaction cross-section has been proposed as less than 
0 2 
10 A by analogy with the corresponding reaction with Br 2 which has a 
0 2 	 57 
cross-section of some 2A at thermal energies . (Direct estimation of 
the 0 + 12 cross-section and activation energy have proved fruitless by 
discharge flow studies due to interference from higher iodine oxides 57 ). 
At a slightly higher energy of 2.9 k. cal. mol 1 , Brown 
56 
 has 
shown that the (laboratory) angular distribution and (centroid) velocity 
distribution both resemble those of the earlier studies 17, 55• However, 
the interpretation of the results was less clear since signal limitations 
precluded measurement' of the full velocity distribution. In addition, 
difficulties in characterising the 0-atom source (which was derived from 
ozone pyrolysis) prevented accurate determination of an effective temp-
erature. The end result was that accurate backfits to the data were not 
possible: no combination of parameters when inserted into the stochastic 
analysis procedure 
58  could reproduce both the angular and velocity 
distributions. The former could be reasonably fitted but the insensitivity 
of the model to the adopted form of the C.M. angular distribution weighed 
against reliable conclusions. The velocity distributions could not be 
52 59 fitted for any appropriate range of parameters in the RRKM-AM model'	
• 
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Work by the Belfast group 
49 
 was carried out at two collision 
energies: 7.1 and " 0.8 k. cal. mol. The latter was used to check 
their system against the results of the Cambridge group 47, 	and acceptable 
agreement was found49' 
60 	
The results at 7.1 k. cal. mol' were consistent 
with a backward peaked differential cross-section, a result unexpected in 
terms of conventional models for reactions on potential surfaces with 
wells, and at variance with recent work. The reaction 0 + Cl 2 -'- OC1 + 
has been studied at C.M. collision energies of 3.1 and 744 k. cal. mo1 	
48 
and the dynamics were seen to change from LLC to osculating complex/ 
stripping as the energy was raised. At the higher energies, the extra 
orbital angular momentum prevents sampling the full depth of the potential 
well resulting in weaker interactions and concomitant forward scattering. 
The velocity distributions measured by dough et al 
49 
were angle 
independent indicating separable angle and velocity functions in the 
C.M. However, as in Ref. 56, the velocity distributions were not carried 
out over the whole angular range accessible and the conclusions regarding 
the.C.M. angular distribution were therefore little more than tentative. 
Nevertheless, irrespective of the velocity distribution adopted in the 
back-fit, the observed (lab) angular distribution could only be reproduced 
by adopting a backward peaked C.M. angular distribution. 
In addition to angular and velocity data, the ratio of reaction 
cross-sections at 0.8 and 7.1 k. cal. mol d was found to be 
'3R (0.8) 	
= 	1.16 ± 0.3 	 (4.12) 
aR (7.1) 
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which was normalised to the reaction 0 + CS ->-SO + CS to be less than 
0 2 
5 A . The large uncertainty in the ratio did not permit confident con- 
clusion on the energy dependence of the cross-section. (If the E
1 ' 3 
dependence expected for reactions on attractive surfaces without acti-
vation barriers (see eqn. 4.4) held, the ratio in eqn. 4.12 would have 
been 2.0). 
4.4 	REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 012  POTENTIAL SURFACE 
To establish a potential for the 012  system it is necessary to 
draw on the available spectroscopic, kinetic and dynamical information 
and then to choose an algorithm to generate, the potential. In this 
particular case, it is not expected that a single adiabatic surface will 
reproduce all the observed dynamical features; evidence for distinct two-
channel effects in this and o th ert systems being available. However, at 
low energy, agreement does exist on the dynamics and this must be re-
produced by dynamical calculations if the derived potential is accurate. 
If, then, the same potential is applied and found to be successful at 
higher energies, it is unlikely that the success is fortuitous since the 
inevitable accessibility of other surfaces and concomitant non-adiabatic 
effects weighs heavily against continued use of a single surface. 
In many respects the systems 0 + 12 and Hg +12 61 present similar 
challenges when seeking a potential. Both are characterised by a lack of 
specific information. The approach used by Bernstein and co-workers has 
been detailed for Hg + 12 61 and the approach presented here for 0 + 1 2 
is largely similar. 
tThe Ba + SO  reaction (see Chap. 1) is complex at low collision energies 
changing to complex + rebound as higher-lying states of the complex 
become accessible. For 0 + Br 23' 
 the effect is similar but more marked ( 
R. Grice et al, work in progress). The transition is from long-lived-
complex to osculating complex to rebound + osculating complex with 
increasing collision energy. 
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A: 	DYNAMICAL AND SPECTROSCOPIC INFORMATION 
Molecular beam studies have been.made on the related systems: 
Ref. 
Ri 	: 0 	+ 12 	-- 01 	+ 	I 47,:49, 55, 	56 
R2 	: 0 	+ IC1 	- UI 	+ 	Cl 47, 55 
R3 	: 0 	+ IBr 	-' 01 	+ 	Br 62, 63 
R4 	: 0 	+ Br2 	-'- OBr . 	+ 	Br 47, 55, 62, 63 
R5 	: 0 	+ Cl 2 	-'- OC1 	+ 	Cl 48, 62, 63 
A key feature common to all the above reactions is that they proceed via 
LLC formation and decay. In R2 and R3 no detectable amounts of OC1 or 
OBr could be resolved by the electron-bombardment mass filter detector 
used. The comparatively high signal levels of 01 implied that these 
effects were not solely due to the reduced detection efficiency at the 
lower masses but principally to the nature of the complex intermediate 
thought to be of the form 0-I-X (X = Cl, Br, I). If the complex was 
of the 0-X-I or X-0-I types, then reaction to OX would have been expected 
since, due to its higher exoergicity, it would 'see' a far larger volume 
in phase-space. 
The preference for the UI product has a profound bearing on the 
electronic nature of the complex since the reactants 0( 3P
9
) + XY (1l) 
approach on a triplet potential surface. The species F 20, 64 Cl 20, 6567 and 
Br2064' 68, 69 are known to exist as chemically stable singlets and the 
LLC behaviour of the 0 + Br 23  C1  reactions could be explained in terms 
of this providing some mechanism existed to permit the necessary triplet 
to singlet surface crossing. However, these siriglets are of the symmetrical 
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(X-0-X) form based on spectroscopic evidence and Walsh's rules 70 with the 
inter-bond angle being close to 900  (F-O-F 	1030 and Cl-0--Cl 	110 64) 
If then the series of reactions Ri - R5 proceeded via oxygen insertion 
the products of R2 and R3 would be predominantly OC1 and OBr since these 
have stronger bonds 71 than 0i 72 . This is not the case and it is concluded 
that these reactions all proceed on the lowest triplet surface at low 
energy. 
There is now sound evidence to support the existence of quasi-bound 
triplet intermediates of the form X-Y-0 where Y is the least electro-
negative of the halogen atoms X and Y. Rochkind and Pimentel 73 have 
observed the species Cl-Ci-0 subsequent to the photolysis of matrix isolated 
C1-0-C1 and concluded that the Cl-CI- p bond angle is 120° with an 
0 	 0 
extended Cl-Cl bond (2.267 A cf 1.988 A for isolated C1 2 ). Although no 
conclusive spectroscopic evidence exists to call this species a triplet 
the molecular beams evidence 48, 62, 63 along with Walsh's rules 
70 
 are 
consistent with this assignment. Subsequent evidence supporting the 
analysis of Ref. 73 has recently appeared but with a less conclusive bond 
angle65 statement: 120
0  < 0 < 180° . The chemically similar species 
F-Cl-0 has also been reported 74 further substantiating the above argument. 
Here, the bond angle is 	120° and the FC1-0 bond is stronger than in 
isolated CIO presumably due to charge transfer from the ClO antibonding 
orbitals to the electronegative F-atom. 
For the species OBr 2 and 0.12  much less decisive information is 
available. OBr2 has been known for many. years64' 
68 
 but little detail is 
known despite measurement of its UV-visible absorption spectrum75' 76 
This has been due to the context in which it has been used, namely as a 
source of Br radicals for organic synthesis using the reactions: 77, 78 
R6 	: 	HgO + 2Br2 	 -'- 	 Hg0Br 	+ Br2 	- 	IlgBr2 + Br20 
R7 	: 	Br20 	Br + BrO 
The existence of symmetrical Br-0-Br has been reported 64, 69 along with 
vibrational frequencies and bond angles (113 ° and 87° respectively). 
The latter data are without empirical proof and the former disagree 
significantly. Unsymmetrical 0-Br-Br has been reputedly observed by 
Tevault et al 
69  but its assignment was by comparison with Cl-Cl-0 and 
F-Cl-U and is therefore subject to some uncertainty. If Ref. 69 is 
correct then both forms of Br 20 exist, a result which is eminently 
reasonable in the light of Walsh's rules 
70 
 due to the comparable electro-
negativity of Br and 0 (see Section C).' 
Even less information regarding 012  exists. The only report on 
- 
	
	this species concerns its production in situ as a reactive intermediate 
for organic iodination 79 using the reaction R6. The effect of the 
irradiation of the HgO-1 2 reagent mixture by a 150 W tungsten lamp was 
to enhance the formation of the iodinating species according to R7, this 
being the rate determining step. Since the system was more light 
sensitive than heat sensitive it is possible that photodissociation of 01 2 
was brought about by direct absorption of radiation from the W-lamp. 
s] 
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If this was true then a value of the 01-I dissociation energy would be 
'. 30 k. cal. mol 1 since the lamp output peaks at 	1 pm, the reaction 
vessels (borosilicate?) transmitting only in the region 0.35 - 1.3 pm. 
The author concedes the speculative nature of the above argument, it being 
more probable that other sensitization processes occur: 
It is thus entirely possible that 012  and OBr2 exist as reported, 
but since these reports concern the solid and liquid phases, it is less 
reasonable to extrapolate to the gas phase since solvent interactions may 
well stabilise these intermediates. It has indeed been reported that OBr 2 
is only stable at low temperatures in the gas phase, the I.R. spectrum 
vanishing above liquid nitrogen temperatures 64 . 
B: 	KINETIC INFORMATION 
For the primary reactions: 
R8 	: 	0 + X2 	- 	OX + X 	X = F,C1,Br 
the following activation energies have been measured. 
X 	 Ea (k. cal. mo1) 
F 	 10.36 ± 1.51 	 80 
Cl 	 3.33 ± 	 81, 82 
Br 	 ,1 	 83 
I 	 < 0 	 See text. 
The values for X = Cl, Br, I have been substantiated by molecular beams 
work47' 48 
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The trend in Ea  suggests that a similar mechanism governs the 
kinetics and it has been suggested variously 80 that this is due to the 
polarisability of the halogen molecule governing the degree of attract-
iveness of the entrance channel potential. The long range interaction is 
largely due to dispersion forces 84 : 
	
V(disp.) 	
= 	const. a(X2). a(0) (4.13) 
R6 
where a = polarisability; R = X 2-0 distance. The polarisabilities 
85 
are as follows.  
X2 	: 	F2 	C1 2 	Br 	12 
0 3 
a(A ) 	: 1.21 	4.61 	6.99 	12.4 
and these, when used in the relation 
E 	= 	const. 
a a 
(4.14) 
predict the observed activation energies to less than 1 k. cal. 
However, equation 4.13 does not predict an activation energy at 
all, rather, a monotonic decrease in V with decreasing X2-0 separation. 
This is due in part to the breakdown of the (London) equation for dis-
persion forces in the close interaction region although no detailed 
information on the position of the activation barriers is known. 
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Finally, values of the pre-exponential factors, (A), for R8 
(X = Cl, Br) are known at thermal temperatures. These are listed below 
along with the corresponding cross-sections evaluated from the, approximate 
expression: 
A 	<V> caic. 	.................
(4.15)  
with <v> = mean velocity. 
1og1 0 (A/cm 3 mol 	
1) : 	12.99 ± 68 	12.78 ± .02.. 	12.72 ± .l 
Ref 	 : 	80 	 48 	 86 
0 2 
a cal c (A ) 	
: 	 O.O 	1.5 	 1.8 
The low val ueAfor  X = F is due to the extremely large activation energy. 
From the data of Refs. 47 and 49 a value of a for X = I in the range 
0 2 
2 --5 A seems appropriate. 
C: 	THEORETICAL INFORMATION 
A simple valence bond picture of the approach of O( 3Pg ) to X 2  ( 1 9 ) 
is as follows: 
COLINEAR: 	 +0+ + 4-XX+ 	+O1'+XX+ 
BROADSIDE: 	 +0+ + +XX+ 	+X++0++X+ 
V1 	 1 
The colinear case , is not altered if O( D g ) approaches X 2 but the broadside 
case becomes 
+04- + 4-XX+ 	-- 	4-X+4-O++X+ 
- 	An identical picture arises for the approach of OC3P9 and Dg ) to H 2 ( 9 ). 
In this latter case it is well known experimentally that triplet oxygen 
cannot readily insert into ground state hydrogen and that reactions are 
necessarily by direct abstraction. For the case of excited oxygen, 
0( 1 D
9
) insertion is the norm, abstraction being possible but less commonly 
observed. Both cases can be rationalised in terms of spin polarisation 
in the H2 (or X2 ), as discussed by Bader and Gangi 87 . Thus, it is seen 
of 
that 4C2 approach 	- ground state reactants.1s repulsive due effectively 
to the tendency to violate the exclusion principle. 
The above ideas are complemented by molecular orbital theory. In 
particular orbital correlations derived from Walsh's rules 70 predict a 
near linear geometry for the triplet OX2 (or OXY) intermediate with the 
least electronegative atom occupying the central position. This latter 
condition, the so-called "electro-negativity ordering rule" arises from 
the requirement on atom A in BAC systems to freely share its charge with 
B and C and hence facilitate bonding. However, from the electronegativities 
given below 
O 	F 	Cl 	Br 	1 
3.5 	4.0 	3.0 	2.8 	2.5 
it appears that this rule is not inflexible since Cl-O-Cl and Br-O-Br 
are known to exist. 
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Walsh diagrams relevant to the 0-1-I .species are given in Figure 
* 	* 	 * 
4.4. Case (A) applies when the a' - a orbital lies above the a" 
and a 	ir orbitals at all angles whilst case (B) applies when the 
a and it orbitals exchange positions. (Note that. the a' - it and 
* 
a' - (Y orbitals have an avoided intersection in case (B). Depending on. 
* 	* 
the extent of this, a minimum in the a' - it orbital may occur at an 
angle < 1800 ). The uncertainty in the ordering of these orbitals was - 
first raised by Walsh in his original papers 
70 
 and has since been invoked 
by Herschbach et al-.
62  to demonstrate the plausibility of a triplet ground 
state for near colinear approach of 0( 3P 9 ) to Br 2(X'Eg) 	In both cases 
(A) and (B), the lowest triplet state in highly bent configurations, 
a'(l) a"(l), is seen to be strongly repulsive whilst the lowest singlet 
state is most strongly bound at-around 900. In the near-linear configurations 
Walsh's rules fail to predict clearly which multiplicity lies lowest as 
does the valence bond model. However, since the non-repulsive singlet 
states correlate with excited state products (see below), access to these 
states must be via a triplet-singlet crossing induced by spin-orbit 
mixing of the two states. 




or (a)2(ahI)2 or 'A' 
case (A) 
(7r) 3 (a) 1 or (a) 2 (a " ) 1 (a ' ) 1 
	
3 11 or 3A" 
* 	* 
and (a ) 2 (it ) 2or (a)2(aIl)I(aI)l or 3A" 	case (B) 
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Whilst in the strongly bent configuration one lowest-lying state occurs, 
in both cases (A) and (B) viz: 	(a") 2 	1 A'. 
Whether or not these states can take part in the overall reaction 
depends on the electronic correlations which span reactants and products. 
In general, if a given intermediate state can take part, it must connect 
with both reactants and products when the respective states are resolved 
into Cs symmetry 89 . However, it is more instructive to consider the 
entrance channel in two limiting symmetries, colinear (C,) and broadside 
(C2) since this description permits more meaningful identification of 
the strictly Cs states involved. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show these 
correlations with the appropriate states derived from the Walsh diagrams 
(Figure 4.4) marked. 
It is evident that reactton on a purely triplet surface requires 





upon broadside approach. There is the possibility of a surface 




 states (both A' in C symmetry) when 
1-0-I is non-symmetric, this being brought about by spin-orbit mixing. 
However, as previously discussed, this is quite unlikely and the broad-
side approach is expected to exhibit substantial repulsion. 
Colinear 	approach is seen to be unrestricted in both cases 
(A) and (B). The lowest surface is either II - (rr ) ( G*) (case (A)) or 
3E_ 	
*2 * 
- (a ) ( it ) 2 (case (B)). The other states correlating with the 
3 	*2 *2 	3H 
 	3 
reactants ( - ( 11 ) ( a ) and H - (a ) (Tr*)   respectively) are shown 
as mildly repulsive although this is quite arbitrary. The former may well 
1+ 	*4 	1 H 
	1 
lie below E - ( it ) and II - ( it ) (a ) states which correlate with 
Figures 4.4 - 4.6 
4.4 - Walsh diagrams for 0-I-I Case A is the original 
for B-A-C systems as proposed by Walsh (J.Chem.Soc. 
1953 p.2288) whilst case B allows the a* orbital 
to be below the 'irk orbital in the spirit of the 
findings of Herschbach et al (Faraday Discussions 
Chem. Soc. 55,385,1973). 
4. 5 - 4.6 - Electronic orbital correlations for broad- 
side(C2) and  colinear(C),cases  A and B, are 
presented. The full spin-orbit species are not in-
cluded since they add greatly to the complexity. 
In addition,ithasnot yet been demonstrated that 
spin-orbit effects are important. A list of the 
symmetry species correlating with low-lying reactants 
and products is given in Table 4.13 overleaf. 
Due to the lackof information specific to the 0-I-I 
intermediate states,these have been placed roughly 
according to the considerations given in the text. 
There is a large number of states correlating with 
low-lying excited reactants which may contribute to 
the reaction mechanism(s). These have not been in-
cluded for the sake of simplicity. The origins of 
the low-lying intermediate singlets are uncertain 
and have been marked as originating from any of the 
excited reactants states. 
The dashed lines El ,E2 and E3 correspond to C.M. 
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Figure 4.5 Electronic Correlation Diagram for Broadside (C2) 
Approach of reactants 
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Figure 4.6a - Electronic Correlation Diagram for Colinear 
Approach of Reactants (Walsh Case A) 
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Figure 4.6b - Electronic Correlation Diagram for Colinear 
Approach of Reactants (Walsh Case B ) 
RFATANT 
C2 v/Cs 
3P g 3A2/3A 
3 	3" B 1 /A 
382 / 3A 
3 	31311 ll/A+A 
3P g 5 ' 3 "(2A1 /.\) 5 '3,1 
	1 	II 
( 	
IA + A ) 
5,3,1" (2A2/) 5,3,1 ' (ii /A + A) 
5,3,1") (B /A " ) 
5,3,1 	+ 
5,3,1 	* (B2/A ) 5,3,1 c 	
11 
(/A ) 
1 D 1 >+ 2 1 A1 /21A 1t /A+A g• 
1 	1 	" A2/A 
1 	1 	' 	1 A ll  
1 	1 	" B 1 /A 
1 	+ 	1 
1 	1 B/A ' 2 
Il 	II  
PRODUCTS 
0] 	I 	 C
COV 	 Cs 
2 2 1,3 1 ' 3 (A+ A " ) 
13fl '' 3 (A+ A" ) 
1,3 1'3A 
1,3 1,3 All  
Table 4.13 - Symmetry Species for Low-lying Reactants & Products 
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excited reactants in case (A) whilst the latter may only be slightly above 
the lowest 	state, both depending on the orbital spacing and on its 
relation to exchange energy. 
At low initial relative energy (El = 0.57 k. cal. mol) it 
seems reasonable that reaction proceeds predominantly via . a single 
adiabatic triplet surface. At the intermediate energy (E2 = 5.7 k. cal. 
mol d ), the accessibility of non-adiabatic pathways to quasi-bound inter-
mediate singlet states increases. This however has not been shown to 
occur to any great extent 49 , 56 and motion on a single adiabatic triplet 
surface is again expected to occur albeit with diminished confidence. 
The situation at the highest energy used in the calculations 
(E3 = 57k. cal. mol d ) is much less clear. There are clearly many 
pathways all capable in principle' of reactive, elastic, inelastic and 
dissociative scattering. The probability of a non-adiabatic transition, 
ab' between the general adiabatic states (a) and (b) is given approxim-
ately by the Landau-Zener-Stueckelberg expression: 90 
ab 	
= 	exp (- vIvR ) 	........................ (4.16a) 
where 	v 	= 	27r1H121 2/(h aIH11 	- 	H221R ) 	..............(4.16b) 
c 
and 	 v 	= 
H 12 	= 
IH 	- H 11 22'R 
radial velocity 
interaction energy between diabatic states 
= 	diabatic state potential derivatives at 
cross-over point, Rc• 
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ab is evidently enhanced by high radial velocities and low interaction 
energies and, in the light of this, many potential surfaces are likely to 
be accessible especially from crossings on the repulsive walls. However, 
the total lack of information on other surfaces precludes a multi-channel 
analysis and the information derived from these high energy trajectories 
will reflect the properties of the single adiabatic surface used rather 
than the physical characteristics of the 0 + I. system. 
In summary, the requirements placed on the lowest triplet surface 
are: 
It should have no activation barriers, passing smoothly from 
reactants to products via a quasi-bound, near-linear intermediate 
whose binding energy is sufficient to maintain it for some 
rotational periods. The maximum binding energy is given by the 
12 dissociation energy47 . 
It should present a substantial barrier to insertion of the 
oxygen atom. 
It should take account of the reactive symmetry of 12 by permitting 
the reactions A + BC - 	AB + C and AC + B where A = 0 
and B = C = I. 
It should display a substantial barrier to migration of the 0-atom 
from one I-atom to the other since this involves passing through 
the isosceles configuration which is repulsive according to 
Walsh 's rules 70 
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It should be as accurate in the asymptotes as possible to preserve 
physical reality. 
4.5 	CHOICE OF POTENTIAL SURFACE 
The field of potential energy surfaces for use in dynamical cal-
culations has been examined by Karplus92and, more recently, by Balint-Kurti 92 
and Kuntz 25 . Less extensive but highly practical considerations for 
surfaces in classical trajectory calculations have been put forward by 
Bunker 	and by Poanyi and Schreiber26 . 




purely-empi ri cal 
It has only been comparatively recently that ab-initio surfaces have been 
used in trajectory calculations. This has been due to the prohibitive 
amount of computational effort required'to generate sufficient data 
points to characterise the surface. Up till now, mostly one- 
dimensional (colinear) surface have been calculated and these have 
necessarily been for systems with low total numbers of electrons eg. H3 	
, 
H + F2 	and Be + HF 
96• 
 In addition to calculating the surface 
at discrete points, an analytic (functional) fit must be made to the data 
set to permit interpolation and derivative evaluation. This process itself 
is approximate as well as computationally expensive and, it has been 
92 pointed out that it is far from trivial. 
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The best success of the ab-initio method has been in predicting 
electronic properties of stable polyatomic molecules in their ground 
states and in their most symmetrical configurations (which aids integral 
evaluations). Serious departures from these conditions (e.g. into the 
asymptotes) are not easily treated by these methods and in particular, 
by the common Hartree-Fock (S.C.F.) method. In this event, recourse must 
be taken to means by which exact or near-exact asymptotic surfaces can be 
computed and smoothly joined to the ab-initio surface 97 . 
With the introduction of faster computer systems, it is anticipated 
that ab-initio.methods will become more popular in trajectory calculations 
with the possibility of three-dimensional surfaces becoming more available. 
However, for dynamical systems containing heavy atoms, (i.e. beyond 
15t 
 row 
elements) corrections due to configuration interaction and electron 
correlation become extremely difficult to apply, particularly in the 
latter case98 . For the reactive system.0 + 12 there is faint hope, if 
any, of ab-initio surface computation in the foreseeable future. 
For systems which are too large to be treated by ab-initio methods, 
physically reasonable approximations can often be made to render 
tractable the computation whilst not departing seriously from the exact 
approach. One of the more popular of these semi-theoretical methods is 
the pseudo-potential method. Here, a system containing N core electrons 
and Z valence electrons is reduced to a Z-electron problem by considering 
the core electrons as a single unit of charge which exhibits the necessary 
orthogonality properties with respect to the valence electrons 99 . The 
potential is then calculated ab-initlo. 
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- 
'One of the most notable successes' of this method has been the 
application of the Roach/Child surface 
100  in a classical trajectory study 
of the system: 35 
R9 	: 	K + NaCl 	- 	KC1 + Na 
This study reproduced experimental trends seen previously (in molecular 
beams experiments) with the exception of the branching ratio for decompos-
ition of the complex. This failure was attributed to the weakness of the 
long range attraction of K to Na. It was not a limitation of the pseudo-
potential method per se but rather of the fitted potential {sic} which 
traded accuracy in some configurations for accuracy in the more physically 
dominant configurations. 
The success above can be contrasted with the notable 	failure 
of the pseudo-potential method applied to alkali clusters by Pickup and 
Byers Brown 101 . FIere, Na3 and K3 clusters were found to beunstable with 
respect to the isolated atom and molecule whereas subsequent calculations 102-1  
found exactly the oppos-ite in keeping with the experimental observation of 
stable trimers for all the .alkalis 105 . Evidently, for (AB)X systems 
(A, B = alkali, X = halogen), the approximation to a single electron 
moving in an ionic framework of A+ ,  B+ and X is extremely realistic on a 
variety of grounds 106 1 whilst for alkali trimers with three valence 
electrons, the simple approximation is not so valid and an extended basis 
set is necessary 10 ' . The state of development of pseudo-potential methods 
in more complex molecules is low and variants of the technique which 
invoke configuration interaction inter alia are' being developed. None-
theless, substantial effort is required to generate such surfaces and, 
2 	
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further, to fit them to parameterised forms suitable for trajectory 
calculations. To have applied this method to the 0 + 12 system would 
have been pointless since the two oxygen valencies would add to the 
complexity of the description which is brought about by the lack of 
information on the bonding character in the 012  species. 
The third category of surface is presently the most promising since 
the methods it contains are based on well-founded quantum-mechanical 
formalisms to which approximate methods are applied to reduce computational 
effort and ensure physical reality for configurations (e.g. asymptotic 
regions) which are well described experimentally. Some of these methods 
permit calculation of ground- and excited-state potentials which are of 
considerable importance when non-adiabatic pathways arise such as in the 
+ D2 collision system 107 
The most widely applicable method in this category is the 
Diatomics-in-Molecules (DIM) method first reported by Ellison 108 . Here, 
the potential is expressed in terms of all possible combinations of 
smaller molecular units and atoms whichcomprise the polyatomic under 
study. Depending on the excited state information required, the extent 
of the atomic basis set is varied. This results in the potential for a 
- 	triatomic ABC being expressed as 
Vc 	= 	HAB + HBC 	HAC - HA - H 	- HC .........(4.17) 
where the R.H.S. is composed of one and two centre integrals of atomic 
basis functions. The freedom from three centre integrals rests upon the 
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basic assumption of the method: that equation (4.17) is exact and its 
components expressible in terms of experimental energies 92 . However, 
without a means of simply evaluating the diatomic energies (the atomic 
energies are read from tables), the. method is not easily applied. To 
overcome this limitation it is usual to introduce approximate functional 
forms for the diatomic potentials which fit the experimental energies and 
permit ready evaluation of the potential and its derivatives. For a tn-
atomic composed of three hydrogen-like atoms (i.e. 2S), the DIM expression 
reduces to 
V 	= 	+ Q + Q3 - L (11 2 + J 2 2 + j 3 2 - 1 1 1 2 - J21 3 - 1 1 1 3 ) 	(4.18) 
V2 
which is identical to the London equation for H3 , the Q's and J's being 
Coulomb and exchange integrals for each atom pair 25 . 
The limitations of the DIM method as proposed by Ellison 108 have 
been discussed critically by Tully 97 . Principal among these is its 
innately approximate nature which- 1óesnot guarantee a solution which 
converges to the true potential (it is not variationally based) and its 
inability to handle directional bonds. The 
in a more general formulation of the method 
results. The former was reduced by choosin 
and accurate diatomic potentials. Although 
reasonable solution have been reported, the 
accurate to predict barrier heights or well 
k. cal. mol* 
latter was corrected by Tully 
and shown to yield accurate 
sufficiently large basis sets 
no serious departures from a 
method is not sufficiently 
depths to better than a few 
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For ground state surfaces, Kuntz 109, 110 has proposed using the DIM 
method with accurate ground state diatomic functions but allowing the 
excited state parametric flexibility in order to match the DIM surface 
either to experimental data or ab-initio computations. In this way, he 
has constructed, a three dimensional DIM surface for HeFI2 + which has beefl 
fitted to a colinear ab-initio surface by altering the excited diatomic 
states. In this particular case, the DIM expression for the potential 
energy was 
V(HeH2) 	= 	Q1 + Q2 + Q3 - ((
J 1 - J 3 ) 2 + 
	
(4.19) 
The Q's and J'5 being evaluated by approximating the diatomic potentials 
to Morse-type functions. 
The important points emerging from Kuntz' studies were: 
the DIM method permits ab-initio accuracy with minimal effort. 
that one-dimensional (colinear) surfaces can be extended to two-
or three dimensions using DIM as the fitting procedure. 
Since there are a large number of colinearab-initio surfaces already 
computed the possibility of using DIM to extend the range and dimension-
ality of these surfaces is within reach. In the asymptotes where ab-
initio methods are inaccurate, the DIM method is at its best and the two 
can be combined to yield a physically reasonable potential which is 
computationally tractable. 
Since DIM is a method of considerable predictive power whose 
accuracy depends on the accuracy of the information drawn on, its applic-
ation to the system 012  is severely hampered by the lack of detailed 
information on JO. The presently available data on 10 are subject to 
considerable uncertainty (see Chapter 2) and, if fed into a DIM program, 
are not likely to lead to a potential more realistic than purely empirical 
ones. At the outset of this project even less was known on JO and 120 
(particularly by the author) and it was considered poor economy to 
attempt to find a DIM surface. 
A more restrictive but well used semi-empirical treatment is the 
valence-bond formalism of London which is strictly applicable to molecules 
composed of hydrogen only. However, derivatives of this method have been 
used to treat systems of 
2 
 and P atoms such as HF 2 , H 2F, Li 3 etc.. The 
expressions for the Coulomb (Q) and exchange (J) integrals are, in their 
most general form 
- 	Q 	= E (1 	+ S 2 ) 1 E + 	(1 	- 	S2 ) 3E] 	...............(4.20a) 
J 	= 	[(1 + S2 ) 1 E - (1 - S2 ) 
3[]
(4.20b):: 
where 	S 	= 	overlap integral 
= 	diatomic singlet potential function 
= 	first excited triplet potential function. 
With all S = 0, Cashion and Herschbach
ill  have used the l+ ( 1 E) and 
( 3E) curves for H 2 to compute the H 3 potential surface with surprising 
accuracy. Apparently, neglect of overlap (which is equivalent to assuming 
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an orthogonal atomic basis set) does not lead to serious error. This has 
also been seen in the DIM method from which the above can be derived 2 . 
A valuable test of the applicability of this method has been 
made by Whitehead 39, 40, 103, 113 in a series of reports concerning alkali 
trimers. Surfaces for trimers containing Na and Li were calculated 103 
according to equation (4.20), the diatomic potentials being derived from 
reliable experimental data. The overlaps, 5, were calculated by assuming 
Slater-type atomic orbitals or otherwise set to zero. The effects of the 
non-zero overlaps were not marked but it did yieid slightly more attractive 
surfaces with smaller bond lengths in the most stable configuration. 
When classical trajectory calculations were made for the corresponding 
systems 39, 40 results were seen to agree with the experimental data 
113 
 in 
respect of total cross-sections, energy distributions and differential 





 have not departed seriously from Whitehead's earlier 
work. 
Some general properties of London-type surfaces are highlighted 
in the elegant study of Gorry4' 
116 	
Prominent among these is the 
existence of a conical intersection between the ground- and first excited 
states of LiNa 2 in the C2 , approach. Such intersections occur in all 
- - 
	
	hydrogen-like triatomic clusters irrespective of symmetry 
117 
 and result 
in a closure of the reactive channel for certain approaches of reactants. 
This behaviour is not expected for the system 012  which should exhibit purely 
repulsive characteristics as the 0-atom approaches '2 in C2 , symmetry. 
Furthermore, the facile insertion process permitted by Whitehead's surface 
for Li-Na-Na (C ) 	-'- 	Na-Li-Na (Dcoh ) has beerf shown to be inconsistent 
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with molecular beams results on 0( 3P
9
) + XY ('E) and with the electro-
negativity ordering rule (see previous section). 
The development of classical trajectory studies has parallelled 
developments in computer technology 
20 
 and one consequence of this has 
been that the potential surfaces used in earlier work have necessarily 
been simple to reduce thetime devoted to potential and force evaluations. 
The functions have invariably been purely empirical being principally: 
LEP, LEPS or extended LEPS 
BEBO or extended BEBO 
HMF 
Switching functions 
for non-ionic systems. 
The most widely used have been those based on the London equation 8 . 
Originally, Eyring and Polanyi modified this equation by using a Morse 
function to represent the diatomic ground states and eliminated the need 
to evaluate the exchange contribution by assuming a constant Coulomb ratio: 
Q(R) 	= 	const. J(R) 	...................(4.21) 
This LEP method was seen to be extremely unreasonable since it predicted 
the colinear II 3 system to be bound contrary to sound evidence for a 
substantial barrier. 
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Sato 119 modified the LEP form to include an analytic representation 
for the triplet state based solely on the corresponding singlet. This 
LEPS equation took the form: 
V 	= 	1
-f 	
[Q1 + Q 2 + Q3 - (J 2 + J 22 + 	- J 1 J2 - J 2J 3 - JJ3) •] 
1 S 2 
where Qj + 
	= 	D exp (- 	r) {exp (- 	Ar) - 2} ..........(4.22b) 
i+s 2 
and 	Q - 'i 	= 	°i exp ( - i&1  Ar.) 	{exp (- 	Lr.1 ) + 2) ..........(4.22c) 
	
1-S2 	2  
The S2 term bears formal resemblance to the overlap terms in the London 
equation but is in fact a simple parameter. This expression predicted 
a barrier to colinear exchange of H with H 2 as observed and in general 
produces potential surfaces free from secondary basins (but not 
wells 118, 120, 121 ). 
A further modification to Sato's formulation was made by Kuntz 
et al 
 122 
 in which the single S 2 parameter was replaced by three adjustable 
parameters corresponding to each diatom in the ABC system. The Coulomb 
and exchange terms were evaluated according to Sato. This simple 
modification resulted in a vastly more flexible form which permitted key 
topological features to be varied in a systematic manner thus allowing 
dynamical characterisation of the surfaces. The HX chemical laser systems 
(X = F 1  Cl, Br) have been extensively modelled with great success using 
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these extended LEPS surfaces to the point that kinetic information can be 
reliably predicted for these systems by classical trajectories 123 . The 
LEPS method has however been criticised for permitting excessive tunnelling 
through barriers narrower than observed 
120 
 and more recently for 
seriously disagreeing with trajectory results from an ab-initio surface 
to which it had been fitted 96 
Despite the flexibility of the extended LEPS procedure, it is not 
appropriate to systems containing non-hydrogen-like atoms by virtue of 
its memory of the London equation. Nonetheless, species. containing both 
group 1 and group 7 elements ( 2S and 2P respectively) are frequently 
modelled using LEPS with considerable success. For the system 
0(3P9) + '2 ( 1
9
) it is wholly inappropriate - the 10 product not 
possessing the simple H 2-like potential curves and the existence of a 
conical intersection (which is another consequence of its origin) being 
expressly undesirable. It is however conceivable that the singlet - triplet 
intersections expected in the 012  system (see Figures 4;5 and 4.6) can be 
mimicked using LEPS but this would be fortuitous at the very least 	For 
ABB systems, LEPS has been criticised fQr its inability to handle 
isosceles configuration where cusps in the potential arise (resulting in 
force discontinuities) 25 . In view of this and the fact that similar 
problems have been overcome using non-LEPS surfaces 
124 
 it was decided not 
3 
to apply it to .0 + I . The recent application of LEPS to the 0( P ) + 
H2 (g+) system seems (to the author) a curious 'choice in view of the 
work of Bader and Gangi 87 . Due to the considerable difficulty in making 
molecular beam measurements on this system little, as yet, can be said on 
the 0 + H 2 results. 
• 	
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The bond energy bond order (BEBO) method 
126 
 is an entirely empirical 
method originally used to obtain reaction co-ordinates. It draws on three 
basic assumptions: 
that throughout a colinear reaction the extent of bonding (bond 
order) is constant. 
that the potential for a three atom system is the sum of three 
pal r-potential s. 
that rules of thumb based on empirical observation (e.g. Badgers 
rule) can be used to predict bond energies as a function of 
bond length. 
Extension of the method to cases where multiple bonds are broken has been 
made by Mayer 
127  including the case for four centre quasi-bound inter-
mediates. Also, a more recent advance which permits calculation of the 
full three dimensional surface using an iterative scheme to establish 
bond order has been reported 128 .' However, very little trajectory work has 
been done with these systems, the majority of work using BEBO having been 
directed towards A + HB systems and in particular to establishing barrier 
properties 129 . For trajectory calculations, a potential which is evaluated 
iteratively is to be avoided if possible especially if complex trajectories 
occur. 
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The most highly parameterised and possibly the most flexible 
empirical surface is the hyperbolic map function (HMF) due to Bunker, 
Blais 130 and Parr 	. In its most general form 132 the HMF permits in- 
dependent adjustment of each channel in A + BC systems to suit 
requirements by providing a means by which barrier height (or well depth), 
approach angle and reaction co-ordinate can, be controllably varied. This 
is effected by defining the reaction co-ordinate as one of an infinite 
family of rectangular hyperbolas 
xy 	= 	u 	 x 	= 	r. - r 1 0 or r3 - 
y 	= 	r2 	- 	r 2 0 	
.................(4.22) 
Such a choice provides control over the sharpness of the 'corner' in the 
fixed angle contour plot of the surface. 
Variation of the potential profile along the reaction co-ordinate 
is then brought about by defining the infinite family of hyperbolas 
conjugate to it: 
y2 - 	= 	V 
	
(4.23) 
A parameterised Morse function along each hyperbola defined by equation 
(4.23) then provides the required surface topology. 
i.e. V 	= 	F(a) D(v) [ exp (-2(v)s) - 	2 exp (_(v)s)] ..........(4.24) 
where F(c c ) controls the variation of surface properties with approach angle, 
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c and D(v), t3(v) control the barrier height (well depth) and attractiveness 
(repulsiveness) of the potential. 
To account for two reactive pathways the potential is written as 
V 	= 	f(a) V(ABC) 	+ 	(1 	-. f(ct)) V(ACB) 	...................(4.25) 
where the reaction product for each channel is underlined. In the case 
where B = C, f(a) should be chosen such that derivative discontinuities 
at isosceles configurations are smoothed out such that the equations of 
motion under such a potential can be integrated by the particular 
algorithm chosen. 
Clearly, the HMF is eminently suited to metathetical studies of 
reactions as a function of surface features and to specific, well-known 
systems to which the HMF could be fitted. However, it has been criticised 
implicitly by the Polanyi school 
133  who found that they could not fit 
such a function to the ab-initio FH 2 potential whilst a good fit was 
possible using LEPS. Unfortunately, no details were given by the authors 
regarding the cause of this failure. Despite this, two general studies 
using HMF have appeared130' 
27,  one of them27 dealing with quasi bound 
triatomic intermediates. This latter publication has since been dis-
credited by Brumer who showed that the HMF originally used was in-
sufficiently smoothed at isosceles configurations to permit integration 
through them. A suitably smoothed potential was then used in conjunction 
with a stiffly-stable integration algorithm (see Section 4.8) and Bunker's 
original work repeated with the result that many of the distributions 
previously described 27 were considerably altered. the most important 
outcome of this re-analysis 
28  was that the conclusions of Borne and Bunker 
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regarding the effect of wells in the potential were reversed and a 
restoration in existing qualitative concepts brought about. 
Since the 012  system is not well defined both asymptotically and 
at close interaction and since the aim of this project was to study the 
above system dynamically rather than topologically it was decided that 
the heavy parameterisation of the HMF method was not appropriate to our 
requirements. This view was strengthened by the author's failure to 
accept the findings of Ref. 27. which, at that time (1976), had not been 
challenged. 
The remaining category of empirical surface and indeed the one 
used in this study - is the switching function of Bunker and Blais 134 . 
This takes the following form for the A + BC 	- 	AB + C system: 
VABC = DAB exp 	AB ArAB) {exp 	AB "AB 	- 21 
+ DBC exp (_CAtBC) {exp( - BC ArBC) - 1 - tanh (arAB + b)} 
+ DAC exp 	AC ArAC) 	 (4.26) 
where D 	= 	diatomic dissociation energy 
Ar 	= 	r - re 	re 	= 	equilibrium separation 
= Morse 	parameter. 
Application of this surface to the K + CH3 I reaction has been 
54 
made on three occasions 134 ' 	In Ref. 134, the potential was as written 
in equation (4.26) with each Morse function using spectroscopic values 
0 2 
as parameters. This resulted in a total cross-section of ca. 400 A 
0 2 
whereas the experimental value was 7 A . To obViate this, two methods 
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were employed to reduce the long range K-I attraction. The first of these 
increased the s-value for the K-I pair and the effect of this was to 
0 2 
reduce the cross-section to 25 A . The second approach kept the parameters 
to their observed values but added a second switch term of the form 
Dexp 	ArAB) {exp ( AB '"AB 	
- 1 - tanh (c rBC + d) } (4.27) 
to counteract the K-I attraction. This also reduced the total cross- 
0 2 
section (to 36 A ) but in a more physically acceptable fashion than 
above. Both modifications also resulted in a change in the differential 
cross-section from sideways to the observed backwards scattering. 
Using the same potential, a systematic study 135 of the 
effect of particle masses was made. Included in this was an 'M + HH' 
case (M "- 16 amu; H = 128 amu) which almost exactly corresponds to 
o + I2• The results obtained by Bunker and B1ais 1 	were 
similar to those to be reported in Section 4.9 in some respects and will 
be discussed below. 
In order to take account of the reactive symmetry of the 0 + 12 
system, two parametrically identical functions were used, one permitting 
reaction to AB + C(VABC) and the other to AC + B (VACB).  The potential 
initially used was 
V 	= 	f V 	 + (1 - f) VACBAB C 
(4.28a) 
where f 	= 	exp (V)/{l + exp (aAV)} 
	
(4.28b) 




The parameter a was chosen to be 100 eV 	in accord with Godfrey and 
Karplus' 36 and this resulted in a rapid transition from VABC  to  VACB 
near the isosceles configuration. A simpler version of this surface was 
also used: 
V 	= 	MINIMUM (V ABC'VACB) 
	
(4.29) 
which corresponds to the limit a 	-' 	 . 
The differences between the two surfaces were negligible in terms 
of trajectory outcomes but considerable in terms of computer time due to 
the complex expression for the derivatives of equation (4.28). It was 
therefore decided to adopt the latter version (equation (4.29)) in the 
hope that trajectories sampling isosceles configurations would be handled 
by the automatic-step-length-halving routine used54 . 
The parameters used were the following: 
D. (k ca1.mo1) 	(au) 	re(au) 
01 	 53.0 	 1.269 	3.530 
(Ref.) 	 (72) 	 (*) 	(138) 
12 	 35.5 	 1.232 	5.047 
(Ref.) 	 (137) 	 (*) 	(137) 
See Chapter 2. 
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Three trial surfaces were used with different values of the parameter B. 
SURFACE A 	(au) B WELL DEPTH (w.r.t. PRODUCTS) 
P.S.l 1.00 -4.00 3.0 k. 	cal. 	mol 
P.S.2 1.00 -3.50 10.0 
P.S.3 1.00 -3.00 21.0 
Detailed features of these surfaces are presented in figures 4.7 - 4.9. 
The contour maps in Figure 4.7 (for A + BC 	AB + C) 
reflect a lack of angular specificity in the surfaces: for A-B-C angles 
Of 9.0° - 180° the surface features change little. This is not too 
• unreasonable since the considerations already made imply the existence of 
a relatively stable triplet state over a wide angular range. For angles 
below 900,  a barrier to formation of AB occurs since this requires 
crossing the isosceles configuration *at low separations. Minimum 
potential paths corresponding to Figure 4.7 and to other approach angles 
are' shown in Figure 4.8. It can be readily seen that the steric factor 
of 0.1 proposed by Radlein et al 
47  cannot be met by these surfaces on a 
purely static basis. It is possible that it can be met dynamically but 
its extent cannot be predicted a priori. 
The barrier to insertion of 0 ( 3P
9
) into 1 2 ( 1 9
) is indicated 
in Figure-4.9b 	For translational energies below 20 k. cal. mol 
insertion is forbidden. The existence of small wells in the C 2 , approach 
is not expected to have much effect on the dynamics since the motion of 
BC is likely to destabilise the isosceles configuration to a more bound 
scalene one as shown in Figure 4.9a. The potential energy profiles shown 
Figures 4.7 ,4.8 & 4.9a,b 
4.7 - Contour plots of potential surfaces P.S.1,P.S.2 and 
P.S.3 Each contour separation is 5 k.cal.mol 1 . 
Reactants enter at bottom right and products leave 
at top left 
4.8 - Potential profiles along reaction co-ordinate. 
These have been generated by constructing the 
contour map array and scanning this along a line, 
from a point corresponding to A+B-i-C,at various 
--angles from 00  (products) to 90 (reactants) and 
noting the minimum at each angle. 
4.9 (a) - Minimum potential profile for migration of 
atom Aaround BC. Curves have been constructed 
by finding minimum value of V for given 0 by 
variation of r(BC) and r(A-BC). Note that in all 
three cases the barrier maximum falls short of 
the lowest total energy used (0.025 eV) in the 
calculations. The application of models for a 
'loose' complex are therefore appropriate. 
4.9 (b) - Minimum potential profiles for broadside 
approach of atom A to BC obtained by variation 
.-of r(BC) for a given value of R(A-BC). The 
insertion of A into BC is energetically forbidden 
for collision energies below Z 21 k.cal./mol. 
in keeping with Walsh's rules spin-polarisation 
repulsion and the observations for A=0( 3P 9 ) and 
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Figure 4. 7 - Fixed Angle Contour Maps for LABC=180 & 45 0 
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Figure 4.8 	- Reaction Co-ordinates (reaction proceeds from top right 
to middle left of each box) 
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Figure 49 	- Potential Profiles (ink.cal/mol) 
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in Figure 4.9 correspond to minimum paths; thus in (a) although migration 
of the 0-atom is possible, it only arises in a minority of cases (at 
low translational energy) and approaching the isosceles configuration is 
most 'likely to result in the 0-atom retracing its path after reflection 
at the boundary. Thus, some 'tight' character is endowed upon the complex 
but the lack of angular specificity in the potential must endow more 
'loose' character. 
4.6 	EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND CO-ORDINATE SYSTEMS 
The,co-ordinate systems are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 for 
both 2-D and 3-D. The origin of the co-ordinate system is chosen as the 
centroid of BC to simplify the choice of starting conditions. The 
generalised position co-ordinates 	are given by: 
MIN 
= R sin O.cos 
= R sin O.sin 
Q3 = 	R cos O 
Q4 = 	RBC S1fl 	.cos a 
Q5 = 	RBC sin 	.sin a 
= 	RBCCO 5 (4.30) 
Origin i 
A is (Q1 , 
B is (Q4 , 
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= 	R sin 	0 
Q2 = 	Rcos 0 
Q3 = 
Q4 = 	0 (4.31) 
Since 	= 	(see Appendix A) the conjugate momenta 	are given by 
3-0 
P 1 	= - 	A, BC v 1 {cos 	6.sin 	0. cos 4 	- sin 6.cos X. cos 	0 	cos 	4 
+ 	sin 5.sin 	X. 	sin } 
P2 - 	A, BC v 1 {cos 	6. sih 	0. sin - sin 	5. 	cos 	X. 	cos 	0. 	sin 
- sin 6. 	sin. X. cos } 
P 3 	= 	- 'A, BC Vrel {cos 6. cos ,O + sin 6. cos X. sin 0} 
= 	BC {RBC. sine. cos a. + WRBC (sin r. sin 	+ cos r. 
cos 3. cos q)} 
= 	'BC {R8c. sin 3. 	sin 	a + 	WRBC ( sin r. 	cos 	+ 	cos r. 
cos 	3. sin 4)} 
BC {R BC. cos 	+ WRBC. C05 r. sin 	} ..................(4.32) 
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P 1 	= 	- 'A, 8C Vrel• cos (it/2 -. 0 + a) 
P2 	= 	'A, BC Vrel• sin (7t!2 - 
e + a) 
P 3 	= 	± BC• 
R 
 B C 
P4 	= 	BC• w. RBC 
	 (4.33) 
where pA, BC and PBc are the reduced masses of A + BC and BC. The 
rotational velocity of BC is given by w. RBC. 
	
4.7 	STARTING CONDITIONS 
0 
Fixed at 17.5 au (9.3 A). This choice ensured effectively 
zero change in potential over first few integration steps. 
0: 	This has a distribution weighted by its sine as explained in 
Reference 139 (Appendix C). 
i.e. 	0 	= 	cos 	(1 	- 	2. RN) 	.................(4.34) 
where RN is a random number taken from a uniform distribution 
in the range (0, 1). 
This is obtained from: 
= 	2rr. RN 	 (4.35) 
Since azimuthal symmetry is present. 
a: 	The same remarks apply for a as for . However, variation of 
both. in a uniform manner is equivalent to variation of one 
only and a is therefore set to rr/2. 
It is not clear what sampling method is appropriate here. A 
similar co-ordinate system fixes it at an arbitrary value 140 
using the (0, ) variatiQn to account for its orientation. 
However, this is not in accord with the definitive work of 
Karplus, Porter and Sharma 
139 
 who orient the BC molecule with 
respect to the initial relative velocity vector (taken along the 
z-axis). To test this, distributions of the angle between the 
relative velocity vector and the B-C axis were constructed for 
fixed and 0 varying uniformly and randomly in (0, 2ir). 
These distributions are shown in Figure 4.12 with the sine 
distribution shown for comparison. None of the distributions 
show serious departure from the ideal one and this is reflected 
in chi-squaredgoodness-of-fit tests. The worst (visually) 
distribution for 	= 30
0  has a chi-squared value of 13.35 which 
for 18 classes (10 ° intervals; 17 degrees of freedom) indicates 







































































The distribution of 	was originally chosen according to equation 
(4.35) although it could equally well have been fixed. 
For BC in the zero point state this is selected from a Gaussian 
distribution. The simple harmonic wave function is given by 
I; = 
	= 	( I3/ir) i exp (- x2 ) 	..............(436) 01 
which, when making the substition 
=1 t2 	 (4.37) 
yields for equation (4.36) 
I TV 	0' = 	i 	• exp(- 	t) 	
...............(4.38) 
which defines a standard normal distribution. Values of t are 
taken from a random number generator with a Gaussian distribution. 
The displacement, x, is then calculated from equation (4.37) and 
R 
BC 
 obtained by addition of Re  the equilibrium separation. 
If RBC  exceeds the classical limit the process is repeated until 
a satisfactory result is obtained. 
Vrei: 	This is preset to correspond to a given CM collision energy. 
Sampling from a thermal (or other) distribution seldom yields 
140 significantly different results. 






( 4 . 39 ) 
b: 	The impact parameter dependence of the trajectory outcomes is a 
smooth function and has no discontinuities. This permits 
sampling b at fixed values which represent the mean of a range 
of b. In these calculations, b was stepped from zero to bmax 
in steps of 1 or 	au. 
X: 	This is sampled according to equation (4.35). 
The allowed orientations.of the rotational angular momentum are 
contained in the plane ir of Figure 4.11 (b) which is perpendicular 
to BC. If there are no constraints on the rotational motion of 
BC (such as those caused by alignment) then ri is obtained according 
to equation (4.35). In these calculations, the effect of 
different orientations of the rotational angular momentum were 
considered and details of the choice of M states are given in 
Appendix B. 
The vibrational phase which is not explicitly indicated in the 
figures is obtained from the Gaussian random number generator. 
This generates positive or negative parity with equal probability. 
To obtain the vibrational velocity, the simple harmonic approx-
imation is used. Thus 
• 	
2 	2 
RBC S.Q. (Xx 	- 	x ). ..............(4.40) 
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where S = sign, Q = vibrational frequency and x = displace-
ment from equilibrium. 
In the 2-D case, the starting conditions are much simpler. The 
orientation angle, 0, is no longer weighted by its sine and is 
given by equation (4.35). a is likewise given by equation (4.39). 
The initial orientation of BC is taken as the positive x-axis 
without loss of generality. Lastly, the vibrational phase, dis-
placement and velocity are given by the same procedure as for the 
3-D case above. However, for v > 0 the harmonic, assumption is 
still made but rather than mimic these wave functions, fixed 
displacements which correspond to peaks in I , I 2  are used. The 
probability of a given displacement is set equal to the area 
under its corresponding hump in I'I. 
4.7.1 	BEHAVIOUR OF RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS 
The requirement to observe this stems from the publication of 
Hoimlid and Rynefors' 41 which commented critically on this behaviour. At 
the outset and in a previous report 142 the IBM-supported generator RANDU 
was used for the uniform distribution. On advice from the Regional 
Computing Centre, this was removed and generators from the NAG 
143
library 
were adopted. In particular, the generators G5AAF (uniform) and G5ADF 
(Gaussian) wereused. 
Each single batch of trajectories (one surface, one energy) 
typically required roughly 1000 randon numbers. To test the quality of 
the distributions, these were binned into 20 classes of equal width, this 
number being the resolution of the outcomes approximately (e.g. 18 bins of 
100  for the angular distribution). G5AAF and G5ADF were then tested 
against null hypotheses of uniformity and Gaussian shape using the simple 
chi-squared test with 19 degrees of freedom. For 100 tests using 1000 
random numbers per test, the results were: 
(G5AAF) 	= 	18.5 ± 6.7 
	
= 	18.3 ± 6.1 
where the error represents one standard deviation in the X results. The 
corresponding significant levels exceed 30%144  which lends strong support 
for the null hypotheses and indicates good behaviour in the random number 
generators. 
4.8 	INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Most classical trajectory calculations thus far reported have been 
concerned with direct reactions using potential surfaces with barriers. 
These typically require integration over less than 10- 12 S. at thermal 
energies to completely define a trajectory. However, on attractive 
surfaces and/or surfaces containing wells, certain ranges of initial 
conditions lead to the system being bound within centrifugal barriers, the 
binding persisting for 10-12 - 1011 s typically. These LLC's present 
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considerable difficulty in their numerical integration since the large 
number of steps required per trajectory creates inaccuracies due to round-
off error build-up and unbounded propagation of the truncation error. The 
former can be minimised using multiple precision arithmetic (usually double 
on IBM and ICL machines) but this increases the storage requirement and 
the execution time concomitantly. The latter is generally more serious 
since it builds up in a fashion which is neither linear nor predictable 145 . 
If this occurs, the system of equations and/or the integration algorithm h 
has become unstable. 
Three relevant definitions of stability arise in molecular 




(1)and (2) refer to the integration procedure whilst (3) refers to the 
system of differential equations, assumed linear. For absolute stability 
the truncation error is bounded whereas for relative stability it is 
unbounded but takes a value acceptably less in magnitude than, the final 
solution. Systems of equations displaying dynamic instability should 
have solutions which are relatively stable, absolute stability being 
appropriate to dynamically stable systems. Since integration algorithms 
have well defined regions of absolute and relative stability, the choice of 
one for a given system of equations can often be pre-judged according to 
the dynamic stability of the system. 
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4.8.1 	NUMERICAL INSTABILITY 
Casting Hamiltons' equations (4..76) in the form 
dy 	
= 	f(y, t) 	 (4.41) 
dt 
where y is the column vector of the generalised co-ordinates 
I 
i.e. 	 = 	('i' .............................. 	
(4.42) 
with k = 8 for planar calculations and 12 in the full 3-D case. 
If at any time t during the integration, the computed solution 
is z n. whilst the true solution is y n , then the error e is given by 
! 	=Y - n 
	 (4.43) 
Differentiating and applying (4.43) 
de 	dy 	dz - 	—n 	= 	f( 	+ 	) - f() 	(4.44) = 
dt 	dt 	dt 
Expanding (4.44) as a Taylor series about z n yields 
len = 	(f() +e n f'(Z) + higher order terms) - 
dt 
e f'(z ) - 	
—n 
(4.45) 
to first order. 
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eigenvalues is a time consuming procedure which should be minimised if not 
avoided. 
Since direct trajectories do not suffer from instabilities to 
the same extent as those proceeding via LLC's, it is seldom that stability-
conscious methods are used in their solution. An extreme example of the 
reverse of this situation is the alkali-halide, alkali-halide exchange 
system studied by Brumer and Karplus 34 . The potential for this system 
exhibited a number of wells and the interaction times of the order of 
10- 11 s reflected this as did the (real) processor time of up to fifteen 
minutes per trajectory. It is extremely unlikely that hitherto con-
ventional methods would have yielded an accurate solution in/cases and the 
cost of using an algorithm which did is manifest in the excessive execution 
time, much of which was devoted to the supervisory aspects of the algorithm 
mentioned above. 
4.8.2 	CHOICE OF INTEGRATION ALGORITHM 
There are three classes in common use 
single step methods 
multiple step methods 
hybrid methods 
The first category were almost exclusively used in classical trajectory 
calculations prior to 1971. The basic equation here is: 
Yn 	= 	+ 	
h 	(y; 	h) .....................(4.48) 
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g is commonly a truncated Taylor series. For first order truncation, Eulers 
method obtains whilst higher order trunca.tion gives rise to a family 
of Runge-Kutta methods of which the fourth order variant dominated early 
trajectory work. Their great advantages are that they are self-starting, 
requiring one initial condition vector, and that they are simple to code. 
However, for extended calculations they suffer from inefficiency brought 
about by multiple function evaluations at each step and instability. 
Since the local truncation error cannot readily be evaluated, their instab-
ility cannot be corrected. Their unsuitability in complex trajectory 
integration 35 and in inelastic, direct trajectories 
148 
 has been noted. 
During the '70's, the use of multi-step methods has become wide-
spread. These offer the advantages of higher inefficiency, and controll-
ability with low (and estimable) truncation error generation. The basic 
equation in this category is 
aoyn = 	E 	a. 	+ 	h b 	 ............... 	(4.49) 
where b0  = 0 for explicit methods and is non-zero for implicit methods. 
In general, implicit methods are more applicable than explicit ones since 
they permit easy truncation error estimation and have associated regions 
of stability wider than those of explicit methods. However, since Yn 
must be well approximated in the RHS of (4.49) before final solution, a 
convergent iterative procedure for predicting y must be used. Such 
implicit methods are known as predictor-corrector methods and are 
dominated by the accuracy of the corrector. The scheme is 
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* 	j 	 j 
ay = 	a. y' . + h 	b f . 	. 	(4.50) 
0-n 	i=l 	
1 -fl-i 	
i=l 	j -n - i 
•1 	 •I 
3 * 	3 
C y 	= 	Z c y . + hd f + d. f 	(4.51) 
i 0 fl j1 	-fl-i 	0 —n 	i1 	1 -fl - i 
with (4.50) an explicit predictor and (4.51) an implicit corrector. 
Evidently two function evaluations are required per step and in order to 
minimise computational effort only one iteration step should be used to 
obtain the necessary tolerance. Schemes for effecting this have been 
145, 149 
devised 	which either modify the corrector directly or include an 
extra modifier step. The local truncation error can be estimated from the 
- difference between the predictor and corrector and the integration step 
size can be modified to maintain stability. 
The cause of the increased efficiency in multistep methods in 
general is that a table of past' values can be constructed which permits 
forward integration with fewer function evaluations than a single step 
method of the same order. However, if stability considerations dictate 
altering h mid-course some efficiency is lost since smaller step-lengths 
require interpolation to restart the algorithm. Usually, h is either 
doubled or halved. The former presents no problems requiring only a 
sufficiently large store of past values. The latter requires interpolation 
which introduces further error. Alternative approaches to this involve 
variable-mesh methods146' 
148 
 which permit arbitrary step size changes 
and consequently obviate the overkill of halving and doubling. 
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The commonest predictor-corrector method is the Adams-Moulton 
type with the fourth order version being particularly popular. More 
recently, higher order methods having 5th and 10th order predictors with 
6th and 11th order correctors150' 151 have been used. Generally, the higher 
the order, the less flexible the algorithm is with respect to step-size 
changes since more interpolated points are required for the re-start. 
Also, the range of stability decreases with increasing order which restr-icts 
their application to dynamically stable systems. 
A less common predictor-corrector algorithm is that due to 
Hamming 145. This is a modified version of the well-established method due 
to Milne which does not suffer from instability. It was used with success 
by Whitehead39' 40  in his studies on long-lived tn-alkali systems and by 
Fluendy et al 142 in the superthermal K + 12 studies. In addition to 
this, the author has applied it to laser kinetics simulation 152 and found 
it to be acceptable under the stiff conditions of such rate processes. 
The results of the following section were obtained using this method after 
a protracted effort to obtain acceptable stability. 
The last category, hybrid methods, are derived from the other two 
types. These methods are variable in both order and step-size and generally 
permit solution to stiff systems of equations which the others cannot 
handle 147 . The most common source of stiff equations (i.e. equations with 
widely differing frequency domains) is in chemical kinetics where a given 
system, e.g. the atmosphere, has reactions occurring with vastly different 
rate constants. They are less common in trajectory calculations since 
historically, these have been concerned with direct reactions. However, 
an interest in complex reactions is now growing with the refinement and 
expansion of beams experiments towards polyatomic systems. 
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Basically, the hybrid method is a variableorder, variable step-
size methods which makes use of the stability matrix (equation 4.47) whose 
eigenvalues it calculates when necessary. The algorithm computes the 
maximum stepsize allowable at orders one greater and one less than the 
instant order and then decides whether a change in the order to maintain 
stability is necessary. In this fashion, an optimum compromise between 
step-size and prder can be achieved with minimal computational effort. 
In 4.8.3 it will be shown that this method can be more time consuming 
than straightforward predictor-corrector methods due to the extra processor 
time devoted to its supervision. 
There are currently two variants of the method generally available: 
the original (DIFSUB in Gear's book 
147 
 and a modified version due to 
Craigie, DIVDIF 153 . The latter has been shown to be superior to DIFSUB 
for large systems of equations (k > 10). There are, in addition, two 
routines available from the NAG library, D2AEF and D2AJF, the latter being 
modelled on Craigi&s work. 
4.8.3 	DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE ON INTEGRATION ALGORITHM 
In the purely attractive potentials used in these computations, 
both entrance and exit channels can be described by a multipolar expansion 
in R_ I where R is the atom-diatomic separation 




Brumer146 has shown that such a form gives rise to dynamic instability 
as the particles approach, the stability matrix taking real, positive 
eigenvalues. The effect of this is minimised by using suitably small 
step-sizes and a condition of relative stability can be reached. With 
closer approach of the particles, the system crosses into a region of 
absolute stability providing the step length is considerably shorter than 
the lowest characteristic time constant of the quasi-bound species (' 
5 x 10- 14 s for 012). 
Since long-lived complexes take up random positions and momenta 
between centrifugal barriers it is expected that the system will exhibit 
considerable instability both absolute and dynamic as the eigenvalues 
change. It is therefore difficultto predict a priori how a given 
algorithm will perform; the best approach is to test all options. 
The two algorithms tested in this study were 
Hamming's predictor-corrector method and 
Subroutine D2AEF from NAG based on Gear's DIFSUB. 
The details of (1) were: 
Predictor: 2n+l 
Modifier: 
= X3 + 4h (2f 




+ 2f 	) .......( 4 . 52 ) 
— 








Corrector: c +  - y 	3h m' 	+ 2f 	- f 	) 1 	
(9y 	
n -2 	—n+ 1 —n —n-i 
(4.55) 
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Final value y 	= 	C 	+ 	9 	(p 	- c n+l ) 	 . (4.56) 
n+l —n+l T2T 
-n+l 
To start the algorithm, a table of values was constructed using a fourth 
order Runge-Kutta procedure 154 . 
=Yn + 0.17476028226269037 k 1 
- 0.55148066287873294 
+ 1.2055355993965235 13 
- 0.17118478121951903 
where 	11 	= h f 
k 	= 	h f (yn + 0.4k 1 ) 
k 	= 	h f (y 	+ 0.29697760924775360 k 
+ O..15875964497103583 12 ) 
k 	= 	h f (y 	+ 0.21810038822592047 k —1 
- 3.0509651486929308 12 
	
+ 3.8328647604670103 	) .............( 4 . 57 ) 
The algorithm described in equation (4.57) although unstable is extremely 
accurate having a truncation 	error about half that of the more popular 
Runge-Kutta methods. Since it is only used three times to generate a 
starting table of values for Hamming's method, its instability is unimportant. 
147 
	
Method (2) is detailed by Gear 	. It is variable in order from 
one to six being self starting in first order. The stepsize can be varied 
by doubling or halving as in Hamming's method but the interpolation pro-
cedure used is different for halving. Here, a Nordsieck (variable mesh) 153 
vector of derivatives obtained from previous steps is used to obtain inter-
polated values using a Taylor expansion. By contrast, the Hamming's 
method uses 
- - 	
= 	1 	(80 y
—n 
 +. 135 y—n-i + 40 	2 + 	3)
256 




	= 	1 (12 y 	+ 135 	+ 108 	2 + 
256 	—n 
+ 	h 	(- 3f 	—n-i 
- 54f 	+ 27 
—n 
!n-2 (459) 
There are a number of complementary ways of evaluating the performance of 
an integration routine. These are: 
conservation of total energy (Hamiltonian) 
conservation of total angular momentum 
re-attainment of initial conditions by backward integration 
insensitivity to initial step-size 
stability with respect to small changes in initial conditions 
insensitivity to processor arithmetic precision. 
Whereas (1), (2) and (6) are mainly related to round-off error, (3), (4) 
and (5) are determined by the stability of the equations and/or the 
algorithm. Satisfaction of conditions (1), (2) and (6) is necessary for 
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reliable integration although not sufficient 
35 
 whilst (3), (4) and (5) 
alone are invariably sufficient. 
For the Hamming routine, Hamiltonian (H) conservation to better 
than 2 in 1,000 obtained for the lowest energy, snarled trajectories in 
3-D. The 2-D case was expectedly better with at least 5 in 10,000 precision. 
The optimum values of the local truncation error and initial step length. 
(PRMT (4) and PRMT (3) in programs listed in Appendix C) were 
Erei (eV) 	PRMT (4) 	PRMT (3)/sec 
	
0.025 	 1.0 x 	 1.0 x lo- 15 
0.100 	 'I 	 5.0 x 10- 16 
0.250 	 4.0 x 10- 16 
1.000 	 2.0 x 10- 16 
2.500 	 1.0 x 10- 16 
The truncation error tolerance had a marked affect on trajectory outcomes 
- too low a value resulted in an error flag due to too many bisections 
of the initial step-size and gave rise to instability whilst returning 
high precision in H. Too high a value caused serious non-conservation 
of H irrespective of initial step-size and in some cases caused ill-
conditioning with respect to initial conditions. 
Conservation of angular momentum was seen. to be a poorer guide 
than H conservation. At low energy, a total swing in angular momentum 
of 2 in 10,000 represented worst case conditions, a typical value being 
7 in 100,000. For the high energy trajectories (2.5 eV) this figure rose 
7 to better than 1 in 10 whilst that for H fell between 1 and 100 in 10.
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In general, better dynamical behaviour is expected at high energies due to 
the relatively lower interactions involved. 
It has been pointed out by various authors that conservation of 
constants of the motion are an unreliable guide to integrator performance5' 15 
A better test is given by (3) or (4) mentioned previously. In special cases 
where analytic solutions are available, an absolute measure of their 
performance is possible 31 . 
For Hamming's method, backward integration could be achieved for 
most trajectories tested at 0.025 and 0.25 eV collision energy. Long-
lived trajectories of 5 Ps or more particularly on P.S.3 could never be 
integrated backwards. To selectively remove these from consideration, a 
device was incorporated in the programs by which trajectories snarling for 
longer than apreset time were output graphically for visual inspection. 
This enabled immediate acceptance/rejection according to Brumer's notion 
of "completeness" 34 . It also indicated a source of systematic error in 
that a few "long-lived" trajectories were in fact direct ones with low 
final translational energy. This is clearly indicated in Figure 4.13(a). 
At high energy. (2.5 eV) backward integration was only successful 
for those trajectories which did not cross the isosceles configuration at 
close range. The form of the potential gave rise to force discontinuities 
at these configurations which increased with decreasing impact parameter 
giving rise to dynamic instability. Where the C 2 , configuration was not 
sampled and in test trajectories on a single surface, backward integration 
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The performance of Hamming's method with respect to halving the 
initial step length depended on the choice of local truncation error 
tolerance. At the optimum value of 1.0*10 4 , the trajectories were stable 
in all but two cases where, although conservation was above average, the 
final P's and Q's diverged completely, resulting in different product 
formation 	Since this occurred only once in the test period lasting some 
twelve months prior to final batch running, this was considered spurious 
and disregarded. 
The behaviour of Hamming's algorithm is indicated in Figure 4.13(b). 
Two criteria for abortive outcomes arose 
Number of initial step length halvings (IHLF in program) exceeded 
10. 
Trajectory would not complete in allotted time. 
Whereas (1) was exclusive to high energy trajectories, (2) related to low 
energy ones particularly at 0.025 eV on P.S.3. For (1), the fall off 
with increasing impact parameter reflects the discontinuous 	nature of 
the potential derivatives at low separation as well, as the high forces 
involved in hard-sphere interactions. The low energy behaviour stems from 
the high binding energy of 012  on P.S.3. The variation of stability 
matrix eigenvalues is likely to be higher for this surface due to the 
larger interactions involved. The dynamic instability resulting from this 
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The NAG routine D2AEF was compared with the Hamming's one under 
identical conditions. In general results for the former were ultimately 
identical to the latter but at considerable extra cost in CPU time. 
Agreement up to 4 significant figures could be obtained. The major 
differences between the two were: 
D2AEF required substantially more function evaluations than 
Hamming's. 
the CPU time for D2AEF exceeded that for Hamming's method by a 
factor significantly greater than the ratio of function calls. 
As an example, the following results for a specific trajectory were 
obtained. 
HAMMING 'S 	NAG/D2AEF 
FUNCTION CALLS 	9801 	 14971 
CPU TIME (S) 	375 	 701 
E (ARB) 	 58.6 	 59.9 
H, J CONSERVATION - Better than 1 in 10 and lO resp. -. 
The extra inefficiency in the NAG routine arises from the innate require-
ment to monitor the stability by evaluating the S matrix eigenvalues 
Ilu 
(see Ref. 147 p.  158) which requires a 12 x 12 matrix inversion. The 
extra function evaluations must stem from the lower order of integration 
required when the stability is poor. 
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Evidently, the Hamming's method was superior in this instance 
although the most recent implementations of the NAG libraries (Mk.'s 6 and 
7) have phased out D2AEF in favour of D2AJF which is not restricted to 
only halving and doubling the step-size. In hindsight, the author now 
feels that the 'stiffly-stable' hybrid methods are much easier to use in 
cases of stiff equations since other predictor-corrector methods although 
acceptable need to be tuned into the appropriate region - of stability by 
a time-consuming trial and error procedure. 
The batch running of the trajectories was done on two processors, 
ar ICL 4-75 for 2.5/0.25 eV ,and a.n,'ICL 2980 for 0.025 eV. For 
identical trajectories on each machine, the latter was about ten times 
faster. Low energy trajectories thus took typically 10-60 s on the 2980. 
At high energy on the 4-75, trajectories ran in 1-5 s. The effect of 
processor speed is clearly a major factor and it is not envisaged that 
these low energy trajectories would lend themselves to dedicated mini-
computer integration as has been done for H + F 2156 . 
4.9 	RESULTS 
A total of over 16,000 planar and 3-0 trajectories were run on 
three potential surfaces P.S.1, P.S.2 and P.S.3 at three energies 0.025, 
0.25 and 2.5 eV (0.57, 5.7 and 57 k. cal. mol 1 ). In addition, some 
planar trajectories were run at 1.0 eV (23 k. cal. mol 1 ). The dis-
tribution of outcomes was as follows: 
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- 2-D 3-D 
Reactive 3459 2450 
Dissociative 111 157 
Non-reactive 5513 3321 
Abortive 668 455 
The inclusion of planar trajectories was to compare the dimensionalities 
(2-0 and 3-D) in the long-lived complex (LLC) rgime. The use of 2-D 
calculations had previously fallen out of favour due to the effect of 
out of plane scattering on the angular distributions 54 . If these were 
found to be successful for LLC's then much of the effort would be removed 
from such calculations. 
The effect of rotational angular momentum polarisation, M i . was 
also studied to determine where, if at all, this constrains the collisions. 
Also, for the 2-D low energy trajectories, the effect of vibrational 
excitation of the reactant molecule was studied since this had not 
previously been done in a parametric fashion. Lastly, the choice of 
collision energies spanning three decades was made to investigate the 
potentials and the fate of the LLC. Scanning energy over less than 1 eV 
as in the papers of Whitehead 39, 40 and Kwei et a1 35 was considered in-
appropriate since, unlike the present study, the authors above started 
from reliable and accurate potentials. 
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4.9.1 	LIFETIMES 
Histograms of total integration times are presented in Figures 
4.14 and 4.15 for the 3-D and 2-D cases respectively. The end-point was 
SwaU4Sf 
determined as the 	separation for which the potential changed by 
0 
one unit in the fourth significant figure, a value of 17.9 au (9.5 A). 
Visual inspection of the outcomes of certain long-livedtraj-
ectories showed that djjt encounters which left the products highly 
internally excited contributed anomalously high values for the total 
integration time by virtue of their low exit velocity. The procedure 
adopted in previous work* of defining the complex lifetime as the time 
the system remained within a circle of given radius is subject to error 
when the translational energy is low. Consequently, very long-lived 
trajectories were output graphically and their integration times were 
assigned by visual inspection: 
At collision energies of 1.0 eV (23 k. cal. mo1) or less, the 
lifetime distributions take on a familiar exponential type decay on P.S.1 
and P.S.2. This is notso evident on P.S.3 due to the poorer statistics 
but at 0.025 and 0.25 eV there are indications here of a long-lifetime 
decay. The results for complex lifetimes are listed in table 4.2 together 
with the predictions of RRKfl theory forloose/tight complexes given in 
parentheses. 
*  
Kwei et al, 
35 
 hereinaftercalled KBS. 
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Energy (eV) 	- 	0.025 	 0.25 	 1.0 
Surface 
PSi .67 ± 	.03 .43 ± .02 - 3-D 
.63 ± 	.04 .33 	± 	.01 .29 ± 	.02 2-0 
(.26/.24) (.23/.22) (.20/.20) (RRKM) 
PS2 1.01 	± 	.05 .73 ± .04 - 3-0 
1.00 ± 	.06 .75 ± .05* .5 ± 	.07 2-0 





.8±.09 - 3-0 
* 
2.5 	± 	.2 
* 
.9 	± 	.17 
* 
.4 	± 	.1 2-D 
(1.61/1.10) (1.121.81) (.571.47) (RRKM) 
* 
Not possible to fit to e t /T  and mean value consequently taken. 
Table 4.2 	Complex Lifetimes (p.s.) 
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There is evidently close agreement the 2-D and 3-D cases in each category 
shown. In addition, the RRKM predictions are consistently lower than the 
trajectory results especially for the tight, complex case. The only 
exception (P.S.3/1 eV/2-D) suffers from very poor statistics. 
This type of behaviour has been reported previously for the exo-
thermic reaction of Li + Na2 . 	and contrasts with similar work for 
Li + Li 2 and Na + Li 2 which are thermoneutral and endoergic 
respectively 39,40in that the RRKM predictions are always smaller than 
observed. This effect is due to the effective reduction of the well-
depth by the exoergicity of the reaction. There is otherwise good agree-
ment between predicted and observed lifetimes which differ by a factor of 
two at most but maintain a consistent trend. These results along with 
the (visual) observation of snarled trajectories displaying non-rigid, 
non-linear (i.e. "loose") complexes lend support to a predominantly long-
lived-complex mechanism for reaction at collision energies less than and 
around 1.0 eV. 
At 2.5 eV collision energy the reactive channel has virtually 
closed entirely but for a few low impact parameter trajectories. In its 
place, inelastic and dissociative processes occur and time distributions 
for the latter are also given in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Due to a logical 
error in the programming which characterised dissociation solely on the basis 
of the three inter-atom distances, only one dissociation mechanism was 
observed which resembled a direct, 'clouting' mechanism. However, re-
analysis (see Appendix D) r'e-vealed a 'clutching' component characterised 
by a strikingly different time distribution. The longer time distribution 
of the clutching mechanism/marked 'RID') implies osculating rather than 
direct interaction. It is reasonable to assume that this is analogous to 
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reactive scattering at low energies which, being complex, disposes most of 
the available energy into internal modes. When more than sufficient 
eo'cH PtAeLku 
energy to dissociate the complex into its 	 atoms is disposed into 
the relevant exit co-ordinates, dissociation occurs with a long time constant. 
The fly-by time at this energy is Ca. 0.25 ps which leaves the complex 
lifetime for the RID case as ca. 0.25 ps which is above the RRKM value of 
0.16 ps in keeping with the trends for reactive scattering. The results for 
3-D and 2-D are similar at least for 'clouting' dissociation. For 2-D, the 
correction required on re-analysis of the reactive scattering was con-
siderably less than in 3-D, the behaviour with respect to reaction and 
dissociation in 2-D being significantly less as evidenced by their respective 
cross-sections: 
3-D/2-D 3-D/2-D 
P.S.l 	 .681.24 6.5/4.2 
0 
P.S.2 	 .14/.00 	- A2 	- .64/.60 
P.S.3 	 .00/.00 .38/.00 
REACTION DISSOCIATION 
14 
However, the counts in the 45/55 * 10 	S bin arose entirely from 
R 	- 	R/D corrections, none of which contributed to shorter time bins. 
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4.9.2 	PROBABILITIES AND CROSS-SECTIONS FOR REACTION AND DISSOCIATION 
The opacity functions for reaction and dissociation are shown 
in Figure 4.16 (3-D) and Figure 4.17 (2-D). In both cases reactive 
symmetry was observed on all surfaces and under all conditions (i.e. 
A + BC 	-'- 	AB + C and AC + B with equal probability) within 
statistical error. This provided an assurance as to the combined 
behaviour of the potential and Monte-Carlo sampling procedure. In addition 
it was seen that no significant angular momentum constraints to reaction 
or dissociation could be obtained by variation of M (see Section 4.9.5). 
Consequently, the opacity functions given in the figures draw on the 
totality of the reactive scattering. 
For all surfaces at collision energies less than 2.5 eV, the 
opacity function P 
R 
 (b) takes on the general form: 
R (b) 	constant, P ; b < b max 
PR(b) 	= 	0 	 ; b > b max 
This is just what would be expected of a reaction proceeding, without 
activation energy, via a LLC defined between centrifugal barriers. At 
the lowest energy all surfaces indicate a b 
max 
 of 12 au. For a 
spherically symmetric, attractive potential without activation barriers, 
the probability of reaction is governed solely by the decomposition of 
the intermediate complex providing its pathway to reactive decomposition 
is not dynamically blocked by a high exit centrifugal barrier (see equation 
(4.3d)). This probability for a sufficiently exoergic reaction will be 
close to unity. 
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Clearly, this behaviour is exhibited by P.S.l and, to a lesser 
extent, P.S.2. The absence of static ste.ric effects has been shown in 
Figure 4.8 where the reaction co-ordinate changes little over 1200  from 
colinear approach. Thus, at low energy the surfaces P.S.l and P.S.2 are 
effectively spherically symmetric and a sharp cut-off in the opacity function 
is expected due to the (S-function nature of the initial translational 
energy distribution. For P.S.3 at 0.025 eV the reaction probability is 
- 	significantly lower and this reflects its highly attractive nature (Figures 
4.7 and 4.8) which accelerates the incoming reactants towards each other 
with subsequent scaling of the repulsive wall and backward 'reflection' 
into the entrance channel. 
The mass combination of the 0 + 12 system approximates to LHH 
in Polanyi's classifications 25 which corresponds to a skew angle of ". 14 0 
and a scale factor of 	2 in the mass weighted co-ordinate representation 2 . 
This means that in the absence of directional intermolecular forces there 
is little inertial coupling between the entrance and exit co-ordinates 
since the axes are inclined at nearly 900  in the mass weighted contour map. 
The high scaling factor means that, for an identical potential in both 
entrance and exit channels, the collision duration (for a direct inter-
action) is relatively small which works against efficient momentum transfer 
to the product co-ordinates. Both these effects combine constructively 
with the deep well exhibited by P.S.3 which is only marginally displaced 
into the product valley. This latter property does not readily permit 
momentum coupling between the entrance and exit channels. However, from 
the contour plots of Figure 4.7 the well is progressively displaced into 
the exit channel as P.S.3 - P.S.l is traversed bringing about a smoother 
connection between reactant to product valley. 
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Therefore, whereas a rectangular opacity function with P (b) < 1 
is often symptomatic of a complex mechanism with a substantial orientation 
dependence for LLC formation (i.e. steric factor) 
157
it can also result 
from the nature of the potential surface for the mass combination LHH 
irrespective of the nature of the interaction 156 . 
At higher collision energies two effects are evident in both 2-D 
and 3-D: a reduction in the maximum impact parameter for reaction (bmax) 
occurs and the height of the rectangular opacity function decreases. 
according to the potential surface. The former is expected in both direct 
and complex collisions because of the larger centrifugal energy which 
results in a wholly repulsive potential for progressively lower b 	. The 
max 
latter observation is in keeping with the above discussion on momentum 
coupling. Thus, P.S.l is reduced to a lesser extent than P.S.2 than P.S.3. 
such that at 1.0 eV (2-D) appreciable reaction only occurs on P.S.I. 
tkoce 
The situation at 2.5 eV is totally different 	. 	. 	lower 
energies since all barriers posed by the potentials (see Figure 4.9) can be 
overcome as well as the dissociation threshold of 1.545 eV (35.5 k. cal.. 
-1 
mol ). The results show that the most likely collision outcome is non- 
reactive for all surfaces with dissociation and reaction occurring to a 
progressively lesser extent  as P.S.l - P.S.3 is traversed, dissociation 
having a substantially higher cross-section than reaction. As previously 
observed by JCW and KBS, the reaction opacity function loses its rectangular 
fuvtct.o , 
shape in favour of a monotonic decreasing of impact parameter. This is 
characteristic of direct reaction139' 158  and is supported by the low 
collision durations for reactive scattering at 2.5 eV discussed previously. 
The explanation for this is twofold: firstly, at large impact parameters the 
centrifugal term in the effective potential given by 
4-79 
Veff 	= V + Vcentrifugal 
V 	 = 	Eb2 




results in Veff  being repulsive for all values of V in the entrance 
channel; secondly, as E is increased, repulsive regions of the potential 
not accessible at lower energies are more likely to be sampled. Thus, an 
energy dependent steric effect occurs in conjunction with an impact 
parameter dependent repulsion giving rise to the characteristic, direct 
opacity function. 
The impact parameter dependence of dissociation shown most clearly 
for P.S.1 is, as previously, discussed, composed of two parts. At low 
impact parameters a "knock-on" or "clouting" mechanism occurs which 
changes to a "clutching" mechanism at higher impact parameters. As for 
reaction, the dissociation opacity function drops off at higher impact 
parameters due to centrifugal effects. 
Both dissociation mechanisms have analogues in reactive scattering. 
The "clutching" mode most resembles reaction at low energies via LLC 
formation. Beyond the threshold for dissociation, trajectories which at 
slightly lower energy would have resulted in reaction are no longer able to 
transfer momentum to the departing products with the result that the 
0-atom departs from the attracted I-atom and the other I-atom does like-
wise in a near "spectator" fashion. These explanations are supported by 
the reaction and dissociation cross-section dependence on potential 
coupling which' decreases markedly from P.S.l to P.S.3 as noted above. 
UMIJ 
0 
The values of the total cross-sections (in A2 ) for reaction and dissociation 
are given in Table 4.3. 
Energy (eV) P.5.1 P.S.2 P.S.3 
0.025 99.7/112 	(± 3) 86.3/95 	(± 3) 26.3/29.6 	(± 3) 
0.250 46/54 25/40 2.5/6.3 
** 
1.0 23.9 ± 0.8 4.9 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.3 
2.5 	(R) 0.7/0.5 	(± 	.1) 0.1/0.0 0.0/0.0 




2-D only. 	 q 
Table 4.3 - Reaction and Dissociation Cross Sections (2-D/3-D) 
The energy dependence of these cross-sections are displayed in Figures 
4.18 (3.D) and 4.19 (2-D). In both dimensionalities, the reaction cross-
sections exhibit roughly the expected E '3 dependence for a LLC (formed 
in a potential having R_ 
6  dependence) and the closeness of each result 
agrees well with the results of Raff and Karplus 54 . The departure from 
the E_ 1/3 line at 1.0 eV (2-D) is progressively greater from P.S.1 to 
P.5.3 since the probability of complex formation is being increasingly 
hindered by the nature of the potentials. The extent of elastic scattering 
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surface to promote reaction. This increases with collision energy and as 
P.S.l to P.S.3 is traversed. Beyond the .dissociation threshold, inelastic 
scattering is dominant especially on P.S.l whose momentum coupling ability 
can transfer energy from reactants translation to)reactanI internal energy 
to a greater extent than P.S.2 or P.S.3. 
4.9.3 	ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
* 
Histograms of N(0) vs. 0 where 0 is the angle between the C.M. 
velocities of the atomic fragments are shown in Figures 4.20 (3-D) and 
4.21 (2-D). The results in 3-D are significantly different from those in 
corresponding 2-D cases. Symmetry about 0 = 900 is evident in 3-D for 
all surfaces below 2.5 eV whilst this only occurs at 0.25 eV in 2-D. The 
LLC model 44 predicts such 3-D distributions when the potential is spheric-
ally symmetric and the entrance and exit angular momenta are comparable 
in magnitude. The trajectory work of KBS reproduces such a distribution 
at 0.5 k. cal. mol 1 collision energy, the angular momenta having the 
required relationship. This same study indicates deviations from this 
behaviour as the energy is raised un1ik6 the present study. In 2-D, no 
angular momentum considerations apply and isotropy obtains providing the 
complex lives long enough. 
* The relationship between the angular distribution and the differential 
cross-section a(0) is as follows: 
2-D nu N(e) a c(0) 	; 	3-D ".. N(0) a o(0). sin (o). 
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For the 0 + 1 2 
 system, the angular momenta are: 
E = 0.025 eV 	0.25 eV 	1.0 eV 
L 
max 
 hi 	: 	 85 	 225 	 400 
J/ll 	: 	 55 	 55 	 55 
Thus, only at 0.025 (3-D) would this system be expected to yield a sine-
shaped N(0) on the basis of the LLC model, a progression to an isotropic 
N(0) being expected above this. At 0.025 and 1.0 eV in 2-D the results 
show a significant departure from the expected isotropy. This is clearly 
indicative of the presence of other reaction pathways or indeed of a 
mechanism not involving a LLC as it is usually envisaged. Bunker's angle 
anomalies 
24
cannot be the cause of this since the angular momentum avail-
able and the mass combination do not support this. A search was therefore 
made for a meaningful correlation between scattering angle, impact 
parameter and collision lifetime. This showed that at 0.025 eV low 
duration rebound scattering occurred for b < 6 au. For b > 10 au the 
angular distribution was isotropic and the corresponding trajectories had 
long complex lifetimes.(> 1 ps). At 1.0 eV, this was reversed: 
isotropic scattering occurred for b < 2.5 au and correlated with long 
lifetimes whereas at higher impact parameters the collision lifetime 




These observations can be rationalised in terms of an effectively 
direct interaction between reactants. Since the 0-atom is comparatively 
light, it will experience considerable attraction towards the nearest 
I-atom. At low impact parameters at 0.025 eV, scattering of the 01 product 
in the backward direction is likely since the 0-atom has insufficient 
momentum to carry it beyond the 
'2 
 centroid to be subsequently forward 
scattered. The potential is least affected by centrifugal motion at low 
- 	impact parameters which makes for fairly rapid departure of the I-atoms 
and the attendant backward (molecular) scattering. Raising the impact 
parameter gives rise to higher centrifugal barriers and a tendency towards 
more long-lived complex interactions with consequent isotropic scattering. 
At 1.0 eV, the 0-atom has sufficient momentum to ensure that 
scattering into the forward and backward directions occurs at low impact 
parameters. As b is raised, the propensity of the system to form products 
(the 0_12  attraction is unaffected by I-I separation) results in an I-atom 
being attracted towards the 0-atom in a spectator-stripping interaction. 
The relative weighting of high impact parameters alters the shape of the 
angular distribution to one displaying predominant forward scattering of 
the product molecule. 
Using a very similar surface both Bunker and Blais24' 130  and 
Karplus and Raff54 have obtained strikingly similar angular distributions 
in both 2-D and 3-D to those presented here for the K + CH 3 I system. 
The most significant' contrast between the two systems is that the 0 + 1 2 
one exhibits pronounced complex dynamics, the K + CH 3 I system being 
predominantly 'direct'. This suggests that the observed isotropy (2-D/ 
0.25 eV) and symmetry' about 90
0 
 (3-D) do not arise from the LLC nature of 
-/ 
the interaction. I,deed, since the 0-atom is comparatively light, the 
4-84 
rotational period of the 012  complex, however arranged, will be largely 
that of the 12  molecule for which the period (J = 55) is ". 8 ps. The 
maximum observed complex lifetime is " i Ps (except for P.5.3). Thus it 
is unlikely that the angular symmetry originates from "memory" loss from 
a sticky collision since it would have to snarl for a duration of some 
10-20ps! For the great majority of trajectories run complex lifetimes 
were individually less than 	2 ps. The time regime observed here is of 
the near osculatingdomain, the complex lifetimes being less than one 
(complex) rotational period. 
A more likely explanation of the observations is that the 12 
molecule is effectively frozen along a line through the nuclei on the 
time scale of the interaction. The 0-atom, being light, is attracted 
towards one end of the molecule and then proceeds to vibrate and migrate 
about it (this is well illustrated in the time evolution diagram, Figure 
4.22). 	Ultimately the complex breaks up and the final relative velocity 
corresponds to the I-I orientation at point of break-up which itself is 
not far removed from the initial I-I orientation. As already noted in 
Figure 4.12 the latter takes up an approximately sine-shaped distribution 
of angle between itself and the initial relative velocity. Also the form 
of the angular distributions in 3-D is essentially sine-shaped which 
suggests that the angular distributions are a reflection of the initial 
conditions, in this case the I orientation angle. Similar considerations 
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It should be stressed that such a line-of-centres model as proposed 
previously is not at variance with the LLC model based on RRKM theory. 
This theory predicts a time constant for energy equilibration rather than 
for kinematic effects and the existence of separate time constants for 
both effects seems reasonable although the present results reverse the 
traditional view that the time constant for energy equilibration exceeds 
159 
that of spatial randomisation 	. The observations on the K + CH 3 I 
(trajectory) reaction 24, 	of a backward tendency in 2-0 can be explained 
in terms of the less facile reaction when the I-atom points away from the 
attacking K-atom, a line-of-centres model being appropriate here as well. 
Further support for this model is given by the re-orientation 
angles of the orbital and rotational angular momenta (Figures 4.23 and 
4.24 respectively). Since the potential here is largely independent of 
approach angle the final rotational angular momentum vector reflects the 
available reactant orientations which peak at 900  to the I-I line (see 
Figure 4.12) and constrain the product rotational angular momentum (RAM) 
vector principally to directions perpendicular to the initial RAM vector. 
Again, since the 12  molecule is effectively frozen, break-up of the complex 
will result in a uniform distribution of orbital angular momentum (OAM) 
vectors in a plane perpendicular to the initial 12  line in the limit of 
zero entrance angular momentum. Taking all possible planes into account 
* 	
0 
it can be seen that the most probable OAM re-orientation angle is 90 
However, due to the finite OAM, the momentum of the attacking 0-atom is 
partially transferred to the 01 product and a shift towards lower angles 
comes about which increases with increasing collision energy. At still 
* 
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higher collision energies this memory effect increases and a tendency 
towards planar scattering occurs. 
In summary, it appears that the 2-0 treatment, in addition to 
its computational ease, offers a more sensitive test of the potential 
properties for this mass combination, the 3-D case tending to wash out 
the finer details. Although there is slight evidence in 3-D for backward 
scattering at 0.025 eV and forward scattering at 0.25 eV the 2-D angular 
distributions are quite unambiguous in these respects. Thus, although 
this departure from isotropy is not expected from truly LLC's in 2-0, it 
seems that this approach, which traditionally fails for direct interactions 
due to the unpredictable effects of 'out of plane scattering, is acceptable 
in the limit LHI-I or MHH' 30 on attractive surfaces. The extension to 3-0 
can be effected by the transformation Jacobian. 
4.9.4 	ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS 
A: 	TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY 
The distributions of product translational energy are shown in 
Figures 4.25 (3-D) and 4.26 (2-D). A common feature in all cases is the 
gradual reduction in the probability with increasing translational energy 
which resembles those distributions expected for a "loose" three-atom 
complex on the basis of the RRKN theory (see Section 4.2). The fractions 
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0.25 eV 	 1.0 eV 
P.S.l 	 .33/.35 	 .40/.32 	 .40/- 
P.S.2 	 .41/.39 	 .411.36 	 .49/- 
P.S.3 	 .28/.25 
	 .341.25 	 .41/- 
	
Table 4.4: 	Fractions of available energy in translation. First 
figure in each column is the 2-D result. 
There is however marked disagreement between the results and the 
RRKr4-AM predictions on three counts. Firstly, the position of the peak 
given by 	= B (= Bm/lO for 0 + '2 in the RRKM-AM theory is 
E : 	0.025 
	
0.25 	 1.0 
(eV) 
B : 	0.003 
	
0.025 	 0.1 
whereas the observed peak positions are: 
P.S.l P.S.2 	-' P.S.3 BIN SIZE 
0.025 eV .15/.23 .15/.08 .05/.08 .05 
0.25 eV .25/.25 .30/.15 .25/.05 .10 
1.0 eV .4 ± 	.1/- .7 ± 	.1/- .10 
Table 4.5 	: Observed peak positions in translational energy distributions. 
First entry is 2-D result. 
and despite the uncertainties invoked by the binning procedure (-i- 1 bin) 
and poor statistics, there is sound evidence that the peak of the dis-
tribution extends beyond the RRKM-PM predictions. 
Secondly, the RRKM-AM formula predicts equipartition of the 
available exoergicity in the limit B 	<< P. Thus 33% is expected to 
be channelled into translation with 67% into internal modes. For P.S.l 
and P.S.2, where best statistics prevail, there is significantly higher 
translational energy than predicted above,especially at 1.0 eV. 
The behaviour of the non-reactive scattering provides the most 
convincing evidence againts the statistical interpretation of the 
reactive scattering results. E distributions for non-reactive scattering 
are also shown in Figure 4.25 for 2.5 eV collision energy. The results 
for 1.0 and 0.25 eV although not shown have nearly identical forms for 
each surface. If the non-reactive scattering occurred predominantly 
via complex decay then the RRKM-AM treatment would yield similar dis-
tributions to the reactive ones, but modified for zero exoergicity. This 
has been observed by JCW at energies < 1 eV with a definite transition 
towards elastic scattering above this energy. In the present case how-
ever, the two scattering outcomes exhibit different characteristics at all 
energies indicating different mechanisms for each neither of which merits 
interpretation in terms of the RRKJI-AM theory. 
B: INTERNAL ENERGY. 
The partitioning of rotational and vibrational energy for a LLC 
is given by equation (4.10). For B' << E' monotonic (linear) decreasing 
m 
distributions are anticipated. Strictly against-the spirit of the RRKM-Al 
HMO 
model under these conditions is the existence of a population inversion. 
Vibrational energy distributions are presented in Figures 4.27 
(3-D) and 4.28 (2-D). The most striking characteristic of these is in 
fact a population inversion over all the energetically accessive levels 
at low collision energy and on all surfaces. At 0.25 eV, only the 2-D 
case shows appreciable inversion whilst at 1.0 eV a Boltzmann-like form 
is regained. The fractions of the available energy channelled into 
vibration are given in Table 4.5. 
0.025 eV 	 0.25 eV 	 1.0 eV 
P.S.l 	 .60/.57 	 .44/.37 	 .36/- 
P.S.2 	 .52/.52 	 .45/.33 	 .22/- 
P.S.3 	 .49/.49 	 .46/.36 	 .14/- 
Table 4.5: 	Fractions of available energy into vibration 
First figure is for 2-D case. 
For rotation, energy distributions are given in Figures 4.29 (3-D) and 4.30 
(2.D) and the fractions disposed into it given in Table 4.6. 
0.025 ev 	 025 eV 	 1.0 eV 
P.S.l 	 .071.07 	 .15/.32 	 .23/- 
P.S.2 	 .07/.08 	 .13/.33 	 .28/- 
P.S.3 	 .13/.16 	 .201.39 	 .45/- 
Table 4.6: Fractions of available energydisposed into 
rotation. First entry is for 2-D case. 
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For E < 0.25 eV, only the 0.25 V/3-D case exhibits distributions 
resembling those expected statistically with fractional partitioning of 
Ca. 1/3 into each mode. However, the 2-D results corresponding to these 
show significant differences particularly in rotation which appears restrict-
ed. The general form of the rotational distributions are monotonic decreas-
ing but the early cut-off (E' '0.8 eV) in the tail of the distribution 
is not characteristic of the statistical model. 
Since the vibrational distribution is markedly similar to that 
of Blais and Bunker24' 130, 135 particularly for the M + RH combination 
(M = 16, H = 128) the explanation of the vibrational inversions at 
0.025 eV is probably on the basis of an "early-downhill" surface which 
releases the exoergicity in reactant approach. As the translational energy 
increases there is more energy placed in product rotation as a consequence 
of the increased initial OAM. Since the 0-atom is light and the products 
velocity and reduced mass exceeds that of the reactants the departure of 
the products along the 1 2 
 line-of-centres results in low exit impact 
parameters and correspondingly low exit OAM. The probability distribution 
for entrance OM, L, is given by 
P (L) 	= 	2L/L2 	.....................(4.61) 
max 
with the result that 
L 	= 	2/3 L 	..................(4.62) 
max 
L being the mean entrance OAM listed below. 
E/eV 	: 0.025 0.25 1.00 
56 150 270 
Figure 4.31 shows the distribution of final OAM in 3-D. For 0.025 eV there 
is only a slight increase in the mean from reactants to products and this 
is not appreciably shifted at the higher energy. Thus, an increasing 
amount of entrance OAM ends up in product rotation which is evident in 
Figure 4.32. 
The restriction in rotational energy seen in 2-D can be explained 
in terms of the potential surfaces which forbid insertion of the 0-atom 
into the 
'2 
 molecule. The attractiveness of the surface causes a rapid 
spiralling in of the light 0-atom. On orbiting a given I-atoma configur-
ation close to the isosceles one will arise which restricts further 
rotation converting the energy released into translation and vibration 
instead, the former taking up the available angular momentum. The like-
lihood of reaching such repulsive configurations is considerably reduced 
in 3-D explaining the sharp rise in product rotational energy from 0.025 
to 0.25 eV. At 1.0 eV, the repulsion encountered in C 2,, configurations 
can be cleared for a larger sample of trajectories and this results in 
larger fractions of E' disposed into rotation. 
C 	TOTAL INTERNAL ENERGY 
A common property of attractive potentials displaying early 
release of energy is that the distribution of internal energy peaks at 
high values. For the 0 + 12 system, these distributions are shown in 
Figures 4.33 (3-D) and 4.34 (2-D) and it is seen that they all exhibit 
the above property. However, the constituent (E 't E,ib) distributions 
are lost in this representation. 
4-91 
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Since these histograms are nominally identical to those for product 
translational energy, the same comments apply as in sub-section A. Their 
qualitative similarity to both the RRKM-AM distributions and those for 
attractive surfaces with a mass combination L(M) + HH serves to high-
light the point that if such a range of potentials operated in reality 
for 0 + 12 then, given that the experimental and computed data yielded 
symmetric angular distirbutions and RRKM-AM-like translation energy 
distributions, the absence of internal state distributions would lead 
almost certainly to the conclusion of long-lived dynamics in the spirit 
of the above theory. Clearly, the vibrational distributions at low 
collision energy hold the key to the behaviour in such cases. 
4.9.5 	ROTATIONAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM POLARISATION EFFECTS 
In the 2-D computer code listed. in Appendix C, the direction of 
the RAM vector could take two orientations, parallel and antiparallel 
to the initial orbital angular momentum. In the 3-D code also listed, 
the RAM vector was allowed to take up two specific orientations depending 
on the relative velocity vector (see Appendix B for details). Batches 
of trajectories were run for each of these M states with initial 
variables not involving M dependence kept identical to eliminate as much 
as possible the effects of non-random sampling. 
Since the RAM and OAM are comparable in magnitude at 0.025 eV 
collision energy (J = 55 Lmax = 85) the effects of their relative 
orientation are expected to be most pronounced here. The distributions of 
scattering angle and product energy are shown in Figure 4.35 for each 

















































energy distributions for each polarisation but there appears to be a slight 
tendency for greater rebound scattering for M "- 1 (J perpendicular to 
A similar situation exists at 0.25 eV collision energy, the results 
of which are summarised as mean values in Table 4.7. 
ö 	(molecule) rans 	(eV) (eV) Evib 	(eV) 
2-D ) 100/81 .41/.43 .16/.16 .461.46 
) 	P.S.l 
3-D 	) 84/80 .32/.34 .33/.33 .401.36 
2-D 	) 104/83 .42/.44 .141.12 •47/.47 
) 	P.S.2 
3-D 	) 85/77 .37/.37 •341.34 .33/.35 
2D 	) 105/98 .32/.38 .201.22 .51/.44 
) 	P.S.3 
3-D 	) 94/81 .24/.28 .39/.43 .411.33 
Table 4.7 : Mean values of scattering outcomes for each M state. (2-D 
entries are Mi = -1/M 	= +l; 3-D entries are Mi ". 1/ 
M nu 2). 
J 
The 2-D case can be readily explained in terms of the rotational motion of 
the 12  molecule which, if infinitely slow, would result in a mean scattering 
angle nearer 900 for both M states. However, the finite period ( 8 ps) 
means that the initial orientations which largely determine the angular 
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distributions are perturbed unequally: the high impact parameter collisions 
which weight all distributions to the greatest extent will, on account of 
their longer interaction time, follow the 12  motion which will either be 
towards (M 	= -1) or away from (M 	= +1) the attacking 0-atom leading to 
increased backward (M a . = -1) and forward (M 	= +1) scattering of the 
product molecules. 
For the angular distributions in the 3-D case, the general trend 
is towards more forward than backward scattering but at a much reduced 
confidence level. Where good statistics prevail (P.S.l and P.S.2) the 
difference in mean values is less than the bin size (100).  However, since 
the 3-D case contains fewer trajectories and more initial variables than in 
2-D the observed differences probably arise from "noise" in the calculations. 
The observation that the energy disposal is universally unaffected 
by angular momentum polarisation lends added confidence to the earlier 
assertion (Section 4.9.3) that the potential is the major controlling 
factor here. 
4.9.6 	EFFECT OF REAGENT VIBRATION 
To date, no general reports concerning the effects of excited 
- 
	
	reactants On the outcomes of trajectories run on surfaces with wells have 
appeared. One specific report concerns the thermoneutral reaction 
H + H2 	- 	M2 + H proceeding on a surface with a short range 7 k. cal. 
mol 1 . well 
160. 
 With the well in the entrance channel (- I) the preferred 
mode for reaction is vibration whilst for a well in the exit channel (- II) 
the preferred mode is translation although only marginally so over vibration. 
These findings are the reverse of the case with barriers in place of wells. 
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In contrast to the latter, Whitehead 
 39 
 has studied the endoergic 
reaction of Na + Li 2 -.-~ NaLi + Li and the exoergic reaction of 
Li 	Na2 	 - 	 LiNa + Na for two vibrational states of reactants 
(v" = 0, 4). For the former, the vibrational excitation was seen to 
extend the attractiveness of the potential thus increasing the reaction 
cross-section but not to significantly alter the energy distributions when. 
compared to 	= 0. The vibrational "adiabaticity" reported by Polanyi 
et al 
 161 
 evidently does not occur here. The exoergic reaction is most 
likely to resemble the 0 + 12 system. (ADO  = 17.4 k. cal. mol d ). 
Here, the cross-section increases for v" = 4 at high collision energies 
due to the effective increase in the attractiveness of the potential as in 
the endoergic case. Again, however, there is no indication of vibrational 
adiabaticity. For both the. above reactions neither potential surface can 
be distinctly categorised as - I or - II thereby making comparison with 
Nomura's work difficult. 
The (colinear) surfaces of the present work can be seen from 
Figure 4.7 to correspond to the - II type, the extent of this character 
decreasing from P.S.l to P.S.3. The small displacement of the well into 
the exit valley for P.S.3 is amplified by the co-ordinate scaling 
factor of n. 2 removing any uncertainty about its designation. Batches 
of 390 2-D trajectories were run on each surface at 0.025 eV collision 
energy for the 12  vibrational levels v" = 0, 1, 2, 3. Distributions of 
reaction probability, integration time, atomic scattering angle and 
internal energy are shown in Figures 4.36 - 4.39 respectively. 
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For the opacity functions (Figure 4.36) the only significant 
difference is for P.S.2 whose total cross section (Figure 4.40) decreases 
by 30% from v' = 0 to v' = 1, 2, 3. The extent of the opacity 
functions are invariant with vibrational excitation in contrast to 
Whitehead's observations where bmax  becomes extended; the forms of 
R (b) are invariant with v" (1 
2 
 ) in agreement with the latter. 
The i.ntegration time distributions shown in Figure 4.37 display a 
slight tendency to narrow as Vol (1 2
)is increased. Fitting these dis-
tributions to an exponential form is prone to considerable error and no 
attempt has been made in this case since the differences are small.. 
However, listed below in Table 4.8 are the mean integration times estimated 





Vol 	= 	0 v" = 1 v" = 2 Vol 	= 	3 
235 218 216 213 
290 277 260 254 
422 392 383 378 
Table 4.8: Mean Integration Times for v" = 0 - 3 (2-D). 
-14 
Values are in units of 10 	S. 
Since the maximum swing in these results is less than, the bin size 
(50 x 1Q14 s) it is reasonable to conclude that the drift in the 
integration time is not significant. 
P. S. 2 
V=3 
2• 5• 3 
J ,IuItII5IIIJt.,.I,II,JJI 
n — . •s•-- 
v=c' 	 II 	v=i. 	II 	V=2 	 V=3. 
10 
\I= i 	 1=2 	 V=3 
F1  
0OU 1QC 	 6OO 	 600 
Figure 437 - Toa1 Thregration Time Disrihioos for Reactive 
Scattering at 0.025 eV Collision Efler.T/ 
Abscissa 	iU 	s. 
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The angular distributions (N (0) or cy (0)) for P.S.l and P.S.2 
all exhibit the tendency to backward scatter the product molecule and no 
discernible trend can be seen with changing vt' (2)•  The mean atomic 




v"=O v=l v"=2 v'=3 
71 71 69 71 
75 73 68 68 
84 73 73 79 
Table 4.9: Mean atomic scattering angles (degrees) for 
V " = 0 - 3 and M 	= - 1. 
The partitioning of the exoergicity into internal modes shown in 
Figure 4.39 again shows little variation with v" although P.S.1/v 	= 	0 
shows substantially greater excitation than v" 1, 2,'3. 	The mean 
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vil= 	0 v" 	= 1 v" = 2 v" = 3 
0.67 0.59 0.57 0.56 
0.57 0.59 0.60 0.63 
0.72 0.74 0.70 0.77 
Table 4.9: Fraction of available Energy into Internal 
Modes for v" = 0 - 3. 
The swing for P.S.l is 11% which is greater than the 10% bin sizes used. 
Break-up into constituent components reveals that some degree of vibrational 
adiabaticity occurs for P.S.2 and P.S.3 whilst P.S.l channels the 





v' 	= 3 
P.S.l P.S.2 P.S.3 
.27/.50 •34/.43 .23/.49 
.36/.47 .371.46 .221.55 
.39/.48 .38/.50 .28/.56 
.45/.50 .37/.59 V.231.68 
Table 4.10: Mean Translational/Vibrational Energy for v = 0-3 (in e\ 
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The following very tentative conclusions can be drawn from the 
previous results: 
The more the - II character, the less the vibrational adiabaticity. 
The attractiveness of the potential is not extended by increased 
reactant vibration. Thus, cross-sections and collision lifetimes 
are approximately invariant with v" (12). 
Angular distributions are insensitive to reactant vibration. 
Vibrational to translational (V 1t 	- 	1') energy transfer occurs 
for highly - II type surfaces. 
The observations leading to (1) and (4) may well be due to the 
gentle curvature of the surface in going from reactants to products which 
efficiently channels both vibration and translation of the reactants to 
product translation. The detailed nature of the potential accounts for 
point (2); here, fixed molecule contour diagrams 
25 
 for various I - I 
separations are superimposable for the range of v" 
'2 
 studied indicating 
no variation in attractiveness with increasing v" (I2) 	Lastly, the line- 
of-centres model for the angular distributions discussed' in 4.9.3 is 
supported by the observations leading to point (3). 
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4.9.7 	NON-REACTIVE SCATTERING 
A previous study 
142
has shown the usefulness of high energy non-
reactive scattering in elucidating features of the potential surface(s) 
accessible to laboratory experiments. At lower energies, where reactive 
scattering is important, the differences and similarities between the two 
types of scattering can help to identify the mechanism(s) operating. Thus, 
in Whitehead's study 39 the non-reactive scattering was seen to follow 
the same statistical model as the reactive type at low energies, both 
tending towards a direct mechanism at higher energies in excess of the 
well depth. 
It has already been noted (Section 4.9.4) that the distributions 
of Ei for non-reactive scattering are widely different to those for 
reactive scattering at all energies. The same is true of the angular 
distributions which exhibit a very dominant forward peak at all energies 
with integration times considerably below those for reactive scattering 
under the same conditions. These observations are totally at variance 
with the RRKM theory and statistical complex model. The direct nature 
of the non-reactive scattering observed therefore permits investigation 
of the dynamical effects of the potential surfaces used since f.reedom 
from multiple encounters minimises the "scrambling" brought about by the 
* 
complex. The variation of the cross-sections for elastic scattering 
** 	 *** 
vibrational excitation and rotational excitation 	is shown in Figure 
4.41 for 3-D and a progressive variation from surface to surface is evident. 
Elastic scattering varies as P.S.3>> P.S.2 = P.S.l which is exactly the 
* 
- Elastic is defined asE' - E t < 0.025 eV 
t  
** 
- Vibrational excitation occurs if E' vib > Eib+ 0.027 eV 
*** 
- Rotational excitation occurs if 	> 0.015 eV 
- 	
(eV) 	 (eV) 
0 .Q1 	.1 	1.0 
(eV) 
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reverse of the reactive scattering trend. However, although the total 
scattering at 0.025 eV is either reactive or elastic, raising the collision 
energy brings about inelastic processes ho a progressively greater extent 
from P.S.l to P.S.3. With the exception of P.S.1 which allows significant 
dissociation at 2.5 eV, the cross-sections for all the processes are 
dominated by inelastic events 
P.s.i PS.2 P.S.3 
Rotational 
Excitation 
16.2/4.3 20.2/15.3 19.2/27.3 
Vibrational 
Excitation 
18.3/2.9 21.3/17.1 17.7/24.3 
Elastic 1.0/5.4 0.9/6.1 2.9/17.1 
Reaction 0.7/53.7 0.1/39.7 0.0/6.3 
Dissociation 6.5/- 0.7/- 0.4/- 
0 
Table 4.11: Cross-sections (A 2 ) for processes at 2.5/0.25 eV. 
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At 0.25 eV reactive trajectories are swallowed up by inelastic ones on P.S.] 
and P.S.2 whilst P.S.3 shows considerable elastic scattering. Since 
reaction involves the capture of the 0-atom by an 12  molecule which is 
already breaking up (the extent of which decreases from P.S.] to P.S.3) 
it is clear that those which fail to react by this mechanism will result 
in vibrational excitation of the 12  molecule which is reformed from an 
extended intermediate state. Rotational excitation arises from torques 
on the 12  molecules caused by the attacking 0-atoms which change the 
relative orientations of the angular momenta. 
The energy dependence of the inelastic cross sections suggests that 
the extent of internal excitation decreases from P.S.l to P.S.3 since 
(on P.S.1 and 2) a tradeoff between reactive and inelastic cross-section 
occurs.. Those inelastic events on P.S.1 have more reactive character than 
on the other surfaces leading to higher vibrational excitation. 
This view is re-inforced by the energy distributions in Figure 4.42 
for non-reactive scattering at 2.5 eV. The similarity between the trans-
lational and vibrational distributions implies that loss of collision 
energy results in vibrational excitation predominantly with rotational 
excitation becoming more important for P.S.3 at the expense of vibration. 
The relevant mean values for each excitation are given next in 
Table 4.12. Notable is the fraction of the mean energy loss into vibration: 
for P.S.l this is ' 100%; for P.S.2 ' 80%; and P.S.3 '. 60%. 
p. S. 2! 
I,.... 
•........I................ ss .... 
P.s.3 
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rans> <LiE>) rót > vib > 
P.S.1 1.70 0.80 .09 	± .02 .74 	± .05 
P.S.2 1.99 0.51 .12 	± .02 .42 	± .05 
P.S.3 2.20 0.30 .15 	± .02 .19 	± .05 
Table 4.12: Mean energies into each mode from non-reactive 
scattering at 2.5 eV. <A E> is the mean energy loss. 
These data reflect the ability of the potential surface to trans-
form motion in the approach co-ordinate to that in the exit (product) 
co-ordinate. The ability of each surface to bring about chemical reaction 
varies qualitatively in the same manner. The E' trans distribution in 
Figure 4.42 for P.S.3 is very similar to that reported by Whitehead 
39
for 
Na + Li 2 at 0.9 eV collision energy, the potential well in both cases 
being in a similar position. 
Angular distributions for inelastic scattering are shown together 
with the distribution for the O.A.M. re-orientation angles in Figure 4.43. 
In both cases the distributions broaden from P.S.1 to P.S.3 with the 
former also exhibiting a marked change in peak position characteristic of 
rainbow scattering under different potentials. The out-of-plane forces 
are expected to increase from P.S.l to P.S.3 since the potential derivatives 
are everywhere larger for P.S.3. This qualitatively explains the small 
but significant trend towards greater out-of-plane scattering for the 
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P.S.l 	20° ; P.S.2 	300 and P.S.3 nu 40° . When these are divided by the 
respective well depths (21, 28 and 39 k. cal. mol 1 respectively) yields 
a roughly constant number thereby substantiating the view that the form of 
N (0) is governed by rainbow scattering in the same manner expected for 
purely elastic scattering. In this respect the results are similar to 
Fluendy et al 142 
Finally, distributions of mean rotational and vibrational excit-
ation for non-reactive scattering at 2.5eV are plotted against impact 
parameter in Figure 4.44. The form taken for each is approximately in-
variant with potential surface although the extent of energy transfer is 
highly dependent on this. The hump in the-<E ,ib>  distributions at impact 
parameters less than ca. 3 au indicates the presence of hard-sphere inter-
actions (the 'radius' of the 1
2 
 molecule is 2.5 au) softened by the ability 
of the potential to follow the motion of the attacking 0-atom. It is 
expected that trajectories at higher energies still would exhibit a more 
pronounced effect as previously observed 
142
since then the momentum of the 
approaching 0-atom will require a force larger than the potential can 
supply outside the hard-sphere region tobring about anyeffect. It is 
particularly noteworthy that P.S.3 whose topology least favours vibrational 
excitation shows a much more pronounced top-hat-like excitation function 
with a cut-off at the hard sphere radius. The rapid reduction in 
vibrational excitation below " 1 au is a consequence of the improbability 
of near colinear collisions. On P.S.l where this is most evident, in- 
elastic collisions are replaced by reactive ones. The rotational excitation 
does not differ appreciably in form than that for vibration indicating a 
similar mechanism is responsible for both. There is no clear evidence of 

































K + 12 142 and this is most likely due to the form of the potential 
which, being almost spherically symmetric has insufficient anisotropy to 
bring about rotational excitation. 
4.10 	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Classical trajectory calculations have been performed for the mass 
combination corresponding to 0 + 1 2 
 on three "double-ended potential 
surfaces with 012  binding energies of 4,10 and 21 k. cal. mol 1 
with 
respect to products. Four collision energies, 0.025, 0.25, 1.0 and 2.5 eV 
have been used and the calculations have been compared in both 2-Dand 
3- D. 
Results indicate the presence of a complex intermediate living 
longer than predicted by the RRKM formulae but considerably shorter than 
one rotational period of 
'2 
 or of the complex ( 8 ps). Angular dis-
tributions are similar to those expected from random decomposition of a 
complex having appreciable angular momentum in rotational and orbital in 
both entrance and exit channels . These distributions have also been 
35,39,40 
obtained by other workers modelling LLC systems 	 . However, the 
similarity of the angular distribution in both 2-D and 3-D ,/those 
obtained for the direct reaction of K + CH3I 24, 54 coupled with the 
observation of vibrational inversions at low energy provide a strong case 
against the statistical model favouring a dynamical-interpretation. This 
is further strengthened by the decidedly non-statistical forms assumed 
by the non-reactive scattering. 
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The observed rectangular opacity functions are interpreted in 
terms of the surface topology rather than the traditional statistical 157 
and dynamical 156 interpretations. The unfavourable mass combination, 
M + HH, means that the extent of chemical reaction is determined by the 
ability of potential surface to couple to entrance and exit channel 
momenta. This latter property is manifest in the extent of vibrational 
excitation in the non-reactive scattering at high energy. Thus for thi 
mass combination, motion on an attractive surface results in apparently 
statistical behaviour and it is necessary to know the internal state 
distributions before an unambiguous statement about the dynamics can be 
made. 
The observed total cross-sections for reaction are estimated 
from the calculations to be one to two orders of magnitude above the  
experimental results. This is most likely due to the unrealistic tendency 
of the potential to permit reaction in the presence of a nearby third 
atom which does not decrease the attraction between the other two as 
would be intuitively expected. The correction made to the potential in 
Reference 54 when applied here was found to give potentialswith much 
shallower wells or even barriers and to change the position of the extrema 
into the entrance channel. Since the emphasis at the outset of this 
project lay in determining the effect of the well depth inter alia,, the 
potentials were chosen on the assumption that the fine details of their 
topology would be lost by the complex nature of the interaction. This 
is evidently not a valid assumption. 
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There appears to be little selectivity with respect to RAM 
polarisation and 12  vibrational quantum number (for v" . 3). The former 
is due to the slow rotational velocity of the 1
2 
 molecule in conjunction 
with the light 0-atom mass which results in facile re-arrangement of the 
angular momentum vectors by the potential. The latter is a consequence 
of the low vibrational quantum for '2 
 which resulted in little change in 
the 3-atom potential with v" 1 2 	
Also, the inability of the potential 
surface to transform this mode into product modes contributes to this. 
Since the work of Raff and Karplus 54 it has been usual to carry 
out trajectory studies in 3-D where possible. However, the present 
results indicate that 2-D calculations are acceptable for projection into 
3-D even in the case of angular distributions. For a better measure of 
the effect of angular momentum polarisation and of the potential itself, 
the 2-D treatment is to be recommended since it is more specific and less 
prone to integration error. These remarks do not apply to truly long-
lived-complexes 35, 39, 40 since angular momentum coupling in these cases 
has- a critical effect on the trajectory outcomes. 
For a system as poorly characterised as 0 + '2 it is not 
expected that the present study would add to its understanding mainly 
due to the potentials used. The exercise must therefore be regarded as 
purely tutorial as much of the early work by Bunker's and Polanyi 's 
schools was. This is in contrast to KBS and JCW where the potentials 
-.. 
were fairly well defined. More recent work on the ae-e4y-n.aff4-c-a-l-1-,' 
important reaction of ClO + 0 
162  which has predicted acceptable rate 
constants highlights 	eminently practical approach to potential surfaces 
evaluation by piecewise construction from reasonably well established 
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regions. This is similar in approach but more empirical than the elegant 
method of Sorbie and Murrell 163 . However, since both rely heavily on 
accurate input, neither is applicable to the 012  system yet. 
As regards the trajectory method per se the future looks 
extremely bright. The many problems inherent in Monte Carlo sampling are 
being critically re-examined and more efficient sampling procedures 
suited to the information required are being constructed 164 . The use of 
information theory to project from 2-D into 3-D is a notable refinement 
which will relieve computational effort where dedicated processors are not 
165  
available 	. Unfortunately, the predictive power of the information 
theoretic transformations is much reduced for 1-0 - 	2-0, 3-D pro- 
jections which means that non-coinear quantum calculations are still a 
long way off. 
However, despite the advances above, there is still an urgent 
need for systematic studies of reactions proceeding via long-lived-
complexes following the discrediting by Fitz and Brumer28' 
166  of Borne 
and Bunker's earlier work 27 . This arises from recent molecular beams work 167 
and the revision and detailed classification of the statistical theory 
in terms of vector correlations by Herschbach et al 
168  An eminently 
reasonable starting point would be tn-halogen and/or tn-alkali systems 
since these seem to be well described by the LEPS formalism and are 
experimentally fairly well defined. The F + 12 system in particular is 
of interest subsequent to the recent observation of a vibrational in-
version in a laser-induced-fluorescence study 169 . If the entrance channel 
is attractive in this system (a reasonable assumption based on other 
tn-halogen systems 41 ) then the similarity of the masses to the present 
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system would predict an inversion though not necessarily a long-lived-
complex mechanism. 
Note added in proof: 
The H + ICI system studied by Polanyi et a1
170  using a LEPS surface with 
a 20 k. cal. mol
l 
 well for H - I - Cl approach and a barrier for 
H - Cl - I approach yields differential cross-sections in good agreement 
with those obtained here. The translational and vibrational distributions 
for the HI product are also similar with the latter exhibiting the same 
trend in the vibrational distribution with increasing energy. It is also. 
comforting to. note that similar difficulties in integrating the equations 
of motion occurred here. In particular the ill-conditioning of the 
problem with respect to initial step-size was one of the problems 
encountered here. 
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APPENDIX A 	CO-ORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
This is intended to show the relationship between the Cartesian 
co-ordinates in a three particle system to the generalised co-ordinates 
required in Hamiltonian dynamics. It is based on Bunker's description 20 
with some of the missing steps filled in. 
The three particles A, B and C have co-ordinates (q 1 _ 3 P1_3) 
(q4_ 6, p4_ 6 ) and (q 7_ 9 p9) and masses mA MB and mC  where the 
momenta are given by 
	
= mq1 	 m 	= m 	= 1, 2, 
= m  , i = 4, 5, 6 
= m 	, 	I 	= 7, 8, 9 	......(4.63) 
and the total energy H is given by 
H (p, q) 	= 	I (p, q) + V (q) 
q 
= 	1 	m. q. 2 	+ 	V {q 1 } 	..............(4.64) 
i=1 
The time evolution of such a system is given by Hamiltons' equations 
q. 	= 	3H 	= 	aT 	 (4.65a) 
1 ap1 
p 	= 	- DH (4.65b) 
aq1 
- 	 4-111 
The most convenient co-ordinate system to tackle such an 
integration in is one which eliminates unnecessary integration. The most 
obvious choice is one in which the CM is stationary since the potential 
is a function of inter-particle distances only. Also, recourse to con-
servation laws (H, AM) can be made to link variables and reduce the 
dimensionality of the problem. However, this in practice adds effort. The 
use of these conservation laws lies in monitoring the course of the 
integration. 
The transformation is made to a set of internal co-ordinates 
Q (ni) and 	i,j = 1, ... 9 with (Q7' Q8' Q 9 ) and (P 7 . P 81 P9 ) being 
the CM co-ordinates. The latter can be assumed without loss of generality 
to be zero (i.e. conservation of linear momentum assumed since no 
external forces act). In the new representation the Hamiltonian becomes 
6 
H 	 . 	Q. Q. 	+ 	v{Q.} 	.............(4.66) 
, 
The simplest form of H and the one most amenable to computation is a 
simple sum of squares. This places a requirement on the transformed 
masses 11ij  that 
"il = 	aij 	S. 	; 	
S.. 	= Kronecker delta .......(4.67) 
or in matrix terminology, 	is diagonal. 
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Denoting the sets of co-ordinates by column matrices q , (q.), 
(p.), q (Q.). , ( P a ) and choosing 	at liberty in terms of Q (qi 
(these Q 5  normally represent 'sensible' vectors e.g. atom to diatom ceritroid 
and atom-atom in diatom) a set of momenta can be chosen such that Z  and 
are a conjugate pair in the Lagrangian spirit. Thus 171 
T 	= 
f Pi Q
i 	where P 	= 	.....
(468) 
If now 	is related to 	by a contact transformation 
i.e.if 	 = 
then 	 and 	
= 	 (4.69) 




where 	is a diagonal matrix containing the particle masses MA' B' mC only 
becomes: 
T= 	( i R,)T 	, 	& i & 
= 	I (/ l ) T 	Cl 
= 	 (4.71) 
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where 
= 	(A_l)T M A- 1 
flu r\, 	(\J 
(4.72) 
is a 9 x 9 matrix which is tedious to invert. However, since j and 




( 4 . 73 ) 
Since for any non-singular matrix 
( T ) 1 	= ( l ) T 	 (4.74) 
Thus, using equation (4.71) 
6 




= E 	+ V {Q} 
i =1 
(4.75b) 
and the Hamiltonian equations become 
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	= 	- H 	= 
	 (4.76b) 
APPENDIX B : CHOICE OF M STATES 
MR 
The Z and Q matrices are given in equations (4.31) and (4.33). 
Referring to Figure 4.10 it can be seen that the angular momentum cont-
ributions are given by: 
- 	L (orbital) 	= 	Q1 P2 - P 1 Q2 
in k direction 
L (rotational) 	= Q3P4 - P3Q4 J 
(4.77) 
Q4  is set to zero and Q 3
is negative by definition, thus for 
= + 1 (Parallel angular momenta) 
If Q 1 P 2 - P 1 Q2 > 0 (or < 0) then 




M 	= -1 
IfQIP2- P1 Q2 > 0 (or < 0) 	then 
P4 >0 	(or <0) 	 (4.79) 
The sign of P 4 is then altered by the program if necessary for a specified 
M. 
3-D 
The simple assignment in 2-D is not possible in 3-D without con-
straining BC to rotate in a plane parallel to the relative velocity 
vector. Two arbitrary choices of M state were made: 
\-, l : Initial-RAM vector is perpendicular to the initial relative 
velocity vector. 
"-' 2 	
Initial RAM vector perpendicular to that for M ' 1. 
Referring to Figure 4.11: 
Vrei is the vector 	(P 12 P 2 , P 3 ) 
L is the vector 	(2i 	L3) for the rotational angular momentum. 
Since L is constrained to plane ir formed from RBC (= (Q 4 , Q5 , Q 6 )) then 
i Q4 	+ 	2 	5 	+ 	
£.3 Q6 	= 	0 	..................(4.80) 
4-li 6 
and since L is perpendicular to Z-i for M 	 1 then: 
I 	l 	+ 2 2 
	+ Z 3 P3 	= 	0 	
..................(4.81) 
Solving (4.80) and (4.81) yields for  
r 2 - 	Q5] - 	 - 
L 	= ) 2z 
[i5 ci , 	2' 	2 • Q 5 	+ 4 
) 	1 - [Q4 	- P i] 
LQ6 P 3 6 i;TiV:j 
..(4.82) 
The angle 	is defined with respect to the unit vector e 
= 	(RBC X 	) 	; 	k 	= 	(0 0, 1) 
RBC 
= r Q5 - 	
V 	
(4.83) 
L 2 +Q5 (Q42 
+ _ V5 2 ) 
 
Now, 	= 	 = 	cos 1 (N/ D) 
L  
with 
- Q 	Q5 	 Q4 2________
N = 	
[
'2 _(Q4_+Q52)J - 	(Q 42 + Q52 ) 






+ 	4 2 	- 51 	
2 
L L = 	1+ + 





In the special case Q4 = 0 (c = in2) 
-1 
n = cos 





r• 	 —I 	 2 
D2 	= 	1 	+ 	i 	5 - 	
2 
1 2 1 	+ 	..................(4.85) ! - 
.. 
 
LQ 6 	 J P1. 	Q6 
For Mi
-, 2, r is set at 	' 1) + in!2. 
- 	
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APPENDIX C : 	DETAILS OF TRAJECTORY PROGRAMS 
Listings of the 2-D and 3-D programs are given below with a flow 
diagram of the 2-D program. The 3-D version differs in that the analysis 
program is separate. Both programs share the same logical sequence although 
some of the subroutines have different names. For the 2-D program the 
order of events is: 
MAIN PROGRAM - Input data for batch running is read here and the sub-
routines START (which sets up the integration) and SOLVE (which integrates 
the equations) are called. Stratified sampling of impact parameter is 
done here and when preset number of trajectories are run, the program is 
terminated. 
START - This subroutine sets up the initial variables and parameters 
including control parameters for the integration (error weights and 
tolerance as well as step size). It then calls on CHOOSE to generate some 
random numbers to enable the starting values for P and Q to be calculated. 
The reduced units are as follows: 
TIME 	- 	in units of 10-14  s (=TRED) 
QS 	- 	atomic units (= 0.529 x 10-10  m) 
pis 	- 	in units of amu. au . s- 1. This is further reduced by 
division by TRED in subroutine SOLVE to yield small 





'AXES' 	 •1 
2 












E_________ 	Entry in subroutine 
Figure 4-.f5 - Flow Diagram of 2-D Trajectory Program 
2*rERCC4.7.EHfS*** E(iiP64 FE}- rJIE -HE I1J_THE_3A'.JCMB.. ST/U' 
**sERCC 4-75 EkI\s* E G 11 f-- 6 4 FERN1E -HL I(J...THE_UA'_JCMB_ STAF 
4c*EjCC 	4'-75 EAS*** LGIIP64 FEfriIE _HE1D.TlE_Bc 9 .JCr 1 B_ STAI 
i J  -_ _HIO_T; . 
 ' 
  STAF
c::*rRCC475  .J 
 
LjAS* :=:: LG 	P 	fEi F 	'iIEHID_TIE_BA JCMB_ STA 
**LFCC 4-75 lf EGtP6L FLiIE _t4FIO_TrIcA'_JCMB_ STAF 
8 - - S T A I- 
ci-75 EMAS** E(3NP64  FEJIE...HEL11LTHE_BA'...JCMB.... STAF 
10  
- !?1 4 6 b 2L L1'15 - -RECEIVED 	;_12,'1u/77 11.4+ 3 03 
12 	-- 
14  
1 	L!R - VARI LI STEDON 2itO77T11 143, 	3T—EEE 
20j0 j(2 LGiPE4ZEROVIB ,Tlt'1E900 	 i:i • 	 L:: 
±lE,_F ILL (iILDLJMPV,ALLL) 	 . 
--:-- 
.JOF<VI ILL( 	 Pli  
OAR y90pT",LIuRARIES=:SyS11Er.r'jAGFLIB)__:.:  
26 	 DATE9/9/77 
CPIJRPOSE--TO RUN BA 1 CIt 1RAJE:CTORIES FOR DIFFERENT REACTANT 	- 
ENERGILS,V0 STARTING CONDITIONS ARE -- TAKU FROM- - 
C GAUSSLI UIST. 3Ub/\DF,HICH NIMICS ZERO-POINT LEVEL. 	- 	 -- 
30c-HVOe12,3 STI TI 	CONUITIONS AREGENE(ATLD BY SETTING R(BC). - 
L _E004L T3 F'LAS I;r; vL-FJ. PRO8AEILITY QIST1J. WITH A 	- 
32 C PRUABILITY GIVEN BY ThE APPROX. AREA UNDER THAT HUPD THE ---------
L PRUbAUILITY HERE IS NORMALISED TO UNITY 4 THE UNIFORM 
34:Ro 	 EPfTOR,O5AF,1S USED TO ObTAIN THIS. 	 - 
C THE Pr4ASE OF THE (HARiUi-eIC) VELOC. OF B WRT C IS GENERATED 
35C-BY ,O5I[JF , BEIi-JG + IF R.N.)U.OuU z - OTHERWISE 	 - 
-- NOUULE PEECISIOI -J pR1r,cUoT,A,B.Y,Xx,GO5AAF9GO5ADF 	-- 	- 
C0i'1UN/P0TPAR/A9B - 	 - 
40E 	 UIlESION 	p(14.)i)(4)IPFl(4)IOFI(4)*PRtT(5)eCOOT(8) 	- 
	
IBATCti,B.LIVIHJ 	- 	-- 	---------- - - 	 - - 	 - - 
UITE(%) JPATCN , E,,E'.LVIMJ - - 
.RITL(9602) E,1UATCH,E.IV,t -iJ - - 
44L Gr tJATL FLs SE)NEHCE OF 'RAt1DO' 110S, FOR EAC BATCH 	- 
-- I;iEi 	 - 	------- -- ----- --- 
4--IF (I3fTLt-1,GT.5) 111LG6 	 -j-_- _ 	 -- -- 
IBA.TCH,Ej INEG) . GOTY 2 - -------
48 	--HiF INz ( IE3ATCH- Ii±JPJ 	____ 
DO 3111 IFIFI 	_ 	 ______-- _ ------------- 
GO 54" FIX X 	 -  
•  
4 YG05AUF(XX)  
54 
__UO 1 L00P1,78_ 	 __- 	r—— 	 ------- 
5 
IF (LOOP,GT.1)- 3 B= 2 P___ _ 
IF LOOP • CT. 3 	 - 	- 
IF (LOJPoGT.6)b3=4o__ 	 ---- 
IF (LOUP,GT91() )-Bb.O------------ -----=--  
IF (LOUP,GT,15) BE6.0 	 - 	- - 	- 	 - 	- 	- 
==-T=_1F (LflOP.GT.21) 8E7.0 - 	- 
IF (LOUP.GT .28) BB=8.0 - - -- 	- 	 - 	 - - 
5 (L3OP q CTo36)dFoQ__ 	- 
- 	iF. (LOOP.GT.L) GF1U.O 	 - 
IF 	(LOUP.T.55) 	BE1190 	 . 
I EkLOP,L,6GLEB12.O — 
CELL 	 __-Z. --- 	- 
-- - 	W1T(4) 	LOOP,B1 	. 	 . 	--.- 	---- - 	---• 	- -- --- 	- --- 
4 t  XJTE(6,i- 00 ) 	LOUP,bd IJ ff --- - - 
-- - 
CALL SULVE.  
8ØQ 	Ffl 	 PARA!9.' 
U2FOR/T.('1! , 1O(/j,' 
10 - *2DAJECTOIESL 	,F6.3, 'EV/ 	iJ _____ 
___--- B\iCH1O.',I3,,15X,'c'/______ 	 .. 
12 PA1/IETERS 
_____ a-,- •*' ,1DX.,JA1.Oi 	,'*/__ 
1 4 —: 	r '1 5 7 ' ' B = ' , F 2 • 7 X 	!'' /f-- 
STATE 	t 	2 17X ' 	' 
20 =SUBR _O_-- U_:j__T 	!l 
__c ..-. - .. -- 	 .- 	 - 	 - 	 --------.------ 
22 
CONTROLS 	IIITEGIMTIOrI 	Al- IL) 	DETERMINES 	FINISHI!JGP0INT  
25 - 	---- -------- _____i - * - - 
23 ;c;:T--- -- 	 - 	---- - 
-- -:. DOUBLE 	PRECISION 	Pf-1T,C,CDOT,T,HAT-1,OELHA,POTt10T,Rt1IN,TF - 	-- 
30 ___ [JOILLE PRECISION - 
L)IiE'JS1OJ 	PP1T(b),C(b),CDOT(8),STORL(7,1O1) ---------.-. 
32 	 1JEMSjOij 	p(),O(4) , pFI),QFI(4)T- 	- 	-- -_ 	-- 
- 	. 	--.-- 	-------- 	. 	--------- 	--- --- 	--- - 
COOJ/ELI14,S,S5  
CO:4iON/bLF40/IFLAG 	 ... 	. ._ 	-- 	--- 	--------- 	- - 
6- -I}-LG=U 	 - - -- 
C1LL 	HA'POT(c,HAt,  PUT .A?'I,z) 	 _. 	 - --------. .----. 
jIFLAG - 	-- - 	:—.-- - 
____ UCDS.JFT (CC 3) *C( 3) 	L. ) (4) 
------6--------------3----2---2--------4-----2- ------------- -.--- 
42 (T9GT.3.0D0) 	GOTO 	1.  
___1H.iARK=O -. 	 ---------•-- 	- 	 - - 
44 	E E . 11i.11RKC.. 	.... 	-- : 	. 	-- 	_ 	•- -J--......... .. - 	 - 
— _hA1tiOTHAt- 	... 	-------------. 	---------..-- .-------- ...........- 	- 	 - 
46 	EEEThI1flJUTAfr - -- 	 ---= 
TNOT =PUT ._ 	-------------- 	 _____ 
46 	----.1-ft3CIIOTSNGL ( RBC )  I 1:tTh : I: J 
A B!10 TS NGL(RB ) ---------__-___- 	--- 	--------------- 	.----- - 	 --------.------- 
C NOT = S FIG L (R \ 	)  
Q 
2 	I<=1 1O 1 	- ---- - 	 - --------- 	---.--. 	-- -- 	------------ - 
54 -STOE( L ,K )=O • o - 	-- 
rt=nznru::_S TORE ( 	• K ) =0 • 0 t:z 	:_ 	 C --- 	._rnnn 	- 	rrLtrtt— :v 	r:____Cttr - z- t.. -t - r -- 
56 f:6 ruI<L(., K )0 • 0  
STORE( 4 1K)=0. 
T ORE (i K ) =2000 - 	-- 	 i-: - 
S T OR E ( b • K ) 	2 0 • 0__  
60 —ST0RE-( 1 	K) =20  
_2 CONTINUE ---.------------- 	 -- - - 	. 	. 	- 
- - 	- — 	- - 	--- ____ 	-- - 
1F 	(T.LT.(L-1)*TF) 	GOTO 	3  
STORE(1,L)T 	 - 	- - 
- STURE(,L)H1\M - 	- 	.- 	- - 	 - 
--- 	
ST()RE(69L)P01 
:] _______SjOFE( 4 eL)Ai1  
STO(EflD,L)=HAB 	 . . 	 . 	 . 	 - : 	 - 	 - 
- .-.-- 	 STORE(E,L)1j\C -----.------------ - 	 -•-•--- 
, 4:STURE(7,L)=RBC 	 - 	 : 	• 
LL+1 
6 	CONTINUE 	V 	 • 	 - 	 VV V V : 	 : 
I 	C TIML H1STUFY OF TRAJECTORY (JOJ COF4PUTEU 
8 EI 
:T L)ELHLt1LiAES(FIANHA['U'JOT) 	V 	 • 	 : 
'V 	
UELM.=L)/BS(A_AritJOT) 	 V 	 V 	 V 
1 CUliSERVATIUIi OF ENERGY & ANGULAR MONENJUM  
JFV ( DEL1AM ,G T • i ODL+ ) IFflARK=1  
12 -1F (DELHI .GT 0 1,OD3) IH AFK2 
) 	 i 	([:EL1.GT 0 1.UU-) I1\RARK1 V_V. ___V ____ V 	 V 	•• VV 
14 :LF( DEL A1.(T.1.UD3) IAMIRK2   
IF (!L3MAR0EQ,2) PRM1(5)1.ODO  
(T.LT.(PRT()/t)) GUTO 5 
C EAhLY STOP CONDITIUN CUL)E SET  
18-IF (f1C.GT.18.OLJO) 
IF (Ri.GT,13.0U0) PPMT(5)=3.O[)O  
20-1F (p,L.GT,1ô.OUQ) F-KiT(3)+.ODU 
_VV__5 CONTINUE V 	 •VVV - 	 V V __V_•_ 	 _VVV 
22 	 RETURI I 	 - - - 
Lii fl<Y I f</NSF ( IPtOD ,SHAM)  
24 	 V SHAM = SNGL ( H Az.l  
V) 	 .RITE(4) T,IHLF' IIIMJ\F<K,IAM1FK,PRMT(5) 	VVVVV V_VV 	 VV 
26.EEEI...WRITL(b,bQ3) 	 •i.VV 
i(ITE(b,6O1)Hf.iOT,II1MsPOTUT,  POT  ,AMNOT,AT' 	 V. 
28_ RI1t(69602) 	 - 
CUAT&)kE OF SCTT:FIIJG PROCESS DETERMINED  
30 - PRODRIH(RAB,KMC,RbL)  
) 	 IF (PfUL).EQ.FAB) 1PN0U1 
IF 32 
	
(r'UL.E.FC) IPKUL)=2 - 	 - 
VIF (PiUD,EO.f.BC) IPHOL)3  
34 ==_-VV-.V 	 VVV Vt1 
LI U R ii 
36 	 LFTKY OPTION  
- 	c_Q/F GiPH IF LO;IG-LIVED 	 VV 	 . 
38 	 (T.LT.(PRT()*UG9DU)) GOTO 6  
CALL AXES 
' 40 wRITE(6960+) 	............
.r.V...:V. 	 - 	
. 	 -V 
___V1tL(Q005) V 
42-- 	UO + I57 	 -- 	- 	 - 	 - 
44 	 00 4 ,j19101 	- 	 -- 	 - 	 - iIi 	-- 
__V'±VCALL tST URE ------ -- ---- ------- -- 
- 
 
46 	-I-C At, L _c K A P 	 -_= 	=-----  
___6VJOfVJ1IJE _____  
48 	- - - RE T U j--- 	-----E-__-- 	 - 
- 	 C FcRArS.,..  
5obCD--01T('O',25'<,'TTtE AT Ei'D!,F601/ 
__ . ..0FII'1AL HALVI[GSTITE!I2/ 
S2 TI6'O1 CO t JS-;AKEP-- ',L/'OAM-CO1JS AR-I2/----------- - 
.'OEr.iL) COOE.',Fq.l)._.  
54 	 31 FOAT('U',2O(,'Ii!ITIAL',X,IFI1JAL'L--- 	 . 	 - 
60 
- - 	 -- 
- 	 'OR(AC)'qj5XqFb•2,bXeFbo2/_V V_..V 	. 
- -- 	 ---- 	 - 
-. 	 - b03 FORMAT('OCALLS TO POTFUI'i9,1600CI\LLS TO GorrF',I6) 
A\iGF:,1Oi,1Ox, 'RAb''13X9 RAC '13X9 'RFC'/O')  
bC5OT1(9P,5E E25,iX,F9o5,7X,9o5.8X.i__ 	- - 
~ F6.21Ux,F.,..21U.K,F602/) 
L II 0 
S U B_ft 0_1L_T_LJJ_E__GH/\P}L___  
_ç__  
------ T_: -_------ - _=- 	- 	 -- 	--- 	- _--_- 	* - 
C 	* 	PUF<PUSE1-  
6 CEEET GRAPHS , 1R&,R3qAGAI1JSLTI'iE_ 	 _ 
* 	 - 	 - - 	____---- ---- * 
10 	 L{OIUBL EP_R 	I0±4TEiTh EL)  
. 	 ___ ---__--- ---- 
12 == L U Yjf'l ON I c L K 3 5 / T V EU 	 L_E  
LocIc AL* 1_/\(115i55),MIN(,/9EYE/!IL,PLus/'+'/,BLA/'_'/ 
16 :-- —fl 	(4 5 I 0 N-T I , E  
&u .TO  
18 ---- — E 11 I k Y X E  
I1 t115___________.  
20 _ 	11 j- 
22 	5  
___2_J ( I , 5l 1 =1IIi_. - -______--_---____ -_--- 	----------.-------- 	------- 
24-=--=-O33 I1155_L__  
A(1O,I)=[YE 	. ---------------._____ ----._----.------ ----------- ----•-------------•----- 
26 	1,15 	- 	- 	 z 
I )PLUS _ ---------------_ 	 -------- . 
28 I .1 U f-11 c, 	 I 
- 	A(1,51)=PLUS  
30 7,6 }LiIGIT(1)  
6)DIGIT(5) 
32 
t(S,21))IGIT(1U) 	 __ -----------____ 	_ ___ -------- 
34 
	
	 --JU.3 36)01G1 1c5  
M(3 , 53)1)II3IT(iU)---------------___  
36 	 -_TtiR N 	 T T 
iTRY PLOTIC,Y'JX)__  
33 	 Ix =JX+9 - 	- 	 -- 	- 
-_____ .iY1-IT(3.O*Y+U.5). __.---------__. ____ . 
40 iiFi(ICoLT,1oQ.0eIC.GTo5) 	 - 
______ 1F (IX.LE,O, 0K.IX.t , E01169OR0IY0LE.0. OR.I'Y.GL.56) RETURN 	- 
------- a.- 	- 	 -. 	-. -------:-------•: 
-_ 	ETUK: 	-- ------ - 	-- 	- 	----- ----------------------.----.-------------------------- 
44 	_LiRITL (6,5) ((A(I,U)'I1115),J1'52)---------- - 
- _I-UrNiATL'].',51(115A1/lX)115A1) 	 ........ 
46 ---iOb_.j1 , 5 .----  
1_IEc.JiTF*J209UE1 4 /TRD___ 
48 	 iL-- 
____ 	'ITL (b9) TIME ----------------- - - -- - . 	 - - - 
SO EOrAT(oX:, 'O I' 
52 	 EORMAT- (lx, 115A1/1X, 
WF1TL (b. 11 ) -- 	-----------.---- -- ---------- 	--------.---------.------------------ - - 
lii ATOtIIC WIlTS . XVALUESIN SECONDS 0 1O**1 14! 
U(At3)>C 	 ------ _________................. 
56 
	
:-- 	 - 
T I:-  N E - STvOD(Y, FCT, OUTP1 PRt -iT 
__C_____.*____----------- 	 -- --------------------------.----- ------------ 
62--E1JITEGTI0(J pOUTIilL-  
- - 	- 	THIS 1S All EARLY VLRS.ION OF THE IBM 	- - 
&4:ç_:.* 	1U.SUBROUTIIiE OHPCC &UETAILS OF -IT CAN-BE FOUNO 1INi - :. 






tix P P f 'i T-_( 1 
---- I: T( 	-------- - 	 -- 	 .----------- 
10 H R Jrc5) = 0 , 0 Q  
	
. 	.----. 	 -.----.-- 	.---. 
12 	 A U < C I ' I ) 0 • L 	 _____ 
14 	 -=-J- Tk  U X ( 1-, 1 ) Y  
6  
____
2EI HL F  
ioro q  
18 	3T1 H LE 	- - - 
-- +LALLFCT(X,Y,DERY) 	. 
2°-CLL 	 - 
------ jF(pPjIT(5))6,5, 6 
22 ::::::: : 5 1 Ft1 ,-iLI- )7,7 , 6 	 --- --- 	- 
6. (LTtJFfi  
24 	7i)O 8 1=1 ,1JDIM 	.. 
AUX(6,i)DEPY(I) 	-..-- 	 - 	.-------- 	.------ 	--:--. 
26 –ISJj 	 - 
100  
289 X:X+-$ 	- 	 ------ 	- 	 -- - 
L)(J 10 11,tJDIM 
30iO AUX(2,I)Y(I) 	 --- 	--- 	--- 	 - 
32 	 XZX-,-1 	- 	 - 	:-: 	 -: 
L) 0 12 1=1,rIDr -- 
El 2 IuX(4,1)ALJX(2,1) 	 - 	- 
1- =. 5D0*I-1 
33EE--:: 'J1 	: - 	•-:• 	-- 	 -:---::-- 
1SJ2 _ 
331 	tuTO 100 	- 	- 	- 	 - 
13AX+H - - 	- - 
40± 	CALL FCT(,y,LILF( Y)  
42 	.:L)O 	14 	11 ,f'1DI: 	 -- -- 	j: - . 	 •.----- i:-- -: - 
A(2,i)Y(I) •_ _ ----- 	 -- 
44 11JX(9,I)CERycI) 	 -- --- 	----- 	 - 
IS3 
4t EL=[ 0 T J 1 QO  
—__1LLTO .DQ  
43 	----O 0 16 1=1  
16_L)ELT=rLLT+Aux(15,I)t3AbS(Y(I)-AUX(9I 
- 	 IF(DLLTiT4L)±191,17_____ 
52 	 1JJF IHLF 1 O) 13. ,X, 1 6±i±± 	-=- --=I 
--18- 1HLF11  
5 	 \± 	 -------- =±i- 	____ 
r  
56 	9L X = X+ - _ _--__ -=---=---- 	=-= 	- 
58 
!\UX(3,i)Y(I.)  
6O - 23  
I S)=4 -----:-- 	 - 	 -- 	 - 	- 
GOT 	100 	 - 
_____ 	 - 	 --: 	 _-- ---------- 
x=x+1 	 - 	 - 
- L/\LLFCT(X,Y,DERY) 
11T1 1) 	 -._________ .-- -.-- 	--- ----------- 	 - 
2-=- 	UI) 22 11 9 1DIi 	-_-_- 	------ 	 - 
/'jX(11'1)=DERy( 1 ) 
6 23 XX+H— 	-- --=-: 	-------= 	 - 	--------- 
8iTEC, 1LL FLT(Y,Y ; UE<Y) 	—Tt 
..-- CALL ____ C1\LL OUTP(X,Y,ULRY,IHLFiDIM9P1T.) 	_------- 	. 	---- 	 . - - 
____24_1F('J4)25,200,2UU 	 . 
12 	-t)G-I26 i=La 1iD.I 	 I;-:; • 
	
__________ J'uX(1., I ) •=Y ( I)_____. -trrtt-- :rtrz 	zrn urv :: 	 rr 	 . 	_ 
14 X ( tj+ f,I)Ljpy(I) == E=-=-- _--- 
16 
- --- - 	 .----- ----- 	- 	- 	- 
18 	_ELTaLLT4-JELT 	::- -::-=--- 	 -- -- 
___ 	 H*(AUX(e,T)+QELT+AUX(jO,I)) 
20  
_23- UQ._50. in , i-JDIl'4  
2 
24 	 ELT=DLLT+DELT+UELT 	 L 	 - 
3O 	 . 
6 	 u O 10 2 	 - 	-- 	 : 
_.100 DO 101 11,IsDIM. 	 -- 	. .__--- - 
28 	-: T: Z=H*AUX 	 7,1)   
- 	. --------- - 	 -- 
30 =1u1 Y(I)U(,I)+.4J0*L 	 --- - - 	 ___ 
32 	
- 	------- -- 	--- ---------------------------- 	--- 
CALL ELI (Z Y , oEY) 	----f'.-- -==--=-- --- 
DO 102 	110NDII4 	.- 	 ----- ----- -------------------.---, 	-------------- 	. - 
34 -- ZH*LhY(I) 	- -- - 	- ---- 	-- -- - ------- - 
- 	AUX(6,1)Z2 - 	 . 
361O2 Y(I)JX(i,I)+,296977b3924775360DO*AUX(51I)+o1587596971035B3D0*Z. 
• 	- 	 73723+2187Y43DU*H 	-- 	- -----..---------.---- 	- 
3. CALL FLT(?,Y,CE() 	 - - -- 
_.uo.103I=1IrJoII 	--.- -- -.--------. 
	
---------------- --- 
°-± Z=HDERY(I)  
MuX(7,.)Z 
Y ( 1)AL1X(!,I) + .21810U38b22920700*hjX(5),0S39 0 S1+9293 O 8 D° 
1AUX(6,1)+3.332Db47bU67hu103UO*Z .. 
44 -L=+H: 	. 	 -. 	 . 	------ 	- 	- - 
- 	 ALL 	FCT(Z,Y,DEY) 	-------------------- 	- ... - 	- 
4 ii)O_1O4 I1,NDIt 
 
!)=.ALX(N,l ) + .17476028226269037DO*AUX( 5 v I)-955148U66 ,1 87 7329400* 
ex- 
21-iiDERY(I) 	 - 	------------ 
50 	Lt3010 -9 13 , 15 21) , 
2G1STLP3 	- - --.-. 	------------- 
2O1. 11(N-8)204 ,202,?-U4--- ::i:---:- - 
....._...0 2 -rP 0 .2 0 3 - H = 2 , 7 
5LUU233 111NDIN 	- 
AU X.( Li - 1 • I ) AU X  ( ri I)  
56j3 AUX (N+6, I )AUX (4+7, I 
-. 	- -- -------------- ----------------------- ----- ----------------- 
58  
DO-205   I = 1 • ND I N - - -_ - -; - = 	 -r-r -tzn -r 	rnrv_-_n 	 --_.rt 
---MUx(N-1 I ) = ( I) - 	- ---- 	--- 	
. : --- --- 	: - 
05 ,\UX(N+b,I)DLHY(I) . - -.-- - 	 5.---  
52 	 - 	- - 	 - 	 - - 
--406 ISTLP=ISTEP+1  
64 	 D) 2075 T=1,NuIr 	 - 
-. 	-- 
---- 	
i/wx ( 1•+5 , I ) +AtJ)( 0'1+4 , I ) +IU.JX (!1+4 , I ) ) 
2 O 7 	6,I)DELT  
-- 	CALL FCT(X,Y,flEi) 	. 	- 	 -- ----.--.- ..--- ------.-- 	------ 
tJUELT,125DO*(9L)O*IUX(N1,I)AUX(li_6,I)+3 o OU*H*(DEF(Y(I)+AUX(!i+b,I) 
1+AJX( r+b,f)lJX(I+b,1))) 	 - --- 	 - 
I\UX(16 9 1)AUx(1b,I)1JELT  
--L- 
------- ULLTO.LJ()  
10 I=1,rJI Pit  
12 	ii1F CUELTF'Rr-IT('4) )21u 
?13. CALL FCT (Xq Y 9 DEY)  
1  
	
-------- iF(PP.NT(5))2i2,?J.1,i2 	 VVV 	 • V _ • _ V 	 _ 	 V 
16 	 - 
12 V .E1ONI 	 . 	 V 	 _ •V..V 	 V 
V 
_14 1F WARS (X_PRflT(2))_.1DU*DABS(H))212,2lSI21 VV 
20 ii15 IF( DEL f,Q2DO*Ph T(L+))21o,d16,2O1 
2 1 6 IF(IHLF)20192019217 V 	 •V 	 V • VVVV 
2217 1F(;)1,218i18 - - 	- 	-- 
ieVA 1F(LST-4)2Q19'19219 	 VV 	 • V V - V•V 
24 
V:• 219 1 - 013=ISTEP/2  
IF(ISTLPIMOD_I1OD)2U1,2209201 	 V 
2622U t1V1+H 	 V• 
1HLF=IHLF-1 V 	 V 	 V 
28 T 5TEP=U 
 
DO 221 I19 1-1DI1 	 V 	 V V 
30-- 	J\UX 	-1,I)AJX(1i-2,I) 	 -- 	- 	 - 
AU(-2 , I)=AUX( - 4 ,1 ).  
32 	IUX(II)AUA(6'IJ 	 - 	 - 	- 
V 	 VV V.V 	
- 	 V 
34—_Mt( j+3,1)ItlX(I+31)  
AU(1j+'4,I)=AUX(ia+1 , I)  
36E:T 	ULLT=AUX(N+6,I)+UX(N+5.I) 	:V.. - 	 V-V:. 	
V• 
LiLT)tLT+DELT+ULLT  
40EEuj[3TO 201 	 -::1 ::VV.= V:iVV L 	 . V. : -V V ::.::: V• VV 
22VVV .1HLETHLF+1 VVV 	 VVV 	 VV_ , 	 VV VV V_V V•• 	 V 
42_= 	1r(ILF--13)223,23tc1O - 
3 Hsb[J * h_ V _ VVV _V __ VV  
44 VVaISTLF' tJ 	 - 	- 	 - 	 - 	- 
224 1 
I=i 
,Pal M 	 VVV 	 VVV._VVVV 
11 U3.DO*i&LJX(N_3, 1 )+ !\ UX ( I 4, I ) )_ o 0234375 D 0*L(ViUJX ( N +6 I I)+ 
50 18.flQ*AUX(4+51I)-9,O0*/\UX(3+4,I))*H±= 	- 	- 	- 
V_ V IU ( i-&d 
 
)=AUX 011-2  
224- 	 - --- - 
XXH  
54 -=-- 	DEL I = x - H + H) 	 - 	- 
CALL  - F C T MELT ,  
-Dt) 225 	 -- 	- 	-- 
225 1(1 )AUX(jJ-4,  
60 	 DELT=(ELT  
CALL FCT(DELT,YIDER) 	__VVV_ V 	_ 	 _ 
62 DQ22 	I1,[D!H 	 - 	- - -- - - 
L;LLT=r\UX(:J+5, I V + AUXti_±JV)_ V V 	 - 	 - 	 - 
64 	EE1iL L-T 	JLT±P  








C.V/LUATESDH/DQ(l) AHD OH/DP(1) DURIUG INTEGRATION 	 ' 
0 	 - 
2 	 ::_::- .=__J_ -:E--::- 	 -- - :::=E~r=_:_ 	- 	 _ -= - -- -- 




R1(JL 'M U  1 ,MU2 ' L Ui ,RMU2 . 
6cQ-' C 
CQ.1!:OJ/PUTP/.R/A,B 	--------- • - 	---- ______--- - 
8 	—ct4fU i I t: L K 1L+ I S•i 	
:-:- :-: .J 
- 
jJ'HSi(flJ 
22 TEEEEZi=C (1 ) +S*Ct3) 
_ 	 -------------- 	- 
24 
1C(1)-SS*C(3) 
26 	 C t 2 - S C 	) 	I- 
ti 	_L)SKT(X1X1+X2*X) . 	 .. _----------- - 	------------ 
23 
 
(t _(3) *C ( 3 ) + 	c+ ) *C ( 4 ) 
- .--.- - 	---.---- ---------- 	----.------------------------- -- 





_c_Tt1S1SITTEi1 MS AN LHTY INSTEAD OF A SUGROUTIi1E...-_ 
4o.S4vE - SPAcE 	TLIE.1TS FUNc- TIN Is TO cALCULATEL 	
- 
IL_1OTAL.E1ERGY (HAt) 'THE POTEtITII\L(POT) 	
IHE 	
---: 
42TUTI\L !tJLAR 	 SURFACE DETEFMINIr& PARA- 	 -. - 
NtT LI ~ - i . Z_ IS--ALSO CMLCULATEUO  
44 
46 tCrorbC*( OrSCC1hYPTAB)  
--- ___ -- 
42  
U T 1\ £3 C = P UT AG C / U • 3 4 4 5 6 Ci [) 9 - 	- -- 	_. -. 
50 	 ROT AC B P UT AC B/U .34 Wa b U 1) 9 
ZJ-0 TA b C .P 0 T AC --c-.- 	 - -. 	 - 
Et L0 L E 4 0 ,U 0000 U U U ) --Gui 
54 	 TO :1 	 :- 
-= P Q I ABC-- 
	
 
T I NUL 	 - 
58 
_._._.._L)tJ=_ 2 i._ = 1 • 2 -.- --.  
60 
32-=s2.-(C (J+6) * TtED 	,2177p8*2 	 --- 
62=2-t.GOiJTIrIQE 	-- - 
61S1*U.103410I1 
=-_- 2S2,10341011  
lAiPOt+(5flMU1*S1+0NU2*S 2 ) - 	- 	 - 
-- 	
Agi  
IF(IFLAG9EQ01) (70T07  
	
. 	. 	----- 	 : 
7 COIJTINUE  
(jQ 
j)Jii32 , U.')*Di,C*bETAI\L* ( 1 ,00-MORSAC ) *MORSAC  
L)\JUR2UBC*iORSLL*BLTMUC*(1.DO_2.DI)*i0RSBC+H'rPT/\C) 	---- - 	----- 
8 	 ' 	------- 	_- -- 
t;() -10 i 
10 	 E-(3JT I'4U E -: : 	:-::- 	• ----- J:E:= ;yE: :  :i ==E== - ___________ 
------ LJV)1l.DO*DiB* BET AI\b(1.DCiMORSAR)*M0RSAB 
12 	 :i .00-HYP1 
14 	 L)V3-3ETAAC*LJAC*I1UKSAC - E 
______8 	 ---------------- 	 . 
18 	.:U R 1 :i c ( 13 ) Z I *S R R 1T  
- - 	 ::-- 
----- L)R!J(()k3*X2 - 	 ---..------------------ --.-.-- 	..--- 
--_ ss '=-ss*P R 3 - 	I- T -- - 	 - 	- 
- 	-- L)NJU()SSkR3*X 
24 u3U'4' ( £4  ) SSFiR3X2 	 •: - : i_ : _ 	 I 
---- 	LiO 1 J=112 	 . 	 --.-.. - 	---- 	------ - - 	--- 	 - 
26 	EE LR2L)(J)O • O[iO 
Ut) 2 J=3 1 4 --. 	 -__--.-- 	- 
28-7  2 0U(J)C(J)*RtC2  
uu . j=i,q 
30 3 JOT(J)-VUR1*LJFUQO(J)OVLH2*JR2DQ(J)_CVOM5*UR3DQ(J) - 
DU  J=1,2 
=4 (LJ0T(J) P'U1QcC(J+L1) 	 - 
1)0 5 J3 9 	 - 	 - 
3- 5 JUT(J)RU2*C(tJ+) 	 - 	-- 	 _-- 
30 a j14 
36E 	LLOT(J)QDOT(U)  
6 CDOT(J+l4)=POOT(J)/TIED**2 	 -- 
33 	- .- truj  
L-JU 




44H* 	PiRPUS-- 	 -- - 	 - 	 .- - 
• c 	 PRt.P,RES VALUES FOR INTEGRATION BY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE •, 
- 	
.-- ---=----- =1= ------ 	 -. 
-- 
48 
EXTERN1IL POTFuN,CONTHL - 	 - - 	 -- 
50LE=--LUJhLLPtLCISI011 ThLL,,PKt-iTiCflOTiC,HAi 
- - 	 LU 
1N5I014 p(4) , o(q) , c(e)qPFI(4)90FI()9PRT( 5) , CD0 T( 8 ) 
62 --==iLl 'O 
54 - UO 1 J1 
_____ç•(J)=Q(J) 	 ---_--------_----- ________ 
-:L (J±L )P 





= LA L L- ST 33( 	FUrIIL NTRL 	MTi C DQ 1 
___ 	Ut) 2 	1______ _________---•---------•---------- 
60 F I (J)  
- - -- 	FJfI(J)JGL(C(J+'4)*TREU) -- - 	-• 	-• - .•• 	 - 	-- 	-- - 
62E2 z Otil I1-UL 	 _ - 
- 	.IRITE(4) PFI,  (IF i 	 - 	-- 	- 	 - 
64 _LLL_TKMsF(jpDj A PI)  
tiA1=flPLE. ( SHA:4' 	 - 	••- 	- 
(_,(Ju_ (1(j,20,30950)1P0U 
2 	 OTO 11 	--- 	 ---- -- : 	 _ -; 	: 	 --- 	- 
2O CALL 	
. 	 . 
4 	 t,OTt) 11  
CALL 	 .. 	 . 
— 	UALL 	 ---- 	 - 
8 — LT _UK1 -- 	 - - -=- -- - - 	- 	-- - --- - 
- ____.Lf'jU_ -.-- - - 	- . 	- .---- --.-- 	-----. 	-. 	----- --. 	-- 
C 
_c__________. 	- 	----- --.--.--------- 	-.-- 
12 
14 7C 	ftuP P 0 S E=  
c_ CALCULATES STAP'TIHGVALUES OF Q.(1).0.0(4),P(1).,.P(4)  
16 
_c_ 	 ---.----------- _____ --- ------.-.----- - 	 -- --.-. - 
- 	 - :- 	 - 
_)OJ3LE._PflECISIPiJ . 	 9f1U2,RMU1 9 RMU29PRMT 
20 ===-J[OJbLE PREC I s 1 ON COOT 9CO.h/1 9 BETAA5 v BETAAC v H LTAbC :-
- 	OLJtLE PECISIOH 
PRECIsrO' TkEO,Y9G5AfF,XX'S , SS 
__L)QLiLE PRECISION RfU/\B, 	AC,PJj1C,MT0T,MA , AC , t 1 BC - 	-. - 
/3LK31/tA' 
-- ----------. C01110/bLkQ2/M0 L,MI HIIMUL , MU1 ,M112 , RMU1 , Rf-U2 
_LOO/P(JTPAR/fB . 	 -._--------. ------- 
28 	EC) iF'D 1/t3LO9/E3D 	 - 	 - 
CU:. 0/BL:1 1+/s , SS - 	 ----------- -------. -_---------- ------. ----- 
30 =-Lu 1v0 /t5LrS35/TRLO 	 - - 
L=: 0 IE1JS1014 P(L),U(f),PPf1T(5),CDQT(8) 	 -- 
FLAG=1 	 . 	. 	- 	. .. 	 _... . -. 
L}'A CU 1/0,36L29/,CQiJV1/O, +b6O3D9/ - - 
IF (LUP.GT.1) &OTO 13 	 - - 
36 C ---TTAL INTEGRATION TIiS ARE OBTAINED BY MULTIPLY 11G FLY-BY- - -: 
	
.c_._TLL BY CA. 2 	-. 	- 	 - -••-- 	 - - 	- 	 - 
- 
F- RMT(1) U .ODO 	-..............- -. -----•- 	--------------------------------------------- 
(L.(.3L.0.100) PFn.1T(2)35(J,0D0 	 .. 
EE 1F (L.6E.O.250) PRT(2)2OO.ODO - 
PRt-T(2)100.000 	 - 
44 ±LJIF:tEC'Lo2.5QO) 	Tt2)=5O,OD3 
:- 	- 
f .(PflT(2).E.6OO.(JU°) ISTAS?6000 	-- -----r -------------------------- 
46 	 F 	 ISTASK=7000 
Et('iT(3)PRT(2)1ISTASK 	. - 	-.----.---------------------------- 
48 	=1 .OL)4 
b+MC 	 ------------------------------. 	- 	----.----------.--------- 
52 1U1MA*F1t4OL/ii -. - - 
__________['i U 2 = 3 *P. C *R Ni ' 0 L 
54 	 t-iJ11.U/!.U1 
56 RjA51 • /A+1 a /MB. 
t. U A C = 1 • / A + 1 • / MC_  
58 • /NB+j ,/MC :- ---- 
60 
- ------------ ----- 	--------------------------------------- 	 - - 	- 
- 	.-- 
Mt3C=  ill B+P-C 	 - ---------- 	------ - --------------------- 
S-i1CNiOL  
64 S S 	h B1'OL 	 - 	- 	 ----- 	- 	-=---- 	-- -- 
LLcL=CONV . . - 
_1)A.*CONV1 --- 	 .. 	 --.-.--- -------- 	. 	 -..----------------------- -------- 
2 	: 	ULUEjL'LO;iV1 	 = 	 - 
VKSRI(SGL(2.O*RELKE/MU1)) 	 .... 	 . 
4 	 T}- 1. i4159 	- -- 
	 . 	- 	 - - - : : -L----- 	 -- 
U CM, AXO5.1L+2 
6 	LC -1AX15. 237 	• - 
	 - : - 	:i 	 V 
bCAX25 • 293 
B ----:- :hCMJ:X35 • 350  
1P0BCMAX0-R02  
10 	 PLBLi/MX1-P02 	 - 	- 	 ---== 	----- - - 	 I 
	
______ (p2=3CrLX2-Ro2. - VV 	 • V 	 VVVV 
12 	 -A P 3 =5 L 1 A X 3 - P 3 2  
R=17.3 	 V 	 V 	• 	 V_ 	 ____ ___-_-_--- VVV 	 VV 
14 	---- F K2*D3C*BETC*BETAbC 
ANFfLQS(RT(FK/SIlGL(t1U2))V 	------ --•---rVV---------- 	 V 
16 	 H . 2b19bE- 3 	 =- 
V 	 !-1H/1,bL-19 	V----- __ 	 •___V 	 VV 	 - 
1_T 	ARH*C0iV/(2PI) 
cETAU2*AiVFREQ/H(3AR 	 .. 	--------- - 	 - - -. 
20 LLf ,X(ia) 	A P( j) AE Tt-iL 'lAX. SEPAPATIQIJ 	T}-E-1AX, s -IARIIO t .IIC 
J_JVFLITUL)E RLSP. CLASSICALLY ALLOIED FOR vI5rjL0 LEVEL 
22 	-RUT FOR 1-C ROTOR IS L*L/(2*1) WHERE LJAY*HeR 	.I .. 
_c _.Bu L=I*OMEGA & IF .Ji'r Is 'ri0M O:EGA CA;j bE CbTAI!JED 
24LY IS SET AT JAY(iP) FOR 12 Ar 33K,--IE 
*JfY55 	 - 	 V 
26 	3t1 J111 UNITS OF Ar-ILi jUj\U  
16 COVJTIIIUE 	 .. 	 -- 	------ -- 
23-iJO 	14 	1193---------- -. 	-
-- • V 	 - 	 - 
]+ L0OT(I)1,000/8.U1)0 - 	 V 	 -- 
30 - 	PR 1T(5)d,0D0 	 V 	 - -- 	 - 	 - 	 - 
I = U 5 A A F(XX) 
=== V YFLSThL(Y) 
 
V 
TNE'rA=2.0*PI*YFL 	 - 	 - 	 • VV 	 -------- .. 	- 	 . 
34 	 U(i)=P.*SIrJ(THETA)  
(2)=RC3S(TjETA).V 	•V 	 - .......... •V _ 
36--- 	Lh'jLLVI/+1 	 - - 
0010 (1O , 20 , 30 , '4 O) ,  LABEL  V  
19 V ..IGO5AUF(XX) 	.. 	 - 	 _VV__.------------ -. 
4pLPfI1t.T To vo - 	 -: -- 
i\Pr,JTY/S0RT(2*BET/\) 	................ . . 	 - 	 _V 	 . - . - 
IF (A IRS t/\P1JOT). (.'T.  AMP U) GOTO 10 :7 - --_ - 	 - 
3)=_RU2 ~ AprjOT 	V 	 . 	•.. 	 ........ ... - - 	.. _V ___VV 	 . 	 - 
44 	 U3)OT=JfREC*S)RT( £t1PQ*A+PUA P11OTAiPI3Ot). -  
V 	,O1U 5U 
6 	 - -----T -.=-::: 	 E-E - 	 _- -- 	 - 	- - - - 
48 C— p L P T I J E' 'T TO V 1 	 ____ 	 _________  
50 	
BCb13U 	- 	 ... - - ----------------_VVV 	 - 
IF=-(y.LE.Oo0D0) 	f3C4.9&± 	 -. 
52  
-- V 
O3O0T=MNFREO *SORT (AMP 1 *AMP 1ANPNOTzAMPNOT)  
54 	-_ OOTO 5t) 	 LT -= 	 -- - - 	 -- - -: 
5630 	
T. 	 - -- 
.cPENT1NEi.IT JOV=2  
- IF (y,LE00,3900) g892 .-----.---.- 	 .-- ...- ----.----- -------- - 
60.-E IF (y.E,3,b103)-RdC , l ------ 	 —i---__- 
V O(3)=-RBC  
62-=\(i40ThU-P3C 	 -- 	 --------- 	 - 	------- 
_3UUT = ANFROSj(/P 2_AMPN0T*ANJOT) 	 - 	 - 
64  
COiM0L/ELK01/Mf , :1E3 C , FMuAB RI1UAC , F(r1[J3C , MTCT' MAB MAc Mi3C 
2:ECO:!CJ/UL<35/TRL.D  
J N I T c ( € , 2 0 0)  
4E_2OUU(PAT(eO',5OX,'4PLACTIUIJ* AB+CFORtiLL,!) 	- 
6 (,Et)[VAL,JtI LTRI 
L  
8  
VVVV_V___ 	 ______VVVV_ VV• VVV 	 •_____ ------- -------------V-V--V _______ 	 ------- .------ 
10 	 0 E kl  
12 	 OvJ:-1J = 1 27T 
------V 	 Er1-  i (J)/rIBC+PFI ( U-i-2 ) /MC  
14 	 . 
LH It iLiCH II\IU fl_P Ui ( J ) *TEHIA,  
_ VcHPLiI2 .=CPEfJ2+P1 • 1(J )*P Ii:J(J)________________  
18 	 Vj 	J r UE 	• . 	 •- :: 	 V• VV -V 
V 
LTfAiiSLTRAts/0.345bUE29 ------V.--------- - .V--- V•V VV  
20 
	
-V ------ LHICHI*1O,/3,1159 	V ----V •• 	 _ 	 V 
22 	 :  
VV.ETHAI'JS IN EV;CHI IN Dt.GREES 	. 	 VV .V V 	 •-• 	 . 	 •- 	 V 
24 - 	ui1F= TiTC/T1*((fA4QFIf1)/!TUT+rB*QFI(3)/ BC)* 
------- 	
•._.. 	 . 
26IIIf'FI(j)/tC+pj(3)/Ii0 )/TRELJ  
C 
- 
30 	 •F IC 3)/E+ T  0 T liliA*1F 1(1 )/13C) )/TRLQV 	VV 	
V 	
- ±.:-. •.. T 	T 
32 	 UiIOAI/TREL 	 VVV 	 - 	 VV V . T . V  - 	 •:I 
PA .lIIl(3)*PItl( 4 ) - U 1 ll( t4 )*PIii( 3 ) V 
34 T- 	 1=P,/I/TRED  
1 A1I=3Ai'fI+RA.V1I 	 .. 	 - 





-- - ±:L-:. ....... . 	 ... ... V.:.:j-:- 
OTRAF*RAlFcR1UAB/(2o*RCAB*REABL ...  
.40 	 ErJT=ThLO*Tff5LOT/U.34L5oUE29------------------- - 	 - 	 - - 
____ 	 LV1E3Di3+r1Ai_ETRAiJS_Lt(JT 
42- UELTA 	(O A F_CI)/U.22I 	 -. 	 - 	 - 	 - 
1DEL1 -INT (DELTAN) 	-. - V .--. 	 ._-_. ------------- ..------------------ - - -------- 	 - 
44T-hiI943E-5 	--- 	
-- 	 - 	 - 	
- 
SJEROT/SIO 
it (SPT(sVJ))1-_ 	 -_-_- 	 - 
LTOT=ETkAJS+EROT+EIVIU  
48 	±:I± E= C ETOT - ET±ANS ) 
_______JIVTL ( bi12LIflELT4A-Ltf.L 	 ____ 
52 	ETU i ii  
1131 FOt-(rAT( 'OQB. 'j (i..MUJ".. ,dX,Fo 0 Lf,qX,F8.4/ 
~ 'OTOTfL/\i'JG.oH. ',X9F.4 , 4X9F0. 1+) 	 - - ---------- - 	 -. -- 
55 	1O-tFORAT C 'OE-TRANS= FJ/-'OERQT' 9F7t* 
JS(AT:r&..ANGLE ,b1J___  
68 	021- (.- -'i' T 	0 '7' T±th is IL1t FQR b,;  
N . OTAT1ONAL QiV JT! IVjL3ER 	, I/ 	 -- ----•--------- 
60 
- I NTERNAL- NODES - - 1 9FE.3) 
€: N U 
62 
 
SUBROUTINE fCj\NUB(P1N,U'j,PFI,(FI,HAM) 	 - 
V 	
V 	 V.V  
- CU'1PUTLS FTNI STATE PROI'EFTTES OF * 
	
SYSTEM 	 * 
=c_ 	 ----..-------.- 	--- 	 --___ 
2CT-  
-        
	MBCLOUBLE PREC IsIC' TA NU IC 1 1Mti\B,RMUAC RMUBC TOT,M\QiMAC,  
4 	 LO(JCLE PRECIJOf' TPD,HAPi 	 . 	----- 	 ---- -a-- 
6LO4MOfl/1&L<O1/ 
CO0:i/LLK35/TFLD____ . . 	 . 	. 	 . 
--- -_L 
AC+B FOftED)_..___ . 	 . 
10 	---=::-::---- - L:EL 	 ----- 	___ --- 
__c____ - 	 - 	.--- .------- . 	- ---.----- - - 	 --- 	-- 
12 	 -SCjLTEBI1JG_ At,LZ:± -_ 
----.-- 	-- 
14 =ETSA I S 0 • 
____ 	 ____ 	 --- •--------------- - 	--- •---- 
i6 
18  
IFL(J)/f8C+PFI (U+2)/8  
20 L 	 SLTkANS+O .5* 1bi TOT/ 
_____cH1NU:=cHIUU+TLR11*P1IJ (J) 	 _- 
22  
CMUL!12CHOEi42+PIfU.J)*P1N(J) 	 -- - -. 
24 1 
C HI 1LFJOS (CHIf]tJM/S(fflT (CHL)Ei1*CI1LJEN2)-)_ 
26L 	 ./ 3 . 14155 	 - 	 - 
TAiSETRAHS/O • 34+bOE29  
28 	 - 	- 	-- 
( FII'AL ORBITAL & fUTATI0i-1L AUGULAF MO-iLIiIUH COMP T.S 
30:L-ET 	 - -- 	 - 
U1F=1 TOT MB/!AC*( ('MA*CFI (1 )/HTOT+NC *OF I ( )/ME3C)*___ 
32 	 - 
6pFI(1)/:eCsF)Fi(3)/r )) /TRED 	 - 	-. 
40 
__ 	 - 	 --------------- - — 
- 
- 
___A --1 j0 1W1/11-( E[) 	 -- 	- ----------- 	- ------- --------------- ---- 
- 
- 	- 	-- -------- 
42 	 -- 	 -- - - 
I A'1F zc-I\'F+RA 'I F 	 - -------- 
4- ciRO.TATIU-iAL 	1ER&Y PPROXI4ATO TO THAT OF RIGID ROTOR - 
_C_ATL()LJILIIU'i SFPARATIOIJ IIJ POTENTIAL WELL 	 -. - 
46 aU
~ 
- 	-- 	-- -- --_ -  -------5- 	 --5 	------- 
- 	 iJi-Li-1C=3.'D5O 
tI(0T=ANF*RAT'F*NMUAC/(2. u*REAC*REAC) 	 _____--_ --------- - 
LV iLAC+1-1J\:-_ETRANSLR0T ----------------------__- ---------------____ -----5------ - - 
52 
IL) L L T = 1. I C D L T A N  ) - 	-- - ._- -----__•_---------- 	 ________ 
Tii 10=4 23 L- 5: 	- -- -= 
SQJERUT/BIO -___-- 	- _-_---------------_______ 
56 	J A Y . = I N T(SRT(SJ)) 	- - 	 - - 
E T U T = E I R A (, S + E V I + [ RD T -- ---- 
-F E ETUT  -tETR ANS) /ETUT 
 
RLTE(9100) 	Tt-<iS,LR0T,EVIB,CHI 	 ._------ 	 - - - 
- 60 	-wRITE(bi101) 
.RITE(b,132) I0LLT/-\YE5. 
TJ -- 
_1O1 	 .-_-_---__-------. - _ - 
0Tr-4L.ANG,M0r.1e't6x,F8o494x,F8.4/ 	-- 	-- 	
- 
- 	..'UTOTAL AN(7,o-ic10 ' ,6X, FS. 4,t4X,F8.tl) - 
-- 
100 FORMAT(IOCTRPIiS=l,F7.4/ 9 0EPOT=g9F7.4/'OEVIP= 1 
---- 	
,.14/'USCI\TTG.AGLL' ,F6.1) 	 . 
2 -:iQ2 	OifAT( ' Ii'!' TRP{JSFLi OF OFb. h 	(HE3t¼R) 	9 14/  
- -- &'_  ROTA J1 1JNI\L (JUA;ITUIJI riUFIBER I 14/ 	 - 	 . --.------.-- 	- 
4E & 9 FRACI10t1 OF EIOT 11110 If)TERtJAL  
E(iJ 
6i -L 	 ': 	 -- 	•- 	-----------• 
------- suBpourrr' , c 1JOPEAC(P1, 1 'JIPFI , QF1IHAM,JARK) 
8 
C 
10 C-*CpiPtJTLS FINfL ST,, rE PROPERTIES 	--.T 	 :. 
L * FOR 	CI.SE OF ELASTIC/IlIELASTIC OR 	* 
12 t*U1SSOCjAT I VE sCATTLitiG .-- - 
C 
14  
L)OULE PRECISION 1'A,MB ,1C ,RMUAB,RMUAC,RMUBC 	 . 	- V 
16 	 LL)UU-LE-PF(ECISIOI 
D[LEiJSLON PIi(4),CiLii(4)ePFI(4)'OFI(4) 	 •,VV_ 
-- 
CO'1M01/ELK35/TFL0 	 V 
(JAF'.EQ.3) 	 - 
.------- 
 
IF 	 JiU1L(69401) 	 . 	. 	 . 	 •- -•- -- 
22_ffJ1 	'rATI'uf3U-'L/-CTiVL')  
FORMAT ('UDISSOCIATIOIJ') 	.. 	 ... 
24=ç 	 - 





30 --I)0 1 %J1.2  
TA;JSETRAIiS+PFI(J)PF1(J) ._ .... 
3-1 	 LH1iJJ 	C.-1IfUt+P1i1(J)*PFX(U) 	 - 	 - 	 - 
c4IoEcI=cHIDEN+PIU(J)*PIli(J) _.. .. 	- 
34 iC3i-JTIrJUE  
CHL =AP LOS (CHINUfrI/S)fT(Ct1 IOLfl*ETRA(iS) 
.. :. 	.- 	 V 
___ _.
ET-<ArJSETRAS1OT/ (NA*1bC)*O5 
C 	 - 
4 	fI4IL Ofc[3ITAL & ROT,\TIOIJAL ANGULAR Or Lr.iTU cCcPoPrJTS 
U/\ 11- =F I (1) *PF I (2) -(U-I (.d) *PFI (1)  
0 AF=0 1 F/TRED  
. 	... 
4b 	-iiUi,ICI1 	 -------------- 
--------------------------- .. - - 	. 	. 	-- 	-------------- - 	- 
...........RA -11 =RAI/TREO  
53 _-TAI=0Ai'iI+RA  
2 




-------------- 	. ----------. 
58 wRITE(6,lf)2) TAMI,TA1, LTRAJS,E6CTR , CHtiPOTCh 
102 FORMAT tUORF3.,\I.MO11.9,bX,Fk.4,tIX,F6.+/ 	 -- 
o'usc;\TT.ArJGLE',F61/0I-oTL.cHECFc.'F9.o) 	 - 	-- . 	i ___ 
62------(,0r0  
&4AEi OX I flh T R5T,T 1 Oriç4 LLti LRG 	 i-1 	 - 	- 	= 
C..  
3 F<Ef3C=5.U+7 
J5C/(2O*Fç3c*PEgC} 	 - 	 - 
----- 	 . .. 
4 	 Ev1t3=[LBL+14 \1_E i rffjS -LPOT_:  
------- 	 -- -------- 	. 	 . 	-- 
6__ LDELT=INT(L)EL1 A) 	-: - -::_:- - -==---- --=-- --- 
- 	 -- - 	 --- ----. 	 - 	 -V 
8 ___ -JF1f1T RF/O ,271-)— TT1 
iDEL=JF--JI_ _ .. _---------- - - .----____ 	••--- - - 	--- 	V 	 • 
Eit 
__FL(ETOT-ETRfJS)/ETOT  
12 RIT((6 9 101) 
vCX,Fd.,X,E.f/ 	 _ 
' 4 TiOROTrJLo/YG.Or . •  
- 	UTOTALAHG.noHOI.bA,Fa.L4,L+X,F8.L______ 
JR1TE(b,103)IUc.LT,JF9d0LL,FE_  
18 1C3  FOR-MAT ( 'O'//' 1t.SFR OF 
	
OTAIIUfAL 	 . 
20 	-'TFR ACT IO1 OF L TOT ) 1tFo I1TERF 	MODES - ',F.3) - i 
22 ==T,F.i.L+/'0SCATTGatIGL['  




BLOCK. 	DATA 	___ -. --------------- 	 --.- 	_____----------------- 
UOtJKLE PRECISION j9b9ETAE,BETAAC,UETAhC,R03 
30 	 U o LLL pf-LCISr,r fr1JMj , R HUAC,PLC.LTOTIIA P ,AC,EC 	- - 	- 	-- 
C 	.0 , - 1 / B L 1/, 0 1 	 9 i'C , kiijA 6 ,RU1C ,Rf.UBC e 1 'T 0  I ,MMa ,MA  !MBC 
32 	-CO-i-iC /ELV35/ ETAfb,ELTLAC 1 BETA1-C ,L}115,OAC ,L9C. ,hO1,O2,RO3 
__.co'4uN/F-uTPhR/A'e 	 -. -.-------- ------------------------_-- - 	-- - 
UATI   
3 E-T---*/ 	lb.ODO 	,126.900 ,126.9D0._./___,  
UATA TKLU/1,OD1/  
3$ 	tEJi1A [,'LTA' 	,t'tTAAC 	,BLTABC 	 - - 
2 6 9 0 LI , • 2 6 9 1) 0 , 1 2 3 2 0 0__/__ 	 ______. -----------.- - -. - 
40 	 OATA 014B - 	- - ,0/\C 	, OBC  
!2.301UU 	,2.30IUIJ 	9 1 , 54b 0o /.----------------------------- . 	------------ .. 	- 
42 	 ATA._Avb/l.GC)Fj0 
1 5.0+7(jo '3.53üü3 / nTV:: 	 -----------
1 - 
U___ --- .-  
46 
4 1LjO:. U 2 
--.-.-.-.------.-------- --- 	-. 	- 	- 




- ,•'b 27: 	 IETiT: -J TL --_-- 
so EG1P64-: FERNIE VJFI0THEBAJCBn. 
*ERCC4_75 EAS** 	---- - EGl'JR64. - 	FEHl'IIt ._HEIC_THE_BA'_JCNB_ [('IL 
62 **LRCCL4. ..75 EGNPb4 - FEPI3IL _HLI.T IEA°_JCti3.. ENL 
EECCH475 ElAS*** 	- E6NP6't -- 	FERI'JIE _IILIfl_THE_k3A'...JCNS_ ENI 
*E1CCk7 5 [ I/\S*-i LG11P6_ - FLrNIL _HIt_.TdE_t\I.JC 1 F3_ E NIL 
***ERCC 	4-75 EMAS*** 	V EC-4 , W64 FERNIL HE1fl_THE_t3A'_JCiiB_ ENI 
OMPILATION OPTIONS: LIST, CHECK, LINE ,NOAPRAY,D1AC.IJ0LABELS,P,EBCDIC.T 
EDINBURGH FORTRAN(G) C0tPILER 	RELEASE 1.13 	17/05/77 
C FILCPOTBATCH 
C 	PUFP.0 SE 15 TO RUN 	N FATCi U1ODE 3-1) TRiJE.CTORIES ,OUTPUTTING 
C RESULTS .10 TAPE OR DISK(SEQ.FILE ONLY) AND ANALYSING 
C 	THEM I1.1ED. AFTER 
C CODING IS OPTIISED TO REDUCE CPUTIME SPENT IN EVALUATING DERI 
C 	 VAT IVES. INrEGRAT1ON IS BY NAMMIG' S STABLE 
-C MODIFLCAT.I!JM oi tILNE'b PREDICTOR_CORRECTOR 
C 	 NETUOD & THIS REQUIRES 2 CALLS TO DERIVATIVE SUBROUTINE 
C PER INTEGRATiON STEr.A SERIES OF DIAGNI;ST1CS IS 	
/P 
C 	 FROM INTC4K ACCORDING TO ARIflUS CODES.OATA 0/P TO 










IF. CI\TCH.1.E.5) TEC=1 . 
22 IF 	(IBATCH.CT.5) 	INEG 
23 .I.SU.33:2OO* ( I3.Tt—.I Nil G) 
24 .. IF 	(IBATCH,EQ.IE0) 	I3OTL 	2 
25 IFII(I8ATCd—IE(;) *324 
26 . DO 	3 	N=1.IFIN 
27. 3 Y=05AAF(XX) 
28 Do 	4 	11,ISUI133 
29 4 YG05AUF(XX) 
30 2 CONTINUE 
31 WRITE(4) 	IBATCr,B,fJ 
32 DO 	1 	LOQP1.81 
33 IsU1=0 
3 .4 . IF 	(LOOP..EQ.1,) 	t8=0.5 
35 IF 	(LOQP.GT.1) B1.5 
36 IF 	(LOOP.GT .4) 	LB2.5 
37 IF 	(L00P.i.T.9)3t33.5 
3-8 IF 	(L00P.GT.1) 	Be-=4.5 
'3 9 IF 	(LO:OP.GT.25.) B5.:5  
410 IF 	(LOCP.GTe3) 	965 
41 IF 	(LOOP.GT .49) 	3h=7.5 
42 IF 	(LOOP.Gf.64) 	BB=8.5 
43 C 	CHANGE 	T141S 	AS 	APPROPRIATE 
.44 CALL 	START 	.(P. 0 	CDC) T • LOOP,! OK 	f1j) 
45. WRITE(4) 	L.00P.3!.,IOK 
46 IF 	(IOK.EO.1) 	GOTO 	1 
47 CALL 	SOLVE 	(P.(.PRMT,CDUT) 
4,8 WRI1E(4) 	ISUt1i,ISU13 
49 1 CONTINUE 
5O ENDFILE 	4 
51 STOP 
52 END 
4 	 4 









* 	PURPOSE - 	 . 
* SELECT; SUITABLE VALUES OF SEVEN STARTING PARAIETERS 
* 	CO—ORB SYSTEM FULLY DOCUMENTED IN. OPF'S THESIS 	. 	. 
or 
* . 








YO5AAF ( XX) 
Y Ft= S MG L( Y) 
XYFL*2.0*PI 
Y=GC5AAF ( XX) 
YFLSGL(Y) 
AL3ETA=YFL*2.0*Pl 
J i 'Y= 5 5 
RETURN 
4 D 
S Li B R o U T I H E 	C'TRL(T,C.CT.IiLF.N)1M.PRiT) 
C 
* 
* 	PURPOSE - 
* CONTROLS ITEGRATIO! AND PETERINES FINIShING POINT 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *-* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . 
REAL*6 PR4T. T.0 • COOT ,iAk ,DELHM'. IAhOT. S. SS 




ABOVE EANS THAT ONLY HAiPCT ;PART CF POTFtJM IS COflPUTED 
CALL HA1POT(HtV) 
IF LAG1 
ABOVE MEANS THAT JHEN POTFUN IS NEXT CALLED BOTH PARTS WILL BE 
COI4PUTED UNLESS .IFLAG IS ,LT.ERED MID-COURSE 
IF (T.:G"r.O.uDC) GOTD I 
IHFTO'TO 
I f A R K 0 
HAJOTHAM 
1 CONTINUE 	 - 
DE LNANDABS (HAi—HANN.OT) 
I 	(D.CLHA1.(iT.1.0D-4) IARK1 
IF (DELHA.GT.1.0O-3) I;ARK2 
IF (I 	iK.EC.2) PRMT(5)1.000 
iHrTfl=iHfFOT+.IHLF 
FOLLOWING STOPSI;TEGRA.TI'J.'. IF ANY. INTER-PARTICLE DISTANCE 
Is >17 AU.SQUA2E5 ARE USED TO AVOID TIECNSU1iG DSOR1S. 
RABSO(C(i)+S*C(4))**2+(C(2)+S*C(5))**?+(C(3)+S*C( 6 ))** 
RACSQ=(C (1)SS*C (4)) 	(2)SS*C (S) ) **2+ (C (3 )SS*C (6) ) 
RBC0C(4)*C(6)+C(5)*C (5)+C(6)*C (6) 
IF (T.LT.75.000) GOTO 2 
IF (RADSQ.GT.320.0D0) 	RT(.5)2.Ofl() 
IF (RACSQ.GT.320.000) PPMT(5)3.0[)O 
IF (RI3CSO9GT.32(/.0D0) PRMT(5)=4.0D0 






S U B R 0 U I I N E 	IJTEGT(Y.FCT.OUTP.PRMT.DERY) 
DIl-1ENSION 	PRiT(5),Y(12),DERY(12).AUX(16.12) 






PR MT (5)O • D O 








4 CALL FC-T.CX.Y  
CAL-L QUTP.(X. V • t;ERY • IftLF .'NiiI' ,PRHT) 











22 6 RETURN 
23 7 .00 - .6 	1 =1 , HD I 
24 B AUX(8,1)=DERY(1) 
25 Isw=1 
26 GOTO 100 
27 	. . 9 X=x+U 
23 •0O 	10 	11, -JIi 1 
29 10 AUX(2.I)Y(1) 
30 11 It-ILFIHLF+1 
31 
32 DO 	12 	11,NDI' 
33 12 AU.(4,1)=AUx(2.1) 
.34 	. 11.5DO*H 
35 . 
36 ISW=2 
37 6010 	100 
.38 13 X=x+H 
39 CAL-L 	FCT(X,Y:.DERYi 
'40 N=2 
41 0014 	11,4D11 
42 AUX(2,1)Y(I) 
.43 	. 14 AUx(9.1)=DERY(1) 
.1;Sw3 
45 6010 	1.0-0. 
46 	.. 15 DELTO.DO - 
47 Do 	16 	11,NuIM 
48 16 DELTCLT+AUX(15,1)*DAS(Y(1)AX(4,I)) 
49 DLLT=.066666.666666667D0*DELT 
50 1F(LELT-PRi1(4))19.19,17 
51. 17 IF(IMLF10)11,18,18 
52 13 ItILFI1 
.53 X=x+H 
54 .60104 
55 19 X=X+I1 
56 CALL 	FCT(X,Y,DERY) 
57 DO 	20 	.11,iII 
58 Aux(30I)Y(1) 
.59 2.0 'AUx(10,I)=DEP.Y(1) 
60 . N3. 
ol . Isw=4 . 
62 6010 100 
63 21 N:; 1 
64 XX+.H 	..... 	 '. 
65 CALL 	FCT(X,Y.DERY) 
66 X=PRMT(i) 
67 00 	22 	I1,NUIN 
68 AtJX(11.1)DE0(I). 
69 +.7916666666666667DC*AUX 
70 1_20833333333333333D0*tX(1(',.I)+,41666666666666 6 6 7 L*RY(1) ) 
71 23 X=X+H 
72 N=?+1 
73 CALL 	FCr(X.Y,DEY) 
74 'C.ALL .0UTP(X,Y.DERV.1HL.-F.N.DIM,PFfl'T) 
75 1F.(PRt-TL:5))6.,24.6. 
76 24 IF:4-4)25.2c0.2O0 
77 25. 00 	26 	11.iDII 
73 AUX(f4.I)Y(I) 	. 	 . . 	 . 
79 26 AUx(N+7,I)LERY(I) 
80 IF(-3')27.29."2oo 
61 27 '.;ui' DO 28 
82 . DELTAUX(9,I)+AIJX(9,1) 
83 DELT=DELI+DELT 
34 28 Y(j)=AUX(1,1)+.333333333333333.3300*h*(AUX(8,I)+DELT4AUX(10.I)) 
85 GOTO 	23 	. 
8-6 29 'Do 	30 	1=1.NDIN 
DELT=AUX'(9,I)+AUX(i0,I) 
DELTAUX (9,1 )+pdiX (1 0.1) 
DELTDELT+LYELT+.)ELT 
30 Y1)=AUX(i,)+.375D0*h*(AUX(3,1)+DELT+AtIX(11 .1)) 
GOTO 23 




Z=X+ • 400*H 
CALL FCT(Z,Y.iERY) 
00 102 I=1,DI'1 
Z}i*DERY(I) 
AUx(6.1).=Z 
102 Y(1)AUX(N, 1)+,29ó9776 )924775360fl0*AUX(5. I)+.15875964497103583 
Zx+ .45573725421 878943 DU*H 
CALL FCT(Z,Y.tERY) 
DO 103 I=1,D10 
Z=*DERY(I) 
103 Y(I)=AUX(N. I)+.211O33e.,22592O47D0*AUX(5.I)3.O5O965148692'?30S 
IAUX ( 6. 1) +3 . S323ô47ô04ô7U103 D0*Z 
Z+tI 
CALL FC1(Z,Y.i.EPY) 
00 1.04 1 = 1 • LD 1 
104 
	
	( 1) =AUX (N ,I)+. 17476023?2626903700*AUX(5. I)—. 5514 806628773 294 
1AUX (6, I) +1.205535599395523500*AUX  (7, 1)+.17113473l21951903D(* 
2 * E R V (1) 
Guru (9.13.15..21),ISW 	 . 
200 ISTEP3 
201 IF(N-8) 204 , 202 , 204 
202 00 203 N=2.7 
00 203 I=1,NrjIM 
AUX (N—i, I )=AUX G. ,I) 
.2(13 AUX(N+ô. I )=AUXOi+7,I) 
N=7 
204 N=+1 





DO 207 l=1,NDIM 
ODE LT=AJx(N_4,fl+1.33.333333333333330O*H*(AUX(N+6.I)+AU'x(N 4- 6,.1) 










DO 2.09 1=1 , ND I m. 
209 DELTDELT+AUx(13,I)  *DABS (AUx(to,T)).. 
IF (OELT-PRMT (4) ) 210.222. 222 
210 CALL FCT(X,Y.DERY) . 
CALL OUTP(X,Y,DERY.IIIL-F. NDI,-PR0T) 
IF(PRFT(5))212.211.212 
211 IF(IiiLF--1i 213,2112 212 
212 RETURN 
213 IF(I*(X_PR0T(2)))214.212.212 
214 IF(AB5(x—PRT(2))—.1D0*DA8..S(l,) 212,215 215 
.215 
216 IF(IHLF)201 .201 .217 
217 Iv(-7)201,21.218 	 - 
154 	218 IF(ISTEP-.4)201.219.219 
15.5 219 I1i0DI,STt'P/2 
I5 &T 	 IF(1STEP-I0DI0D)201.220.2 01  
157 220 !1=l+H 
158 	 IHLF=IIILF1 
159 ISTEPO 
160 	 DO 221 1=1.DI• 
161 AUX(N-1 , I)=AUX (-2. I) 
162 	 AUX(N_2,I)AUX(,H4. I) 
163 AUx(N-3, I )AUX(Nó. I) 
164 	 AUX(t+6,I)AUX(+5.I) 
165 AUX(N+5.I)AUX(4+3!I.) 
166 	 AUx(t+4, I)AU:X(+1 • I) 
167 DEL'T=AUX (1+6, I )+AUx(N+5 • I) 
168 	 DELT=DELT+DELT+DELT 
1 6 9 
170 
171 	 GOTO. 201 
172 222 IHLF=IiLF+1 
173 	 I F(IHLF-1O)223.223.210 
174 223 1=.5DO*H 
175 	 ISTEP'J 
176. DO 224 1=1 .iDi'1 
177 
176 	 l+JX(_4,I)).1171675DO(AuX(N+o.I6.*AuxS1 41 
179 0AUx(N_4,I).39062502*(12.0*AUX(N_1,I)+1350*_2,* 
180 	 1108.DO*,\UX(N_3.1)+AUXC4.I))_.023'4375D0*(1X+6hI 
161 218.DO*AUX(N+5.I.)_9.DO*AUX( 4 ,1).)* 
182 . 	. 	AUx(N-3,I)AUXU'-2,I) 
13 224 AUx(N+4,I)AUX(N+5.I) 
184 	 X=X-H 
185 .DELT.X-(ii+H) 
CALL FCT(DELI9Y.DERY) 
167 	 DO .225 .I=i.UIM 
188. AUX(N-2,I)Y(I) 
169 	 AUx(N+5.I)t)ERY(1) 
190 225 Y(I)A0X(-4.I) 	. 
'191 	 D.ELTDELT-(ii+1) 
.19:2 . 	CA1..L• FCT(DELT..Y.DERY) 
193 	....DO.226 I=1.4DIM 
194. . 	.DELTAUX.(N+5.I)+AUX(N+'4.I) 
195 	. DELT=DELT+DELT+DELT 
196 0AUX(16,1)8.96296296296296300*(AVXl.I)Yt1 ) ) 
197. 	 l_3.36l11l11111l1111DO*H*(AJX(N+6.I)+DE.LT4ERY(1)) 
198 226 AUx(N+3,j.)DERY(I) 
199 	 GOTO 206 
zoo . 	END 	 . 	. 
I 	 S U B R 0 	T I N £ PQTFUN(T.C,CDOT) 
2 .0 	. 
3 . 	C 
4 C 	* 
5 	C . * 	PURPOSE ­ 
c 	 EVALUATES 	IN)(I) AND 	ii/)P(I) DURING INTEGRATIflN 
7 	Ct.. 	 ... 
S C 	********************************** 4*********************** 
9. 	. C 
10 fl,U)LICITREAL*3 	.L.i'.Q'-Z) 
11 	 CO1.0W/LLK01/1A."1B,VC 
1 CoO:/iLK02 /;MOL • • RMt'OL • IW1 a M U 2 • p m, U1 , 	U2 
13 	 COU1ON/ POT PAEIA•B 
14 
15 	 COfI'WN/6LK14/S,.SS 
16 CO!U'1ON/UL35/TRED 	. 
COV,1O/LK4O/ IF LAG 
CO AM0N/BLK99I I SUt1 
DIW EM'S IOW 	C(i2).COT(1?),PD0T().0 'OT ('ó) 





Ri =DSQRT (Zi *Z1 +Z2*Z2+Z3*Z3) 
Xi =C (1 )SS*C (4) 
x2=C(2)SS*C(5) 
X3=C(3)—SSC(6) 
R3DSQR.T(Xi *X1 +<2*x2+X3*X3) 
R2 = DSQT(C (6) * (4) +C (5) 	(5 )+C (o) *C (0)) 







ENTRY 14AMPOT (H:AM) 
POTASCDAB*NOP SAB*( 40RSA5-2.ODO) +D.AC*MORSAC 
1+DBC*W0RSBC*(4ORSBC1., 0 YC) 
P,OTABC=POTABC/3.3445ô0b29 
POTACPOTACB/ ,3445OD29 
V NOW IN UNITS OF EV 
Z=P0TA5C—PU1ACB 







DO 21 J=1.3 
Si =51 +.( C (J +6)*TREF*O. 5 291 .77t8) **2 




lA1PoT+O. 5*R4U1 *51 +0. 5*RMtJ2*S2 
IF (IFLAG.E(4.1) GOTO 7 
RETURN 
7 CONTINUE 
• IF (Z ..LE .0 • 0 DO) G 0 10 9 
DVDR3=2.DO*DAC*BETAAC*(1.00RSAC)* 14 0RSAC 
• 1_DBC*40RS8C*A*(1.D0_UYPTAC*tYPTAC) 
• DVDR2DBC*MORSBC*BETA1C*(1 .DO-2.O*M0RSBC+HYPTAC) 
GO T0 
9 CONT-INUE 
DVDR12.D0*DAB*tETAA8* (1 .D0..MORSAB)*MORSAB 







On-i ua(4)=Zi *:$ KR 









90 DC 	1 	Jl,3 
91 1 .DR2UO(J)0.000 
92 DO 	2 	J4.6 
93 2 DR21)Q(J)C(J)*fl 2 
94 . 00 3 	j=1.6 
95 .3 p0010)DVR1*rR1Dt()_0VDP2*0P7DQ(J)0R3*0S3DQ(.J) 
96 	. DO 	4 	J1.3 
97 4 QD0T(J)zkU1*C(J+6) 
98 DO 	5 	J4,6 
99 5 QDO.T(J)RU2*.C(J+6) 	. 
100 D.0 	6 	J=1..6 
101 CDOT(J)=QDOT(J) 
102 6 CDOT(J+6)P[,OT(J)/TREI) **2 
1U3 RETURN 
104 EJr / 
I S 	U 	R 	0 	T 	I 	N 	E SLVE(P,Q.PRMT,CDUT) 
* 
* 	PURPOSE 
PREPARES VALUES FOP INTEGRATION BY LIBRIY SUBROUTINE 
* 
EXTERNAL POTFUN.CONTR.L 
DOUBLE PRECISION TR.EO,C.PRMT.CDOT 
DNsIC 	P(6).0(6)C(12).PR'uT(5).CD0T(12)' 
CU IM, iOU/bJ..)C35iTRED 
WRITE(.4) 




CALL INTEGT(C. POTFUN. CONTRL,PRI4T.CDOT) 
00 2 J1.6 	 .. 
0(J)C(J) 
P(J ) 	(J +6) *T P. ED 





S U B R 0 U T I N E 	START(P,Q.PR'1T.CDOT.LOOP.I0K.!J) 
**************•********** *****************************.*+******** 
* 	PU-:R.POSE  
* CALCULATES STARTING VALUES OF Q(1) ... G(6).R(1)...P(ô) 
REAL MOMIN 
DOUBLE 	 SION 	tlA • iR , 	• M1OL • M .R1N0L • 1U1 • 1;2 , Ri1L1 • RU?, pP 














UUULE PRECJSIO 	A6.LC.DBC,A.B.RO1,10?.RO3 




co MIN oN/eLKO'/B 
C(MON/LK14 S  • SS 
CiiO/b L K 16/ 1 SU13 
Co i'lV. 0 N 5 L K 3 5 / T R D 
CO! ,iONtE3LK4O/IF LAG 
DIiE1SIOIã P(6)..(6) ,PFT(5) .CDOTC12) 
DAT14 coMv,o.346-5oc3'E2c1 /.Cov1/O.344SO3O2 9 / 
Do 14 11,1 
14 CDOT(I)1.0uO/12.0'D() 
PR iT (5) =0. 0r0 
C .iN.ITIALISE .DATP, FOR COMMLN BLOCKS AND FOR SUBSEULJENT CALLS 
C 	1:0 'ST ,R I '.. 
IF (LOOP.GT .1) GOTO 13 
• 	RELKE0.25 
I ST • S K 3000 
p R I-r, 1 2 1)0.0o0 
PR1T(2)3O.O. i 











RE LK ERE LKE* CON 












C 	VAR IA8LES SET; ( 1 ) .: RIi,JiT1AL. RP.IAL SEPN. OF A 	iT 6C 
C (2)—tfBA.ffl uftrTs OF AMU.AU**2.5**1 
C 	 (3)—Ac 	 HAR'i0NIC VIBN. AI1PLITuDE OF B—C 
C . 	(4)—VIBNU—A:JGR.FRE0. OF ZERO—PT. I0TI01 
C 	 (5)—BETA—GusS1Ar DISTH. TRANSFORMATION'  
C PARAI1ETER. FOR Z:EFO PT. :! 
. 
A . V1 fN.SEE 1.F.PI4.IL.LIPS* 
C 
	
	 (o)r:K.Fo-C€ CO4STANT FOR •BC.OBTAINED FROM 




C,\LL CtOO.SE (ATffETA. Ap,I.x.JAv.A:B:rrA) 
0 (1) 	SIN ( ATHETA )*C OS ( A Pn I) 




Ar'•ir,_.v 	 t 
IF (ABS(At 1 PNciT).GT.A'P) GUFO 19 
RB C MO TRO 	'lOT 
Q(5)=.PB.CNOr*SI(AfJETA) 
Q()=+CNQT*C3S(AB ETA ) 
C 	ISUM3 IS COUTER ON CALLS TO GO5AOF—F)R RERUt4 





P(i) -VR*MU1* ( COS ( At)E LTA ) 	IN (ATHET) *COS( APHI)- 
* 	SIN(ADE.LTA) *COS tAT4ETA)*COS(APUI)*SIN(X)_SIN(ADELTTA)*SIN(APUI) 
COSCX)) 






C THIS DETERMINES WHETHER TRAJECTORY WILL BE RUN -IF IOKO 
C TRAJ. RUNS;IF IOK=1 NO GO.PURPOSE IS TO AVOID EXCESSIVELY 
C 	LARGE. VALUES IN FOLLOWING LINES 
IF (AI3S(P(i)).LT.1.0E12) 10K1 
IF (ABS(Q(6)).LT. 1 OE-3) )K=1• 
ARG(Ci(5)*P(3)/O(6)P(2))/P(1) 
DENOM=SQRT(ARG*ARG+1+0(5)*0(5)/(Q(6)*Q(6))) 
• AGANMAARCOS (ARG/C EMOI'1) 
IF (MJ.E(J.1) AETA=AGAtilA+PI/..O 
IF (MJ.EO.2) AE:TAAGAMMA 	 .,. 
ISI(N—.i. 
YG05ADF ( XX) 
IsUh3ISuM3+1 
IF (Y.GT.O.ODO) IStGN+' 
RBCDOTISI*CDUT 
PPAR14U2*R13CDOT  
C VEL.00. OF 8 ALONG RC IS OBTAINED FROM SIMPLE HARMONIC FORMULA 
C SENSE OF VELOC. IS OBTAINED FROM RANDOM NO. GENERATOR (GAUSSLMJ) 
C PRAR 15 MOMENTUM OF BWRT C. 
p(4)=M.J2*vrpERr*cos(AETA) 
P(5)+MU2*VUPERe) *5IN(AETA)*COS(ABETA)PPAR*SI(ABETA) 
P(o)= MU2*VUPERP*S IM(AETA)*SIN(AIIETA)+PPAR*COS(ABETA) 




*A 	. BETAAB. BETAACI 3ETAdC • R03 
COMMON/BLK01 /NA. MB .M.0 




Q DATA MA 	• 4B 
16.01)0 	.126.9)O • 126.9D0 / 
DATA IiETAAB .BETAAC 	• B-ETABC 
* 	/i.269D0 ,1.269D0 ,1.23.' 1 10 
DATA DAB 	, D A C 	• P, b c 
•12.301)O • 2.301D0 .1.545UJ / 
)ATA 1,B/1.00DO 	• -3.5o0 	/ 
DATA I01 	• RIG 2 • R03 
3.530D0 • 5.067D0 ,3.530D0 / 
E 	 1) 	 •• 	 • 
)PjL\TIO 	OPTIL.tS: LIST, C!1ECK.LIhE,AFRAY.DIAG.i)LABELS,.NOMAP.EECDIC,OPT 
,E.uI;B:URGH FORT iJJ(G) CONPI LER T. E LEASE 1.13 	17/05/77 
1 C 
2 I!!PLICIT 	REAL(L.M) 	 . 
3 REAL*& 	TENt,.E.CO&E..A.:B 
4 UIIEMSI()Id 	PIN(6) .Q1(ó) .PFI () ,F1 (6) 
5 	. CO1ON/8LK01/P1i,QIN,PFI ,QFI 
7 	. COtWON/5LKj3/LIOR3X.LLUkBY,L1ORBZ..L.iORt3 
COMfN/[3.L.Ki)4/L,IR0T-X.LiROTY,LiROTZ.L1ROT 
iTO . 	CorO/ENDTIM/T:END 
11 COMN)./POTPAR/A, B 
12 DATA 	CONV/0.344560E29/ 
13 C . 	 . 
14 C READ 	IN 	POT'EN'TIAL 	PARAMETER 	B . 	. 
15 C ... 
16 REWIND 	4 - 
17 RE1)(4,ERR10.ENQ20) 	IBATCIri.B. IMJ 
tB WRITE (ó,601) 	I5ATCH..B.,JMJ 
19 601 	FCRiATY1 '.,/Ji.//I,////////J'O' 
20  
...... .. 	- ' 	 * 	ANALYSIS 	OF BATCH 	.'..i3,5X.:'!'J 
&' * A1.O0 
* 






i1A C=1-! A + il C 
NAB 
MB C =115 + I-IC 
R?UABi • IMh+i .. 
RflUAC=1 ./A+1 ./C 
RUi3C1 • 	• /1C 
RI4iJA8CI ,0IA+1 •.0/1*11 3C 
-C 
£ 	NOW READ .I 	INFO-FI-ATION. FRaN DISK. 
C 
READ(4.ERR=1C.EN020) IL00P,B6..I0 
IF (IOK.EO.1) GOTO 1 
READ(4,ERR=1O..ED=?O) PIN.OIN 
R-EAC(4.ER1O.ED=2U) ?FJ,QFI 
REAu(4,ERR10,EUD20) IhFTOT, IMARK.TEN[),ECODE.IHLF 
READ(4,ERR10,END2O) 151111.ISUM3 
WRITE(6,600) bB. hOOP, IHETOT. If1LF.ECODE, WARK 
6.00 FORI'1AT( '1 ' ' S I;'lPRCT IARANET'EP '.. F6.1 / 
tld'O"','TRAJECTURY NO.' .14/ 
&'OTGTAL. BISECTI0WS',15/'CFIJAL HALVING STATE'.,h'./ 
&'OEIiD COL)E',Fo.1/'OEUERGY CONS. '4ARPER',I3) 
IF (IHLF,GE.11) WRITE(6.107) IHLF. 
IF (Il-ILF.6ii..i1) 6010 1 
C 
ECODE1.000.'> FM) H C0iSERVATI0N (<1 IN  1COQ) 
C. 
IF (EC0uE.EQ.1.00) WRITE(6,1)3) IIOOP.ECOOE 
IF (ECODE-..EO.1.000) 6 O 0 I 
C 
C INITIAL ORBITAL & ROTATIONAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM COMPTS. 
C 
LIORBXOIN (2)*PIN(3)—Q IN (3)*PIN(2) 
LIoRBYOIN(3)*?IN(1).i)IN(1)*PIN.(3) 
LI0RBZ.QIN(1).*PIN(2)_OIN(2)*PI(l). 
LI R OTX =Q IN (5) * P I N (6) —O I N (6) * P1 N (5) 






• 	. LIN=(Ll.0RBX+L1RoTX)**2+(LIOR[iY+LIRoTY)**2+(LJOFd3ZfLI ROT Z)**2 
• LIt-=.SOW1(LI.N) 
C 
• C 	INTER—PARTICLE DI.STAi:CES C.ALCU.L.ATD.P.R0.DUCT OF COLLISION 
C TAKEN AS THAT PART.I'CL:E—P-AIR WITH 3NALLE5T 'SEPARATION. 
C 	THIS t,-',AY BE INVALID IF TRAJECTORY IS STILL SNALIN(, 










B.CBC+QFI(J43) *OF I(J+.3) 








BC:OT=SQRT ( CIJOT) 
TEJrSGL(T.EftD) 
WRjTE(,1O3) M3NO1 ,ACOT.BCNOT.A.AC,i3C 
WRITE (ô,lOo) TEND 
C 




Do 5 11,3 
HNOTHNCT+O. 5*R? UABC*PIN(I) *PIN( I) +0.5*RHUBC*P 114 ( 1+3) *PJN( 1+ 
5 CONTINUE 
HNOTNNQT/ CONy 
PUT NOT =RC T(.ABHOT ,.ACl'oT.. BCNOT) 
i1I4HNOT+PUTNOT 
H3..,0 
DO 4 J=1,3 
4 CONTINUE 
it=t/C0NV 
POTENDPOT(?tB, C1 BC) 
i1A1END=H+POTEND 
W1TE(6,104) H.AM.POTNOTQHAMEND,POTEND 
TO DETERMINE NATURE OT SCATTERING PROCESS.... 
PROr=RNIN(AB,AC,13C) 
JMARKO 
IF (HAM,LE.',0) GOTO 3 
IF (AB.GT.1 O.O.ANu.AC.&)r.10.O.AND.BC.GT.1O.0 	,jARK=j 
C 
C JtARKO<> NON-DISSOCIATIVE ...... JMARK1<>DISSOCIATIVE 
C 
3 C 0 NT I NU:E  
IF (PROD.EQ.AB.) CALL ABANOC 
IF (PROD.EQ.AC) CALL ACAtiOB 
IF (PROD.EQ.BC) CALL NUREAC(JMARK) 
GOTO1 
FORMATS...LA'1ELS... 	 . 	. 
103 FoRNAT('0"!1X ! 'RAB' . .2X.'R .(P'.i2x..'P.(cY/ ' 
&'O INITIAL 4 .4X,F6.2,11X,F6.2.1IX.F6.2/ 
g'o FINAL' ,6X,Fo.2.11X,Fó,2,IIX,F6.2) 
104 	 HAILTONI'.2X.E13.6.7X,'...POT1NTIAL".2X.E 
&'OFINAL 	NA•1ILT0N1A' ,2X,E13.6.7X. '.,P0TETjAL',2X, E13.6) 
105 FORNAT(2D9.2) . 
lOo FURNAT('OTOTAI INTEGRATI0NTIIE'.F6.1) 
107 FURiAT('OTRAJ:ECTORY NOT A.NALYSED-.BI SECT IONS= ',I.3) 
10:8 FORNAT('uTRAJEcTO:Ry i0. 1 ,I3,' -NUT 	NAL'Y.S.ED BAD N CONS'. 
' END :CODE='.F4.1) 
10 WRITC(6.109) 
109 FORNAT('OERROR IN READING INPUT FILE') 
GOTO6 
2.0 WRIT.E(6,i1O) 
110 F(.-,-NAT('OEhu OF SO rILE R.EAC.E)') 
6 CONTINUE 
153 	 STOP 
154 . 	END 
REAL FUICTIuN P07(R,-B.1AC.R3C) 
IMPLICIT PEAL*a (M) 	 - 
REAL*8 DRAB, DRAC DRBC. A • B • I3ETAAB • BETAAC , BETA3C 
REAL*8 DAB, iAC • DBC • R O AU. ROAC ,ROBC • 1YPTAB, HYPTAC 
REA.L*8 VA 3 .C..VAta.DPCT 
COit0NIP0TPAiA • B 
DATA BETA 







0RSBCDEXP(—i3ETABC*(i)RbC-.RU 8 C)) 
Ii.YVTA.DD.TA :': (A* D 	f3 RA+ B) 
KY PTA C )TA kl( A* D P.AC 	) 
VABCDAB*ORSAB*(M0PSAB..2.0)+DAC*MORS.AC 
&+DBc*MORS3c*(MQR$BC-1 . 0—IIYPTAB) 
VA 3Dd\ C*iO R SAC.* tfO R SAC—.2.. O)+DAfOR SA B 
+DBC*M0RS5C*(M0pSBC-1.OHYPTAC) 
IF (VABC.LE.VACB) DPOTVABC 








REAL FUNCTIOW R .. . 	 • C) 
3 
	
IF (A..LT.-B./UD.A.LT. C) R 4 I N A 
4 IF (B. LT.A.AND.B. LT. C) R MI N = B 
5 
	
IF (C.LT.A.AND.C.LT.B) R MI N = C 










.4 C 	COftPUTES FfliAL STATE PARAMETERS FOR 	*. 
5 
	
C * AO+C SYSTEM.EOUATIDNS WRITTEN IN 	* 







IMPLICIT REAL (L,f'i) 
10 REAL*8 TEND . 	.. 	 . . 
11 
	
DIMENSION PIN(6) •QIN(o) .PFI (6) •OFI (6) 
12 CO:M0N/.6L.K)1/PIN,-Q IN, PF I. 0F.1 
13 
	
CC'Oi:UL(O2/MA.. MB ,- IC • RMUd\t3. RfflJAC ,RMUB.0 • MTOT bMAi , f'AC , NBC 
14 COMfl0N/3Li(O3 / LlORt3X ..L I OR BY. L IORZ • I 10 e -c3 
1.5 
	
COMMON/BLKO4/L1ROTx, LIRCTY, LIPOtZ.LIRQT 
16 CO40N/BLcu5/HAN. LIN 
17 
	

































21 C TO -EVALUATE 	TRiNSL/TIOAL 	ENECY 	& 	SCATTERI 	LE 
22 C 
23 ETR.N-S-). 
24 ' CHIrUl1=U. 
25 CHDEN1=O. 
26 CHDE'420. 
67 DO 	I 	J=1.3 
28 TER;.=PF 1(J) /I'thC+PF j (J+3) /IC 
9 ETR A 1-i S 	E I R A 	S+0 	5* i T 3T* M C / ii AS * T E R M * T E R M 
cHIr'Ul=C!IIriuM_PIN(J)*TERi 
31 CHDEN1 	CHDEN1 +TERl*TER 
32 C,oEN2CHDEN2+PIN (J ) *p 	N (J ) 
:33 1 	C U U I I N Uf 
34 ETPANS=ETRAJS/O.3445óCC29 
35 CHI=ARCUS(CIIJNLJM/SQRT(Cl)EN1*CUDEN2)) 
36 Ci-lI=CHI*130./3.141 59 
37 C 
,c :ETR - ANS 	-IN 	EV;Ci.i 	IN 	DEGREES 
39 C 
40 C LFORO(X.Y.Z) 	IS. FINAL 	ORBITAL 	ANGULAR 	NOENTUM 
41 C LFtOT(X.Y,Z) 	IS 	FINAL 	ROTATIuNRL 	ANGULAR 	MOMENTJ, 
I 
'.4 ' 
43 LFOF8X=MT,OT.MC,/ffA13*(0MA*QFI(2)/MT.0T+ 1-1B*0F1(5)/iC)* 





&( PFi (3) /MC-+'PFI(6) /;:c ) ) 
50 C - 	 - 
51 LF0RBZlT0T*MC/AB*((!A*QFI(1)/iiTOT+tB 40 F,I('4)/FC)* 
52 &(PFI(2) PAS C+PFi(5)/1C)_(MA*Q1I(2,)/MT0T+B*QFI(5)/MBC)* 
• &(P'FI ( 1 ) /i'BC+P.Fi (4) /1'C) ) 	•, 	 -. 
5,4 C 
55 LFRGT,A*lb/MA8*((._f ,lC*QF1(5)/MSC+OFI(2))*(PF1(6)/f4B 
56 &+f1TOT/t[5C*2FI(3)/TA)(TC*QFI(6)/MBC+QF1(3))* 
57 - &(..PFI(5)/NB+UTOT/MBC*PFI(2)/MA)) 
C - 	 - 	- 
.59 LFjoTYA*MB/MAE*((_MC*OFI(6)/f1B,C+QFI(3))*(_PFI(4)/MB 




0 	'LFROTZMA*98/ IN A . B*(,(_MC*0F.I('6)/MBC+OFI(1))*(PFI(5)/MB 
64 &+NTOT/iA*PF1(2)/MbC)_(_NC*QFI.(5)/MkC+QFI(2))*(PFI(4)/MB 
65 - &+MTOT/A*PFI(1)/MBC)) 
66 'C 
67 LFORB=SQRT(LFORBX**2+LFURBY**2+LFORBZ**2) 
. 	. LFROT=SQRT(LFROTX+,*2+LFROTY**2+LFROTZ*42) - 
• 	 -,9 	.• - 	- 	LF=(L;FO0RBX+.LF,R0TX)*2+(LF,ORBY+LFRoTY),**2+(LFORbZ+LFROTZ)**2 
70 - '.. 	- 	LF=SORT(LF,) 	 - 	' 	 - 	 - 	-- 	- 	- 
71 
72 C TO' C -ffPUTE 	TE 	RE-ORIE.TATION 	ANGLE 	OF 	THE 	FINAL 	ROTATIONAL 
73. • 	C 'ANGULAR 	iOH,ENiuM 	VECTo 	iRI 	INITIAL- A14 	VECTOR 
'7-4 C 
75 AGLE1ARC3S((LIROTX*LFiOTX+LI ROT Y+LFRYTY1LIROTZ*LFROTZ) 
76 &/(LIROT*LFicT)) 	-. 
77 Awo I El =\H OLE 1 *1 80 • / 3 • 1 41 59 	 - 
- 76 C 





C ROTATIONAL 	ENERGY 	APPROXI:•.;ATED 	TO THAT 	 f% 	G 	IC 	A 











E V I B = D E P.13 i AM - E T R t HS - E R U I 
9 .3 WR1TE(ó,100) ETRA INS I EROT, EVI -8. CILI -AhGLE1 ,ANGLE2 
94 	100 FUIAI('0cTRALS',F/.4/'OERUT'IF7.6/'0EVIE3'.F7. 4 
95 &/'0SCATTb.A(.LE',F6.1/'0ROT.An tE-0RIEI'4TN.Ai'bLE' ,F6.1/ 
96 &'OORBITAL AM RE—OPfl'-iTM.ANGLE' , F6.1) 
97 
	
WRITE(6,101 ) LIN.LF,LIOPB. LFORB.LIRUT.LFROT 
98 	101 FORMAT('OINIT.IAL TOTAL Ai'.t12.,5/'OFINAL TOTAL AM' .E12.5/ 
'99 &'0INITI-AL 0:R.BFTAL AM'..E12.5/'0FIWAL 0'R.31TAL A14',E12.5/ 
100 
	


















































47 	C  
SUBROUTINE ACANDB 
* 	C0MPUTES 	°1MAL STATE ril.01 PERTIES OF * 
•* AC+B SYSTEF 	 fr 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4* * * * * * * * * 
U-;PL16- IT R-AL (L.M) 
REAL*8 TE-ND 
DIMENSI'ON Pfl'(ó) ,CI.(6) .PFI (6) .Fi (t) 
CON/ELK01/PIN.OI,PF.I,QFI 	 . . 
COiON/BLl'M)2/MA .MB • 'C, Rf.;UAB , RMUAC ,RMUBC • MIOT 	Ai3 ,MAC, MB C 
CoM1O/[3LK03/LIORuj.X.,LIORBY,..LIOR57'.LIORB 




300 FORMAT(.'OAC+B FORMED'.) 





DO I J=1,3 
TERr:=—PF 10 ) /MBC+PF 1 (J+3) /MU 
ETRPSETR*.S+.O.:5*MB*MTOT /MA C*IERM*TE:Ri 
C.II.J.NUM.CN I i4uM+T ER -M* p-i i j 
CHDEN1CHD1+TERM*TERM 
CHDEN2CHDEi12+P I U(J)*N(J) 
1 CONTINUE . 	-.. 	.. 	
PI 
 
Cii IARCOS(CIJi/S4).PT(CHDEN1* ,CiiEN?)) 
CH1.CH'l*lSO.. /3.. 14 15 9 
•E T  -t N Sm E T R A M S 1-0 • 34 4 560 E 29 
FINAL ORBITAL Co. ROTATIONAL ANGULAR MO EMTJM COMpTS 
&(—PFI(2)/M3C+PFi(5/M5)) 
LF.OP8YITOT*NB/AC*((MA*i.JFI (3)/MTOT+iC*(J.F 1(6) /BC)* 
48 LrJBZ=TuTflE/ 	Ar*((_*..?F1(1)/1TCT+1C*QFI(4)/BC) 
69 &(_PFI(2)/MUC+PFJ(S)/1f.)_(_MA*OFJ(2)/MTOT+C*LFl(5)/MF3C)* 











Z+PFI(2)*F1TOT PIA /MBC)_.(B*QFI(5)/tiBC 







.0 TO 	CO1RUTE 	RE—OR.IENTATI)N 	AHGLC 	OF 	ANGULAR 	(RCrATIONAL) 




7.4 All GLE1 =A1'JG.LEl *13 0.41 3 	1.41S9 
75 C 




bO AIN  
62 C ROTATIONAL 	ENERGY 	APPROXIATEO 	TO 	THAT OF 	RIGID 	ROTOR 






E V I B = DL A C + i-i AM— E TRANS - ER 0 T 
90 . 	WRITE(6,1OO) 	ETRANS.EROT.EV.IB.ChI.AN-GLE1 ,.NGLE2 
91 100 	F0RMAT('OETRANS='.F7.4i 1 0EROT'.F7.4/'0EVIB' 
92 &,F7.4/'0SCATTG.ANGLE=',F6.1/'0ROTNL.A-1 	RE—ORIEMTN.ANGLE',Fi 
93 6 9 0ORBITAL 	AM 	RE—ORIENTN.ANGLE',F6.1) 
	
-94 	-- 	 WR.IT.E.(6.101) IYj,LF.LI.ORB.LFORB,LI ROT, LF-R(IT 
95 i 	FJR'AT('oII-TzL'TOT '\L AM -' .125f'0 -FI INA.L .TOTAL -T'' .E12.51 
96 	. &'OIiIITIAL - ORBITAL At'',E12.5/'OFINML ORBITAL AM'.,E12.5/ 
97 . 	&' OINITIAL ROTNL.AN'.E12.5/ 1 0FINAL ROTNL.0'.E12.5) 
93 	 RETURN 
99 . . 	END 
1 	C.. 
2 . 	SUBROUTINE N0REftC(J-;ARK) 
3 	C 
.4 C  
S 	C * CO1PUTES FINAL STATE PROPERTIES 	* 
6 C * FOR 	CASE OF ELASTIC/IaELASTIC OR 	* 
7 	C * DISSOCIATIVE SCATTERING 	 * 
-8 C  
-9 	C 
10 . InPLICIT REAL (Let-!) 
	
• 11 	 REAL* 	TED 
12 DliiENSION P1 (6) • 0.1 i C 	• P1! (6) • F 1(6) 
1.3 	 CooN/6LK01/PIN,QI.P'rI.ur1 
14 
15 	 COO;/oLi¼v3ILI(iRE.X, LI;j13Y. LI)tZ,LI(lih 
16 CO101/BLK04/LIR0TX.L1R0TY.LIROTZ.LIROT 
17 	 Co!.:i0N/BLK(5/IIAfi. LI 
18 COPON/ENDT lU/TEND 
19 	 IF (JiIARK.EQ.0) W1iTE(6.400) 
























CIij D.E;NCFI1 D ET! +P 	( j .)*P iN (J ) 












C FINAL ORBITAL & ROTATIONAL ANGULAR Mm.IENTUM COpCHENTS 
60 C 
41 	 .LFORi3XQF1(2)'*PFI(3)QFI(3)'PFI(.2) 




























So ANGLEI 	NGLE1 *180. /3.. 14159 
57 





6 1 &/(LIORB*LFORB)) 	. 	. 	. 
62 
	








IF (JHARK.EU.0) GOTO 3 
67 C 




WRITE(6t102) ETRANS,CUI.ALGLE1 SAJGLE2 
71 GOTO 2 
72 






76 	 DEi3C=1.545 
77 ETLFR0T*LFg0T*fltiBC I(::? .O*REbC-*REBC) 
78 	 OTEROT/0.344560E29 
79 E  I 1D E B C+ :tAtE T R A S - C t" ' .) T 
8u 	 WRITE(o.lO'O) ETiAtS,E1OT,EVI8,ChI.JGLE1.hNI °LE2 
Si 100 FOR:AT ( • 0ETRAS=' , F7. 4  / 'OEROT' , P7.6 / '0EV 19=' 
82 	 &,17.4/'OSCI\TTG.AUGLE',Fô.1/'ORO'T(ML.AIM V E—OqETN.ANGLE', 
83 &Fó.1 I '00RB1TAL AM RE—01ENTL.ACLE ' ,F6.1 ) 
64 	 2 WRITE(6,101) LIN.LF,LIC}RB,LFORB,LIROT, LFROT 
65 101 FORr1AT('oI!.IITIAL TOTAL AM',E12.5/'OFINAL IOTAL AW,E12.5/ 
86 	 £'OINITIAL ORBITAL ,'.',El2.5/'0FINAL ORBITAL M',E12.5/ 
57 &'Ofl.ITIAL fUTiL.Ar'.,E12.5/'GFINAL ,OTNL.A'' .E12.S) 
818 	102 FORAT('0ETRS".r7.4/'0'CI,F6_1/'0ANGLEi'.Fó.1/ 
& 1 0A'GLC2',F6.1) 
90 	 RETURN 
91 END 
1 	C 
2 BLOCK DATA 
3 	 IMPLICIT REAL (L,!) 
4 REAL.*8 TEND 
5 	 DIMENSION PIN(ó) .VIN(6) • PFI (6) , ,QFI (6) 
o C0MOM/9LK01 /PI N,cI,PFI.QFI 
7 	 COMOM/BLK02/11,1 • MB, IC, R!Ui\B • RMUAC • RMUBC ! ,l T'0T.,-*'AJli .MAC • MF3C 
8 
9 	 C0:1MOU/BLK04/LIP0TX.LIROTY.L.IR.OTZ.L1ROT 
10 C0MMO/3LPc05/'dAH.LI14 
11 	 COMMOi/ENDTlM/TEND 
12 C0;lt 1 O;4/POTPAR/A • B 
13 	 DATA pIN/1.O.2.O,3.0..4..O.5.C.ó..0/ 
1.4 DATA 01,./1.O,c.d.3.O,4.{),S.().ô.j./ 
DATA 
16 	 DATA OF1/i..2.-0.3.O,4.0,S.O,6.0/ 
17 . 	DATA  
19 	 DATA LIGkBX, LIORBY. LIuRBZ. LIORB/1 .0,2.0.3.0.4.0/ 
20 DATA LIROIX, LIROTY. LIROTZ, LIROT/1 .0,2.0.3.0.4.0/ 
21 	 DATA 1IAM,LIN11.0,2.01 
22 DATA TEND/1.000/ 
23 	 . 	DATA A.8/1.0.2.0/ 
24 EN D 
CODE 	6c78 tiYTES 	PLT-+DATA 523 iyTES 
	
PIAG TABLES 228 BYTES 
TOTAL . 11538 BYTES 
COMPI LATI ON SUCCESSFUL. 
MODULE NAME IS ICL9CEMAINM 
TRAJECTORY NO. 23 
IMPACT PARAM. 7.0 
TIME AT END 557.0 
FINAL HALVING STATE 0 
H CONS MARKER 0 
AM CONS MARKER 1 







ORB. ANG. MOM. 
ROTNL. ANG. MOM. 
TOTAL ANG. MOM. 
ETRANS = 0.0015 
EROT = 0.0008 
EVIB = 0.1240 
SCATTG. ANGLE = 39.9 





















TRANSFER OF ORB. A.M. = 42 
ROTATIONAL QUANTUM NUMBER = 12 	 RAM TRANSFER = -43 
FRACTION OF E(TOT) INTO INTERNAL MODES 	0.988 
Figure 4.46 - Typical output from 2-D program without graphics 
hoE 11AM PulL. AUGR. ti OM R.413 RAC RBC 
0.)) -1 .41831 -1 	5252? 10.88062 17.88 17.47 4.96 
12.1 -1 .61331 -1. 1 3936 10,881.62 16.36 16.62 4.91 
24.1 -1.11881 -1.66004 10.38062 14.86 15.38 4.88 
31.1 -1.41381 -1.67229 10.8306? 13.36 14.35 4.89 cl 
-1.41331 -1.51275 10.8806? 11.86 13.32 4.94 
60.1 -1.41331 -1 .56265 10.83062 10.35 12.29 5.01 
ç 72.1 -1.41331 -1.545)6 10.88067 .8.79 11.22 5.09 
86.1 -1.41801 -1.57886 10.88067 6.85 9.85 5.17 5 
-1.41032 -1 .7256/ 10.38(16? 5.29 8.06 5.48 
C 108.1 -1.6138? -1.65610 10.0806? 5.60 9.23 5.60 12r.1 -1.61881 -1.64200 10.83062 6.46 9.94 4.99 E 
132.1 -1.41881 -1.47177 10.8806? 7.24 10.69 4.85 
( 
144.1 	- -1.61881 -1.78868 10.88062 5.44 9.32 6.85 
156.1 -1.61080 -1.66659 10.88062 6.24 10.48 5.14 0 - 
-1.41831 -2.70042 10.88062 3.31 8.45 5.56 CL 
r 180.0 -1.61801 -1.46266 10.88067 6.04 11.07 5,48 
192.0 -1.41380 -1.83175 10.88061 5.51 '10.57 5.22 
204.0 -1.41880 -2.02517 10.88061 5.01 9.85 4.86 
r 216.0 -1.41879 -1.53395 10.88o60 6.71 11.56 6.87 
• 228.8 -1.41879 -1.6846/. 10.80061 6.24 11.21 5.07 o 
240.1 -1.41077 -1 .n6942 10.88060 5.91 10.78 5.27 
252.1 -1.41377 -1.64812 10.38060 7.34 11.87 5.33 
26/1.1 -1.61817 -1.64713 10.88060 7.14 11.37 5.36 4-) 
-1.41373 -2.34475 10.88060 4.13 8.41 5.34 
203.0 	, -1.4187% -1.o1504 10.88060 : 	6.77 9.70 5.02 4-) 
3)0.0 	
/ -1.41378 -1.57676 10.08060 6.29 8.74 4.87 ) 
312.1 	/ -1.61370 -1.74913 10.88061 5.9 7.84 5.08 
324.1 	/ -1.41878 -1 .5465o 10.88061 6.79 8.05 5.23 
3 34.8 -1.1.1878 -1.68650 10.8806(1 3.11 5.96 5.39 ) 
-1.41878 '-1 .60285 10.88061 6.51 	. 8.30 5.19 
-1.61878 -2.88640 10.88062 3.62 7.00 5.09 
• 372.1 -1.61377 -2.15431 10.88066 4.86 9.60 5.29 4-) 
386.1 -1.41877 -1.63659 10.88066 4.97 10.76 5.80 - 
396.1 -1.41376 -2.06818 10.88069 5.05 9.96 5.22 
408.1 -1.41075 -2.o4492 10.88071 5.04 9.03 4.90 
4,1 1 1 .0 -1.41875 -2.53282 10.88071 4.22 7.74 5.62 
432.0 -1.41075 -2.02286 10.88074 3.45 5.95 5.73 
64 1 .0 -1.41873 -2.n5708 10.88076 5.03 6.66 5.17 
45o.0 -1.4187? -1.95907 10.88073 3.22 .8.34 6.87 
460.0 1.41872 -2.19097 10.88070 3.35 11.02 8.34 
480.0 -1.4167u -2.29370 10.88066 3.60 12.96 9.39 o 
492.0 -1.41869 -2.03900 10,8806? 3.86 14.07 10.45 
504.0 -1.41367 -1.76459 10.83057 4.05 14.30 11.62 
516.0 -1.418o6 -1 .59421 10.88053 4.17 13.74 12.89 ) 
528.0 -1.61365 -1.53881 10.88049 4.21 12.77 14.17 
56o.0 -1.41864 -1.59501 10.33045 4.17 12.08 15.39 
552.0 -1.4186? -1.76631 10.88040 4.05 12.46 16.50 
• 564.0 -1.61861 -2.04174 10.88036 3.85 14.16 17.48 
• 
0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 20.00 20.00 20.00 
(.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 20.00 20.00 20.00 
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SOLVE - This subroutine prepares the P 	and Q' 
S  for integration and 
integrates them subject to the potential contained in subroutine POTFUN. 
The integration subroutine STWOD is based on the (no longer supported) 
IBM subroutine DFIPCG. The initial and final P 5 and Q 5  are written to 
tape or disk in unformatted fashion. The progress of the integration is 
monitored by CONTRL which is regularly called by STWOD. CONTRL contains 
an entry TRANSF which determines the nature of the collision (reactive, 
dissociative etc.) The entry OPTION is called finally and this outputs 
a graphical time history if the collision is long-lived. 
Typical output from the programs is given in Figures 4.46 - 4.51. 
Although crossing of the C 2 , configuration occurs it is never below 
VAC = VAB = 8 au. The diagrams convey the overall impression of the 
0-atom vibrating about an I-atom in a near colinear fashion. This is 
best displayed in Figure 4.22. 
APPENDIX D 	FINAL STATE PROPERTIES 
The formulae quoted in this appendix refer explicitly to the 3-D 
case. For the 2-D case, straightforward reduction of the 3-0 formulae is 
necessary. 
(1) 	Interparticle separations 
RAB 2 = 	[Q1 - 	. Q4 ] 
BC 




= 	[Q1 + MB. Q]2 
mB C 
2 	2 
= 	Q4 + Q5 	+ 	2 
++ 	








(2) 	Angular momenta 
The total angular momentum (= L + J) is given by 
tot 	= 	I = A,B,C [ Lj x 
2•i I 
which in the generalised co-ordinate system simplifies to 
tot 	1' 	3x (P
1 , P 2 , P3) + (Q 4 , 5' 6X (P 4 , P 5 . P 6 ) 
(4.871) 
The Cartesian components of Lt0t are: 
L 	= 	(2 3 - 	
P2 ) 	+ 	(Q5 P6 - Q6 P 5 ) 
L 	= 	(Q3 P1 - Q 1 P3 ) 	+ 	(Q6 P4 - Q4 P6 ) 
L 	= 	(Q1 p2 - Q2  P.) 	+ 	(Q4 P5 - Q 5 P 4 ) 	................(4.88) 
The total angular momentum is then 
Ltt 	= 	L2 + L 2 + L2 	 (4.89) 
Each separate term in braces in (4.88) corresponds to the orbital and 
rotational components respectively. 
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Scattering Angle 
This is defined for the atomic product of the collision as the 
angle between the initial and final relative velocity vectors (i.e. the 
relative velocity of the atom w.r.t. the molecule). It is therefore 
obtained from the scalar product of these two vectors. 
Re-orientation Angles 
These are calculated from theinitial and final RAM and OAM as 
for the scattering angle. 
Translational Energy 
This is generally given by 
( v,ei) 2 	.................... ( 4 . 90 ) 
where p' and Vel  depend on the nature of the products. 
Rotational/Vibrational Energy 
These are not strictly separable in classical mechanics and each 
varies according to the vibrational phase. As a first approximation, the 
rotational energy is obtained from 
L' 	
2 
E' 	= 	rot ....................(4.91) 
rot 2 
2p'(r) 
where L0t  is the final RAM and r is the product diatomic's equilibrium 
separation. The vibrational energy is then obtained from 
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- 	 - 
LVjb 	- int 
where = 	D' 	+ H - E. ................(4.93) int 
with D' being the product diatomic's dissociation energy and H, the 
Hamiltonian. 
Expressions for each of the former categories (3) - (6) are given 
for each type of scattering: non-reactive (A + BC 	-* A + BC ; 
reactive (A + BC 	- 	AB + C) and reactive (A + BC 	-- AC + B). 
The final state characteristics have little meaning if the scattering is 
dissociative and this is treated separately. 
A : 	Non-reactive scattering (subroutine NOREAC) 
Scattering Angle 
The initial relative velocity vector is 
= 	1 	(P1 1 , P 2 1 , P 3 1 ) 	 ....................( 4.94) 
'A, BC 
and the final is the same expression with the superscript 'i.' replaced by 
'f'. The atomic scattering angle is then given by 
-1 Ei 	1 
0 	= 	cos 	I 
V v 
-R •—R 







[j 3 1 
E 	
if f)2 1 
= 	




Using equation (4.90) 
3 
= 




E,Ot is obtained from equation (4.91) with L,',0t  given by the 
second component of equation (4.88) and 
E,ib 	= 	0BC + H - E.;rans 	 (4.97) 
OAM re-orientation angle (A (OAM)) 
The components of the OAM are given by the first terms in (4.88) 
for both reactants and products. A (OAM) is given by: 
(OAM) 	= cos 	r(L X 1 L 	 + L 1 L 	 + L Lz)1 
L Li.Lf 	 J 
....................(4.98) 
where Li.  and L are obtained from equation (4.89). 
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RAM re-orientation angle (& (RAM)) 
This is identical to (4.98) but with the rotational components 
substituted. 
B : 	Reaction to AB + C (Subroutine ABANDC) 
The vector from the AB centroid to C is given by 
	
f 	f 
C 	 1 
mAB 
Q2f , Q3f ) 	+ 	
(Q4 , 	 5




and the corresponding momentum vector is 
2f, 	+ 	(P f , p5 I 
LAB, C = - m  L mBC 	 M 	
(4.99) 
The vector from mass B to mass A is 
QB f 





and the corresponding momentum vector is 
-8A = mA m  [
41 5f , p6f) + 
	M 	(P 1f2f,  P 3]) 





f - 	f 
- LAB, C .AB, C 	x 
L 	= 	Mmc MA Q2 
	




ImA Q3  + 	m  Q61 p  2 f 
	
+ P5 f 
• LM mBCJ 
L 	= 	Mm + -. Q1 . 
-P I 
+ 
iii;j [LM mBC 	J LmBc mc ] 
+ 	
P6 f 


















+ 	Q2  J .f p 
f 
m B 
M. P f  + 
L-7 
m BC 
L• + 	I1 •E— + MA 	m BC 
= AB EL in BC •+•Q3•  m B + mA 	'BC 
[ Q4f +Ql f p 6 + 
 
= 









0 	= 	cos ' I 	-AB, 	C -LA, BC 
If ii 
AB, C A, BC 
Thus, p + 	Pj+31 - 
0 	= 	cos-1 •-1 





E' 	 1-CAB, C  
trans 	
2 DAB, 
= 	• 	M.m 	• 	
:; 
	





Formed from equations (4.91) - (4.93) using Cartesian components 
from (4.102). 
A (OAM) and Aq (RAM) 
Formed from equation (4.98) with initial components from (4.89) 
and final components from (4.101) and (4.102) respectively. 
C : 	Reaction to AC + B (SubroutineACANDB) 
The relevant displacement vectors are: 
f 	f 	f f 
MAC, B 	= 	
m 	(Q1 f , Q2f, Q3 
	 Q5
+ 	
(Q4 , , Q6 
MAC Lw m8C 
•f 	f p3f ) 	 f 	f 	fi 
1 
+ 	(P4 ,P5 ,P6 )j = 	[_(P 






f 	f 	f 	f 	f f 	mB 	(Q 4 ' 	 Q 6 . ) ~ 	(Ql ' 	
Q3f) 
mB C 
= mA mC 	P5 	+ 	M. 	(1f, 31 mAC L M mAmBC J 
....................(4.106). 
Angular Momentum 
f - 	 f 	f 
- 	 fl-AC, B x 	-AC, B 
	P6 f = z 2 	 + 	. 	 + 
[.Q3f 	
+ 




=	E p. Q3f + 	Q6j . [ 	 + 
	
+ 	 + 
= mm 	rr M  . Q1f + M  . Q 41 .r 
2f + 
 P5 f 
MAC
LLW 
	 MBC 	 MBC 	mBJ 
M
A r 	. + 	-. Q1 .F + P4 f 
[ M mBC 	J [mBC 
....................(4.107) 
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= 	a-CA X CA 
L 	= PmB • f Q2• r 6 
UACL[ 
Q 5f 	+ 
[





Q3f1 r 4 
[MB 




L 	= 	AC 













B 	A, BC] 





m  mBcJ 
+ 	M. 2 
m 	in B C] 
1- 	Fl . 
m  mBJ 
(4.108) 
+ M. P 3 
a
1 




3 f I 	 fi 
P. 1 	j + ____ 
3=1 . Li 	mBJ 	 _____ 
j li E3 1Tf pf1l 12 [3~ 
	(P.) 	 Ij 	+ 	j+3f 
[=i 	[m B C mBJ 
(4.109) 
Translational Energy 
- 1 	 P 	
2 
trans 	
- 2 	 —AC, B 'AC,B 
3r 	f 	f12 






Vibrational /Rotational Energy 
Formed from equations (4.91) - (4.93) using equations (4.108) for 
components.  
A (OAM) and A (RAM) 
Equations (4.107) and (4.108) supply the final Cartesian com-
ponents for (4.98) with the -initial-components from (4.89). 
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D : 	Dissociative Scattering 
A test based on inter-particledistances suffices to identify 
the nature of the collision outcome, A + BC or AB + C or AC + B. 
If the Hamiltonian, H, exceeds a value given by the potential of the 
3-atom system with all separations infinite then the further possibility 
of dissociation arises. 
In the listed programs, the dissociation potential was chosen as 




But Ft 	= 	T' + V . 




i e 	E'= 	(H - E) + D' mt 	 ;rans (4.112) 
Two cases arise in (4.112) 
rans 
E't 	
> 	H 	'u 	product molecule is bound. 
rans 
E't 	< 	H 	" 	product molecule is dissociated. 
Thus, for any of the scattering outcomes given in sub-sections A, B and 
C the tests for dissociation are: 
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 Is 	H > 	VD (RAB = RBC 	= 	RAC 	= 	cz) 	 ? 
 If (a) is true is 	irans 
 < 	(H 	- 	VD) 	? 
Success in both (a) and (b) determine dissociation unambiguously. 
Presently, the tests for dissociation in the analysis programs 
are based on the 3 separations exceeding a certain limit. This is 
obviously insufficient as remarked in 4.9.1. 
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